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LET'S SEND TV AROUND THE WORLD
by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff

RIDE A JET FIGHTER INTO THE NIGHT

See page 98

In This Issue
"World's Toughest Uphill Race" Proves CHAMPIONS Tops For Sustained Power

The Pikes Peak Hill Climb is the world's toughest uphill race. Starting at an altitude of 7415 feet, it runs 12½ miles over 120 hairpin turns and switchbacks, ending at an elevation of 14,110 feet!

Here is a test of spark plugs that is really rough. It calls for split second acceleration, and ability to withstand mounting temperatures as the cars roar into higher altitudes.

The record of dependable Champion Spark Plugs speaks for itself—24 consecutive victories. The qualities that made this record breaking performance possible will make your car perform better, too. So insist on Champions every time!

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY, TOLEDO 1, OHIO

FOLLOW THE EXPERTS
Get CHAMPIONS
for your car

The Sign of Dependable Service!
CRESTOLOY Pliers are individually tested!

Crestoloy Pliers take all the guesswork out of plier buying, because Crescent has taken all the guesswork out of plier making. Rigid specifications establish the material, design, workmanship, tests and inspection of these better tools. Strict adherence to these specifications is maintained by continuous tests and relentless inspection of the individual tools. Every plier carries the Crestoloy tag certifying that it has been individually tested.

GET YOUR FREE COPY...
This new 20-page booklet provides many useful how-to-do-it ideas both for amateurs and professional mechanics, as well as basic information on the proper selection, use and care of hand tools. 93 illustrations. Write today.
Accent on Opportunity

Until recently Private First Class Myron Jarman of Beverly Hills, California, was a student at Santa Monica City College and U.C.L.A. One day he read of the 45 career fields in the U. S. Air Force training program, and recognized his chance to combine his interests and aptitudes in creating a responsible job for himself.

Soon after enlisting he became a student machinist. In the photo, he is "blanking out a lathe model." Under his instructor, Staff Sergeant Albert D. Clark of Loveland, Colorado, Airman Jarman will learn mechanical drawing, blue print reading, use of small hand tools, lathes, milling machines, contour machines, shapers, heat treating and grinding.

After 21 weeks of school, Myron will be an apprentice machinist. As he advances in experience and ability, his rank and pay will increase. He can find a vital and interesting career in the U. S. Air Force.

You, too, can have this opportunity! You can earn while you learn, in the field where you qualify. Find your place in one of the more than six hundred job specialties in the Airman Career Program. For details visit your nearest U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station.
this month's cover

HIGH IN THE ALPS, two Swiss railwaymen pivot a strange, twin-rotor snowplow on its built-in turntable. The merry-go-round maneuver may well be necessary, for thousands of tons of fresh snow can smother the tracks behind the plow just about as fast as the machine clears the rails. Result: the only instrument for saving the rail line is trapped. The snowplow on our cover can whirl a thumping 1500 pounds of snow a distance of 100 to 165 feet every second. On page 98 you'll find pictures of the plow in action, and on the following page begins the chilling story of how the little village of Blue River, B.C., now is sharpening its plows for the annual battle to clear the Canadian National's rails. Keep a heavy blanket handy when you read about the coldload of frozen pigs, Christmas packages delivered in April, and the 1100 kegs of black powder used to blast through a snowslide that has grown into legend.
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A Kentile Floor Costs So Little when you install it yourself!

Only $19.95*

For a 9'x11' Kentile Floor
and you get lasting beauty at this low price!

Guaranteed Kentile Is So Easy To Install

Tile by tile installation is quick, fun. And your Kentile Floor lasts for years... sheds dirt...resists stains and scuffs...sparkles like new with an occasional no-rub waxing.

Only your Kentile Dealer has low-cost, guaranteed Kentile Floors...the Ken-Kit with the tools you need. Get an estimate...look in your classified phone book under FLOORS...in Canada at T. Eaton Co., Ltd.

Free Booklets. Send for a copy of the Kentile Self-Installation Folder and the Kentile Color Line. You'll see how easy it is to install your own Kentile Floor in your choice of the 26 modern colors. Kentile Inc., Dept. G-4, 58 2nd Avenue, Brooklyn 15, N.Y.

Why buy floor coverings with just a colored surface that soon wears off? It costs so little more to get wear-resistant Kentile with colors that go all the way through the tile and backed by this GUARANTEE!

*Price quoted is for a 9'x11' Kentile Floor installed by you. Price may be lower or slightly higher depending on size of room, colors chosen and freight rates.

Kentile
The Asphalt Tile of Enduring Beauty
An Offer of Research Facilities to Inventive Americans Who Need Them

The Sinclair Plan is opening up the Company's great laboratories to every American who has an idea for a better petroleum product.

Inventive Americans are often at a loss today. Not because of any lack of ideas, but because of a need for large and expensive facilities to find out if and how their ideas work.

This was no obstacle in our earlier days. The Wright Brothers designed their first airplane with the help of a foot-square homemade "wind box"—and the plane flew.

In contrast, the man with a new idea in airplane design today often needs a supersonic wind tunnel costing millions.

In short, science and invention have become so complex that a man with an idea for a better product often needs the assistance of an army of specialists and millions worth of equipment to prove his idea has value.

Within the petroleum field, the Sinclair Plan now offers to provide that assistance.

Under this Plan, Sinclair is opening up its great research laboratories at Harvey, Illinois, to independent inventors who have sufficiently good ideas for better petroleum products or for new applications of petroleum products.

If you have an idea of this kind, you are invited to submit it to the Sinclair Research Laboratories, with the provision that each idea must first be protected, in your own interest, by a patent application, or a patent.

The inventor's idea remains his own property.

If the directors of the laboratories select your idea for development, they will make, in most cases, a very simple arrangement with you: In return for the laboratories' investment of time, facilities, money and personnel, Sinclair will receive the privilege of using the idea for its own companies, free from royalties. This in no way hinders the inventor from selling his idea to any of the hundreds of other oil companies for whatever he can get.

Under the Plan, Sinclair has no control over the inventor's sale of his idea to others, and has no participation in any of the inventor's profits through such dealings. Moreover, it is a competitive characteristic of the oil business that the new products adopted by one company are almost invariably adopted by the whole industry. This means that the very fact of his agreement with Sinclair should open up to the inventor commercial opportunities which might otherwise be hard to find.

How to proceed: Instructions on how to submit ideas under the Sinclair Plan are contained in an Inventor's Booklet available on request. Write to: W. M. Flowers, Executive Vice-President, Sinclair Research Laboratories, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. for your copy.

Important: Please do not send in any ideas until you have sent for and received the instructions.
THEY GO
BETTER TOGETHER

Pyroil
and
WINTER
OIL

When you change to winter oil — remember to add Pyroil — and forget a lot of wintertime driving headaches. In cold weather, you need low viscosity oil to help you get started — but you need the extra protection of PYROIL to keep you GOING. Winter oil quickly drains off piston rings and cylinder walls, exposing them to rust and corrosion caused by dampness and cold.

Pyroil has the extraordinary property of making oil (yes, low viscosity oil, too) protect these important engine parts with a blanket of oil at all times. Pyroil prevents damaging “dry starts”, Pyroil permits oil rings and piston rings to work freely without “pumping” due to gum and sludge.

Pyroil and winter oil GO better together — you’ll GO better, longer, at less maintenance cost, with Pyroil.

When you add winter oil — add Pyroil — add miles to your car.

Pyroil for Aircraft Engines
Use Aircraft Pyroil B for lubricating oil. Aircraft Pyroil A for gasoline.

GIVEN! An attractive Pyroil metal savings bank — takes coins up to 50c pieces. MOTORISTS, it’s yours for the asking — sent postage paid.

Manufactured and Guaranteed by Pyroil Company, 122 Pyrol Bldg., La Crosse, Wisconsin

GEORGE JERGENSON, who is tinker ing with the modernistic motor scooter, heads one of the most unusual schools in the U.S. It has no full-time faculty members and no clocks. Classes last all day and students fight to get into the Art Center School in Los Angeles. The students handle problems of industrial design and many of their products are snapped up by manufacturers. An outstanding article about this school appears in the 50th-Anniversary issue of Popular Mechanics next month.

Turn on the Molasses
When Michael Day told the story of George W. Rappleyea’s molasses house (September 1951), Mr. Rappleyea thought it might open a market for his revolutionary plastic material in Latin America. The avalanche of mail that resulted from the article changed his mind: North Americans may get it first! Here’s the latest word from him:

To the Editor:

As a result of the announcement in the August issue that the story would appear in September, we received five to ten letters a day from readers who did not want to wait until the September issue appeared. Since the September issue was released, we have been getting 35 to 50 letters a day... on one day alone, phone calls came in from Dayton, Cleveland, Winchester, Va., Dallas and Davenport, Iowa.

This large response constitutes a “consumers’ market survey” far more complete (Continued to page 8).
5 reasons why ACCOUNTANCY

offers you MORE MONEY... and SUCCESS!

REASON #1. If you were an expert accountant right now, chances are you would find yourself among the highest-paid of all professional men and women. Even back in "depression years," surveys showed that accountants earned more on the average than men in other major professions.

REASON #2. The demand for accountants is great—everywhere. All businesses must have trained accountants to cope with ever-growing requirements. It's a profession offering wide opportunity—always—to the man who knows.

REASON #3. You can fit into any business, anywhere in the country—because accounting principles are universal. Think what this means in terms of security and independence!

REASON #4. Accountancy is open to all. Any man or woman of good intelligence, who enjoys figure work and is willing to follow LaSalle's systematic "problem method" plan, can rapidly qualify for a highly profitable, enjoyable lifetime career... and he doesn't have to finish his training before beginning to "cash in."

LaSalle Extension University
A Correspondence Institution
Dept. 1264HR, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5, Ill.

Please send me, free of all cost or obligation, a sample lesson in Accounting... also, your 48-page illustrated books, "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays," and "Success Reports."

Name ___________________________ Age ___________________________
Address _______________________________________________________
City, Zone, State _______________________________________________

GET FREE SAMPLE LESSON
I was surprised to learn how many corporation heads read Popular Mechanics. The vice-president of the Bell Telephone System in St. Louis sent me a picture of a very beautiful log-cabin summer home. He had trouble finding a material that would “chink” the space between the logs, and as Plasmo-falt sticks to wood tenaciously he thought it would solve the problem. The vice-president of the International Marine Plywood Company in Mobile flew to Southport in his private plane, wanted Plasmo-falt as a substitute for expensive resin glues for cheap plywood. One of the largest building-contractors in the South thought Plasmo-falt would be good for sealing joints of cut stone. Since I started this letter I was interrupted by a phone call from an official of the firm that owns the largest papermaking machine in the world.

"Those are just a few in what the advertising experts love to call "the upper income purchasing bracket."

We are receiving checks and cash through the mail, and returning them immediately. Our pilot plant will supply the requirements for an experimental contract... [it] produces 100 pounds an hour. The proposed commercial plant will produce 10,000 pounds an hour.

Our policy will be to make at the main plant only the concentrate... State distributors will make Plasmo-falt from the concentrate and furnish it to dealers and contractors to make into brick, building plastic, flooring, paving and sewer pipes...

Plasmo-falt was developed from the two materials available on every world sugar plantation—molasses and bunker fuel oil—to solve the tropical housing shortage. Now your readers have shown us there is a U.S.A. housing shortage just as serious as the one in the tropics. Like the “Blue Bird of Happiness,” you look the whole world over and find it right in your back yard.

George W. Rappleyea,
Tropical Agricultural Research Laboratory,
Southport, N. C.

One of the letters Mr. Rappleyea received follows—and the inventor of the molasses plastic comments that "as long as there are mothers like Mrs. O’Neil, there will be free enterprise in America":

Dear Mr. Rappleyea:

"Home, Sweet Home," the most wonderful words in the world! I have just finished (Continued to page 10)
WILL YOU BE CLIMBING? OR STUCK?

What you’ll be doing one year from today depends on what you do today.

Take advantage of today’s opportunities and you’re sure to move ahead. Put off doing anything about them and you chance being left behind.

The opportunities open to trained men are greater today than at any time in the past five years. Skilled technicians and specialists are the men of the hour. And thousands of them are I.C.S. students.

Start now! Study at home, in your spare time, with the world’s largest school—I.C.S. Mail the coupon today for full information. It may be later than you think!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 5517-L, SCRANTON 9, PENNA.

Without cost or obligation, please send me full particulars about the course BEFORE which I have marked X.

Business and Academic Courses
- Accounting
- Bookkeeping
- Business Administration
- Business Correspondence
- Business Law
- Carbon Copying
- Certified Public Accounting
- Commercial
- Cost Accounting
- Fashion and Book Illustration
- Federal Tax
- First Year College
- Fellowship
- Good English
- Higher Mathematics
- Industrial Supervision
- Motor Traffic
- Personnel—Labor Relations
- Postage Service
- Retail Business Management
- Salesmanship
- Sign Lettering
- Stenography
- Traffic Management
- Aeronautical Engineer's, Jr.
- Aircraft Drafting and Design
- Aircraft Mechanic
- Air Conditioning and Plumbing Courses
- Air Conditioning
- Plumbing
- Refrigeration
- Refrigeration, Domestic
- Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
- Steam Fitting
- Chemical Courses
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry, Analytical
- Chemistry, Industrial
- Food-Plant Sanitation
- Petroleum Production & Refining
- Plastics
- Pol and Paper Making
- Civil Engineering and Architectural Courses
- Architecture
- Architectural Drafting
- Bridge and Building Foreman
- Building Estimating
- Civil Engineering
- Contracting and Building
- Highway Engineering
- Reading Structural Blueprints
- Sanitary Engineering
- Structural Drafting
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Communications Courses
- Electronics
- Practical Telephony
- Radio, General
- Radio Operating
- Television
- Telephone Engineering
- Electrical Courses
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Light and Power
- Lighting Technician
- Practical Electrician
- Power House Electric
- Ship Electrician
- Diesel Engines Courses
- Diesel Engines
- Internal Combustion Engines
- Mechanical Courses
- Forging
- Heat Treatment of Metals
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Metallurgy
- Machine Shop
- Mechanical Drafting

Mechanical Engineering
Mold-Loft Work
Patterns-making—Wood, Metal
Reading Ship Blueprints
Sheet-Metal Drafting
Sheet-Metal Worker
Ship Drafting
Ship Fitting
Soldering
Welding—Gas and Electric
Railroad Courses
- Air Brake
- Diesel Locomotive
- Diesel Locomotive
- Stationary Fireman
- Stationary Fireman
- Stationary Steam Engineering
- Textile Courses
- Cotton Manufacturing
- Loom Fixing
- Rayon Manufacturing
- Textile Engineering
- Woolen Manufacturing

Name
Age
Home Address
City
State
Working Hours
A.M.
P.M.
Present Position
Employed by

Special tuition rates to members of the Armed Forces. Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada.
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reading for the tenth time “You’ll Build Your Next House of Molasses” in Popular Mechanics magazine.

While at the newsstand looking through various house-plan books (and there are so many picturing cheeseboxes, proclaiming “Build this beautiful five-room, low-cost house for only $9000,” which is really a small fortune for a family of seven trying to live on $200 per month), I happened to glance through a Popular Mechanics hoping to find something on cement-block construction. Instead, I found your wonderful Plasmofalt! I promptly bought my first Popular Mechanics magazine, took it home and read it through six times. . .

Results of your “Home, Sweet Home” (wonderful, wonderful words) article in Popular Mechanics were that it launched us on a plan to build our own home, perhaps hiring some outside help for roof and plumbing.

We have in mind a four-bedroom, low- roof, ranch-type home made of Plasmobricks. . . As soon as Plasmofalt is on the market, we are planning to build the foundation and main walls, at first finishing only the main rooms such as kitchen, bath and two bedrooms for immediate occupancy. Then as our pocketbook allows it, complete the rest of the house. . .

We believe that with our youth, ambition, time and little plot of ground, plus our terrible need of a home for our children, we have nothing to lose.

Please, please let us know how soon we can begin the biggest and happiest project of our lives.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Wm. P. O’Neil.

“Steam Isn’t Dead”

So writes Robert E. Ostwald of Staten Island, N. Y., who was a bystander at the finish of Popular Mechanics’ “race of the relics” between a 1913 Stanley Steamer and a 1911 Stoddard-Dayton in September. Mr. Ostwald plans a new publication for distribution “among steam men.” He has built his own steamcar, basically a Studebaker 1940 with a Stanley Steamer engine.
WHAT AUTO Every MECHANIC Wants to Know

A motor vehicle is a machine of many parts, each part designed and constructed for its own special function. All good mechanics, like good doctors, should know the working theory and operation of each part and understand what causes trouble and how to remedy it.

LET AUDELS AUTO GUIDE SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS

Every auto mechanic, helper, serviceman and operator can use a copy of AUDELS AUTOMOBILE GUIDE. The information it gives saves time, money and worry. Highly indorsed by all users. It presents the whole subject of auto mechanics from A to Z in plain language and simple terms. This Big Practical Book gives full information with working diagrams covering the principles, construction, ignition, service and repair of modern cars, trucks and buses. A complete Guide of 1800 pages, with over 1500 illustrations showing inside views of the working parts, with instructions for service jobs. Diesel engines, Fluid and Hydra-matic drives fully explained.

IT PAYS TO KNOW HOW TO

How to fit pistons—How to locate engine knock—How to fit connecting rod bearings—How to service main bearings—How to recondition valves—How to time valves—How to adjust fan belts—How to adjust carburetors & choke—How to rebuild a clutch—How to service automatic transmissions—How to service brakes—How to adjust steering gear—How to cope with ignition troubles—How to service distributors—How to time ignition—How to "tune up" on engine.

INFORMATION IN A HANDY FORM

73 INTERESTING CHAPTERS—Read this partial list of subjects on which practical information is fully given for quick reference under the headings as shown below. Ready Reference Index.


A Ready Reference

AUDELS AUTO GUIDE

Ask to See It!

$4 COMPLETE PAY $1 A ONLY MO.

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St., New York 10, N.Y.
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WHERE-TO-BUY-IT INDEX
Source of supply appears after items commercially available

AUTOMOTIVE
Car watch (Oldsmobile Div., General Motors Corp., Lansing, 21, Mich.) 79
Lightweight battery will start car at 45 degrees (Auto-Start, Inc., Chicago) 82
Graphite spray (AP Paris Corp., AP Bidg., Toledo, Ohio) 82
Barrel-shaped rubber boosters inflate to improve spring action (Lift-O-Matic, Inc., Chicago) 82
Sports car 125
New 1958 Lincoln Continental 9 offers gas economy (Hoffman Motor Car Co., 65 E. Water St., Chicago, Ill.) 79
Electric sports car (Johnson Motors, Inc., 322 W. Van Buren St., Chicago) 125
Builds one-man powered by motorcycle engine 132
Aluminum scrap auto costs $100 and 250 hours of work 135
California Oil Co., engine (California Oil Co., 125 S. Colorado Ave, Barner, N. J.) 132
Tissue filters oil (Handy Filter, Inc., 601 State St., Sacramento, Calif.) 132
Lock-on lug covers discourage would-be tire thieves (Richard M. Dohler Co., Inc., 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.) 132

AVIATION
Fog fighter 90
Canvas parafoil keeps cooling cool 120
Rocket metal is flight-testeved without leaving the ground 131
"Pint sized" preservers 129
Beaching gear has new boats 137

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
Four heavy-duty toys (Charles William Deepke Mfg. Co., Rosslyn, Ohio) 104
Silencing machine (Hoffitz Mfg. Co., New York City 17) 105
Shave rack (Crown-Craft Products, 246 5th Ave., New York City 14) 106
Lunch bag (Landers, Frary & Clark, New Britain, Conn.) 105
Wickless lighter (Parker Pen Co., Jamestown, N. Y.) 105
Church kit (M. A. Sales Co., Livermore, Iowa) 106
15-piece tool kit (Hoffitz for Cutlery, 331 Madison Ave., New York City 17) 106
Jiffy label tape (Labelon Tape Co., 100 Anderson Ave., Roch- ester, N. Y.) 106
Aluminum hitch (Kul-Lin Co., 7012 Olive Ave., South Min- neapolis, Minn.) 106
Miniature broiler (Norco Mfg. Co., New York City 17) 106
Belt lighter (Krimstock Bros., 112 N. 9th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.) 106
Electric floor sifter (Romart, Box 8012, Chicago 17) 106
Slade projector (Three Dimension Co., 4858 W. Addison St., Chicago 41) 106
Handy memo pencil (Gaylord, Dept. MO 24, 5th and Hamilton, Pittsburgh, Pa.) 107
Floor conditioner (Red Devil Tools, Irvington, N. J.) 107
Safety-tube plug (Noma Electric Corp., Noma Bldg., 55 W. 13th St., New York City 11) 107
Floating knife (Hoffitz for Cutlery, 331 Madison Ave., New York City 17) 107
Star finder (Tri-G Co., Linden, Minn.) 107
Christmas-tree lamp shade (B. Grabel & Sons, Inc., 1153 Madison Ave., Paterson, N. J.) 107
Christmas-tree apron (British Products Co., Inc., 380 E. Exchange St., Akron, Ohio) 156

FARM
Plastic "tent" foguates soil (Firestone Plastics Co., Fort- town, Pa.) 78
Aragua harvesters (Trombley Mfg. Co., 1204 S. Van Buren St., Chicago) 106
Blacksmith shop travels to farms 121
Strawberry weeder is hand cranked 121
Cut-and-know scraper (101 KI N. Dlw., 125 West 23rd St., N. Y.) 126
Airport Bidg., Box 5267, Amarillo, Texas) 128
Refrigerator "shock coils," filters and aerates milk 130
Streptomycin cures plants 127
Tractor light (Harlan Mfg. Co., Inc.,Giving, Iowa) 156

HOUSE AND HOME
Self-sticking felt (Products Research Co., 528 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 3, Calif.) 96
Rotary snowplo voltage sidewalks (Jari Products, Inc., 2538 Pillsbury Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.) 110
Outdoor fireplace built in three months (Majestic Co., Hunting- ton, Ind.) 120
Plastic gasket seals casement window (Draftrite Products Co., 6 Canterbury Drive, Dayton 9, Ohio) 121
Electric shovel (Svensen Mfg. Co., Inc., 1877 Burlington St., St. Paul, Minn.) 120

INDUSTRY
Hydraulic gravel mining 88
Concrete test 98
Welded steel rods strengthen masonry (Cedar Rapids Block Co., 201 S. Ave. W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa) 103
Chemical bonds rubber to steel 88
Machine planers iron 103
Machine can be transferred (Hartington Mfg. Co., 261 W. Main St., Hartington, Nebr.) 98
Nonvibrating chain drive (Morse Chain Co., 7601 Central Ave., Detroit 8, Mich.) 100

MEDICAL
Mobile electric lift raises and transports patients 111
Compact aspirator 119
Miniature camera (Dolby Corp. of America, 118 E. 28th St., New York City 10) 119

MILITARY
Jeep power plant 82
Lightning staltic, revolue 104
Remote steering for ships disabled by enemy fire 120

(Continued on page 14)

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Terms open Jan., April, July, Oct.
Write for free 110-page catalog, 48-page pictorial booklet "Your Career" and "Occupational Guidance" Bulletins

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Department PM-1251, 1025 N. Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wf.
Without obligation send catalog and "Your Career" bulletin plus "Occupational Guidance Bulletin" and details on course in

NAME AGE
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
If veteran, indicate discharge date ( )

PULPAP MECHANICS

12
Learn how to protect your invention. The U. S. Patent Laws provide that any new and useful art, machine, article of manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may be patented if the act of invention is involved. Therefore, every inventor with a valuable invention should take advantage of the Patent Laws and proceed for patent protection in order to safeguard his rights.

A patent gives the inventor the exclusive right to prevent others from making, using, or selling the invention claimed in the patent for a period of seventeen years.

The Patent Laws were enacted for the benefit of the inventor to give him protection for the features of his invention which are patentable. These features must be properly and concisely set forth and claimed in a formal application for patent, in order to comply with the requirements of the Patent Laws. For that reason, unless the inventor is familiar with patent matters, he should engage a competent registered patent attorney or agent to represent him. We are registered to practice before the U. S. Patent Office and are prepared to serve you in the handling of your patent matters.

A specially prepared booklet entitled "Patent Guide for the Inventor", containing detailed information with respect to patent protection and procedure, together with a "Record of Invention" form will be promptly forwarded to you without obligation upon request.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON
Registered Patent Attorneys
11-M DISTRICT NATIONAL BUILDING
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
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GET THE WORLD'S LEADING
RADIO & TV CATALOG

FREE

1952
212-Page
Edition

ALLIED'S
BIG COMPLETE
BUYING GUIDE

NEW
UP-TO-DATE
SEND FOR IT NOW

Everything for Experimenter, Builders, Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers and Soundmen

Send for ALLIED's 212-page 1952 Catalog, the value-packed guide to everything in Radio and Television! Latest home radios, TV equipment, Amateur supplies, P.A. Systems, Hi-Fidelity Sound, recorders, test instruments, builders kits—plus the world's largest stocks of electronic parts, tubes, tools, books and diagrams. Get more for your money—send today for your FREE 1952 ALLIED Catalog!

Get Radio's Leading Buying Guide Today

FREE!

ALLIED RADIO

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 5-MM-1
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.

□ Rush FREE 1952 ALLIED 212-Page Catalog.

Name

Address

City Zone State

(Continued from page 12)

U.S.S. Forrestal—queen of the fleet...

Helicopter litter carrier eliminates claustrophobia.

Naval scientist invents test to spot color blindness.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Projector attachment (York Industries, 1931 Lansing St.,

Detroit, Mich.)

Print-a-minute camera photographs oscillograph (Fairchild

Camera & Instrument Co., 81-86 Van Wyck Blvd.,

1, N.Y.)

Inexpensive underwater movies (Pennjohn Underwater Photo

and Equipment Co., Ardmere, Pa.)

RECREATION

Game for small lawn combines billiards and croquet.

Practical harness pulls surfboarders.

Gas-electric boat can crawl or zoom.

Water "tooboggan"

TOYS AND NOVELTIES

Plastic "sandwich" house...

Suitcase piano...

"Flying" house...

He sells sea shells...

Temple of miniatures...

Tongue doll (Efranee by Co., 200 8th Ave.,

New York City 10)

Nonswat mosquitoes

MISCELLANEOUS

Bus rolls down highway to radio...

Expanding mixer (Fishere Scientific Co., 417 Forbes St., Pitts-

burgh 19, Pa.)

Bomb windows (Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 632 Duquesne

Way, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

"Scoutmobile"

Test couplers (Bellevide Aluminum Co., 1200 Cedar St., Rock-

ford, III.)

Space station?

What makes salmon run?

Shoulder roller...

Propeller-equipped rudder may eliminate tugboats...

Race-horse relaxer...

Wheels for broom (J.B. Mills Co., 310 W. Monument Blvd.,

Dayton 2, Ohio)

Concrete tank is "wind tunnel" in electrical prospecting...

"Peel pais...

Flashlight magnet grip (Sheridan Style Crafts, Box E, High-

land Park, Ill.)

Pigeon preventive (National Bird Control Laboratories, 1025

W. Lake St., Chicago 7).

Craftsman and Shop Notes Index

AUTOMOTIVE

Gas-cap lock kept from freezing by plastic bowl cover...

Car touch-up with shoe polish...

Repairing dented car molding...

Springer contrived with rubber strip...

Water level in car radiator checked with dip stick...

No-draft ventilating system improves car heater...

Auto skid chains kept tight with rubber strip...

Kitchen tongs clamp pistons in cylinder while repairing

brakes...

Thawing car-door lock...

Faulty acceleration of car sometimes may be caused by slip-

ping belt...

Extension cord to operate starter of car having solenoid

switch...

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Inexpensive Christmas decorations...

Novelty Christmas trees...

"Protection" of fire prevention regarding Christmas tree...

Christmas-tree stand...

CLAMPS AND FIXTURES

Homemade clamp for light work...

Eyed clipper supported by floodlight clamp...

Soldering-iron stand improvised from empty tape spool...

Nonstop clamp grips small parts...

Soldering clamp for small work...

Stands for supporting stock trailer easily adapted as axle

blade...

Accuracy plus speed in aligning work attained by using this

cramp...

Universal clamp on milling machine...

FARM

Harrow disk anchors standard for rural mailbox...

Pig, pest poison safely...

Wire along front of nest prevents rooting...

Old implement lever and quadrant has many uses around a

farm...

Fuel tank mounted on trailer provides farm "gas truck"

Automatic poultry fountain...

HOUSE AND HOME

Single-door clothes closet made into wardrobe type...

Tubular furniture padded with length of hose...

"Flying" hanger finds room...

Door provides wallpaper-pasting table...

Candle wax used to clamp broken pottery...

Pouring spout formed in milk carton...

Dryer garments indoors...

Cork holder...

Hog pin helps lace baby shoes...

Paraffin has many uses that will help lighten the home-

maker's tasks...

Keeping bed slats from falling...

Toothbrush on polish applicator cleans perforations in shoe...

(Continued to page 16)
If you believe that you have an invention, you should find out how to protect it. The first step is to have a search made of the prior pertinent U. S. patents. If a report on this search indicates that the invention appears patentable you can apply for a patent, and the specifications and claims should be prepared.

The firm of McMorrow, Berman & Davidson, with offices in Washington, D. C., is qualified to take the necessary steps for you. We can make a preliminary search on your invention, advise you whether we think it can be patented, and prepare your application for patent.

Unless you are fully familiar with the U. S. Patent Laws, we recommend that you engage the services of a Registered Patent Attorney to protect your interests. The patent laws are your laws. A patent gives you the right to prevent others from making, using or selling the invention claimed in your patent for a period of 17 years.

Use these patent laws for your protection. Investigate whether your invention can be patented. If you have what you believe to be an invention, we suggest that you have this firm make a search for you.

Send for a copy of our Patent Booklet entitled "How To Protect Your Invention," containing information about patent protection and patent procedure. Along with this we will also send you an "Invention Record" form, for your use in writing down and sketching details of your invention. We will mail them promptly. No obligation. They are yours for the asking.

McMORROW, BERM AN & DAVIDSON
Registered Patent Attorneys
PATENTS • COPYRIGHTS • PATENTS
1352 VICTOR BUILDING, WASHINGTON 1, D. C.
Learn to draw plans, estimate, be a live-wire builder, do remodeling, contracting. These 9 practical, profusely illustrated books cover subjects that will help you get more work and make more money. Masonry, concrete forms, carpentry, steel square, roof framing, construction, plumbing, heating painting, decorating and many other subjects. More than 4000 pages - 2750 illustrations.

BETTER JOBS - BETTER PAY

A nationwide building boom is in full swing and trained men are needed. Big opportunities are always for those who know how. These books supply quick, easily understood training and handy, permanent reference information that helps solve building problems.

Coupon Brings Nine Big Books for Examination

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY - Publishers since 1868
Dept. G-19

You may ship me the Up-to-Date edition of your nine big books.

"Building, Estimating, and Contracting," without any obligation to buy. I will test the delivery charges only, and if I do not receive the books in ten days, I will send you $2.00, and after that only $2.46 a month, until the total price of only $34.86 is paid. I am not obligated in any way unless I keep the books.

Name:

Address:

City: State:

Please attach a letter stating your age, occupation, employer's name and address, and name and address of at least one business man or a reference. Men in service, also please give home address.

WORK FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

Start As High As

$3,450.00 A YEAR

MEN-WOMEN

Postoffice Clerks
Carriers
Railway Postal Clerk
Stenographers
Accountants
Immigrant Inspectors
Typists
Inspectors
Customs Inspectors
Many Other
Early Jobs

Franklin Institute

(Not Government Controlled)

Dept. C-83

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Rush to me:

FREE of charge, list of U.S. government big pay jobs. Send FREE 32-page book describing salaries, vacations, hours, work, etc. Tell me how to qualify for one of these jobs.

MAIL COUPON TODAY SURE

Name:

Street:

City:

Age:

Radio-Television, Electronics

Sound markets on (Multi-speaker unit, Eastman Kodak Co., 25 Green St., Rochester, N. Y.)

Victor Corp., Camden, N. J. ; transistor amplifying devices, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 403 W. St., New York City, for sale; polyethylene magneto-electrical Broadcasting Co., New York City). W279

Radio-set testing units for experimenters.

Tuberculosis Sick Fund (Non-profit) 57-19 Crescent Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., for portable magneto-electrical Broadcasting Co., New York City).


IMPORTANT NOTICE - It is not the intention of this magazine to provide information with information which may be hazardous to mechanical harm. We take no responsibility as to whether the doctrine is in the use of this information, and advise you to consult with an expert before applying any of the material described in order to avoid possible liability for patent infringements.
You want your family to be secure. But their security depends on you. If you are unhappy in your job, if you’re in a “dead end,” if you’re just getting by... then you aren’t secure and neither is your family.

The best way to insure their security is to make the most of your ability. And that means training. It’s the trained man who steps into that “better” job; and gets the promotions and the pay increases.

You can get that training from I. C. S. And you can get it at home... in your spare time. Yes, you can do it! The 100,000 men and women who are now studying with I. C. S. are proving that it can be done.

So fill out the coupon today! It lists over a hundred of the 400 I. C. S. Courses you have to choose from. You’ll get full information and you’ll be taking the first step toward real security for yourself and your family.
Give Me 15 Minutes A Day And I'll Give YOU A New Body

WOULD you believe it? I was once a skinny 67-pound weakling. I was ashamed to strip for sports or for a swim. Girls snickered at me behind my back. Folks said I was just "naturally-born skinny!"

Then I discovered my marvelous new muscle-building system—"Dynamic Tension." And it turned me into such a complete specimen of manhood that today I hold the title, "The World's Most Perfectly Developed Man."

WHAT'S MY SECRET?

When you look in the mirror and see a healthy, husky fellow smiling back at you—then you'll be astonished at how fast "Dynamic Tension" gets results! And you'll be using the method which many great athletes use for keeping in condition—be it for fighters, wrestlers, baseball and football players, etc.

"Dynamic Tension" is the easy natural method that you can practice in the privacy of your own room—just 15 minutes each day—while your scrawny chest and shoulder muscles begin to swell...those scrawny arms and legs bulge...and your whole body starts to feel full of zip, self-confidence, new energy!

FREE My 48 Page Illustrated Book is Yours — for $1.00 or 10¢ — But FREE

Send NOW for my famous book, "Everlasting Health and Strength." 48 pages, packed from cover to cover with actual photographs, valuable advice, answers to many vital questions. Page by page it shows what I can do for YOU. This book is a real prize for any fellow who wants a better build. Yet I'll send you a copy absolutely FREE. Just glancing through it may mean the turning point in your whole life! Rush the coupon to me personally: Charles Atlas, Dept. 8M, 115 East 23rd St., New York 10, N.Y.

ARE YOUR GUNS WORTH $4.00?

That's all it costs for a whole year of the AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, big monthly magazine exclusively about guns. You'll get a real thrill from this grand old friend, long the favorite of shooter-sportsmen. Too, you'll get prompt notice whenever your right to own and use your guns in sports is threatened by "anti-gun" legislation. And you can apply for membership in the National Rifle Association, with many extra benefits at no additional cost! Send only $4.00 for an annual subscription now...and get a FREE copy of the NRA Manual HOW TO SHOOT A RIFLE ($1 extra value), plus a confirming application for annual NRA membership.

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
1600-D Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Wash. 6, D.C.

Watch Repairing Pays Big Money Learn at home


ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF WATCH REPAIRING
2420 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. PM 12, Chicago 12, Ill.

JET LOCK DEFROSTER
This compact, precision-built, scientific instrument works on all types of locks and will defeat the most stubborn lock or frozen surface in about twenty seconds. A jet of super-heated steam does the trick, and is guaranteed to work every time. Only $1.00. Postpaid or C.O.D. plus postage.

COMMERCIAL SALES CO.
Dept. PM 12, Brookline, Mass., N.Y.

LEARN CARTOONING Get in the BIG MONEY

Former London students are really coming up. Creators of "Steve Canyon," "Flehmen," "Out Our Way," "Winnie Winkle," "Henderson's Pencil," "Rex Allen's A.M.A. Commando," etc. as it seems, are just a few of them. Simplified London Picture Page method teaches you the basics of cartooning while learning. Rush the coupon to receive Picture Cake (to test your ability) and full details. Complete course, London School of Cartooning, 5112 CTS Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Money In Hamsters

The new wonder animals from Syria. Often called Toy Bears. Delightful pets. Everyone wants them. Laboratories use thousands. Clean, odorless. Raise anywhere. NOW, spotted and golden breeds. We furnish breeders, equipment and accurate instructions. Write today for free illustrated literature.

GULF HAMSTERY 1536 BASIL ST., MOBILE 17, ALA.

SHORTHAND in 6 Weeks at Home

Famous Speedwriting system. No stenog. no symbols, no machines; teaches ABC's. Easy to learn; easy to write and transcribe. Low cost, 100% satisfaction guaranteed. For business and Civil Service. Also typing. 8th year. Write for FREE booklet today.

Speedwriting
Dept. 1512-1, 55 W. 42 St., New York 18, N.Y.
Prepare in our Big Training Shops for these GREAT OPPORTUNITY FIELDS!

TELEVISION OR ELECTRICITY
AND RADIO ELECTRONICS

TRAINED YOUNG AND OLDER MEN - VITALLY NEEDED IN NATION'S GIANT DEFENSE PROGRAM

Where do you fit in today's gigantic Defense Program and Industrial expansion? Trained young and older men will play an important part in vital fields. Electricity and Television-Radio are essential to our Defense Program in both Industry and Armed Forces. Don't wait to be assigned to a dull, low pay, nonfuture job. Get training and be ready to pick one of many job opportunities or get a better rating if drafted. Today it's not how young or how old you are that counts, but how prepared you are for jobs that demand skilled men. So, whether you are 15 or up to 30 you are needed. Qualify now for:

1. BETTER RATING, HIGHER PAY IF DRAFTED.
2. A VITAL JOB IN INDUSTRY, IF NOT IN DRAFT.

NOT "HOME-STUDY" COURSES
Our famous Television-Radio Practical-Technical method gives you practical experience on a massive outlay of equipment. Not by correspondence, but actual shop work plus necessary technical training. You are trained right here in the great Coyne shops that have been training men and young men for over 50 years.

TELEVISION-RADIO ELECTRICITY
INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

A great opportunity field and vital to Defense. Here at Coyne you're trained for Construction, Testing, Troubleshooting on Radio, Public Address, Sound Units, Training includes FM, Television Installations, Servicing, etc. Many Coyne trained men in good jobs or own well paying Television-Radio businesses of their own.

START NOW—PAY LATER
Don't let lack of money hold you back. You can finance most of your tuition and pay for it later, in easy monthly payments. Special plan for men of draft age. We'll help you get part time work, if you need it, to help pay living costs while at Coyne.

G. I. APPROVED

B. W. COOKE, President
A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE
CHARTERED NOT FOR PROFIT
Established 1899
500 S. Paulina Dept. 91-722H
Chicago 12, Illinois

ELECTRICITY * TELEVISION * RADIO * REFRIGERATION * ELECTRONICS

LARGEST, OLDEST, BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE U.S.

Mail Coupon for Big FREE Book!
Whether you prefer Television-Radio or Electricity, train on actual equipment at Coyne. We will send you a big, fully illustrated Book, indicate below, which course interests you most. No salesman will call. Mail coupon today.

B. W. Cooke, President
COYNE SCHOOL, 500 S. Paulina St.
Dept. 91-722H, Chicago 12, Ill.
Send me your Big Free book, and details of your special plan for men of draft age. I am interested in field checked below. This does not obligate me.

☐ TELEVISION-RADIO ☐ ELECTRICITY

NAME........................................
ADDRESS...................................
CITY...........................................
STATE.....................................
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YOU can acquire

**LAWS NIGHTS AT HOME! L L B. DEGREE**

LaSalle's famous Law Library—used as reference in many Law libraries and Law offices—has enabled thousands to master Law surprisingly fast, in spare hours at home, for business and professional advancement.

These 14 remarkable volumes, compiled by leading professors and lawyers, cover the whole basic field of Law in condensed, orderly, simplified manner.

You advance rapidly with this great library, plus special lectures furnished. We guide you step-by-step with personalized Problem Method of instruction...you learn by doing—handling legal problems—not by memorizing rules.

Send for two FREE Booklets, "Law Training for Leadership" and "Evidence," answering questions about Law and its value to you, and telling how LaSalle Law graduates are winning rapid advancement in business and public life. Mail coupon below. No obligation.

**LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY**
A Correspondence Institution

417 S. Dearborn St. Dept. 1264L Chicago 5, Ill.

Send me your two FREE booklets described above, without obligation.

Name.                      Age.
Street.
City, Zone & State.

---

**TRIAL PLAN makes it easy to start**

HERE'S THE AMAZING WAY TO

**BE AN ARTIST**

Let us prove we can teach you to draw at home in your spare time.

Commercial Art, Designing, Cartooning—all in one course...only WSA offers you this art training, famous since 1914. TWO big artist's outfits furnished. Send today for new, illustrated free booklet that shows how you can enjoy a profitable art career—and tells success stories of our graduates.

**MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK**

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 1212A, Washington 5, D. C.
Send Free Book, "Art for Pleasure and Profit." No salesman. (Please print)

Name.                      Age.
Street.
City, Zone & State.

---

**REAL ESTATE**


WEAVER SCHOOL OF REAL ESTATE (Est. 1936)
Suite 300 Law Bldg., Dept. P. M. Kansas City, Mo.

Don't Neglect Slipping

**FALSE TEETH**

Do false teeth drop, slip or wobble when you talk, eat, laugh or sneeze? Don't be annoyed and embarrassed by such handicaps. FASTEETH, an alkali- line (non-acid) powder to sprinkle on your plates, keeps FASTEETH in your teeth more firmly set. Gives you confidence of security and added comfort. No gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Get FASTEETH today at any drug store.
GET INTO A
MONEY MAKING
TRADE—NOW!

LET ME SEND YOU THESE
BIG FREE BOOKS!
These Big FREE Books and Sample
Lessons show how we train you. Get
all the facts—send today for your
choice of our valuable book on
Radio-Television, or Diesel-Auto-
motive Opportunity. Check coupon
at right. No cost or obligation.

L. J. ROSENKRANZ,
President

TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF
2 BIG FIELDS OF
TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS

TODAY'S SHORTAGE OF TRAINED TECHNICIANS
CREATES BONUS OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
Radio, Television, Electronics is a dominant factor in the
national emergency. How well these essential services will do
the big job they have been given depends upon the supply of
trained men. Prepare yourself now to step into a good-paying
job with a real future! New developments in color TV, guided
missiles, radar, other electronics fields are only the beginning!
National Schools Master Shop Method Home Training is com-
plete—you master all phases of Radio, Television, Electronics.

WE SEND YOU EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO LEARN AT HOME

Above are some of experimental units you build with kits of
standard parts we send you: Signal Generator, Audio Oscil-
lator, T. R. F. Receiver and many other units and circuits,
including a big modern Superheterodyne Receiver. We send
you all the tubes and a valuable professional quality Multi-
tester. No extra charges. You learn by doing!

HAVE A PROFITABLE
BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

National training qualifies you for
your choice of many job opportuni-
ties in radio and television broad-
casting, manufacturing, advertising,
sales. Also installation & mainte-
nance of laboratory electronics
equipment, sound systems, police
radio, and many others. You can
start a good paying business of
your own, as many other National
Schools graduates have done!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
Technical Trade Training Since 1905
Los Angeles 37, California
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SHAVES A WEEK'S GROWTH SLICK AS ONE DAY'S

Only $15.95

Whisker - THE SHAVER THAT CONVINCED THE BARBERS
Many Barbers use a Whisker to shave themselves and recommend it to customers. Whisker's refined hair-clipper action and 002" thin blade removes 1 to 7 day beards clean and close. Fast 14,400 strokes per minute. Quiet operates on 110 v., 60 cycle AC. No TV or radio interference. Women like Whisker, too, for safely removing superfluous hair on legs and under arms. Get Whisker at your Barber or Dealer.

ELECTRO TOOL CORPORATION
DEPT. W521-M -- RACINE, WISCONSIN

How to Always Have HOT WATER
Make Your Own Automatic Electric Water Heater now for, only
INSTALL IN 5 MIN.
No disturbing or draining of tank or pipes
Why suffer without hot water? Enjoy tons of it so wash, shave, shave. Heater keeps water HOT in your present tank. Turns ON when neces- sary—shuts OFF when water is heated. No flame, direct fire.
Ideal for 8 to 12-gal. tanks! Heater acts into any size boiler tank as shown. Plugs into outlet... 1250 watt, 110-v. AC. Also 2000 watt, model for BX cable $19.95. works automatically thereafter. Temperature adjustable between 120 and 180 degrees. Replaces coal, oil, gas in home, stores, summer cottage, green house, farm, barn, stock tank, poultry warmer, factory. Every day is 3 to 5 hours waste. Why turn your entire water system off for hot water? Send check or M. O. NOW! save post-age, shipping charges. ORDER NOW... TODAY! Money back in 10 days if not delighted.

COLLOID EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
125 N. Michigan Ave.
New York 7, N. Y.

LAW FREE BOOK
Your FREE copy of "The Law-Train ed Man" shows how to gain prestige and greater earnings through Blackstone home law study. All instruction material furnished including 17-semester Law Library written by 65 well-known law authorities. Lawyers, Judges among our graduates. LL.B. degree. Low cost. Easy terms. Write today.

BLACKSTONE COLLEGE OF LAW
DEPT. 59, CHICAGO 3, ILL.
A Correspondence Institution Founded in 1909

ACCOUNTING BOOKKEEPING
This nationally renowned school has demand for graduates in good salary positions thru Nation wide recognition and placement service. Write Department PME—today for Big 32 page Success Book to be sent to you FREE.

Hills BUSINESS UNIVERSITY AND
EXTENSION SCHOOL,
625 W. MAIN ST. OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLAHOMA

LEARN MEAT CUTTING
At Home — In Spare Time
Get into the vital meat industry. Conserve practical Home Training based on 25 years proven instruction at New York's famous resident school. Prepares you for bigger pay as wholesale meat dealer or merchant. Money in your own store. Go as rapidly as your spare time permits. Estimate! No obligation! Send your spare hour into money. Send for FREE leaflet! No obligation.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MEAT CUTTING, INC., Div. U-135, Toledo 4, Ohio

LEARN WATCH REPAIRING
AT HOME. By our modern and original sys tem of instruction you can learn every part of the WATCH REPAIRING TRADE AT HOME. Prepare yourself for a watchmaking position or start in business on completing our course of instruction. Good watch re- pairers are in demand and generally earn very good salaries. For particulars apply to the WISCONSIN SCHOOL OF WATCH REPAIRING 750 North Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 2, Wis.

"It Measures As It Rolls"
ROLLER RULE
HANDY MECHANICAL PENCIL
Measures Curves and Straight Lines. Any Shape. Any Distance. Any Surface.

$1.29 POST PAID

PENCIL SALES CO. DEPT. PM12
Room 6, 1213 E. Ocean Blvd., Long Beach, California
Here's the REAL THING!

**SET UP YOUR OWN HOME LABORATORY**

Oscilloscope
R-F Signal Generator

**HOME MOVIES**

De FOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS
A DeVRY INSTITUTION

NOW... GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO LEARN AND MASTER

TELEVISION
RADIO-ELECTRONICS

...AT HOME!

Use REAL commercial-type equipment to get practical experience

Your future deserves and needs every advantage you can give it. That's why you owe it to yourself to find out about one of the most COMPLETE, practical and effective ways now available to prepare AT HOME for America's billion dollar opportunity field of TELEVISION-RADIO-ELECTRONICS. See how you may get and keep the same type of basic training equipment used in one of the nation's finest training laboratories. How you may get real STARTING HELP toward a good job or your own business in Television-Radio-Electronics. Mail the coupon today for complete facts— including 89 ways to earn money in this thrilling, newer field.

**ABOVE: Build and keep a real 16 INCH commercial TV receiver. Optional after completing regular training at moderate added cost.**

D.T.I., ALONE, INCLUDES BOTH MOVIES and HOME LABORATORY

In addition to easy-to-read lessons, you get the use of HOME MOVIES—an outstanding training advantage—plus 16 big shipments of Electronic parts. Perform over 300 fascinating experiments for practical experience. Build and keep real commercial-type test equipment shown at left.

MODERN LABORATORIES

If you prefer, get all your preparation in our new Chicago Training Laboratories—one of the finest of its kind. Ample instructors, modern equipment. Write for details!

**Get BOTH of these Information packed publications FREE!**

**ACT NOW! MAIL COUPON TODAY!**

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC., Dept. PM-12-H
2532 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

Without obligation, I would like your latest News-Bulletin showing 89 ways to earn money in Television-Radio-Electronics and how I may prepare to get started in this thrilling field.

Name: ___________________________ Age: ___________________________
Street: __________________________ Apt: ___________________________
City: ___________________________ Zone: ___________________________
State: __________________________
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING


WRITE TODAY for Special Information.

RUPTURED?

Get Relief This Proven Way

Why try to worry along with trusses that gouge your flesh—press heavily on hips and spine—enlarge opening—fail to hold rupture? You need the Cluthe. No leg-straps or cutting belts. Automatic adjustable pad holds at real opening—follows every body movement with instant increased support in ease of strain. Cannot slip whether at work or play. Light. Waterproof. Can be worn in bath. Send for amazing FREE book "Advice To Ruptured" and details of liberal truthful 60-day trial offer. Also endorsements from grateful users in your neighborhood. Write: Cluthe Sons. Dept. 31. Bloomfield, New Jersey.

ENLARGED!
MORE Words! 771 BIG Pages!
MORE Chapters! More Facts!

REVISED!
MORE Pictures—
Over 2300 In All! Covers All Automatic Transmissions!

TRY BOOK FOR A WHOLE WEEK—FREE
Return and Pay Nothing if Not Satisfied!

HERE it is! — the brand-new, revised, enlarged 1951 edition of MOTOR'S Auto Repair Manual! Now you can "lick" any auto repair job on any car built since 1935 — including all 1951 models! Just look up make, model, and job in quick index — and go to it.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO REPAIR ANY CAR!

771 BIG pages; 2300 "how-to-do-it" pictures; 200 "quick-check" specifications, charts, and tables; over 225,000 facts make every operation a "snap"! Includes ALL automatic transmissions; new GM Rochester carburetor. Beginners will find in this giant book the most helpful guidance on every kind of service and repair job imaginable. Expert mechanics will be amazed by the short-cuts they’ll discover.

Win Prestige! Earn More Money!
Factory engineers from every auto plant in America worked out these time-saving procedures. Now you get all this wealth of "know-how" from over 150 Official Shop Manuals — "boiled down" into clear terms in one handy book! Now you can tackle jobs you wouldn't think of trying before. And you'll win more prestige, more money!

Right at your fingertips you have every "How-to-do-it" fact you want. Over 38,000 essential dimensions on 800 car models! Whether you want to make a simple carburetor adjustment or completely rebuild a transmission, step-by-step instructions show exactly WHAT to do, HOW to do it. Used by U. S. Army, technical schools, thousands of auto service men.

SEND NO MONEY
Send no money. Enjoy this brand-new book—at our risk—for a full week, FREE! Test it right in your own garage or shop. If book doesn’t more than pay for itself in 7 days, simply return it and pay nothing. Mail coupon NOW to MOTOR Book Dept., Desk 112, 250 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 7-DAY FREE TRIAL

MOTOR BOOK DEPT.
Desk 112, 250 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y.

[Insert form for returning coupon]

Same FREE Offer on MOTOR'S TRUCK & TRACTOR MANUAL

Covers EVERY job on EVERY popular make gasoline truck and farm tractor built from 1935 thru 1951! Over 1400 pictures, 925 pages, 300,000 facts. All types Gasoline Engines, Fuel System, Clutches, Auxiliary, Ignition, Starter, Brakes, etc. Also covers many buses, contractor and road building equipment, stationary power machinery. Check box in coupon.
Rupture Troubles Ended

Advanced method has healed thousands. No leg straps, no elastic, no plasters. No pressure on hips or spine. No flexo pad. Entirely different. At home. No pain. No nausea. Relief—GUARANTEED. Write for information and trial.

SMITH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
EST'D 1895 DEPT. 13
PRESTON, ONTARIO

TASOPE PHOTO-ENGRAVING PLANTS
Establish your own profitable PHOTO-ENGRAVING BUSINESS. Make cuts for newspapers, printers, and advertisers. Make etched name plates, plaques, etc. Instructions furnished, no experience necessary. Sold direct from factory since 1931. First five hundred cuts sold locally or by mail will pay for plant and pay you well for your time. Write for free catalog.

TASOPE DEPT. PM10, AURORA, MO.

Learn CARTOONING

HURRICANE EXHAUST CUT OUT

This specially engineered cut-out enables you to install special pipes and mufflers without removing the original muffler.

New control your exhaust tone from a dash control button. Cut back into your original muffler in restricted areas at will. Fits all exhaust pipes from 1 1/2" to 2 3/4" size.

This cut-out is well constructed; actually strengthens exhaust pipe; made of heavy plate steel, designed for easy installation—no special tools required. Sent post-paid for only $6.95 cash or order. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

ST. LOUIS PRODUCTS CO., Box 24-A, Normandy 21, Mo.
NOW-Be a Fully Trained, Qualified RADIO TELEVISION TECHNICIAN IN JUST 10 MONTHS OR LESS.

I Send You 18 BIG KITS OF RADIO-TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

TRAIN AT HOME IN SPARE HOURS!

New "Package" Unit Training Plan—Pay As You Learn—You Set The Pace!—No Monthly Payment Contract to Sign!—Train at Home in Spare Hours!

Now...be ready for Radio-Television's big pay opportunities in a few short MONTHS! Frank L. Sprayberry's completely new "Package" training unit plan prepares you in just 10 MONTHS...or even less! There is NO monthly payment contract to sign...thus NO RISK to you! This is America's finest, most complete, practical training—gets you ready to handle any practical job in the booming Radio-Television Industry. In just 10 months you may start your own profitable Radio-Television shop...or accept a good paying job. Mr. Sprayberry has trained hundreds of successful Radio-Television technicians—and stands ready to train you in less than one year, even if you have no previous experience.

Valuable Equipment Included With Training
The new Sprayberry "package" plan includes many big kits of genuine, professional Radio-Television equipment. While training, you perform over 300 demonstrations, experiments and construction projects. In addition, you build a powerful 6-tube standard and short wave radio set, a multi-range test meter, a signal generator, signal tracer, many other projects. All equipment is yours to keep...you have practically everything you need to set up your own service shop. The Sprayberry book-bound lessons and other training materials...all are yours to keep.

Earn Extra Money While You Learn!
All your 10 months of training is AT YOUR HOME in spare hours. Keep on with your present job and income while learning...and earn EXTRA CASH in addition. With each training "package" unit, you receive extra plans and ideas for Radio-Television jobs. Many students pay for their entire training this way. If you expect to be in the armed forces later, there is no better preparation than good Radio-Television training.

FREE 3 BIG RADIO-TELEVISION BOOKS
I want you to have ALL the facts about my new 10-MONTH Radio-Television Training—without cost! Rush coupon for my three big Radio-Television books: "How to Make Money in Radio-Television," PLUS my new illustrated Television Bulletin PLUS an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson—all FREE. No obligation and no salesman will call, Mail coupon NOW! I will rush all three books at once.

Mail Coupon Today!

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO, Dept. 10-D
111 North Canal St. Chicago 6, Ill.

Please rush to me all information on your 10-MONTH Radio-Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that no salesman will call upon me.

Name: __________________________ Age: ________
Address: _________________________
City: __________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Please Check Below About Your Experience

☐ Are You Experienced? ☐ No Experience
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Can a Man MY Age Become a Hotel Executive
Even Though He Has No Previous Hotel Experience?

Would you like to step into a well-paid position in a Hotel? Club? Restaurant. Is it important to you to have your own Defense Contract or Housing Project? Would you like to look forward happily to the future? The success of Lewis graduates from 18 to 50 PROVES you can — though you have no experience in Hotel work.

Harry E. Roobach Wins Success as Hotel Executive

"While I was in the hospital awaiting discharge from the U. S. Navy, I enrolled for Lewis Training. Shortly after I had completed the course, the Lewis National Placement Service informed me of an opening near my home.

"At present I am Night Manager in the largest hotel in Rochester, I owe my success to Lewis Training.""
WHAT SECRET POWER DID THIS MAN POSSESS?

Benjamin Franklin
(A Rosicrucian)

WHY was this man great? How does anyone—man or woman—achieve greatness? Is it not by mastery of the powers within ourselves?

Know the mysterious world within you! Attune yourself to the wisdom of the ages! Grasp the inner power of your mind! Learn the secrets of a full and peaceful life! Benjamin Franklin—like many other learned and great men and women—was a Rosicrucian. The Rosicrucians (NOT a religious organization) first came to America in 1694. Today, headquarters of the Rosicrucians send over seven million pieces of mail annually to all parts of the world.

The Rosicrucians
SAN JOSE • (AMORC) • CALIFORNIA

THIS BOOK FREE!

Write for YOUR FREE COPY of "The Mastery of Life"—TODAY. No obligation. No salesmen. A non-profit organization. Address: Scribe C.M.W.

SEND THIS COUPON

Scribe C.M.W.
The ROSECUCIANS (AMORC)
San Jose, California
Please send me the free book, The Mastery of Life, which explains how I may learn to use my faculties and powers of mind.

NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________

CITY ______________________________________________

ZONE _______ STATE _______________________________
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with Science's New Midget Miracle,
PRESTO Fire Extinguisher
So reported RAY BARTA of Wisconsin. Many others "cleaning up" — so can YOU!

A M A Z I N G new kind of fire extinguisHr. Tiny "Presto" (about size of a flashlight) does job of bulky ex-
inguishers that cost 4 times as much, are 4 times as heavy. Ends fires fast as 2 seconds. Fits in palm of hand. NEVER guaranteed for 20 years! Sells for only $3.98!

Show it to civic defense workers, owners of homes, cars, boats, farms, etc., and to stores for re-sale — make good in-
ment. H. J. Kerr reports $20 a day. C. Kama, $1,000 a month. Write for FREE Sales Kit. No obligation. MERLITE IN-
DUSTRIES, Inc., Dept. 512, 201 East 16th
St., New York S. Y. IN CANADA;
Mopa Co., Ltd., 371 Dow St., Montreal
(P. Q. (If you want a regular Presto to use as a demonstrator, send $2.50. Money back if you wish.)

PHOTOGRAPHY
EARN BIG MONEY PERSONAL AT-
TENDANCE TRAINING in New-Pack-
ing -Fashion -Portrait -Advertising -Natural Color Photography -Toddled equipment, glamorous models. Or — OUR COMPLETE HOME STUDY COURSE provides you with a spare time short-cut to success.

Our 42nd year. Write immediately for BIG FREE BOOK!

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 49, 10 West 33 St., New York 1, N. Y.

John Silf
Jowett Pupil

"Hey, You SKINNY BAG of BONES!"
the boys shouted at me
only A FEW SHORT WEEKS ago

But look at me now, PAL. A TROPHY-WINNING ALL-AROUND
HE-MAN as YOU can be seen
in 10 Thrilling Minutes a day.

Yes! Today everyone admires John Silf's movie
cosmos CHAMPION. His big mighty ARMS. His

内在 POPULAR
You Be A Winner at ANYTHING Tackle with
Progressive Power-
SPORTS? JOB? SCHOOL? FRIENDS?

FREE! Jowett's Photo Book of Famous Strong Men!

JOWETT INSTITUTE, Dept. 185
205 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Dear John Silf: Please mail me prepaid FREE Jowett's Photo Book of Strong Men, plus POPU-
LAR "Muscular He-Man," ENCLOSED FIND IN com-
te payment for EVERYTHING.

NAME _AGE
ADDRESS _NO C.O.D.'s
JOWETT & STATE

OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD!
TRAIN FOR A FUTURE IN
DIESEL

Prepare for the big earning power of Diesel Trained Men. Start learning at home, in spare time. UETI's 8-day, prac-
tical training covers all phases of DIESEL engine opera-
tion, fuel systems, auxiliary equipment, repairs and maintenance. Also new Scientific Auto Motor Tune-up.
After home course, you come to Chicago for actual prac-
tice in UETI's modern shop under experienced instructors.
GET ALL THE FACTS FREE. WRITE TODAY!

DIESEL DIVISION UTILITIES ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
2521 Sheffield Avenue, Dept. DC-16
Chicago 14, Illinois

Big Profit CHINCHILLAS

Bread Chinchillas for the fur market. Chinchilla garments sell for $8,000 - $12,000. Establish your own "gold shop" business. Clean, tame, easy to raise. Write experts, Chapman Chinchilla Farms, origianl roots of Chinchilla breeding in America. Send for illustrated catalog full of pictures and instructions today. 10 P. O. Box 221, 4957 P. West 104th Street, Inglewood, Calif.

CHAPMAN CHINCHILLAS

A "GOOD HAND" HELPS YOU SUCCEED!
LEARN TO WRITE WELL

Handwriting quickly improves with our easy-to-under-

stand picture lessons! Put your spare time to good use; send today for FREE BOOK, "How to Become a Good Penman"; or check volumes wanted below at $1 each. L Business Writing R Artistic Writing S Carft Writing L Bird & Design Flourishing

I Engrossing Alphabets. COMPLETE SET $4.50

TAMBLYN SCHOOL of PENMANSHIP
S. J. Ziller, Pres. 442 Ridge Blvd., Kansas City, Mo., USA

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

ENGINEERING DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE

B. S. DEGREE, Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Basic Engineering.少ない doubv, television, Drafting.


BECOME AN EXPERT IN TRAFFIC

Traffic men earn $4,000 to $10,000 a year. Thousands of firms need experts on rates, tariffs, regulations. We train you for a spare time at home for executive traffic jobs. Personal training under trade authorities. Placement service and help. Write for free 64-page book "Traffic Management — the Fast Growing Profession.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY, 417 So. Dearborn St.,
A Correspondence Institution Dept. 12647 Chicago 5, Ill.

DRIVING COMFORT at its best!
The New Electric Throttle
With Foot Control

The Electric Throttle ("Speed-
controller") sets whatever speed you choose electrically — releases in-
stantly at a touch on the toe-but-
ton, or by applying the pedal. Banish foot and back strain for good! Install it yourself. Price $17.50 F.O.B. Check or C.O.D.
Salesmen, Dealer and Manufacturer agencies. WRITE FOR DETAILS

D & M MFG. CORP., Anderson, Ind.
EARN BIG MONEY. WORK PART OR FULL TIME IN ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIRING!

Learn this fascinating big money paying profession at home in your spare time. Learn by doing, by working with your hands building, testing, repairing electrical appliances of all kinds. Electrical appliance repairmen are needed everywhere — wherever electricity is used. You need no special previous training or experience. Age is no handicap. CHRISTY has trained over 33,000 men in all parts of the world. Men who today command big wages or own profitable businesses of their own.

PAY LATER FROM EARNINGS WHILE LEARNING

CHRISTY shows you how to make money while still learning, what to charge, how to set up your own shop, how to build power tools from spare parts, etc. It will pay you to write today.

CHRISTY TRADES SCHOOL, Dept. D-103
4432 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 25, Ill.
Send me your FREE book on Electrical Appliance Repairing and special form for "paying later from earnings made while learning."

NAME ___________________________
AGE ___________________________
ADDRESS _________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ___

HERE IS THE NEW SENSATION IN LOW-COST TRANSPORTATION

Truly, Cushman EAGLE is the new sensation in its field. It operates for only $3.4 per mile, cruises to 50 m.p.h., gets over 75 miles per gallon. Dealer inquiries invited.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS Lincoln, Nebr.

LEARN MEAT CUTTING AT NATIONAL
Pay After Graduation

The steady dependable trade of Meat Cutting taught easily in 8 short weeks. YOU LEARN BY DOING under actual meat market conditions in big modern school at Toledo.


Buying, cutting, percentage, pricing, advertising, selling, etc. A complete retail meat education. National School established over 25 years. Get National training NOW. Pay your tuition in easy weekly payments after you graduate. G. I. approved. Send coupon for FREE 32 page school catalog — TODAY.

National School of Meat Cutting, Inc., Dept. 502, Toledo 4, Ohio
Send me your FREE school catalog on National Training at Toledo in Meat Cutting, Meat Merchandising and Self Service Meats. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
CITY ___________________ State ___

( ) Check here if Veteran of World War II
Unmatched construction features make the Bendix® Coaster Brake the outstanding performer in its field. That's why Bendix Coaster Brakes—stop quicker—pedal easier—coast farther—last longer. Your bicycle dealer will put on the brake you want—so just say "Bendix Coaster Brake." 

**RIDE**

**a Bike**

**it's**

**Fun!**

**WITH A**

**Bendix**

**COASTER BRAKE**

ECLIPSE MACHINE DIVISION of
Emilo, New York

**FIRST AID FOR TV SET OWNERS!**

H. G. CISIN’S “TV DOCTOR”

Shows you how to fix your own set rapidly and SAFELY!

**TUBES CAUSE 80% OF TV TROUBLES!**

"TV DOCTOR" shows you how to quickly isolate and change all defective tubes with complete safety.

**NO EXPERIENCE—PICTURES & TEXT**

**MAKE FIXING IT YOURSELF EASY**

Reveals many closely guarded TRADE SECRETS, little over 125 trouble conditions. Useful to TV or set, even to RCA or any 2,000 models, old & new. Includes long trouble-shooting guide at points hundreds of troubles.

$1 money-saving, fact crammed, detailed, illustrated chap-
ters include: practical ways to combat interference & ghosts, how to acquire & buy a TV set, valuable information on antennas, leading, color, explains TV, terms, lists names & addresses of TV experts—a veritable encyclopedia.

Save Expensive Service Calls!

Be assured of continual TV pleasures!

Only $1.00—you'll say it's worth hundreds.

**SPECIAL OFFER:** "TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD" (TM) by H. G. CISIN. A practical guide to TV illness under $1.00. Includes helpful hints & advice. Any TV Worth Its Salt. Order now! Send $1.00, postpaid for "TV DOCTOR"—rush copy postpaid.

H. G. CISIN, Consulting Engineer, 260 Clinton St., Brooklyn 2, N.Y.

**STOCK YOUR INVENTORY**

**FOR QUICK LIQUIDATION**

Surplus items—many of them, for home, shop, factory, farm and outdoor use. New and used parts, machinery, equipment, tools, everything—and at reduced prices—priced to sell quick! Write for information—order your share of the magnificent surplus! A wonderful opportunity for any wise buyer.

**Page After Page of Values**

This complete catalog also includes a wide selection of must-have money savings, Write for more information today, use your postcard, mailing list, etc. Write today—order your share of the magnificent surplus.

**STARK'S**

509 So. State Street
CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS

**HOT**

**RUNNING WATER**

Attach easily, quickly to any standard faucet. Replaces any old, broken, or damaged faucets. Will trim, rubber and pipe, our DELUXE LEAK-PROOF-type has delighted thousands of users. Send 40c for FREE trial sample. Worth over $1.00. Watch our special offer postpaid.

**GIVE A HULL AUTOMOBILE COMPASS AND GIVE YEARS OF**

"Sure Directions Without Stopping"

Accurate instruments that tell where you are, how to get there. Mount easily on dashboard or top of windshield. Installs on a hull—the one famous name in automobile compasses for 18 years. Write for local dealer's name, free literature.

**RADIO**


**VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE**

Dept. D, Valparaiso, Ind.

**SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS**

**NEW—Sensational! GEIGER COUNTER**

"The SNOOPER"

LOW PRICE ONLY $29.95

COMPLETE

Find a fortune in uranium with this new, super-sensitive Geiger Counter. Get one for atomic bomb defense. So small it fits in the palm of the hand or in your pocket. Easy to operate. Many large, expensive instruments. Weights only 1 lb. Uses flash-light battery. Low price includes earphone, radio active sample, instructions. Sold with ironclad money-back guarantee. Order your sample today!Send $2.00, postpaid or order payment in full to save. C.O.D. Write for free catalog on treasure finders for gold, silver, etc. and larger. More elaborate Geiger Counters.

**Order Yours Today**

**DEALER INQUIRIES**

PRECISION RADIATION INSTRUMENTS

FOR 1950-51 DE SOTO, DODGE, PLYMOUTH, CHEVROLET

Positive action hood lock protects against theft of horns, batteries, other valuable parts. Royles trunk lock handles engage directly where locked. No shepherd pin cannot be opened without key. Tamper-proof.

EASY TO INSTALL. Both hood and trunk lock come in simple kit with all parts, complete instructions. MONEY BACK GUAR- ANTEE. Send money order or check to: ROYLES PRODUCTS COMPANY

1017 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.

FOR 1950-51 CHRYSLER, DODGE, DESOTO, PLYMOUTH, ALSO DOORS, GMC PANEL.

“I NEVER DREAMED I COULD PLAY MUSIC...”

until I discovered this “EASY AS A-B-C” way to learn!

Even if you don’t know one note NOW - you can play piano, guitar, accordion, any instrument. No boring exercises. No “talent” needed. FREE BOOK tells all about it.

HOW would you like to find yourself playing your favorite instrument so well - and in so short a time - that your friends will be amazed? Not just “picking out a tune” - but playing all your favorite pieces, easily, confidently, and properly! By note!

IMAGINE what good times that would mean.
The new friends you would meet.
The exciting invitations that would pour in upon you. The fun you would have playing for your leisure hours.

The deep-down happiness of putting such an accomplishment into your life.

Some Things To Forget About

Forget about special “talent” — most of our 850,000 students didn’t know a single note of music when they started. Forget about tiresome exercises and scales — you learn by playing delightful pieces in your very first week. Forget about “having the time” — you learn in the spare time of your own choosing: free from the rigid schedule imposed by a teacher. Forget about expense — lessons cost only a few cents each; and that includes sheet music.

This tried-and-proven simplified method takes the drudgery out of learning; cuts out all that is boring; and really HOLD your interest and enthusiasm because you find yourself progressing so rapidly!

Let us tell you all about it — without obligation. See for yourself how simple, interesting, and successful our method really is.

Free Book

And Free Instruction-Sample

Simply send us your name and address on a postcard. Tell us the instrument you’d like to play, and if you own one. You will receive, by mail, our free illustrated book and a Free Sample of our simplified, copyrighted method of instruction. So drop us a postcard AT ONCE. Don’t delay putting this wonderful accomplishment into your life. Write: U.S. School of Music, Studio X3012, Port Washington, N.Y. (Special Reduced Prices on instruments to our students.)
“Here I am at work making good money as a draftsman. I’m glad I sent the coupon to Chicago Tech for that Free Trial Lesson and found out how easy it is to learn Drafting in spare time at home. Today I feel secure in my job because the draftsman’s work comes first on any new project. And, in addition, drafts- men can’t be replaced with machines, What’s more, I feel I’m slating for promotion and more pay, because I see so many draftsman advancing to high-pay jobs.”

LEARN IN SPARE TIME—AT HOME!
(or at the College in Chicago)
A few hours of pleasant home study every week—that’s all. No interference with your present job. All the tools you need; drawing outfit included. With Chicago Tech’s help, you train yourself step by step. This tried method—developed over 47 years of C.T.C. progress—prepares men quickly for good positions in industry.

FREE INFORMATION—SEND COUPON
To prove to you how easy it is to learn Drafting by mail, we will send you this FREE TRIAL LESSON. No charge for this lesson, now or later. Fill out and mail coupon, or send post card today.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Chicago 16, Illinois
Mail me FREE Lesson with information about big opportunities in DRAFTING.

Name
Age
Address
City, Zone, State

ENGINEERING DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS
Big Demand for Graduates
Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Radio Engineering (including Television)
Hundreds of young men are earning engineering degrees in this recognized institution each year—continuous operation. New terms start quarterly. Many students earn a major part of their college expenses in this large industrial center. Low tuition. Competent instruction. Thorough, intense, practical program. Modern laboratory facilities including new physics lab and modernized wind tunnel. Individualized instruction emphasized.
Approved for Veterans. Engineering preparatory courses. Students from 48 states and 21 foreign countries. Enter December, March, June or September. Send coupon for free catalog and full information. Enroll now.

SEND COUPON TODAY

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
5121 E. Washington Boulevard
Fort Wayne 2, Indiana
Please send me free information on B.S. Engineering Degree in 27 months, as checked:
□ Aeronautical, □ Chemical, □ Civil, □ Electrical, □ Mechanical, □ Radio-Television

Name
Address

PORTABLE GARAGE
$1095
(Extra Heavy Gauge)

FLEXTON
Approved by
Good Housekeeping

USE IT ANYWHERE!
- Goes wherever your car goes  • Folds compactly  • Keeps rain, snow, dust, salt air, sun or sleet away  • Will withstand extreme cold without cracking and protects your car's finish
- Perfect for storage of Cars, Furniture, Machinry Equipment
- Durably constructed of clear transparent vinyl plastic that is long wearing and tough  • Nylon threads and grommets for extra security  • Spring-tie elasicized bottom, holds securely in all kinds of weather
- Fits all makes and models
- Direct from manufacturer  • 10 Day Money Back Guarantee
- Enclose check or money order, or send C.O.D.

MARIO SALES CORP., Dept. 588
480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

BIG MUSCLES don't just happen
Build Them the York Barbell Way!
Don’t be fooled! There’s no easy way to strength, health, and a beautiful body. But it’s the York Barbell way, let Bob Hoffman, famous Olympic weight-lifting coach, show you how! Send postcard, ALL THIS FREE. Copy of Strength & Health, York Barbell Catalog, Bob Hoffman’s rules.

YORK BARBELL CO. York 22, Pa.

FREE
"THE AGE OF REASON" by Thomas Paine
YOURS WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Write for your copy of the world’s most famous treatise on logical thinking—Thomas Paine’s masterpiece, "The Age of Reason", 196 pages; complete and unexpurgated. No obligation on your part; sent free as part of a national educational campaign, but please add 10c to cover cost of postage and handling.

THE THOMAS PAINE FOUNDATION
Dept. 17, 370 W. 35th St., New York 1, N. Y.

ENGINEERING DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS
Big Demand for Graduates
Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and Radio Engineering (including Television)
Hundreds of young men are earning engineering degrees in this recognized institution each year—continuous operation. New terms start quarterly. Many students earn a major part of their college expenses in this large industrial center. Low tuition. Competent instruction. Thorough, intense, practical program. Modern laboratory facilities including new physics lab and modernized wind tunnel. Individualized instruction emphasized.
Approved for Veterans. Engineering preparatory courses. Students from 48 states and 21 foreign countries. Enter December, March, June or September. Send coupon for free catalog and full information. Enroll now.

SEND COUPON TODAY

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
5121 E. Washington Boulevard
Fort Wayne 2, Indiana
Please send me free information on B.S. Engineering Degree in 27 months, as checked:
□ Aeronautical, □ Chemical, □ Civil, □ Electrical, □ Mechanical, □ Radio-Television

Name
Address

Say You Saw It in Popular Mechanics

Learn PHOTOGRAPHY at Home
American School of Photography, 635 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 1356, Chicago 14, III.
HIGH-FIDELITY is a big quarterly magazine, 8 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches, handsonably illustrated, with nearly 100 photos and drawings, and beautifully printed on fine paper. It is published in September, November, February and April.

Amazing Attachment MAKES OLD REFRIGERATORS INTO MODERN Automatic Defrosters!

Thirty Million Prospects. Sell without "selling pressure" on sensational Free Trial Plan. Just plug it in and leave it. Frees women from drudgery and mess of defrosting. Saves electricity. Keeps food longer, better. Gives longer life to refrigerator. Secret "follow-up" Plan often brings five additional sales by making every user your agent. Big season now on!

SOLD FREE JUST SEND NAME!

Don't send a cent—just your name on penny postcard. We'll send you the biggest money-maker you ever got in your hands on and guarantee your sales at profits as high as $6.00 on each sale. Rush your name to

MAXIMUM COMPANY, 125 West Hubbard Street, Dept. D-812, Chicago 10, Illinois.

EXAMINE FIRST... FREE! FASCINATING NEW PROFIT PLAN

Big Demand for New Miracle Finish!

We show you every step... Fill huge year-round-demand... easy to understand instructions tell you how. Earn up to $5 an hour spare-time...full-time. A few cents' worth of materials—brings you dollars! Here is the opportunity you have been waiting for!

GRASP THIS OPPORTUNITY TODAY!

It's too good to miss... Fill out coupon, mail today. Get FREE sample FREE plan, big IDEA booklet. No salesman will call. Do it NOW! Be first in your community to cash in on this huge new market!
Art Lesson

FREE!

Seriously interested in art? 14 or over? Let us send you a full-length, richly illustrated art lesson—free! Shows how to draw figures, heads, cartoons. Mailed without charge or obligation. Write for yours TODAY!

Send name, age, address (including county) to ART INSTRUCTION, INC., Dept. L-12131, 500 S. 4th St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.
new, easy way to...

STRIPING with PAINT

Do Perfect Paint Stripping at Home with New Kind of PAINT STRIPPING TOOL

This Master Painters' Stripping Tool makes it easy to do expert stripping on furniture, bikes, model planes, auto, signs, toys, linoleum, wall board, etc. Makes plain, painted walls look like tile. Paint straight lines...curved...
circular or evenly spaced parallel lines the same way a professional painter does. Simply fill Tubular-Glass Paint Fountains with any color paint and wheel tip feeds paint evenly. Tips interchangeable. Just split apart for easy clean-
ing. Tool complete with tips for $1.50, extra tips only $.50. Other
completes tools with 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 in., $2.00. Extra tips — 5¢ each.
Complete kit with tool and 7 tips, $2.50. This is the handiest tool in your whole painter's kit. C.O.D. a post, ex.

WENDELLE MFG., Co., 4234 N. Lincoln Ave.

GET IT WHOLESALE!

START A BUYING SERVICE at home, office time.
Buy high-quality merchandise for clients and yourself at up to 46% and more below the regular list price, save on commission. Folks eagerly buy through you to get sizeable discounts. Send postcard for details.

AMERICAN BUYERS' SERVICE, 629-PM Linden Ave., Buffalo 16, N. Y.

When • You Can Earn More in WATCHMAKING

LEARN By KCS's Outstanding Method

High-paying jobs now open. Pleasant work. Or build a business for yourself right in your own home, repairing clocks and watches.
Inquire today about the opportunities in this high-pay-
ing trade, through the latest HOME STUDY TRAINING. Also Restored School.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
1218 Admiral Blvd. Kansas City 6, Missouri

BIG LEATHER & CRAFT CATALOG!

THOUSANDS of patterns for Leathercraft, Crafts, Kits, Projects, Tools, Supplies, Etc. Send 25¢ (stamped with 10c.
KANSAS CITY

RUSSO HANDICRAFT SUPPLIES Dept. CO-8, 2455 S. SPRING, LOS ANGELES 12, CALIF.

SAVE UP TO 50% AND MORE

GOURNE DIAMONDS

VALUES FROM $10 TO $10,000

Send for Illustrated FREE Catalog

TIME PAYMENTS ARRANGED

All diamonds reset in brand new modern mountings. Sold with a written iron-clad money back guarantee. Over 100,000 satisfied customers have bought diamonds from Berman's.

Berman's Diamond Loan Bank
Dept. 1 - Berman Bldg., BALTO. 1, MD.

Northland SKIS

Become a top skier, have more fun by using the skis of champions. Northland skis are balanced and matched for better control — better skiing. You can depend on Northlands. ANFT

IMPROVE YOUR SKIING. Send for Free Ski Manual, edited by Hannes Schneider. (Offer good only in U.S.A.)

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. COMPANY
95 Northland Park • North St. Paul 9, Minn.

PICTURE BOOKLET SENT FREE

CONVAIR

in Sunny San Diego

has a JOB for you:

OPPORTUNITIES NOW OPEN:

1. TOOL DESIGNERS
2. TOOL PLANNERS
3. PATTERN MAKERS
4. TOOL & DIE MAKERS
5. JIG & FIXTURE BUILDERS
6. MACHINISTS
7. LOFTSMEN

San Diego offers you California living at its best — and Convair gives you the top working conditions. Employee Retirement Plan, Group Insurance. Two weeks vacation. Eight holidays annually. Free Housing Office and much more — plus that wonderful San Diego climate.

Send this coupon now for booklet, details and Application Blank.

Employment Office
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation
3302 Pacific Hiway
San Diego, California

NAME ________________

OCCUPATION __________________

ADDRESS __________________

CITY __________________ STATE _________
LEARN A TRADE NOW!  

GRÉER SHOP TRAINING, Dept. 211, 2230 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.  

Guaranteed. Get your free copy of our course guide and make your selection. Then complete the coupon below. Before you send it, however, be sure of your choice. After you have made your choice, you will be acquainted with the course you are considering. 

Also available free: Sample Handbook. 

This handbook will inform you of the recent developments in each of the fields covered. 

Take advantage of this unique opportunity for instruction. It is yours for the asking, with no obligation. 

Name: ____________________________________________________________  
Address: ___________________________________________________________  
City: ___________  State: ___________  

GRÉER SHOP TRAINING  

THIS HANDBOOK FOR AMBITIOUS MEN FREE!  

Have you had your copy?  

150 pages of guidance to best-paid positions. Up-to-the-minute information for men who want to climb to the top. Tells how to get promotion, security and better pay through home study courses. This handbook “Engineering Opportunities” is free and entirely without obligation. Send the coupon. Make this your big year! 

Describes over ninety courses including: 

Mechanical Eng.  
Aeronautical  
Television  
Building 

Electrical  
A.F.R.A.E.S.  
Radio  
A.M.I.C.E. 

Automobile  
B.S. (Pure)  
A.M.I.Mech.E.  
Science 

SEND COUPON TODAY!  

Canadian Institute of Science & Technology  
Limited, 527 Century Building, 412, 5th Street,  
N.W., Washington, D.C.  

Please forward free of cost or obligation your handbook, “ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES”. 

Canadian inquiries: 263 Adelaide St. W., Toronto 1  

BOYS--IT'S FREE!  

“THE WONDERS OF CHEMISTRY” 

This exciting new book shows how to interest your friends in the wonder of chemistry. 

Every boy is fascinated by this new type of chemistry. 

Send today for FREE examination. 

THE PORTER CHEMICAL COMPANY  
43 Prospect Avenue, Hagerstown, Maryland  

I need 500 Men to wear SAMPLE SUITS!  

Pay No Money—Send No Money 

My plan is amazing! Just take a few easy orders for my sensational values in made-to-measure suits. Get your own suits without a cent spent. And make money too! Men can't resist the outstanding style, long wear and low prices. 

WE GUARANTEE our famous suit with this offer. You need no experience. Spare time pays big profits. Rush name and address today. 

Complete Instructions—YOURS TO EXAMINE! 

Your own lasting, successful business—be your own boss. 

Huge demand waiting for new Miracle Finish. Big profits. Give yourself a lifeline to a more comfortable life. 

WANT? 

FREE!! Sample—Plan 

DRIVE 3 TO 6 DAYS A MONTH 

Gas free! 

Better performance, more power, quicker short trips, faster acceleration on all cars, light trucks—any make or model. Tested in Engineering Department, leading U.S. Universities. Reduces consumption of gasoline up to 20 percent in actual use. 

especially for people in your area. TELL 10 DAYS ON YOUR OWN CAR BEFORE DECIDING. 

Write for your own outstanding benefits! 

FREE: 30 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT SONG WRITING 

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS, 224 Beacon Building, Boston 8, Mass.  

Write songs as a hobby or for profit 

STUDY LAW at home! LL.B. Degree 

Quality yourself in spare time for advancement, greater earnings, business success. Now, more than ever, legal ability is in demand! Easy-to-understand step-by-step lessons and text material furnished—invaluable for permanent reference. 42 years expert teaching. 114,000 students enrolled. Easy payments. Find out now, at no cost, how study of law can help you. 

Write today for FREE Book "Law and Executive Guidance." 

AMERICAN EXTENSION SCHOOL OF LAW  
Dept. PM-45, 646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
RELIVES PAIN OF
HEADACHE • NEURALGIA
NEURITIS

The way thousands of
physicians and dentists
recommend

Anacin® relieves headache, neuralgia, neuritis pain fast because Anacin is like a doctor's prescrip-
tion—that is, Anacin contains not just one,
but a combination of medically proven, active
ingredients in easy-to-take tablet form. Thou-
sands have been introduced to Anacin through
their own dentist or physicians. If you have
never used Anacin, try these tablets yourself
for incredibly fast, long-lasting relief from

KLEENSMOKS® ARE COSTLY!
Cost 3 times as much to build as the best of old-fashioned
pipes. But KILL TONGUE BITE, STOP DRINK. FREE
circular tells WHY. Send postcard for.

KLEENSMOK PIPE CO.
P. O. Box M-287, Johnson City, Tenn.

NOW MAKE YOUR OWN
ACCURATE SURVEYS...

Here’s a junior size surveying kit that makes it easy to
do your own accurate surveying. You can lay out patios,
fences, barbecue pits, baseball diamonds, camp sites.
Use it for leveling or for measuring angles. The com-
plete outfit includes scope, base, legs, uprights, tape,
rod, plumb bob and a handbook of practical problems
and instructions. A swell Christmas present — an edu-
cational gift for boys — a useful item for home-owners.
Only $8.95 prepaid or C.O.D. plus shipping charges.
Add 3% sales tax if you live in California.

SURVEYOR JUNIOR $8.95

— Use this handy coupon today!

Surveyor Junior Co.
Box 19034, La Tijera Station
Los Angeles 43, California

Enclosed is check. Money Order. Send C.O.D.

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
Town ___________________________ State ________
FULLY GUARANTEED TIRES COST LESS!

Nationally famous FIRESTONE, GOOD-\S
NEW B. SHEARER, RICHARDSON, and other names. Every tire selected and inspected for your safety.

New Tread Tires Guar. 24 Mos. (Mud & Snow Tires S2. Extra)
550-16 9.90 $0.00x16 12.90 4250-20 16.10 700-16 19.60
600-15 9.90 600-16 12.40 670-20 18.10 700-16 13.90
600-15 9.90 700-16 12.40 670-20 18.10 700-16 13.90
GOOD TIRES GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
600-16 12.40 700-16 12.40 820-20 15.60 700-16 15.60
AAB PREMIUM GRADE GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS
600-16 12.40 700-16 12.40 820-20 15.60 700-16 15.60
AAB PREMIUM GRADE GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS
600-16 12.40 700-16 12.40 820-20 15.60 700-16 15.60
AAAB PREMIUM GRADE GUARANTEED 24 MONTHS
600-16 12.40 700-16 12.40 820-20 15.60 700-16 15.60

Military AA Guaranteed 12 Months
SPECIAL 900-16 12.90 1000-20 21.90
AAB GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS
Military Tires—Water Tested—All Sizes
915-28 14.90 700-20 16.49
Passenger Tires—Water Tested—All Sizes
915-28 14.90 700-20 16.49

Largest stock of used tires in the East. Thousands of satisfied customers. Write for sizes not listed.

WILLIAM H. QUINN, DEPT. M, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOAT KITS For Home Assembly

NEW CATALOG MOST COMPLETE EVER OFFERED
1-BOAT KITS 26 MODELS
2-MAINE HARDWARE
3-RUNABOUTS
4-MAINE CONVERSIONS
5-PATENTS & COLOR CHARTS
CABIN CRUISERS All Only 35c, SEND COIN NOW.
U-MAK-IT PRODUCTS

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

6-INCH ALL-METAL SLIDE RULE

22 SCALE
20 LOG
LOG
TRIG

MULTIPLIES
1.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00
CUBES
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00
DIVIDES
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

MAIL TODAY FOR VALUABLE IDEA PORTFOLIO

(Good USA Only)

Name

Address

City State

Bauer-Lee & Co. • Sierra Madre, Calif.

DECEMBER 1951
The Perfect Gift for Everyone On Your List!

ANTIQUE AUTO SETS
Only $1.95 to $3.95

Miniature 3" Scale Models...
Such Fun and So Easy to Build!

- 1910 Columbia Electric $2.50
- 1911 Maxwell $2.50
- 1912 Olds $1.95
- 1913 T Ford $2.50
- 1913 A Ford $2.50
- 1913 Datsun $2.95
- 1913 Stanley $2.95
- 1913 T Ford $2.50
- 1913 Ford $2.50
- 1913 Stanly $2.95
- 1913 T Ford $2.50
- 1913 Rambler $2.50
- 1913 Ford $2.50
- 1913 Huberstein $2.95
- 1913 Mercer $2.95
- 1913 Reservists $2.95
- 1913 Olds $1.95
- 1913 Studebaker $2.75
- 1914 Studebaker $2.75

Write to... Add 25c for postage and handling. No. C. O. D.'s please

hudson miniatures... OLD TIMERS
"Originators of Antique Autos in Miniature"
SCRANTON Hobby Center, Dept. 14, Scranton 10, Pa.

LUFKIN SUGGESTS...

CHROME-CLAD MEZURALL tape-rules

You can stop shopping around right now...here's the one gift that everybody appreciates... .

LUFKIN Mezurall

THE LUFKIN RULE CO. • TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • New York City • Barrie, Ontario

F-L-A-S-H YOUR TURNS
INSTALL FLASHING DIRECTIONAL TURN SIGNALS ON YOUR CAR.
ELIMINATE HAND SIGNALING

Only $6.95 Post-Paid
C.O.D.'s EXTRA
All wire, bulbs, fixtures and materials supplied to complete kit.
Plus handsome removable switch with nominal metal that flashes when signals flash. Use existing parking and tail lamps. No drilling necessary. Easy to install. Detailed instructions. Approved and accepted to meet S.A.E. standards.

Specify make & year of car when ordering. Money-back guarantee.

RAY PRODUCTS CO., 139-M N. Clark St., Chicago 2, Ill.

MANUFACTURE BUILDING BLOCKS
Easy to start your own profitable business. General high speed, low cost Concrete Vibrator Block Machine produces 100 blocks in 8-hour day. All sizes and shapes. Complete details FREE. Mail $1 for wonderful book, "How to Build Your Own Concrete Block Home."

GENERAL ENGINE CO.
307 Hunter St., M-121, Gloucester, N. J.

STAIRWAYS TO THE STARS
This beautiful new designed What-Not Shelf is just the thing for your living room, club basement, kiddies room. One boy is supplying ten stores with this shelf. Full size pattern is specially designed for production work. Send only 50c to

STAIRWAYS TO THE STARS
BOX 136
Baltimore 20, Maryland

WONDER-PASTE
Paint Remover

SWISS MUSIC MOVEMENTS
Surprise yourself with the amazing number of uses for these fine imported units. Put them in your favorite stuffed toys, make novelty and cigarette boxes musical. Specify CHRISTMAS, NURSERY, WALTZ, POPULAR. Full size patterns for Christmas Church, Musical Fireplace. Christmas Manager, Cake Plate, Doll Cradle 50c ea. SPECIAL—free pattern with first purchase. Get started now! Send $2.50 for sample unit. Results guaranteed to delight you. Complete information upon request.

MARITIME—13 East 60—New York 22, N.Y.

"You are under arrest!"

There's a thrill in bringing a crook to justice through scientific crime detection!

We have taught thousands of people to be their own private detective. Let us teach you too, in your own home. Learn Finger Printing, Fire Arson Investigation, Smoke Photography, Criminal Investigation. Get results seasonably and at small cost.

Over 800 of all American Bureaus of Identification employ students or graduates of I. A. S. You too can fit yourself to a responsible field of employment. But don't delay—get the details now.

Let us show you how easily and completely you can prepare yourself for this fascinating work, during spare time, in your own home. You may make as you learn.

Write today—now—Be a Finger Print Expert

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnyside Ave., Dept. 1359, Chicago 40, Ill.
NEW MOSSBERG CATALOG
To make your Christmas selection easy
Complete lineup of rifles, shotguns, telescope sights and spotting scope — all at low Mossberg prices — each readily obtainable at your dealer's.
Clip and fill in coupon now so you'll have plenty of time to pick a "Mossberg"

O. F. MOSSBERG & SONS, INC.
19712 St. John St., New Haven 5, Conn.
Send me without delay your new Christmas catalog of Mossberg Firearms available at my dealer's.
Name..............................................................
Street...............................................................
City............................................................... (Zone)........ State........

BIG OPPORTUNITIES OPEN IN THE METAL TRADES
Machinist Trade Only 60 school days
Tool & Die Making 360 Hours of practical
Tool & Die Designing Shop Training or Mechanical
Drafting-all branches Structural or Aircraft Drafting

Allied will train you easily and quickly for these Important Trades and place you on a Good Paying Job.
Write for Free Books a 35 postcard will do!

INDICATE PREFERENCE - RESIDENT or HOME STUDY
ALLIED SCHOOL 1338 S. Michigan Avenue
412 Allied Building
Chicago 5, Illinois

NEW! POLARVISION SAFETY LIGHT
A revolutionary new light discovery recently released for civilian use.
Fits all Cars & Trucks FOR SAFETY AND COMFORtable DRIVING
The Amazing "Rogen Glass Lens" is an integral part of the Polarvision Light. It produces a Black Light which is invisible to the eye but visible to the Polarvision Light. It is used in night driving, street lights, etc. without interfering with your visibility. Easy to install above windshield, requires no additional accessory. Light encased in high grade chrome holder. Wash off car's central lighting covers. Limited supply. Complete (including Coralvision Lens - $6.95)

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS, Dept. 812, Box 775, Portland 7, Oregon

BRAND NEW: 7 JEWELS! 3 YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE
- Shaved Resin - Rapid Dial
- Sweep Sec. Hand - Gift Boxed
- Chrome Case - Leather Band

LADIES' WATCH $8.95 plus $0c tax
As described above — smaller size
Money back guarantee! Order today! Sorry, no C.O.D.

ELCO PRODUCTS Dept. P12, 166 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Illinois

"How to Make Money with Simple Cartoons"
A book everyone who likes to draw should have. It is free; no obligation. Simply address
CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 912D Pleasant Hill, Ohio

ARRO-PING - the Original Arrow Sling-Shot has accuracy for small game or target with swift ping of an arrow, sturdy, smoothly-made wood stick, guided-flight barrel, slender metal-tipped 12-inch arrows. Powerful rubber propulsive sends arrow 300 feet. Try skill in a new hunting thrill.

ARRO-PING CO.
Box 25 H West End Station
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Become a Doctor of PSYCHOLOGY

START YOUR TANK COLLECTION NOW
With this perfectly detailed model of the Willys Walk-er Bulldog, America's newest tank.
Scale: 1" to 108"
Featured in October Popular Mechanics
Price $1.95 ppd.
Illustrated Catalog Sent With First Order
No C.O.D.'s please
Military Miniatures
America's Foremost Miniature Figure Shop
Dept. M121 1384 Lexington Ave. New York 28, N. Y.
Here's a MAN'S gift

A fast-cutting, keen-sharpening CRYSTOLON® oilstone makes a welcome and necessary addition to any home workshop. Coarse grit on one side for quick sharpening. Fine side for superkeen edges on all edge tools. Pre-saturated with oil for free-cutting, long life—an exclusive feature of NORTON Abrasives oilstones. There's a big difference in stones—remember to ask for a CRYSTOLON JB-8 stone. At better hardware stores everywhere, or direct.

Add the 'HOW TO SHARPEN' book to your gift—22 illustrated pages give full directions for all sharpening jobs. Send 10c to Dept. PM-12.

BEHR-MANNING • Troy, N.Y.
Division of Norton Company
Coated Abrasives • Sharpening Stones • Masking Tapes
Rich New Beauty for Dingy Walls!


3 EASY STEPS. Gold Bond Color Texture mixes with water, goes on smoothly with roller or brush. Then texture the surface with sponge or whiskbroom to get your own finish!

Get Gold Bond Color Texture now at your paint store or your local Gold Bond Lumber and Building Materials Dealer.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK

STOP FURNACE LEAKS

Cut this winter's fuel bills. Seal tight every heat-wasting crack, opened seam and other leak in your furnace, boiler, tank, radiators and piping — as professional repair men do — with Smooth-On No. 1 Iron Cement. Keep a can of Smooth-On handy for tightening loose parts and many other repairs around your home. Buy Smooth-On No. 1 in 1 1/4-oz., 7-oz., 1-lb. or larger sizes at your hardware store. If they haven't it, write us.

FREE Repair Handbook


SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO., Dept. 37M
570 Communipaw Ave., Jersey City 4, N. J.

Do it with SMOOTH-ON

THE IRON REPAIR CEMENT OF MANY USES

PACKAGED BOAT KITS

LARGEST CATALOG EVER OFFERED!

16 pages - 80 construction and action photos PLUS specifications and performance data.

$38.95 UP

COMPLETE LINE - SKIFFS, OUTBOARDS, RACERS, CRUISERS, 23 Model Kits, Semi-finished and Custom-finished boats, hardware.

Send 35c for Boat Catalog

BOAT PATTERNS - BLUE PRINTS

Over 70 modern plans and full size patterns, Racing, cruisers, Jon boats, outboard, sail boats, and famous designers. 6's to 30's. Design Catalog 35c. Design catalog and boat-building handbook. $1.00.

Time for CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

GIANT BALLOONS


3 Ft. Dia. 39c; 6 Ft. Dia. 79c; 13 Ft. Dia. $1.39

Postage Paid on Pre-Paid Orders

WAR ASSETS DIV.
Volume Sales Co.
Dept. M-12-51, 3930 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 29, Calif.

Secrets of VENTRILIOQUISM
Now Revealed!

Easy to learn in 30 to 60 days with our Home Study Course. RESULTS GUARANTEED. Make yourself the Popular! Have Fun Big Opportunity. Rapid Development. Stage Personality, class, manner, and terms.

$5.95

FRID AHAFER SCHOOLS OF VENTRILIOQUISM
Box 36, Studio East, Arlington Station, Detroit 24, Michigan

SPORTONE MUFFLERS
Ford & Chevrolet
All other popular cars
V-8 Dual Sets
Chromed Silentips

$4.45
5.45
15.95
2.95

(Save state sales tax of 8 on out of state orders.)

SANTEE MUFFLER CO.
3342 Corryme Pl. + Culver City, California

NOW YOU TOO CAN BUILD
15 RADIOS


Order your kit today, or send for further information. You risk nothing. 10 Day Money-Back Guarantee.

Postage prepaid on cash orders. C.O.D. orders accepted in U.S.A.

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO.
497 Union Ave., Dept. P.M.-1
Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
HAVE FUN MAKING MONEY
Fill Your Spare Time with Pleasure, Creating Objects of Art at Home by "Ceramizing." Turn 56¢ Worth of Material into Profits as high as $5.00 for One Hour's Work

LEARN—in less than an hour—how to turn twigs, leaves, flowers, into gorgeous costume jewelry—how to transform inexpensive articles into valuable objects of art. Amaze your friends by being your own outright successor as a creative artist—without learning to draw or design. Send your name—no money. We will mail, postage paid, a big tabloid newspaper size book printed in all the colors of the rainbow—showing the endless variety of beautiful giftware and exclusive jewelry you can make in your home.

WARNER SHOPS, 1512 Jarvis Ave., Dept. 312, Chicago 26, III.

AMAZING NEW FLASHLIGHT
Operates without batteries

SEND NO MONEY!
Try for 5 DAYS at OUR RISK! Rush your name and address right now to Paypost—$4.98 plus postage charges. If not delighted return for refund within 5 days.

IMPERIAL SALES CO., Dept. 492, 114 East 47th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Watch for the Golden Anniversary Issue—January 1952

CUT-TO-FIT HOMES
BUILDING COSTS

ORDER NOW SAVE UP TO 1/3

INTERNATIONAL MILL AND TIMBER CO.
DEPT. P.M.121 BAY CITY, MICHIGAN

Build your own home and save the builders' profit—plus savings in lumber and labor with Sterling Ready-Cut-Homes. Anyone can assemble with simple, easy to follow plans furnished. Every house complete with all lumber, roofing, nails, glass, hardware, paint, doors and windows marked ready to erect. Freight paid. Complete building plans ready for filing at low cost. Sold separately if desired. Write today!

PRICED FROM $2150 up
Five Easy Payment Plans
Send 25c for NEW COLOR CATALOG
COME TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON FOR YOUR TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING

ONE OF AMERICA'S LARGE AND MOST MODERN UNIVERSITIES

Select from these fascinating fields

- Aeronautics
- Air conditioning and refrigeration
- Automobile trades
- Body and paint
- Mechanics
- Upholstery and trim
- Diesel
- Electricity
- Electronics
- Drafting
- Machine shop
- Welding
- Woodworking
- Photography
- Radio
- Stationary Engineering
- Television

PREPARE FOR YOUR FUTURE NOW... with the very latest methods and equipment, at the modern University of Houston School of Technology. For entrance: high school diploma, or over 18 and ability to profit from instruction. Beautiful campus—250 wooded acres in Houston, Texas—the city of tomorrow. Full college activities... sports... social life. Day or night, short or longer courses. Cooperative work and study programs... earn part of tuition and expenses with part-time job in your own career field, while you learn. Personal vocational counselling. Diploma or B.A.S. degree on completion—and job placement assistance. Sept., Feb., June semesters. G.I. approved. V.A. on campus. Send for Free illustrated brochure now!

EZEKIEL W. CULLEN BUILDING

University of Houston, School of Technology
Dept. 191—HOUSTON 4, TEXAS

Without cost or obligation, please send me fully-illustrated brochure and full particulars. I am interested in subject marked X above.

Name ............................................ Age ........................

Address ..................................................

City ...................................................... State ........................

WANT TO BE PAID FOR "GIVING AWAY" NYLONS AT 49c?

That's all they cost if they run or snag within guarantee period up to THREE MONTHS! Just write orders. We deliver & collect. Earn up to $26 weekly in spare time. Advance cash & big bonus. No experience needed. Send for FREE sample stocking and money-making outfit postage prepaid.

KENDEX CORP. • BABYLON 846, N.Y.

TEST YOUR OWN RADIO AND TELEVISION TUBES AT HOME!!!

CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER

No knowledge of tubes necessary - 100% accurate for direct shorts, opens, burned out tubes. Buy it—Try it—If not satisfied, return within 3 days—Money cheerfully refunded.

ONLY $3.98

E-Z TESTER CO. (Dept. P. M.) Macon, Ga.

POWERFUL-LONG RANGE

GERMANY

AMAZING VALUE!!

Compare with domestic tubes—selling up to $20.50, for clarity, light weight, rugged construction! GERMAN KLABROTS (due to unexcelled workmanship, wider field of view, and greater brilliance) available at a wholesale cost of only $2.95. Send order for 10; we will pay postage and insurance! Entirely made in Germany, Germany.

TRY AT OUR RISK!

SEND NO MONEY—ORDER C.O.D., or send check, cash or money order and we will pay postage.

KLAROVIS

DYNAMIC POWER TOOL COMBINATION

INCLUDES: Cummins 3/4" Electric Drill, Cummins Saw Attachment, Combination Saw Blade, Set of Drills, Lambs Wool Honing & Sanding Discs, Steel Arbor and Attachments, Cloth Buffer Wheels, Grinding Wheel, Wire Wheel Brushes, Steel Point Bits, Steel Bench Stand, Portable Drill Screw Cables, Price of Dynamic Power Tool Combination complete at $58.00 shipped on approval. No money with order—No C.O.D. Try it ten days before you buy. If completely satisfied, return order for $58.00. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary. KAPNER HARDWARE, INC., Dept. A-14, 2346 Second Ave., N. Y. 29, N. Y.
Advertisements in this section 85 cents per word, each insertion, minimum 10 words, payable in advance. To be inserted under proper classification, copy must be in our office the 20th of the second month preceding date of issue

F. W. Johnson, Manager, Classified Advertising
Popular Mechanics Magazine, 200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois

YOU'LL PROFIT

By reading and answering the classified ads in this section. Hundreds of opportunities for you to make and save money

AUTOMOBILES, MIDGET CARS

TACHOMETERS—The Rev-Master electric type indicator fits all cars, saves driving costs and maintenance bills. 15 minute installation. Complete at $29.95 postpaid. International, 795 Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.


MOTORISTS—Save gas with our automatic speed control. Only $5.95! Free literature. Vaporizer Company, Box 70332, Los Angeles 37, Calif.


CUSTOMS. Race cars, hot rods, antiques, parts and accessories, etc. Write for catalog. All listed in Automot #16, 25c. Speed SPECIALISTS, Box 5863-M, Indian Orchard, Ind.

WIELESWORTH-Chasen's Automobile History Scrapbook. 160 pages. Old time pictures and advertisements of automobiles from 1899 to 1934, $1.50. Deluxe binding $3.50. Wiegsworth-Chasen, 7134 Fm. Alhambra, Mission, Kansas.

FROM Speedway to roadway! Track-proved high-speed equipment manufactured to your car! No special tools needed! Increase horsepower 50%! Anderson gets your car racing. Free illustrated catalog. Anderson wanted.) Speedsport, 4666-D Milwaukee, Chicago 3.


WATER Injections. Also economy, power, methods. Free illustrated information. Neher Industries, La Verne, California.

AUTO SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

ELECTRIC Automobile clocks; completely repainted, $3.50. Clock Service, 133 West 26th St., No. 15, Indianapolis 2, Ind.


HILLHOLDER AND overdrive selector only $1.00 postpaid. Fully automatic, easily installed. Gives greater mileage, acceleration, power, saves money. Alpha Ltd., 569 Fane, 606 830 New York, York, Penn.


CHEVROLET owners. Let the Hydraulic Spring in oil adjusting screw stop your tappet noise. Will last the life of your engine. Simple and easy to install. Contact Factory Installations, 1402 B. O. Box 1234-P, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.


STORE TURBO oil! Proven guaranteed product will help your car get new powerful compression, reduce oil consumption. Send 25c plus postage for sample sizes. Atlanta Engineering, Box 7038, Los Angeles 3, Calif.

YES, it puts babbitt type bearings on the outside of your engine. Patented! (Patent Exp.) $3.00 postpaid. Ferre, 1210-B Walnut Dr., Los Angeles 1, Calif. (Data on request)

ELEKTROPLATE Auto parts, giftware, novelties. $5.95 includes portable electroplating equipment and everything to start your own business. Free literature. Tyco Metals, Box 13221-B, Honolulu, Hawaii.


MOTORIST Save gasoline by Vacuuming overrich mixtures. Fits all cars. Free illustrated guide to Vaccumola, 1832, Wauwatawa, Wis.

SPEEDOMETERS rebuilt, most types only $7.50. Rebuilt, with oil, $10.00. Send 35c for catalog. Briggs Automotive Engineering of Chicago, P.O. Box 2454 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Ill.


AUTO Bed—Convert your car into a single or double bed at any time. $150. Works on any car. Send 25c for catalog. Newhouse Automotive Industries, Los Angeles 22.


SEND for free membership card. "Water Burners" of America. Lake Worth, California.

POOR! The descriptive literature on alcohol-water injection for cars, trucks, tractors write Shade, Webster, New York.

FILL YOUR OWN TANK! 10c for parts to fill your own tank, 10c to a battery. No tanks or shop required. Free particulars. Gunmetal Co., Avenue A, Decatur, Ill.

AUTO TRAILERS


MOTORCYCLES, BICYCLES, MOTORCYCLES AND SUPPLIES

WHIZZER. All attachments, $20. Cushman 50cc, $65. Cushman 100cc, $120. Cushman 200cc, $200. Engines $85; up; motorcycle frame $35. Rush 250 ($50 first class mail) for catalog $20. Running millions of the most amazing bargains in motors, midget cars, motorcycles, motorbikes, etc. Associated, Box 1704-G, Toledo 10, Ohio.


MOTORCycles AND parts, list cents, all 1941 and 1940-41 tires $9.95. Cycle File, Box 51 B, Phoenix 1, Mass.

U. S. Govt. surplus "45" Harley Davidson motorcycles, complete with carburetor and generator. In running condition. $60.00, f.o.b. Chicago, 25% deposit with order. Parts catalog 25c. Century Cycle Corporation, Beach 5, Long Beach, California.

MIDGET Car $10, motobike $7, Safety-cycle, $15 less engines; Whizzer motor $6; Streamliner, $15; Donville, $6. 1952 model, 200 lbs. Fitted for a short motor $8. Four airplane type tires $3 (molderly only). Send 50c for new catalog. Running millions of the most amazing bargains in new and used midget cars, motorbikes, home-built parts, plant engines, transmissions, war surplus, etc. 50c by first class mail. Midget Motor Corporation, Athens, Ohio.
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PET'S—DOGS, BIRDS, RABBITS, HAMSTERS, ETC.


BEAUTIFUL Pure white pedigreed pol- icy puppies. Ansonia Kennels, Mose, N. Dak.


No Money needed. Raise rabbits for me. Smith, Nevis, Minn.


RAISE RABBIT Profitable business. Live free. Tacey Rabbits, Hapeville, Georgia.

MAKE Big money! Raise Chinchilla rabbits. Cash markets supplied. Write today! Rockhill Ranch, Selleville 15, Penna.


RAISE Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.


PLANTS, SEEDS, NURSERY AND GARDEN SUPPLIES

Himalayan Flower seeds, cacti. Orchard free. Ghose, Townend, Darjeeling (India).

FARM LANDS, REAL ESTATE

FLORIDA—Hunting, fishing, fruit growing, 5 acres, $245.00, $10.00 down, $10.00 month. C. H. Potterfield, Union Building, Chaseville, Florida.

$5.00 PER Acre. Ozark land. Cash or monthly payments. Write for free list and map. Ozark Farming Co., Post Office, Ironton, Missouri.


UNITED Farm Agency’s big free winter catalog of farm and country real estate books. Write today! Can help your future security in the country. Hundreds of America’s largest bargains, good planting stock, quality hay, corn, etc. equipped. For special service, state required. Send 25c today for your catalog today! It’s free! United Farm Agency, 220-20 PM South State St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

OZARSA Cottage sites—New resort, $150. $50. monthly. Write, Ozarka, Kirby, Ark.

STROUD’S Fall catalogs. East and mid- west editors, lumbermen, farmers, homes, businesses, bargains galore. Either mailed free. Strout Realty, 7 To, Dear, St. Louis, Chicago 3, Ill.

FLORIDA, New Lake County develop- ment. 1200 acres, $100,000. 65 new, Best fishing, hunting, Safe from bombs. Nice homes $250 at $10 monthly. Fol- ler Free, Howard Verner, Sand Lake, Florida.


WESTERN Ranch lands, Virgin timber. Hunting, fishing, boating, frontage tracts. $5 to $10 acre full price. Easy terms, 10c (coin) brings Land Catalog, pictures, maps. Box 225CEW. Hollywood 28, California.


POULTRY, FARM SUPPLIES


INCREASE Raising best stock. Write for free catalog. OZARKS HIMALAYAN RAISE MINK, BOXERS, MINK, RABBITS, RAISE TURKEYS, RAISE HAMSTERS. Apply, Dept. 13, G. C. Davenport, Ocala, Florida.

Perfect duck! Free booklet, pen plans, inside secretts, feed, care. Mink are money makers. Investigate today. Lau- reville, South Dakota.


RAISE Rabbitts Profitable business. Live free. Tacey Rabbits, Hapeville, Georgia.

MAKE Big money! Raise Chinchilla rabbits. Cash markets supplied. Write today! Rockhill Ranch, Selleville 15, Penna.


EARN Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.


EARN Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.


EARN Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.


EARN Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.


EARN Up to $400 monthly raising Angora or New Zealand rabbits. Plenty markets. Particulars free. White’s Rabbitry, Newark 4, Ohio.


RAISE Raising information free. Complete. Lake Superior Mink Farm, Superior, E11, Wisconsin.

MAGIC TRICKS, PUZZLES, JOKER NOVELTIES


22 TRICKS, Joke items and postage paid 1c.

1931-32 Catalogue 25c.

MAGICIAN'S Catalog, amateur and professional magic, send 25c, Merv Taylor Magic Supplies, 515 Handler Blvd., North Hollywood, California.


WORLD'S Largest professional magic shop, keeps you in touch with latest are ready to ship.

FREE Card tricks catalog sent. Address West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.


300 ELECTRIC Stunts 1c. Cards.

FREE Window display illustrated cata-

 logically.

512-C PAGE Catalogue of 2500 tricks, pocket, parlor, stage, 15c.

LATEST and best for pocket, parlor, stage. Catalogue 500 tricks, only 1c. Unique magic service for 30 years. Douglas Magic-

Hier, Dept. 1, Dallas, Texas. Giant fifty-two page new catalog. Holden's, M-22 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

FREE and catalog only 5c, Furr, Box 1882-D, Norfolk, Va.

BIG Fun Kit! Tricks, Jokes, novelties, booklets, puzzles, etc., 5c.

FREE Catalog and illustrated cata-

log, 25c. Lerro Magic, 509 40th Street, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FREE Catalog 124 pages, 25c. Williams, 90 Plymouth, Elywood City, Penna.

FREE Catalog, large professional mag-

gle catalog of latest tricks, 35c, Irele,

109-10 North Dearborn, Chicago 2.

COINS, TOKENS, CURRENCY

WE Pay $5 to $1000 each for hundreds of old or odd U. S. and foreign coins. Keep all until post. Send 30 cents for illustra-


GET Profit and pleasure in collecting coins, Send 10c for picture illustrated catalog. Send for it now. 3. M. M. A., 447 Maine Ave., SW., Washington 7, D. C.

SHARCE 1890 Nickel uncirculated and lots. 25c, robust, 119th NW, Canton, Ohio.

GREEK Money, goddess, etc. wooden nickel and others, "The Magazine" of 18th Century, Lawrence Brothers, Amena, Ohio.

ALL Different: 10 Morgan dimes $2.50; 10 Morgan quarters $4.50; 10 Morgan halves $12.50.

FIFTY ASSORTED INDIAN CENTS, $1.50. Regular list, $2.00. Offer good with this newspaper.

COIN COLLECTOR'S Magazine. Largest in-

dependent, over 1000 pages per year. Sample copy 35c; $3.00 per year. H. H. N. Chicago, Ill.

3c. STAMP For lists. Press, 1460 Fairbanks Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

JAPANESE Invasion notes for United States collectors. Illustrated catalogue 25c. Shults, Salt Lake City, Utah.

GENERAL Man Arthur set (2) $3.75; Vatican Holy Year set (4) $1.00; Large color page retail value $1.50; premium handbook "Freed's World Stamps," 1125 13th St. NW, Washington, D. C., 1125, 37th St., Harrisburg, Pa., 1125 10th Ave., 37th St., New York 18, N. Y.

OLD Money wanted. Will pay $100.00 for your Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo). Big premiums paid for all rare coins. Send name and address. Courtesy to correspondents.

FREE! "Carnival" packet of magic gadget, gift engagement, etc., with large catalogue, temptingly-different offers. Niagara Stamp Company, 12 Queensave, Tonawanda, N. Y.

APPROVALS That are different. Free stamps with purchases. Write today.

EXCHANGE Plan—U. S. mixture, 2c $1.00, 2c $2.00 Superior, Grafton, Ohio.

SUGAR Loaf, 35c, 1125 13th St. NW, Washington 18, D. C.

UNITED States and foreign approvals. Residence: Charles Meeke, 2110 East Market, York, Penna.

UNITED States approvals—Select, used, mint. Kingsbury, South Woodbury 2, Vt.

NEW Sets and colorful approvals—1cc.

FREE in catalogue. 2350, Monroeville, Wis.

MINT (Unused) U. S. approvals. Patridge Agencies, 3565A Central, Indianapolis, Ind.

SAN MARINO—20 different, 10c. No approval.


WORLDWIDE Variety collections. 1000, $1.00; 3500, $15.25. List free. Philatelic House, Rockville Centre, N. Y.

USED 35 Harding stamps for $1 or 50c. Address: H. A.击, 123 South Main St., Des Moines, Ia.

LIBERIAN Triangulaires, 10c with appro-

vals. Verto Gumps, 6044 South Fairchild, Chicago 33, Ill.

FLAG Stamp—Free with blue grade U. S. approvals.


FREE 50 Different stamps to serious appro-

vals. Stanley Zalac, 710 Shaw St., Toronto, Canada.

VENEZUELA'S OOP! "First day cover." 11 green stamps. Apartado 2554, Bax, Caracas, Venezuela.

TABANAY, Thailand, Israel, Victoria, and others. See cooperative lists. Address: 3250 Miami Beach 39, Florida.


FREE! 100 Different China. Contains air, commemoratives, twin map stamp, others to new approval applicants. C. M. Moulibb, 700 New York 18, N. Y.

ALL Stamps at 1c each. Collection of 10,000 different, divided in 20 $5 lots each. 1000 different or lot at a time as often as you like. Each lot (1000) at 1c each. No contract. No obligation. Real savings. N. Y., R. Ill. 812 W. Vantner Street, Chicaco 37.

STAMPS, Albums, packets! Big 44 page illustrated catalog free! "Stamp's By Mail," 410 Lunt Bldg., Chicago 11, Ill.

FREE With approvals, commemorative sheet, catalogue, 40c. Stamp House, 1435 Grand Ave., Miami Beach 39, Florida.

GIANT Selection, penny stamp. Walsh's Stamp Exchange, 7008F Raguet, Chicago 31.

FRENCH Colonies 300 different pictorials $1.00, Burtin, 709 Washington, Reading, N. J.

GEORGIA, Schleswig packet with approvals! Stampmart, Box 28A, Rutherford, N. J.

FREE! DIFFERENT Foreign $1.00. 31 Park Row, New York City 8.

100 DIFFERENT U. S. commemoratives, one dollar. Request approvals. Harold Heitman, 18 East 103 Street, New York 36, N. Y.

19,000 DIFFERENT in each Gordon Davidson, Manager.

200 DIFFERENT in 5c, nice selection. No post cards or cut square envelopes. 60c. C. P. Steger, Steger, Ill.

U. S. Commemoratives 100 different, and new issues, air mail, mint, and others, No approval. Morrison's Mill Park, Penna.

AMAZING Collections can be built from my approval books. Mounted 1000 per book. Each book $5.00. 1000 different only $5.00. Many catalogue 15c or more. T. H. D. Long, 74 Ventura Canyon, Sherman, Calif.

FREE! Giant philatelic mail. No approval. Wilbur Erickson, Eastnewington, N. J.

SAMMARINO collection free. 25 different, old and new issues, air mail, commemoratives. Each valued from 50c to $5.00. No approval. Morrow's Mill Park, Penna.

FREE—Complete set of famous Ameri-

car stars, pack, several thousand in all. Approval buyers. Send 3c for 15 of the above stamps plus full particulars. Tibbsboro Stamp Co., 21, 1214 E. 126th St., Detroit 3, Mich. 1122 New York 38, N. Y.

UNITED States stamps! Cheaps! Catalogue, 115-F Endicott, St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

GIVEN—Approval applicants 50 mint including Monacan Rhenish, Broadmoor Stamps, etc. 85c each. Penna.

NEED Higher wages? Not when buying our stamps. Try our books of 1000 at 1c and 5000 at 2c. 50c each. Paul Clark, Box 5446, Muskegon, Michigan.

PAY Check gone? Are you paying too much for a stamp? Try our books of 1000 at 1c and 5000 at 2c. 50c each. Paul Clark, Box 5446, Muskegon, Michigan.


317 MIXED U. S. only 5c to "gold nugget" approval applicants. No charge for them. Kessel's, Folsom, California.
SALESMEN—Jobbers. We manufacture the quality plastic houseware line sold in leading lumbermen’s yards. Our products are well liked by dealers. Your personal contact with the manufacturer makes for quick delivery. Next month, a 10-day show in Chicago. Good commission plan on business actually being done. Capital business assures high profits. Protected territories with our line established. Write for information. Turnkey dealers, write now.

M A K E M O N E Y—selling books and magazines to show how home yards grace to flowers and shrubs, rare trees. Stark patio and garden varieties produce abundant harvests. Camellias, azaleas, daisies, mums, strawberries. Even small plot produce fruit for family use. Tow beautiful sales kits just out. Stark Bros., Dept. 3018E, Louisiana, Mo.

A Fine income, your own nylons, treasurers' lines, magazine sales. Full particulars, free. Amazing replacement guarantee valid against snags, tears. Write for free sample to agents, Rosslee Hosley Co., Clifton 88, N. J.

NEW Jobs open in selling! Send name, address, five dollars to Life magazine's money-making guide. Listing of current opportunities for people, who want to do well, full or part-time. No experience needed. Opportunity, 28 E. Jackson, Dept. 17, Chicago 4, Ill.

EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL

CODE, Radio, Morse, Career or hobby, information, 1289, Westlake Ave., Cleveland 7, Ohio.


PIANO Tuning pays. Learn this profitable profession in your home. Part-time and mechanical aids make learning easy. No knowledge music necessary. Diploma awarded on satisfactory year’s work. G.I. approved. Write for booklet. E. J. Wagner, 90 Bryant Bldg., Washington 16, D. C.

EARN Free instruction. Accounting, mathematics, new tax forms, Professor, 7621 E. 13th Ave., South Burlington, Vt.


BE a real estate broker through home study course. Earn $25 to $100 a week. Free book. Approved for Veterans. Weaver School of Real Estate, Suite 300 LeVeque Tower, Box 2000, Columbus 16.


"How To Break and Train Horses"—A book every farmer and horseman should have. It is free: no obligation. Simply list your name and address on coupon. The Reader Service, Dept. 11612-C, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.

LISTEN And learn a language by Linguaphone. English, French, Spanish, Italian, German. Master Spanish, French, German, Russian, Italian—any of 29 languages through Linguaphone. No classes, no confusions. Just the facts. For immediate service, job, travel opportunities. Send money order or check for $2.50 to Linguaphone Training, Linguaphone Institute, 8512 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20.

AUCTIONEERING—Learn by mail. New materials. Nelson Auction School, Renville, Minn.

SECRET Service, fingerprint training, and other valuable courses. Learn to defend, counteract, crush crime. etc. Write Associated Special Investigators, Box 474, Saint John, Minn.

WELDING Training—Pas at Hobart Welding School, Box M-121, Troy, Ohio. VA contract. Best equipment. Catalog free.

LEARN Drafting easily at home. Monroet Institute, PM-12, Alton, Illinois.

INCREDIBLE! Unprecedented! Look up these free books to read—"Business for Beginners," Bllu, Box 1127-E, Hollywood 28, California.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

INVENTORS—If you consider your invention to be of special importance, take steps to protect it with a United States patent attorney. The attorney's duty is to exclude others from making, using, and selling your invention. The United States Patent Office values your patent protection for inventions on a list of steps to take to ensure protection. Make prompt application to the attorney's firm, Berman & Davidson, New York, 128 W. 29th Street, New York, 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350). We are qualified to handle all your patent matters. For "Invention Record" form, contact Carl Miller, Registered Patent Attorney, 104 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y., 10 D.C. (Phone: 212-741-2350).

INVENTORS—When you are satisfied that the invention is new to the art or to the public, write to the attorney, Berman & Davidson, New York, 128 W. 29th Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350). We are qualified to handle all your patent matters. For "Invention Record" form, contact Carl Miller, Registered Patent Attorney, 104 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350).

INVENTORS—If you have a good patentable idea, write to us, and we will prepare a patent search. We will write a report on your patent and send you an application for examination. The attorney's firm, Berman & Davidson, New York, 128 W. 29th Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350). We are qualified to handle all your patent matters. For "Invention Record" form, contact Carl Miller, Registered Patent Attorney, 104 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350).

INVENTORS—If you have a good patentable idea, write to us, and we will prepare a patent search. We will write a report on your patent and send you an application for examination. The attorney’s firm, Berman & Davidson, New York, 128 W. 29th Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350). We are qualified to handle all your patent matters. For "Invention Record" form, contact Carl Miller, Registered Patent Attorney, 104 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y., 12 C. (Phone: 212-741-2350).
HOME CRAFTSMEN

WHEELS, Rubber, with brass bushings, for making your own toys. 24 assorted;
1-1/8" diameter and 11-1/8" diameter $1.00. Hartson, Box 199, Lewiston, N. Y.

90 All New, full size lawn ornament and novelty patterns, up to 20" high. Only
$1.00 postpaid. First St., Dept. A, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

30 LAWN ORNAMENT PATTERNS. Ready cut.
Full size. Color indicated. $1.00 postpaid. Lincoln Craft Studio, Columbus, Ohio.

REPAIR KITS for patio furniture, $1.00.
Dorain, Wal Hall, Otisville, N. Y.

100 FULL SIZE JIG SAW PATTERNS up to 20" high. All $1.00. Pattern Service, Medway, Mass.

LEATHERCRAFT Supplies. Tremendous stock.
1111 North 1st, Dept. DM, PM. Milwaukee
3, Wis.

LEATHERCRAFT Supplies. Copper tools, text-
Lile paper. Send $10 for illustrated leather catalog. J. & M Novels, Dept.

PROOFERS. Wipes, brushes, leathercraft. All

HOW-TO-DO-IT books on every subject. Waterproof bindings,
easy-to-understand style and profusely illustrated. Subjects include
workshop, household repairing, motorizing, outdoor sports, home building and
many others. Also booklets on specific topics. Write for free illustrated catalogue.

LEATHER, Tools, laces, saddles, Free catalog.

MAKE IT YOURSELF

STREAMLINED, Built-in kitchen cabinets
To fit any kitchen. Illustrated manual describes
building and construction. All for $1.00.

BUNDLING Plans for small apartment size
leased homes. Send for sample shown in cata-

RIDE THUNDER, Big illustrated cata-
cludes living room, bedroom, kitchen, bath and

BANDSAW Owners, let your saw do the work.

FREE Instructions. Make powerful telescop-
camera. C. J. Mamer, Manville N. Y.

FIGURINE Hobbyist, A complete line of
figurine paints, glasses, brushes, pow-
ver, etc. $1.00 postpaid to address. Send sample.

SWISS Music movements, finest make,
make to order. No. 53, 54. The Swiss Com-
pany, 233 West 72nd Street, New York.

KNOCKDOWN Cedar chests, lumber
and veneers. Free price list. Gils & Ken-
dall Company, Huntsville, Ala.

HAY Fun! Make money! "Working With
Grass" book tells how. Send 25c for copy. Free gift if you mention
the name of this publication. 10c postpaid. Inclu-

WOODCRAFT Patterns—Large whatnots.
Large lamp, $1.00. Jospe P. O, Box 141-E, Olathe, Kan.

FREE Handmade, build sawmills, block
machine, tractors, tractors, saws, etc. Send 50c for cata-

MAKING A wood cutting hand saw cut
edge. Send $1.00. Waseo, Box 111, Blue Island, Ill.

TRACTOR—You build, our plans. Two
and four wheel drive, walking, riding, from

PIPEMAKING Kit $1.00. Circular, in-
structions 10c. Carriere, 2629-G Dixie,
Hamilton, Ohio

SMOKES Genuine Havana cigars. $9.00
for 50. Also Camacho. Atwood No. 148, Havana, Cuba.

RAZORS, BLADES, SHARPENING

NEW German steel outlasts anything.
Send $1.00 to Razor Blades, Postlmarkt,
Gottingen, Germany, for trial.
LETTERS Remailed from Miami Beach 25c Sandy, 1711 Cleveland Rd., Miami Beach, Florida 33155.

INTERESTING Mail. 25c keeps name on mailing list three months, Bents, Desk E-18, Chataua, Mississippi.

SURPRISE your friends. Have mail, real letters, real handwriting, real response. Well done, 17121, Illinois, Florida, Tampa.

HOW CAN I find out? You can! Information, advice, help, letters for money. Try any of the following: ... William Herman, 170 Broadway, New York, N.Y.


MEXICAN law practice reliably conducted. Box 1736, El Paso, Texas.

HERE'S How and where to borrow $500 to $4000. For particulars, Postal Finance Company, Dept. 45, Sioux City, Iowa.


MISCELLANEOUS


CAN you make $40 a week, typing at home, in your spare time? Write Hoad, 301 N. Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. (Inclosed stamped addressed envelope.)


ADD Spice to your home projection shows with colorful old-time Nickelodeon slides. 25c write for free list. Nickelodeon Co., NewFleider Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

EARN up to $200 month, inventing toys, games, games, games. Write, Henderson, Ariz.


REVOLUTIONARY Toilet tank ball and guide works every time. Anyone can install in five minutes. Instructions included. Write for money order postpaid. Completely satisfied or money back. Specialty, P.O. Box 6032, Station B, Albuquerque, New Mexico.


SENSATIONAL Offer! American Flyer 5000yr. 300,000,000 radio. "choo-choo," train, transformer—guaranteed one year. Regular $25—only $19.95. 300,000,000 radio. $69.95—only $67.95. Send check or money order to California, 917 East 15th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Gallon price, $1.00. C.O.D. accepted. For complete catalog and sensible price, write please. 1000 sets in stock in 1951.

SMASH Worries, fears and problems, with the new, revolutionary behavior control pan. Be what you desire. Many helped. Rush request for amazing 50c, 154 Broadway, New York City.

MEXICAN Palm hats, novelties, curios, Mexican. L. de Arkos, 604 Scott St., Laredo, Tex.


PEARL Bracelet, value $37, price $4.95. Croninger, Postmaster, Gottingen, Germany.

BALL point pens. Your name gold stamped. Send $3.00 for 12 pens. Free postage. Makes ideal gift. Write for quantity and price. 2634 Summer Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.

HUSBANDS. Young, older, accidents disastrous! Be wise, make a will. Complete set, 4 legal size folders, easy instructions, only $1.00. Rankin Legal Forms, Drawer 2053, Gary, Indiana.

A dozen orchids air mailed special delivery in Hawaii to his parents. $300. Fresh delivery guaranteed. H. E. Kohls, 517 South 20th St., Milwaukee, Wis.


DECORATE Costume jewelry, china, metals, etc., with Epoxy Glue. Finish shine. Ten colors, brush, directions. $3.00 postpaid. Write Oven-Dek, P.O. Box 634, Mar Vista, Calif.

MEDICAL Laboratory Technicians in great demand. We train you in your own home. Work for us until ready to take your medical laboratory examination. Home Business Institute, Box 977-A, Austin, Texas.


YOUR Leather jacket renovated expertly for low prices. Berenger Bivg. Co., Dept. 5, Freeport, N. Y.


DRESSES Used, 18c; coats $2.00; blouses 35c. Free catalog. Crown, 164-PA Monroe Str., New York 2, N. Y.


SQUARE Dance instructions thirty d. $1.00, Wesley Rader, 3926 Alcott, Denver, Colo.


TREASURE Finders for gold, silver and minerals. Money back guaranteed. Best average of any. Alsoig the only honest prospector, free information. Write Gold, 1411 West Glenoaks, Glendale, Calif.

RECEIVE Mail." Moneymaking offers, opportunities, catalogues. Name listed 10c, but limited. Please mention advertisement.


TREASURE—M-Scopie Geiger counters, mineral locators. Why buy something inferior? We sell them. Any size you like. Lower prices. Billed by years of experience. Fully guaranteed by factory. Detects minerals from 100 to 10,000 feet. Free mail order plan available. Proven performance. Send $3 for details. P. O. Box 2418, Fullerton, Calif.

Fisher Research Lab., Inc., Palo Alto, California.
WEATHER DAMP—Car Won't Start?

starts damp motors quick
Just press button on handy aerosol can and spray plugs and wires. New improved formula contains silicone. One treatment protects for months.

Get Shortstop at your service station, garage or auto supplies store.

ZACO LABS • 1360 W. 9th, Cleveland, O.

HOW TO GET BETTER PAINT RESULTS WITH ONE COAT

NEW FREE BOOK ON ALUMINUM PAINT TELLS HOW
Write for your free copy of 24-page illustrated, fact-packed book, "Paint it Bright". Prepared by Alcoa experts to help you get best paint results. Absolutely free—no obligation. Write to:
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1716M Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

DEPENDABLE

CRAFT SUPPLIES

LEATHER CRAFT•PLASTICS•POTTERY
CRAFT•BLOCK PRINTING•BELT CRAFT
TEXTILE COLORS•POWER TOOLS•WOOD
BURNT•INSTRUCTION BOOKS•ETC

DWIENELL CRAFT SHOP
Dept. PM-1251—Wheeling, W. Va.

START YOUR OWN

MONEY-MAKING BUSINESS

Clean rugs on customers' floors with highly efficient electric machine which is making BIG MONEY for others and giving them independence. Special skill or experience not required. No shop necessary. Write today for complete FREE information. Address: VON SCHRADER MFG. CO., W10PL, RACINE, WIS.

MAKE YOUR HANDS MORE

Creative

with X-Acto Knives and Tools
For FUN and PROFIT—from 25c to $30.
SEND 15c TO COVER POSTAGE FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED 28-pg. CATALOG X-ACTO CRESCENT PRODUCTS CO. INC., 440 FOURTH AVE., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

MEN-WOMEN

LEARN

French Invisible

REWEAVING

MAKE GOOD MONEY AT HOME

DA•MINE EVERYTHING AT OUR RISK
New method shows how to revivify burns, tears and moth holes in suits, dresses, etc., like new. No previous experience needed. Amazing visual-weaver makes learning easy. Big-profit orders come from Hemes, Cleaners, Dept. Stores — also mail orders. Up to $5 an hour possible, spare or full time. No overhead or expense for materials. Complete instructions yours to examine at home. WITHOUT RISK. FREE details—write NOW. Airmail reaches us overnight.
SKIL-WEAVE CO., 1715-HR. Westwood, L.A. 24, Calif.
WAR SURPLUS

OPTICAL BARGAINS

35 POWER ERECTING MICROSCOPE

Amazing clarity, "All-Position" Universal mount, 3" of working space from objective to platform. Prism Erectors give you an erect image—exactly as your eye sees it. Ramsden Eyepiece permits line-of-sight focusing. Element color corrected—1" diameter. Microscope body is of brass, with crackle finish. 6½" long with base 7½"x9".

Easy! $15.00

Stock No. 970-H—$29.50 Postpaid

SLIDE PROJECTOR KITS

Consists of all components you need to build your own slide projector. Use these projectors in photography and for dozens of other uses in experimental optics, building TELESCOPES, low power microscopes, etc.

Stock 7-4 H-10 lenses—$1.00 Postpaid

Stock 2 5 H-45 lenses—$0.50 Postpaid

Stock 2 10 H-45 lenses—$0.25 Postpaid

We have literally millions of War Surplus Lenses and Prisms for sale at BARGAIN PRICES. Numerous Types of Instruments. Too! Write for FREE CATALOG-H.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CORP., Barrington, N. J.

Use Your Spare Time

Learn ENGRAVING

As a Career or a Hobby

Build a business for yourself: Engrave Silver—Jewelry—Trophies right in your own home. Learn this fascinating craft with the NEW "SILENT TEACHER" HOME STUDY METHOD. Inquire today—or at your resident school.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING

1218 Admiral Blvd. Kansas City 6, Missouri

DRAINS Cellars, Laundry Tubs;

CIRCULATES Oil; IRRIGATES Gardens

'Original" Type" Pump has 2400 GPH capacity. 300 GPH 75" high, or 1300 GPH from 25" well.

Use any ½ to ⅔ HP motor. DOES NOT CLOG.

1" intake: 1½" outlet.

Only $6.95 postpaid if cash with order. (West of Mississippi, add 50c.)

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!

LABAWCO PUMPS, BELLE MEAD 7, N. J.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Mustang

362-20 ($362.20

(P.O. tax paid, at factory)

9½ hp, 4-cycle, 3-speed, Foot-Shift.

Over 60 miles per gal. Over 60 m.p.h. Write for free circular.

MUSTANG, Dept. PM

635 W. Colorado, Glendale 4, Calif.

LIONEL TRAINS SPECIAL OFFER

Send for it for your boy.

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

AT THE NET CASH PRICE

No interest or carrying charges added. Remit $3.90 with order, pay balance, $2.00 per month for 5 months.

SUPERIOR ELECTRONIC CO., INC.

Dept. 8-44 • 227 FULTON STREET • NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
**Improve Americanized Judo**

"The bigger they are— the harder they fall!"

Two big books clearly illustrated. Over 1200 show-how photos. Many new holds! 71 complete lessons.

Protect yourself and others. Size and strength mean nothing. Knowledge and skill enable you to master any situation even against biggest bullies and armed thugs. Illustrations showing each hold from start to finish. Complete satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.

**NOW VOL. 1 & VOL. II $5.00 pp'd. or $3.50 ea. $1.00 deposit with C.O.D.'s. No C.O.D. outside U.S.A.**

**IMPROVED JUDO, INC. Dept. PM-12, P.O. Box 7355. 5th St., Los Angeles, Calif.**

---

**ADD BEAUTY and VALUE to YOUR HOME with beautiful wood-paneled walls**

Install Plankweld yourself, quickly, easily—in genuine Philippine mahogany, walnut, birch, knotty pine—for as little as $60 for an average wall.

Plankweld is Wieldwood® Plywood pre-cut to room height in 16½" wide panels. Edge-grooved to provide a neat lap joint. Pre-finished — no staining or waxing required.

See Plankweld at your lumber dealer.

**PLANKWELD®**

Manufactured and distributed by UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION 55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

**For Portable and Emergency ELECTRIC POWER**

Choose a **Wingco POWER INSURANCE A. C. GENERATOR**

**TRACTOR POWERED OR GAS ENGINE SETS**

Pictured is a 3000 Watt 115/230 Volt 60 Cycle AC Gas Engine Generator. Engine-Generators in 1250 and 3000 Watt capacities. Farm Tractor powered Generators from 3000 to 10,000 Watts for use as stand-by power Generators for shop use, for radio amateurs, for portable power plant needs including welding. Generators are available with or without gas engines. For Complete Information Write to

**WINCHARGER CORPORATION Dept. M12 Sioux City, 2, Iowa**

---

**SPOTLIGHT with Sealed Beam Unit**

- Requires no installation. Plugs into light bulb or cigar lighter socket.
- Stands by itself... Beam can be pointed in any direction.
- Hangs under dashboard... or stores in glove compartment.

Complete with 10 ft. cord, hanging hook, off & on switch.

**$8.75 GIFT BOXED PREPAID**

Here is the perfect all-purpose or trouble-light for motorists, campers, campers, etc. Comfortable grip, sturdy handle makes easy direction of broad, powerful light beam wherever needed. Full instruction packed with each unit. 2 ½ portable spotlight. An indispensable aid to every motorist... The perfect Christmas gift!

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order to:

**SPOT-LITE SALES CO., 343 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago 4, Illinois**

---

**PROPAINE GAS ON YOUR CAR**

with normal operation on gasoline. Switch to either instantly—Save up to ½ on fuel. Send $2.00 for "How-to-do-its", booklet, photos, drawings and low prices on complete outfits. (Refunded on parts order) Rush order today! — NOW!

**LPG PRODUCTS, Dept. PM-12, KEARNEY, NEBRASKA**

**POWER HACKSAW $5.25**

**LESS MOTOR F. O. B. Benton Harbor**


**EXCEL MACHINE TOOLS BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN**

---

**MAKE YOUR OWN**

**POWER LAWN MOWER**

**WITH**

**GRIFIN LEATHERCRAFT KITS**

Best assortment of tools, materials in U.S.A! Send 25¢ for 148-page catalog (money refunded first order)

**GRIFIN CRAFT SUPPLIES SINCE 1914**

**$12.95**

**ATLAS EQUIPMENT CO., Dept. P.M. 11**

**229 SW BLVD. KANSAS CITY, MO.**

---

**POPULAR or HILLBILLY RECORDS**

**12 TOP HIT TUNES FOR $2.98**

on **6 ALL NEW UNBREAKABLE RECORDS**

Your choice of standard 78's or 45 RPM records in 11 latest hit parade songs or 12 hit hillbilly songs. Each record new and sealed in plastic. $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage and 25¢ handling charge. Send $2.25, we'll pay postage. C.O.D. with your name and address. Be sure to check records you want.

**Dept. PM-12, GALGANO DISTR. CO.**

**4142 ARMITAGE AVE. CHICAGO 39, ILL.**

---

**SEND FOR THIS FREE!**

**HOW TO BREAK AND TRAIN Horses**

Make money. Know how to break and train horses. Write today for this book FREE, together with special offer of a course in Animal Breeding. If you are interested in getting and riding the saddle horse, contact us today—FREE catalog here (1) 15¢; (2) $1.00.

**BEERY SCHOOL OF HORSEMANSHIP Dept. 11012D**

**Pleasant Hill, Ohio**

---

**SHAW D-ALL**

**FREE ILUSIORINAL CATelog giving complete details, price lists—write today.**

**SAY TIME WORK MONEY FOR FARM OR GARDEN WALKING OR RIDING TYPE**

These rugged walking or riding tractors are ideal for farm, truck gardener. Complete catalog giving complete details, price lists—write today.

**SHAW MFG. CO.**

**4512 Front St., Galesburg, Kans. 6656 North St., Columbus, O.**

---

**POWER TOOLS WORK BEST when they're oiled, polished, rust-free. For lathes, drills, saws, etc.— get and use**

**Ever-Ready OIL**

---

**POPULAR MECHANICS**
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12 Months Driving for $4.95
A new tire guarantee with each used tire. Positively Net Re-Caps—Every Tire Machine Inspected

Build Shelves, Furniture, Games, Novelties, Ornaments!
New... plans for over 100 items that you can build at home. Finest selection available. Easy to make, full instructions included. Furniture for kitchen, living room, lawn, novelties, games and shelves. Send $1 to...

WOODCRAFT PLANS, Dept. 22
3903 N. 36th St., Milwaukee 16, Wis.

DUST-O-VAC FOR ALL MACHINES
For Home Workshops & Industry. DUST-O-VAC one of the best designed wood & plastic shop, wood & metal dust, wood shavings. Free Boy. Automatic to circular saw, planers, band saw, grinder, belt or disc sander, shaving, shearing, wood lathe, planer, saw. 110 A.C. D.C. Send for mounting styles, for all machines.

TEAST CAST ALUMINUM BLOWER—ONLY $11.25
Win workshops, lan, kitchen, cellar, app. 100 CPM, send for circular.

UNIVERSAL YONKERS CORP., 137 Alexander St., M-12, Yonkers, N. Y.

60 POWER TELESCOPE $3.95
Available Eyepiece 20 x 40 x 60—Brass Bound

NOW! Stop Leaks and Noises!
Noisy, bothersome toilet leaks and noises are stopped with new Flush-Rite guide. This new guide prevents stoppages under any conditions. Cuts waste water. Fits any size over-flow pipe. Uses any size rubber. Practical, easily installed. Solid brass construction. Easy to install. Takes only a few minutes to install. Comes with 2 year's guarantee. Order today from your local dealer or send $1.00 post paid. COD postage extra to

PORTLAND DIE AND STAMPING COMPANY
1180 S.W. 1ST AVE., PORTLAND 1, OREGON

D.C. ARC WELDER $300 VALUE—ONLY $97.50
200 Amperes Continuous Duty. Up to 250 am. intermittent duty. Easily mounted on your tractor. Welding range from 1/2 up by dial control type. 1-yr. warranty. Money back 10-day trial period. Write for FREE literature. Offered for PLAN "Build Your Welder from Aircraft General..."

LEASY MFG.
1444 Leasy Blvd., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL SAMPLE
Screen Print, Dept. 512
1010 So. Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Mr. Walski: Please send free new PRINTING PLAN.

FREE SAMPLES, and your exciting new PRINTING PLAN.

Address...

Print by the Hour at Home
FREE PRINTING PLAN

AMAZING NEW COLOR PRINTING METHOD
A fascinating new miracle-way to print—a secret method that lets you print colorful signs, posters, handbills, draperies, wallpaper, hat plate, fabrics—ANYTHING without an expensive printing press or costly equipment. This new process is revolutionizing the entire printing industry—it’s one of America’s fastest-growing businesses—its your “chance of a lifetime” to make Big Money Now! Be the FIRST in your area to profit. The secret can be yours—just mail the coupon above today!

EASY TO LEARN! NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Simple fascinating method: No artistic skill needed. It’s possible for anyone (young or old) to make up to 50 PER WEEK without a SPARE TIME alone—AT HOME!

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS—BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

Wouldn’t you be happy if you could take only one hour of your time and $1,000 worth of materials and sell your printing for $45 or more? It’s that easy! It’s amazing! Your home can be your office—No selling because there’s nothing to be sold. In the same week, government permits available to BID. Biggest opportunity in America—no need to lease any real estate, equipment, or supplies. Nothing to own. Mail coupon today. EASY TO LEARN! NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

LOCKSMITHING & KEYMAKING HOME TRAINING OUTSTANDING MACHINE, SUPPLIES AND TOOLS TO GET STARTED IN BUSINESS

Our 433rd Advertisement

REAL DIESEL ENGINE

$2.95...

for planes, boats, midget cars
7500 RPM; 1/7 HP: 3/4" Drive
precision machined for smooth operation

You just can’t beat this price for a precision diesel engine! Streamlined, compact, easy to install. Thousands of satisfied users all over the world. Priced to sell. Send $2.95 plus 25¢ postage.

GOTHAM HOBBY CORP.
Dept. D, 737 E. 15th St.
New York 9, N.Y.
Sensationally NEW for 1952!

MIDWEST TELEVISION

A Magnificent New Line of Beautiful CONSOLES and Complete CHASSIS featuring the Mammoth

20-Inch

RECTANGULAR
PICTURE TUBE

FACTORY-TO-YOU

Special Bonus

Illuminated

TELEVISION CLOCK
Given With Every Purchase of a MIDWEST RADIO or TELEVISION LIMITED TIME ONLY!

30 DAYS TRIAL

New 1952 MIDWEST "VIDEO GRAND"

20-Inch Television-Radio-Phono

30 Days Trial

New 1952 MIDWEST "CONSTELLATION"

20-Inch TELEVISION CONSOLE

Midwest Series of RADIOS

For Beautiful Consoles and Complete Chassis

An entirely new line of radios featuring the powerful Series 16 five wave band AM-FM Radio Chassis and the magnificent Symphony Grand Radio-Phonograph with 3-Speed Automatic Internia Record Player.

MIDWEST RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.
DEPT. 255, 909 BROADWAY, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
PORTABLE GARAGE
Try 10 Days at OUR risk!

DELIVERED $10

Goes wherever your car goes

HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC LOW COST MODEL

Compare with $9.95 and 10.95 Plastic models.

THORESEN DIRECT SALES, Dept. 6N-140
131 West 33rd St., New York 1, N. Y.

ELECTRIFY your MACHINE

NEW LOW PRICE!

$11.50 1 YR. GUARANTEE

Buy direct from manufacturer and save! Kit comes fully wired, installed in a Jiffy. Fits all machines! You get ALL PARTS:

- Motor & Bracket
- AC-DC 115V 60Hz
- Multi-speed foot control
- Cord set & plug
- Steel pulley & belt

FREE... regular $2.95 chrome SEWLETT given with every kit.

10 DAY FREE TRIAL — ORDER NOW!

Send no money, pay COD or send money order and we'll pay postage. Please state whether you want machine tuned by machine, or away from your dealer. Shipping W. 6 lbs.

SENIOR SEWING MACHINE CO.
1046 BEDFORD AVENUE Dept. PM-32 Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

FORCED AIR
INSTALL IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
S000 OR MORE

CONVERT YOUR GRAY FURNACE TO MODERN EFFICIENT FORCED AIR HEAT. INSTALL MCLARTY FANS IN YOUR HOME, IN A CONDENSATION SYSTEM. SPACE-HEAT, WATER-TUBE, STEAM, ETC. ECONOMICAL, EFFICIENT, LOW COST.

MCLARTY SYSTEMS
2607 DICKMAN RD. BATTLFE-CREEK MICH.

PORTO-VISE
WITH "MULTI-SET" CLAMP

Most versatile vise made! Clamp permits changing vise to standard, vertical or horizontal working positions in seconds—no bolts needed. Semi-metal casting. Perfect gift. Wt. 5 lbs. Money back guarantee. Postpaid with check or money order.

$4.95

Ideal for hobbyist, plumber, electrician, mechanic, carpenter.

Dealer inquiries invited.

NORTHERN INDUSTRIES, INC.
310 North Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

A TERRIFIC BUY! Lectro PAINT PEELER

Removes paint to bare wood in one easy stroke

SUITABLE FOR:
Woodwork, Cabinets, Furniture, Storm Windows, Serenities, Doors, Boats and 100 other uses.

De Luxe Model 175 Watt, AC/DC current. Automatic safety stand for rest position. Blade 2x's

Send check or M.O. Money back guarantee within 15 days.

JOBL LOT TRADING CO. 53 Vesey St., NYC

TEST Circuits, Fuses, Outlets easily, quickly, safely. Shocks proof. Full fuses 10 to 100 Amp.

BULL HACKSAW

For any 1/2" electric drill or drill press

Easy to carry, easy to use—"must" for every home craftsman! Fast chip clearance on any wood, metal or plastic up to 1/2". No gears, no bearings, nothing to wear out. Weight 11 oz. Guaranteed and only $4.95!

Send Cash, Check or Money Order. O. Today!

BERTRAM 5. ENGINEERING AND SUPPLY CO.
3127 Harrison St.
Kansas City, Mo.

COURTESY LIGHT
For All Makes of Cars
State Year and Make

FOR SAFETY
and CONVENIENCE.

QUICK CLAMP MFG. CO.
702 Evergreen, S. E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan

MAKE EXTRA MONEY!

SELL QUICK-BEARING FRUIT TREES

GORGEUS FLOWERING SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL ROSES

Get FREE Sales Kit—make money fast demonstrating world-famous Stark Patented Apple, Pear, Peach and other fruit trees, Grapes and Berries. Gorgeous flowering shrubs, roses, ornamental sell fast to home owners, Sensational breaks. Stark Patented, guaranteed. No experience needed. Rush your name for free kit and Color Plate Book—FREE!

STARK BROS., DEPT. 5562, LOUISIANA, MISSOURI

PIPE SMOKERS!

Make your own filters from household items with PIPE ROBIN! Wipes out stains, burns, dyes, oils.

$1.00

Send $1.00 to PIPE ROBIN CO., 6161 W. Stevenson St., Milwaukee 13, Wisconsin

HELPFUL BOOKS
Send post card asking for FREE catalog

Popular Mechanics, 200 E. Ontario, Dept. 601, Chicago 11

SHARPEN YOUR CIRCULAR SAWS
The RIGHT WAY on your own saw table. Sharpens rip, crosscut, hollow ground and combination blades—60% faster—easy to use—guaranteed, only $3.95. Includes $2.00 Grinding Wheel.

AT DEALERS OR POSTPAID

A. D. McBurney, 317 E. 4th St., Los Angeles 14, Calif., Dept. A-12
HE-MAN VOICE!

STRENGTHEN your voice this tested scientific way. Yes, you may now be able to improve the POWER of your speaking and singing voice ... in the privacy of your own room! Self-training lessons, mostly silent. No music required.

FREE BOOK Write TODAY for Eugenie Feuchtinger's great booklet, "How To Develop a Successful Voice." It's absolutely FREE! You must state your age. Booklet mailed postpaid in plain wrapper. No salesman will call. Send your name and age. RIGHT NOW! Preference Voice Institute, 210 S. Clinton St., Studio M-2, Chicago 6, Ill.

15-inch Swing

Four inches more than other heavy-duty lathes. 33" between centers. Extra features. Compare Squeezes! It's a saw, sander, vertical and horizontal drill, too. Write for free catalog.

SHOP SMITH, Dept. 180-
12819 Colt Rd., Cleveland 8, O.

$7.75

ALL-PURPOSE TORCH FOR YOUR SHOP Adjustable Soldering-Brazing Torch for delicate or heavy work. Air and gas valves, adjustable from needle-point to pencil size. Torch may be concealed or can be brought into light for cutting, heating, soldering, etc. Ideal for light burning; hardening drills and bushings. Excellent for radiators, electrical and sheet metal work. Lights instantly. Made in America, rigidly constructed. 110v. 10 year wear. Send check, money order, or cash. Postpaid.

MASS COMPANY, 1123 W. 41/2 St., Davenport 12, Iowa

NEW! OIL BURNER SWEEPING THE COUNTRY!


let you try one in your own home for one month. Write for details today. NORTHWEST MFG. CO., 360 P Main, Mitchell, S. Dak.
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NEW, IMPROVED CALCULATOR FOR WOODWORKERS only 25c

Instantly gives information on lumber, nails, concrete mixes, painting materials, etc. Convenient, simple to read. Just set dial for nail specifications, to convert linear to board feet, add list screws for screws, compare characteristics of woods. 6" diameter heavily varnished cardboard. Send 25c, no stamps, please to Grenzlee Tool Co., 2112 Columbia Avenue, Rockford, Illinois.

J. HOUSTON MAUPIN, Dept. 55, Tipp City, Ohio
POWERFUL MIDGET MOTOR

DRIVES MODEL PLANES, BOATS, CONSTRUCTION SETS, ETC. WITH AMAZING SPEED! RUNS ON FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES!

BOYS! MODEL-MAKERS! Get this new MIGHTY MIDGET D. C. Electric Motor. It's a honey! Looks and runs just like a big one. Motor is powerful yet measures only 1 x 1 x 1/8 inches; weighs only 2 ounces! Turns up to 10,000 r.p.m.'s instantly. Motor in durable black plastic housing. Comes complete with two 1 1/2 volt batteries in clip holder, transparent plastic gearbox—PLUS ten extra gears and pulleys for working out your own ratios. No switches, spark plugs, or cords. And no transformer is needed.

Endless hours of fun. Educational prizes, too! Money back guaranteed.

Send only $5.50 down payment with order. Pay balance to postman on arrival plus postage. Or we pay postage if you enclose full payment plus postage. AIR MAIL XMAS DELIVERY GUARANTEED!

MARYLAND DISTRIBUTORS, Dept. 337
501 E. BALTIMORE ST.
BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND

Say You Saw It in Popular Mechanics

LEARN MOVIE PROJECTION THEATRE MANAGEMENT

The Motion Picture Theatre Business offers big opportunities for trained men. Get into a fascinating field with a proven future. Train at home in spare time. Free catalog. Established 24 years.

THEATRE INSTITUTE
370 Washington St.
Elmira, N.Y.

FILE your own SAW'S... easy!

Keep your hand saws sharp, trouble-free with this new hand tool. A SPEEDCOR TOOL!

A SPEEDCOR TOOL!

SHEET METAL BRAKES

Forma, sheets, strips and other shaped pieces. Welding, riveting, drilling, cutting, bending, grinding, shearing, punching, general sheet metal work. Use our 5 ton brake for thin jobs, 15 ton brake for heavier work. Lifts in use to form different components from 18 ga. to 20 ga. steel. Fitted with anvil.

$12.50 P.P.

HYDRAULIC PRESS BRAKE forms 1 x 2, 1 x 3, 1 x 4, 3 x 1 cut, 3 x 2 cut, 3 x 3 cut. Lifts in use to form different components from 18 ga. to 20 ga. steel. 30°-36°-45°

VYKE BRAKE CO. P-1116 S. 27th St., Omaha 6, Neb.
Say "Merry Christmas" by giving Prince Albert to your pipe-smoking friends and those who like to roll their own cigarettes. With Prince Albert, "The bite's out and the pleasure's in!" The choice tobacco is specially treated to insure against tongue bite!

The big one-pound tin is colorfully gift-packed, ready to give...with a built-in gift card on top!
Taconomite is Tomorrow's Iron

By Clifford B. Hicks

Near the Little Town of Aurora, Minn., a rough gravel road strikes north from Highway 35 and snakes through the spruce and birch wilderness that smothers the iron range. The road skirts a weed-grown railroad track for a mile or more, then crosses over and comes to an end smack up against one of the most modern and significant factories in the world.

Inside the huge factory, men are at work 24 hours a day, seven days a week, turning out mud balls. You might call them half-billion-dollar mud balls, for if this factory and similar plants ring the bell, about that much money will be scattered across the iron range. The cash will be used to turn out lowly mud balls—and cinders—by the millions of tons. They'll be remarkably rich in iron, iron extracted from a rock almost as tough and unmanageable as flint.

Taconomite promises to be America's newest—and probably richest—treasure. One look at the jagged rock would convince you it wouldn't even make a good gravel road. Yet steel and mining companies already have committed some $43,000,000 just for research on the stuff. It's highly probable that another $150,000,000 will pour out
before long. But these commitments are mere pennies compared to the huge investments that may follow later.

Making iron out of worthless rock isn't a new process—a small plant near Coleraine, Minn., started treating low-grade sandy ores as far back as 1910. After World War II, all the big steel companies started wrestling with the knotty problem of how to force the stubborn rock to surrender its iron content. The significant news is that now, for the first time, huge taconite plants are looming above the tall pines of the iron range. They represent a new basic industry.

The industry is based on Nature's work of a billion years ago. That's when the story of the wilderness factories really started, though in those days there wasn't a footprint, animal or human, across the face of the primeval world. A vast ocean covered the northern part of what, aeons later, was to become the United States. For millions of years the water patiently deposited a sediment on the ocean floor, a gelatinlike accumulation with a high iron content. As the ocean receded, the gelatin turned into a layer of flint-tough rock. Then even this blanket of rock was drifted over with tons and tons of various surface materials.

Eventually, vast forces within the earth tilted and folded the rock, exposing it to slow but sure erosion on the surface. Water percolated down through the tilted layers in a few places and, over a long period, cut the rock and washed away much of the sand, leaving pockets of fluffy, earthy material rich in iron. Then came the glaciers, scraping away many of these pockets.

And last came men who discovered the remaining pockets and began ripping them out. In 100 years man took 2,300,000,000 tons of ore from the Lake Superior deposits. That's a lot of ore, but actually it's only the raisins in a vast, rich cake.

Nature didn't have time to complete her work before man started gouging the ores from the ground. On the western end of the Mesabi, Nature's job is half done. Here miners have found big deposits of ore with the rock broken up, but little of the resulting sand leached away.

The result of this billion-year erosion is a broad range of materials in the Lake Superior region, from high-grade ores with more than 50-percent iron to tough taconite with 30 percent and less. The in-between

![Big shovel bites into a plain rock quarry that will yield iron. Above, taconite can be fused into cylinders instead of pellets](image)

**TACONITE—FROM SOLID ROCK TO BLAST-FURNACE PELLETS**

From left to right are the steps in making taconite pellets. Big chunks of solid rock are crushed into smaller pieces. These are further crushed into a powder, and the iron-rich particles separated from rock by magnets. Iron-rich powder then is "snow-balled" into pellets and baked.
stages, where Nature started but couldn't finish her work, are called "intermediate" and "wash" ores. Miners concentrate wash ores simply by washing away the grainy sand with water. Intermediate ores can be smashed to sand-size particles, then treated like wash ores. For the past decade about 25 percent of the shipments from Minnesota have been these concentrated ores. Now at last, miners are shipping taconite.

Today, when blast furnaces are turning out a swelling river of molten metal, authorities report there's cause for worry but no cause for panic in surveying our iron-ore reserves. Some experts say that, roughly, about two thirds of the direct-shipping ores in Minnesota have disappeared. According to these authorities, the remaining rich ore will last anywhere from 15 to 37 years. Meanwhile the blast furnaces will devour ever-higher ratios of wash and intermediate ores.

With these rigs, miners are test-drilling all over the iron range to learn extent of the taconite deposit...
Steel companies, though, think in generations instead of years. Where will America find its iron when the direct-shipping ores and even the intermediate ores are exhausted? Steelmen already are importing Venezuelan ores and casting long looks at the deposits up Labrador way. But even more earnestly they are tackling taconite, the hard rock that serves as flour in the vast cake. One authority has estimated that there are 67 billion tons of taconite underlying the Lake Superior area. That's a whale of a cake.

Can iron be extracted economically from this flinty rock? Research men say yes. Inside their factories in the wilderness they propose to do the same job, in a few minutes, that Nature could accomplish only in a billion years.

"We'll make it work, too," says an old-time mining engineer. Then he adds grimly, "We've got to!"

Here's the problem, sample size. The miner of the future will blast a chunk of hard rock from the earth. He'll grind it to particles as fine as sifted flour, then patiently sort out the iron-bearing particles from the plain rock particles. Most difficult of all, he'll stick the iron bits back together again to cook up a diet acceptable to the blast furnace.

Down in Ashland, Ky., the Armco Steel Corporation has a million-dollar plant going full blast, making 70,000 tons of iron-rich mud balls a year. But the major investment will go to the iron range itself. The big Aurora plant of Erie Mining Company is the first of several such factories. At Virginia, Minn., the Oliver Mining Company now is constructing a plant to produce a million tons of taconite concentrates a year. At Babbitt, Minn., another plant will be turning out pellets very shortly. This big factory is the first installment of Reserve Mining Company's $70,000,000 project at Beaver Bay, Minn., which by 1955 is expected to roll out a thumping 2½ million tons of pellets each year. It's a major revolution in the steel industry.

Turn up the gravel road off Highway 58 and you'll find concrete evidence of the revolution. The Aurora plant of the Erie Mining Company is perched on the edge of its own iron mine. Actually, it isn't a mine but a plain rock quarry that yields everything from boulders to pebbles.

Old-time miners swear that taconite is tougher than anything but old-time miners. Ordinary mining drills chew themselves right out of existence trying to penetrate the stuff. Luckily, the new jet-piercing drill came along just in the nick of time. The drill is a towering, searing flame-thrower, using oxygen to create fantastically high pressure...
First step in producing toronite pellets is to quarry the hard rock. Jet-piercing drill (1) uses oxygen to burn holes through the rock, which then is blasted loose (2). Big shovels (3) scoop up the boulders and drop them into trucks (4) which carry them to the factory. There they are dropped into a bell-shaped crusher (5) which smashes them into smaller pieces. In the grinding mill (6), tumbling steel rods or balls crush the rock into powder-size particles. Finest bits overflow with water in the classifier (7) while the larger particles are carried away by the huge corkscrew. Fine particles then flow into the separator (8). Magnets inside the whirling drum attract the iron-rich bits, while plain rock particles are not affected. Magnetic material in the form of a heavy mud goes into balling drum (9) which rolls it into millions of pellets. These are baked in an oven (10) to form them into hard balls which won't break apart in the shipment by railroad car or boat (11 and 12).
Bus Rolls From Highway to Rails

Busses in Germany soon may turn off the highways and start rolling down the rails. In tests for the German Federal Railways, two four-wheel carriages were slipped under a bus to support it on the rails. The back wheels of the bus rest on the rails to provide traction, yet the two carriages support the weight. In the tests the bus was driven up a ramp and the carriages then were pushed beneath the vehicle, but if the system becomes standard the busses will be lifted by hydraulic pressure. Railway officials say the busses can travel 50 miles an hour down the rails. It is planned to run the road-rail busses to remote rural sections which have no rail service.

Plastic "Tent" Fumigates Soil

Weed and insect pests are completely eliminated from seedbeds by covering the plots with a plastic "tent" and fumigating the soil before planting. The tent is a lightweight vinyl film, gastight and moistureproof. A low framework of boxes and boards is erected over the bed, and the sheet of plastic unrolled to cover the framework. All the edges are sealed with packed-down earth. Cans of methyl bromide, the fumigant, are opened beneath the cover, which is left in place for 24 hours while the gas released from the chemical kills all plant and insect life in the soil. The bed then is aerated 48 hours before planting. The fumigant comes packed in handy storage cartons.

Expanding Mixer

Slender enough to slip through the narrow neck of laboratory flasks and bottles, an expandable mixer opens like an umbrella to four inches wide. In addition, its shape can be altered to produce the particular type of stirring, mixing or agitation required by the technician. It is especially suitable for stirring food products and biological preparations that should not be exposed to air.
Bomb Windows

Glass-plastic windows of a new design won't blow into a room, frame and all, from the blast of a heavy near-by explosion. The windows, developed by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, open up like doors if an outer layer of glass is broken. A pane consists of the outer glass, a middle layer of plastic which extends beyond the glass edges and is bolted to the frame, and an inner layer of four triangular-shaped pieces of glass. When the outer glass is broken, the inner glass segments open like doors with the plastic serving as hinges. The window can be temporarily repaired with adhesive tape, a bolt and washers or even chewing gum.

Car Watch

Movement of the steering wheel winds a new car watch automatically. The timepiece, optional equipment on the 1951 Oldsmobile, is mounted on the steering wheel. Turning the wheel actuates pendulum weights to wind the watch's Swiss movement. Five miles of city driving or 20 miles of highway driving will keep the watch running about two days. It also can be fully wound by rotating a flange around the face. A red arrow on the dial can be set at the departure time when starting a trip, then checked upon arrival to show the elapsed time. The watch is shock-resistant and antimagnetic, and the protective lens is made of shatterproof plastic.

Lightweight Battery Will Start Car at 65 Degrees Below Zero

At a temperature of 65 degrees below zero, a new lightweight storage battery will immediately start a car. Furthermore, the battery is expected to save large amounts of lead, and it maintains its charge for a long period. Developed at the University of Michigan under sponsorship of the Army Ordnance Corps, the battery is made by lead-plating certain materials ordinarily corroded by sulphuric acid. Aluminum, brass, iron or copper can be used in the battery. In tests it has operated effectively in temperatures from 165 degrees above zero to 65 below. Due to its low self-discharge rate it can start a car after it has been stored all winter. Research men who developed the battery expect it to be available commercially.
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BUTTERFLIES and leaves, wheat stems and feathers—almost anything of natural beauty—may show up in the colorful handiwork of Spencer Smilie. The Beverly Hills, Calif., craftsman has developed a unique method of molding plastics around such objects without pressure. Most lamination processes require immense pressures. Smilie bakes crushed plastic crystals in pans to form large sheets. Then he places the leaves or butterflies between two sheets and bakes the "sandwich" until the plastic has melted and completely encased the objects. The sheet then is cut and fashioned into lamp shades, bowls, screens, murals and tabletops.

**PLASTIC “SANDBICH” ARTISTRY**

Smilie polishes a huge bowl, four feet in diameter, decorated with leaf design. Right, he prepares a plastic “sandwich” for heating in his baker’s oven.

Artist works out a beautiful pattern of wheat stems in a mold. Occasionally he uses impressions of natural objects instead of encasing objects permanently.

Decorative screen, made of large curved panels of plastic, has a gleaming leaf design. The craftsman does his work without subjecting plastic to pressure.
Color of leaves tends to fade during baking, so the artist points them first with a special dye which enhances their natural color.

Huge bowl has a lacy design made with real ferns. Design is first embedded in a flat sheet of plastic, which is then reheated and worked into shape of bowl. Smilie fastens curved sections of a screen together. It has a wheat-stem design. Such screens sometimes are used as light baffles to cast a colorful glow.
Jeep Power Plant

Through the classic GI system of scrounge, borrow, modify and make-do, officers and airmen at Haneda Air Force Base in Tokyo have built a roving power plant for quick servicing of airplanes. The Jeep-mounted unit replaces cumbersome and time-consuming generators and compressors required to service aircraft. Four different power sources are available on the Jeep. An alternating-current generator powers lights, drills, soldering irons and other tools. A direct-current generator produces at least 200 amperes for starting aircraft engines. One air compressor yields 100 pounds of pressure for air rivet hammers and drills, while another produces 1500 to 2000 pounds for servicing hydraulic units on the planes.

Lightweight Revolvers

Snub-nosed revolvers of various types are being tested by the Air Force as possible replacements for the .45-caliber automatics now in use. Developed to Air Force specifications, the new .38-caliber models all have 2-inch steel barrels, but the frames and cylinders are made of a lightweight aluminum alloy.

(A new attachment converts any 16-mm. movie projector to a slide projector showing single frames of filmstrip.

Graphite Spray

Synthetic graphite under aerosol pressure makes it easy to lubricate new or rebuilt automotive engines before the final assembly. Two or three ounces of graphite, according to the manufacturer, sprayed on engine parts provide a tough, oil-retaining and acid-resisting film that protects the parts during the critical break-in period. The graphite is sprayed by pressing a button on the container.
Microwave towers could march up West Coast, jump the Bering Strait, traverse Asia, Africa and Europe

Illustration by Leydenfront

By Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
Chairman of the Board, Radio Corporation of America

BEFORE Popular Mechanics celebrates many more birthdays — the magazine will be 50 years old next month — the television screen in your living room promises to be far more than just a fascinating stage for domestic events and entertainment. It may well be a picture window with an instantaneous view of the whole world.

We know the scientific principles for sending TV signals soaring across oceans and linking continents. Only details and economics must still be worked out. When they are, the horizons through your TV picture window will move out to the corners of the world. At the flick of a dial, you'll be able to bring the sound and sight of exciting events in distant lands to your armchair side. They will be the events going on at the instant — not yesterday's or last week's.

You'll watch the progress of an expedition moving through the heart of Africa, an international sports event in Scandinavia, a shopping excursion in an Oriental bazaar, a beauty contest in progress on a beach in Rio, an international meeting of minds
being held, perhaps, somewhere in Europe. How can these wonders be achieved? Although the range of television signals is limited today, several specific ways of beaming programs around the world are known. One is to set up chains of microwave relay towers that would march across the countries of the globe like rows of pins on a battle map, each one picking up, boosting and sending signals along to the next.

Such a network of towers, spaced about 20 to 50 miles apart, would have to girdle the world by land routes. If you look at your map you'll see it's possible. From Patagonia to Alaska, one tower chain would link the west coasts of the Americas, with tie-in chains to major cities. Across the Bering Strait from Alaska to Asia is only 40 miles—a normal hop between towers. You can actually walk to Russia in the wintertime when the channel is frozen over.

From here the tower chain might trail down across Siberia, China, India, Iran and Iraq, where it would split—one branch heading out across the deserts and the veldts of Africa; the other probing up into the countries of Europe. Thus the world would be encompassed by one communications net.

There's nothing fantastic about this idea.
There were plans for a telegraph land line over the same route exactly 90 years ago. Engineers had begun to build it when Cyrus Field came along with his Atlantic Cable. Furthermore, no wishful thinking is involved in the practicality of long chains of microwave relay towers. Last summer, men and trucks laden with materials beat their way to America's high spots, erecting the 105 towers that now link New York and San Francisco by microwave relay. True, it wasn't an easy job. Sites had to be chosen carefully to avoid having the microwave beams cross flat areas of earth that might reflect and distort them. Since the waves follow line-of-sight paths, towers had to be high—but not so remote they couldn't be reached in case of breakdown in deep winter snows. Old maps used in the first surveys were fine, but when the men got to the location they'd picked, they found new radio stations and farm buildings there ahead of them. Such problems always will face us. But the point is that, despite troubles, the first microwave relay chain is a
Artificial islands spaced 200 miles apart could carry 1000-foot towers for relaying signals across Atlantic reality, and can be expanded indefinitely. It’s no daydream to say that the Americas will be linked before many years pass.

Not everyone knows what microwave relay is, so take a closer look at this new chain of towers across the United States. You may have seen them from the highways—massive spires of steel and concrete, some more than 100 feet tall, jutting from hills and mountain tops like untapered versions of the Washington Monument, and each crowned by four huge antennas that resemble overgrown loudspeakers on a soundtruck. The net operates in extremely high-frequency ranges, where the radio waves are very short—about three inches, actually. You get an idea of how short that is when you know that the radio waves you receive on the standard band of your own radio are about 1000 feet long.

Those three-inch waves are called microwaves, and they have some remarkable
characteristics. They refuse to follow the curvature of the earth, but take a straight-line route off into space. Like light waves, they have the annoying habit of reflecting off flat surfaces such as lakes or sandy plateaus and messing up the signal. But, also like light waves, they can be focused into a narrow beam and directed in a line-of-sight path at any target we may choose. And that's where the towers come in. Each one is like a big reflector, that picks up a beam from the one behind it, catching the focused radio waves in a funnel-shaped antenna. The beam is then brightened by amplification to restore the intensity it may have lost en route. Up it goes to the "lens antenna" on the other side of the tower roof, where it is focused into a straight, narrow ray again and aimed at the antenna target on the next tower some 25 to 60 miles away. The reason for having two pairs of reflectors on each tower is so that signals can be beamed in both directions at the same time.

The beauty of microwave relay is that it can be made to handle all kinds of traffic. Not just television programs, but multitelephone messages, telegraph signals, frequency modulation, facsimile—even ultrafax, the fantastic system by which all of Gone With the Wind was transmitted in 2 minutes and 20 seconds—can be carried by this amazing radio-relay system. Unlike cables and land lines, storms don't affect the tower networks because (Continued to page 240)
Hydraulic Gravel Mining

Pounding against a wall of rock and clay under terrific pressure, 1500 gallons of water a minute separate the clay from the rock in a hydraulic gravel pit. The clay is washed away with the water and carried to a settling basin where the water clears for reuse. The rocks, washed to the base of the cliff, are hauled to the crusher for final cleaning. About 80 percent of the clay and dirt is washed from the rock in the mining operation, thus cutting processing time to a minimum. Two pumps are used in the operation. One, a 250-horsepower model, pumps the water from the settling basin. The other, 300-horsepower, is a booster pump that produces the required pressure.

"Scootermobile"

When Sgts. Robert J. Petry and Raymond A. Romberger of the 315th Air Division (Combat Cargo) landed in Japan, they soon began to long for some means of private transportation. Deciding to try their ingenuity, they started collecting parts for a "Scootermobile." First to join the pile of parts was a six-horsepower engine, followed by a discarded jinrikisha horn and Japanese motorcycle transmission. Wheels and brakes were taken from a broken-down scooter and other necessary parts, including axles, were collected in a near-by town. Two weeks of sparetime work plus one six-day rest leave were required to assemble the vehicle which, Sergeant Petry says proudly, "has one reverse and three forward speeds, seats three besides the driver and does 40 miles per gallon using regular gasoline."

Concrete Test

Engineers at the University of Wyoming are working on a valuable, nondestructive test for measuring the strength of concrete structures. The new test uses sound waves, the speed with which they pass through the concrete providing a measure of its strength. The new test can be made on the actual structure without destructive effect.
Our art director is the boss of just one room in his home. In it he operates his own hand-painted railroad. Lift the bridge at the door to see what you can do with a . . .

ONE-ROOM RAILROAD

By Clifford B. Hicks

ON THE FACE of the boss not long ago appeared a strange, harassed expression. He pitched his problem to me in the form of an assignment.

“Take a run out to Frank Beatty’s home and look over his model railroad,” he ordered. “Tell Frank it’s a very nice little railroad indeed, but break the news to him it’s no different from thousands of other layouts. Make him understand we can’t use a story on just another basement railroad—we need something special. Then maybe he’ll throttle down the railroad lingo around here.”

Frank has been art director of Popular Mechanics for 10 years. He’s a nice guy,

Beatty, 20 years a commercial artist, adds wispy clouds to the background he painted around the room.
Below, control panel is located just beneath four-track classification yard. All wires run under track shelf.
With his art training, Beatty is adept at scaling down a drawing and free-lancing his model locomotives.

"Casey" Beatty has nothing extraordinary in the way of rolling stock, nothing unusual in switching gear. But his layout is unique because he has combined his hobby—railroading—with his talent as an artist; he's thrown in a good measure of ingenuity as a home craftsman, and he's shown other model railroaders how they can build a fairly elaborate track layout without wasting a square foot of basement floor area.

The best way to describe Beatty's layout is to tell how it grew. Three years ago he bought his son Tom an electric train. Basement space was at a premium so he had to...
Double-deck bridge spans the doorway, swings up when not in use. Precise fit avoids disastrous derailments

run the train on a 4 by 6-foot sheet of plywood, hinged to the basement wall. Tom and the other small-fry engineers of the neighborhood had fun with it; so much fun that Pop bought some kits and built several scale-model buildings for the layout.

Trouble was, the buildings were scaled for HO trains—much smaller than Tom’s electric job. A normal man would have replaced the few buildings to fit the train. Not Frank. He built a new train to fit the buildings.

He started with a short length of HO track (5/8 inch between rails) and, still rolling backward into his hobby, constructed a caboose to fit the track. By then the bug had really stung him, and in the resulting fever he worked through a good many midnights to build a small switch engine. The reason? He wanted a loco to pull the caboose that fit the track which was scaled to the buildings that were wrong in the first place.

Next he needed a long track on which to maneuver his masterpiece. Long before, Frank’s wife, Ruth, had assigned him his own space in the basement—a 15 by 15-foot

(Continued to page 228)
The 1952 Models already out and those about to come out show no more than the ordinary amount of changes. In other words, they are face-lift jobs, to which the industry has become accustomed during the postwar years. Occasionally, there has been a "radical" change which soon becomes standard throughout the industry, and once in a while the industry is startled by some innovation such as the high-compression engine, a new type of automatic transmission or a power-steering device.

But with the dual-economy and two-sided operations in which the automotive industry finds itself, even the present changes, small though they may appear, are an achievement.

The 1952 Dodge, now on display, is the first of the Chrysler lines to be shown in dealers' showrooms. Exterior changes are mainly face lifting, with a redesigned front grille, new wheel covers and hub caps. Inside, however, there are more changes. Dodge is using a new textured-weave upholstery. In the Coronet models, rayon is combined with cotton for more durability.

As optional equipment, Dodge is offering the new tinted glass which reduces glare and heat inside the car. Unlike the General Motors cars which use the tinted glass, Dodge's is not graduated, with a heavier tint at the top, but is the same density throughout.

All 1952 Dodges will offer Gyromatic transmissions and will also have waterproofed ignition systems, electric windshield wipers and Oriflow shock absorbers.

The first 1952 DeSotos show less change than an ordinary yearly shift in new cars. Outwardly, the only distinguishing marks are the revised name plate and the tailights. The taillights have one bar of chrome across instead of two.

Inside, the upholstery is made of rayon combined with cotton in varying textures. Tinted glass will be offered as optional equipment in a limited number of 1952 cars.

But there is something new ahead for DeSoto buyers. Early in 1952, the real 1952 models will be shown, embodying the new V-8 engine, power steering and many sheet-metal changes which will affect the looks of the car. The early 1952 will have the same six-cylinder-engine used in the 1951 car.

Major changes are predicted for the 1952 Lincoln. This division of the Ford Motor Company has not done as well in its race with Cadillac and Chrysler as has the Ford car in its efforts to "beat Chevrolet." So Benson Ford, general manager, and Joseph E. Bayne, sales manager, are eagerly awaiting some time in February or March to show their dealers in the Lincoln-Mercury division what their offering is. And from advance reports, it will be a real challenge to the luxury field.

The new Lincoln will be new inside and outside. The long-heralded V-8 high-compression engine will compare favorably with Cadillac, and with Chrysler's Imperial and New Yorker. The introduction date for public showings is around mid-March, unless it is postponed again.

Ford and Mercury have been set back to some time in March. The scarcities in

(Continued to page 276)
During World War II, Harry Langdon, 49-year-old technician from Prescott, Ariz., became intensely interested in the serious problem of fog over airports.

While in charge of a salvage section of the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics at San Diego, Calif., Langdon recalls testing a jet engine one foggy night when he noted that the jet blast tended to clear fog from the immediate vicinity of the engine. From this observation, he decided upon experiments to determine what effect, if any, hygroscopic material would have on fog. This material soaks up moisture.

He attached a hopper to the exhaust tail pipe of the salvaged jet engine. The hopper was filled with hygroscopic matter and, with a worm-gear arrangement, he fed this material into the jet exhaust so it would be blasted into the fog. "I was able to punch big holes in the heaviest fog of the season at San Diego," recalls Langdon. "I knocked holes in fog 1000 feet thick."

When his Navy employment terminated, Langdon continued the experiments. Returning to Prescott, he subsequently developed new equipment, now being tested for the U. S. Air Force at the USAF Reserve Base (Municipal Airport) in Long Beach, Calif.

Components of the latest fog-dispersal units include a mobile stand with attached fuel tank (for diesel oil), a combustion chamber lined with firebrick, a jet fuel injector with ignition system and a fan for supplying an air blast into the after-burner. The units are connected in parallel with a
portable field generator, which sparks the ignition system and activates the fans. Equipped with four-foot stacks, the stainless-steel casings of the units weigh about 275 pounds each. Rate of fuel consumption per unit per hour is 12 to 15 gallons. The hygroscopic matter is loaded into a stainless-steel can about the size of a two-pound coffee can, which is located just below a circular hole in the chamber wall.

The temperature within the combustion chamber reaches 1300 degrees, which, according to Langdon, is sufficient to melt the hygroscopic matter. “After the hygroscopic material is blasted into the fog, I just let nature take its course,” says Langdon.

He plans to space the units 100 feet apart along one side of a runway, and promises to “clear out zero-zero fog sufficiently to permit an aircraft to land.”
Welded Steel Rods
Strengthen Masonry

Adding strength to masonry walls, a steel reinforcing member prevents cracks and provides more rigid construction. Available in 10-foot lengths, the electrically welded reinforcing comes in widths for walls from 4 to 13 inches thick. It ties face brick to backup blocks. It reinforces all double-wall construction. It can be used with concrete blocks, clay tile or brick. Placed between the courses, the reinforcing is embedded in the mortar to make a strong bond.

Tube Couplers

Lengths of metal tube can be joined in almost any pattern with new couplers, then dismounted and used again. The couplers make it possible to construct scaffolding, worktables, supports and other frameworks without damaging the tubes. When a connecting bolt on the coupler is tightened, two wedge-shaped metal pieces press firmly against the sides of the tube. To loosen the bond, the bolt is turned in the other direction. A special type of coupler, flat on one side, makes it possible to bolt a framework to the floor or wall.

Suitcase Piano

You don’t need muscles of steel to carry a portable piano that weighs only 37 pounds and folds into a case that looks like a large piece of luggage. Invented by Karl Gage, the piano has a four-octave keyboard and a lid that raises to become the music rack. The legs and pedal fold to make the piano easy to carry. It is designed for schools.

Self-Sticking Felt

As easy to apply as adhesive tape, a reinforced felt tape seals out dust and also deadens rattles and squeaks. Its adhesive back holds it firmly in place when applied with finger pressure. The felt can also be used as pads on objects that may scratch adjacent surfaces.
Take a Peek at Our

BIRTHDAY PACKAGE

It’s for you!

With the January 1952 issue, Popular Mechanics Magazine celebrates its 50th Anniversary. For a year the editors have been planning and assembling for you the greatest magazine in a half century of Popular Mechanics.

Here’s just a glimpse of what you can look for next month — probably the biggest picture magazine ever printed:

★ About 500 pages — your regular Popular Mechanics plus a big bonus . . .
★ 700 pictures — packed with action, excitement, nostalgia . . .
★ 16 pages of full-color photographs and paintings . . .
★ Prize-winning pictures of our Golden Anniversary photo contest . . .
★ The story of Fifty Years of Craftsmanship . . .
★ Great articles on aviation, science, automobiles, radio and television by Eddie Rickenbacker, Karl Compton, Charles F. Kettering, Lee deForest . . .
★ The Owners Report on the Buick by Floyd Clymer . . .
★ Popular Mechanics’ Hall of Fame — the 50 outstanding scientists from 1902 to 1952 . . .

We’ve dug into our past . . .

for pages of history you’ll remember from the good old days . . . the story of the 1907 International Balloon Race . . . Winston Churchill’s prophecy of the atomic bomb . . . quaint advertisements and nostalgic inventions from the days of the back-yard hammock and the horseless carriage . . .

Make a date to pick up your birthday package . . .

It will be on the newsstands December 28. Although we’re printing more copies than ever before, they won’t last long. Ask your dealer now to save your copy, or send your order today for a whole year of anniversary issues.
Novel snowplow is mounted on a turntable, which in turn is mounted on a single truck. No need for a "Y" in the tracks to reverse the plow—two men merely revolve it on turntable.

ELECTRIC SNOWPLOW

SNOW — up to 1500 pounds of it — is hurled a distance of 100 to 165 feet per second by a snowplow on a rail line in Switzerland. The plow is pushed by an electric locomotive, which also provides power for the two whirling rotors. Scoops force the snow into the rotors which throw it to either side of the track. The use of two side-by-side rotors eliminates the "dead corners" which are inevitable when a single, large rotor is used. The twin rotors also reduce the power required to push the plow. The machine clears a strip more than 10 feet wide and moves along at a speed of one to six miles an hour. Two men can reverse the direction of the plow anywhere along the track by pushing it around on the turntable truck on which it is mounted.

Plume of snow geyser up from the electric plow, which clears a strip more than 10 feet wide and travels one to six miles per hour.
Blue River, B.C., is the spot to watch when the big snows start falling. Here is where . . .

Canada's Battle With Snow Begins

By Harry Rowed

BLUE RIVER is a compact little village in British Columbia's valley of the North Thompson River. In summer garb it has the flowered and lawned appearance of most settlements in Canada's western mountains. Fish abound in glacial streams of the vast alpine area at its back door. Summer at Blue River is a time for relaxation. There is little direct contact with the outside world beyond the fact it is a divisional point on Canadian National Railways' main line, and each day sees transcontinental passenger trains halt for brief intervals while locomotives are switched and new crews take over.

About mid-September a different atmosphere pervades the village. Blue River's citizens, majority of them railway people, become weather conscious. Each morning snow appearing on the balding summit of Mount Cook and other near-by mountains creeps a fraction lower into the valley timber. Homeowners check roof supports while men in the railway shops are assigned
Snow fighters with heavy-duty rotary plows clear C.N.R.'s tracks near Blue River, which consistently records heaviest snowfall of any point along network.

Giant snow melter (below) and trained “snow battling” crew are always on the alert during critical snow season to keep tracks clear in Montreal terminal.
hours for overhaul of snow-clearing equipment, the wedge plows, the huge rotaries, spreaders and locomotives which must be ready to shunt out on the main line with winter's first fall. For Blue River consistently records the heaviest snowfall of any point along the 25,000 miles making up Canadian National’s gigantic network of rails.

Blue River’s winter can ride in overnight. Huge “pancake” flakes literally sift into the virtually windless valley and falls of fresh snow four feet in depth are more commonplace than unusual. Homes are covered to their eaves and resourceful residents spade out windows and door openings, often funnel to the neighbor’s rather than digging out deep paths. This gives them two strata of traffic . . . , a labyrinth of subterranean passages between homes and shops, with break-throughs here and there to make contact with the solid upper surface. Blue River’s youngsters don skis as toddlers; to get to the other side of the yard, they simply herringbone to the roof top and coast down the opposite side.

For the railwaymen winter presents a more serious picture. The snows mean “S.A.P.” calls in the middle of the night, the soon-as-possible summons to get out for snowplow duty. It means days and nights of endless work as the railway battles the elements, to clear the lines, even to free marooned trains snowbound in the mountainous passes.

Secret of snow fighting in the Rockies is preparedness, and the ability of both men and machines to move promptly to the scene of rail blockades. Even in midsummer, the rotaries stationed in known snow belts like Blue River are being checked, extra parts are being spotted for immediate emergency pickup, and men are being groomed for the rough schedules ahead.

Tom Young of Jasper, Alta., a retired railwayman with 48 years of snow-fighting experience in the west, likes to relate the story of the frozen hogs, his railway’s first lesson in preparedness, or lack of it. Young, posted at Lucerne, B.C., as locomotive foreman in 1915, just after the young railway (Canadian Northern) had been transferred to the operating department, was advised that en route was the first shipment of livestock ever to be hauled to the coast over the new rails. As top brass of the railway and the packing company were watching the shipment with vigilant eyes, the train and its cargo of pigs were to receive special attention. A storm was brewing so Young wired that a rotary snowplow should precede the train over the section from Mount Robson to Blue River. Unfamiliar with mountain storms, a superior overruled the request and the stock train chugged past Lucerne without escort. When Young and his crew finally were permitted to get into action, the train was stalled near Albreda in a blizzard which completely covered the cars. The pigs were frozen stiff. Chortles Young today: “The railway learned a lesson. Since then they’ve always tried to beat the storm to the draw.”
Tom Young, like most of the mountain snow battlers, broke into the business on western prairies where windblown snow packs with dust to cement hardness. Once, in early days of prairie railroading, a new line north of Brandon, Man., was blocked from mid-December to spring. Young, then a locomotive engineer operating a rotary, delivered Christmas parcels in March and April. Constant vigilance and improvement in the mechanical equipment now has boosted Canadian National snow crews to a ranking of most efficient in the world.

Their resourcefulness was put to its most severe test during the winter of 1950. In January of that year both of Canada’s transcontinental lines faced almost insurmountable snow conditions in the great canyons of the Fraser River. Rotaries, bulldozers, extra locomotives and more than 300 men were sent to the C.N.R. area where warm weather, following on the heels of unprecedented snowfall, unleashed tons of snow from high country couloirs and rock depressions. Slides balked all rail traffic for almost two weeks, trapped passenger trains, almost endangered the economy of the west coast. While the weather tightened after the thaw with blizzards and (Continued to page 274)
Chemical Bonds
Rubber to Steel

Silicone rubber now can be joined to steel in a permanent bond stronger than the rubber itself. The secret is a new gluelike chemical. The thin chemical “primer” also will bond rubber to glass, ceramics, aluminum, tin and copper, according to General Electric chemists. Development of the bond will increase the usefulness of silicone rubber in such applications as engine and instrument mountings. The liquid simply is brushed on the surface and permitted to dry. Then the rubber to be glued is clamped against the steel surface under light pressure at about 250 degrees F. The resulting bond withstands temperatures of 85 degrees below zero to 500 degrees above, and has a strength of about 700 pounds per inch of holding area.

Asparagus Harvester

Asparagus harvesters ride on a tractor-drawn trailer that carries them along the rows. Each picker sits in a comfortable seat and fills the crate in front of him. At the end of each row, the full crates are removed. The trailer was built by a welder in Demotte, Ind., for John Kooy, asparagus grower.

Machine Staples Iron

Reinforcing rods for concrete are stapled together by a hand tool developed in Germany. The tool, which eliminates hand-tying of the rods, is simply an oversize stapler using heavy binding wire. The staples hook over one rod and around the transverse rod, clamping the two rods firmly together.

Sources of available products described in this issue are indexed on pages 12, 14 and 16. Sources of further information on other articles are listed in the WHERE-TO-FIND-IT LIST, which is available to readers without charge from Bureau of Information, Popular Mechanics, 200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11
FOUR HEAVY-DUTY TOYS for the young construction engineer include: 1. Combination earth scraper and hauler, above right, made of auto-grade steel; 2. Road grader, right, fitted with individually mounted, rubber-tired wheels; 3. Mobile crane, below right, equipped with a clamshell bucket that bites deep into a sand pile; 4. Fire truck fully equipped with extension ladders that look and work like real ones.
SLICING MACHINE has steel blade with serrated edge that will stay sharp for years.

WICKLESS LIGHTERS, in pocket and table models burn butane gas, table style giving 10,000 lights from a single cartridge of fuel. Empty fuel tanks are replaced by low-cost cartridges.

SHAVE RACK in barber-pole design holds razor, brush and used blades.

CHURCH KIT contains everything needed to build a musical church for holiday decoration in homes, stores and offices. Opening church door starts music box which plays a Christmas carol.

LUNCH BAG with adjustable over-shoulder strap looks just like a purse.

DECEMBER 1951
Things to HINT ABOUT for CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

(Continued from preceding page)

MINIATURE BROILER in wrought-iron stand can be used on dining table. It is fired with denatured alcohol.

15-PIECE TOOL KIT, imported from Germany, folds in leather case only seven inches long. Safety handle locks tools in place automatically upon insertion.

JIFFY LABEL TAPE comes in handy container with serrated tear-off edge. Waterproof and acid-resistant, the tape sticks to metal, paper, glass or plastics.

BELT LIGHTER, below, is easy to slide on and off. Small and compact, "sure fire" buckle holds chrome-finished lighter which has full-size fuel capacity.

ALUMINUM HITCH enables children to tow a wagon behind their tricycle or bicycle. Tricycle hitch fastens to the frame bar and bicycle model bolts to the rear fender and axle to distribute wagon weight.

ELECTRIC FLOUR SIFTER is another timesaver for the housewife, making it possible for her to sift flour completely in a single, easy operation. "Deep well" container holds over three full cups of flour.

106 POPULAR MECHANICS
SLIDE PROJECTOR with tray-loading changer is fitted with powerful blower for maximum slide cooling.

SAFETY-FUSE PLUG for tree-lighting sets contains two cartridge-type fuses to guard against overloads.

HANDY MEMO PENCIL styled in maroon plastic holds a full yard-long roll of memo paper in its barrel.

FLOATING KNIFE for well-equipped fishermen has cork handles, three-inch blade and a marlinespike.

FLOOR CONDITIONER weighs only 19 pounds. It "sweeps" a wide path in scrubbing, polishing, waxing.

STAR FINDER is a pleasant pastime for young and old in learning to identify stars and constellations.
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With a seating capacity of 200, glass chapel in Palos Verdes Hills of California brings exterior beauty inside.

CHURCHES of MODERN DESIGN

Virtually nothing but glass surrounds those who worship in an unusual little chapel in the Palos Verdes Hills of California. The chapel was designed by Lloyd Wright, who felt that the beauty of the surrounding countryside should be brought inside the church. Wall and roof trusses are made of %8-inch redwood laminates, and the panes which form the walls and most of the roof are %4-inch plate glass. Portions of the roof are blue tile to provide partial shade below. The true appearance of the chapel will not be apparent for 25 years or more, when a recently planted grove of redwoods will have grown tall enough to protect the structure and provide shade.

Extreme beauty in simplicity is readily apparent to visitors at the new Oneonta Congregational Church of South Pasadena, Calif. Its exterior architecture is in the form of an overturned ship, with the ribs supporting the roof. The chancel reredos, uniquely constructed of cast stone, is pierced by 64 tiny stained-glass quatrefoil windows that tell the story of religion from the beginning of Judaism to modern times.

In Kansas City, Mo., the St. Francis Xavier Church is shaped like a fish, giving churchgoers a clear view of the sanctuary and altar from either side of the 88-foot main isle. Between the large statue of St. Francis Xavier and the main entrance, a long cement canopy over the driveway protects people as they leave their cars during rainy weather.

To provide shade, portions of roof are covered with blue tile. Plate-glass sides can withstand 55-m.p.h. wind.
Turn this modern church upside down and it would look like an early-day ship, with heavy ribs supporting the roof. Simplicity is main design feature.

Constructed of cast stone, chancel reredos of Oneonta Congregational Church, right, is studded by 64 stained-glass windows that tell story of religion.

Choir loft and pulpit, below right, show the beauty of simple lines maintained in "ship shape" church.

Modern in every respect, St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church in Kansas City, Mo., includes a soundproof room for mothers equipped with loudspeaker system and fitted with a large plate-glass window that permits mothers to see the altar during the services.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., photo
Rotary Snowplow Cleans Sidewalks

One man can quickly remove snow from sidewalks and driveways with a small rotary plow. Instead of shoving packed snow to one side, the new plow chews it into a powder and hurls it through an adjustable casting chute to out-of-the-way places. A rotary rake breaks up the snow before it is scooped into the mechanism. The plow clears a path 16 inches wide in one pass. It is self-propelled, powered by a 1 1/2-horsepower gasoline engine.

Canvas Parasol Keeps Cockpit Cool

Shading the cockpit from the desert sun, a canvas "parasol" keeps ground-crew technicians cool as they work in cockpits while ground-testing jet planes at Muroc, Calif. Developed by Northrop Aircraft technicians, the canopy straps to the fuselage, keeping the entire cockpit areas in shade. Test pilots also like the parasol because it keeps the plane interior cool during preflight make-ready at the hot air base.

Christmas-Tree Lamp Shade

Simply by replacing the shade on a table lamp with one decorated like a fir tree, you can have a Christmas tree for any room in the house. Cone-shaped, the "tree" is realistically colored and even has projecting "twigs" and "branches" on which to hang ornaments. In rooms and small apartments where the traditional tree is impractical, the lamp-shade version makes a convenient substitute.

If you do not find the information you need in the index on pages 12, 14 and 16, sources of further information are available without charge from Popular Mechanics. Write to the Bureau of Information, 200 East Ontario St., Chicago 11
Mobile Electric Lift Raises and Transports Patients

Just one nurse can move a hospital patient from a bed to a stretcher or wheel chair with the aid of a new electrical lift that can be wheeled from one room to another. The patient is supported by broad straps that pass beneath his body and are fastened on either side to a framework of aluminum tubing. When the nurse operates the controls, cables draw up the framework to lift the patient off the bed. He then can be moved anywhere in the hospital. The lift also permits changing bed linen without disturbing the patient, and can be used to weigh bedfast patients accurately. It has a capacity of 1000 pounds, providing a wide safety margin for any patient, plus heavy plaster casts.

Barrel-Shaped Rubber Boosters Inflate to Improve Spring Action

Installed inside coil springs, air-inflated rubber cylinders improve or restore spring action under all driving conditions. The cylinders are inflated to any desired pressure. When mounted inside the rear springs, they permit adjustment for overloads and prevent bottoming of the suspensions on rough roads. On the front-coil springs, the rubber boosters decrease the tendency to lean on curves.

Print-a-Minute Camera Photographs Oscillograph

Copying the image on the screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope, a recording camera adapted from the Polaroid print-a-minute camera provides engineers with a valuable research tool. Designed for use with any standard five-inch oscilloscope, the recording device consists of an adapter that locks against the tube face, a hood that assures proper focus and the Polaroid-Land camera with several changes including a special f:2.8 or f:1.9 lens for close-up work.
Game for Small Lawn Combines Billiards and Croquet

Features of croquet and billiards are combined in a new lawn game laid out on a court measuring only 10 by 20 feet. The game thus can be enjoyed on a small lawn. In the game, which can be played by two, three or four persons, each player tries to drive his ball into a succession of pockets. In order to earn the privilege of shooting for a pocket, he first must hit one or more of the balls in the same play. The equipment, including mallets, plastic balls, wickets, pockets and string for making sidelines is conveniently stored in a lawn table. The same equipment can be used to play the conventional game of croquet where a larger area of lawn is available.

Porpoise in Harness Pulls Surfboarders

Porpoise-power is the newest means of locomotion for surfboard enthusiasts at Marineland, Fla. "Flippy," a dolphin being used in experiments to determine the I. Q. rating of these water-dwelling mammals, fills the assignment with utmost ease.

Space Station?

In years to come, a giant "doughnut" 200 feet in diameter may be traveling constantly around the earth 1075 miles up in the sky. That's the prediction of Dr. Wernher von Braun, credited with inventing the German V-2 rocket and now an Army rocket expert. The space station would be carried to its orbit in a three-stage rocket, and assembled by men in pressurized suits. They would then live in the outer rim of the doughnut, kept in place by a synthetic "gravity" produced by its rotation around the hub.
HOW DO mature salmon find their way back to rivers in which they were born to lay their eggs and die? Prof. Arthur D. Hasler of the University of Wisconsin thinks they do it by smell. He introduces different odors to minnows; one odor just before feeding; another when an electric shocker is operating around the feed trough. The fish soon learn to go to the trough when the feed odor is introduced; to stay away when they smell shocker odor. Fish are graded as they swim into or out of zones where food and shocker bars are. They learned to distinguish the odors of 12 different water plants. Hasler also discovered that rivers have individual odors and fish can tell them apart. Thus, he reasons, salmon catch a sniff of their “home” river’s odor in the ocean and trace it back upstream like a bloodhound.

Fish are identified during smell tests by colored beads which are attached to them with a fine wire.
The OWNERS REPORT on

We use this car for: (check)

THE POPULAR MECHANICS MOTOR SURVEY
AS CONDUCTED BY FLOYD CLYMER

I am the owner of a 1951 Hudson. Model: Pacemaker 
Super Six 
Commodore 
Hornet 
Commodore Eight 

I have owned it about 4 months. Speedometer mileage is now 22,000

I use regular gasoline 
- I use premium (high test) gasoline special racing

My approximate gas mileage in the city is 
MPG: in country.

I CHANGE OIL every 1500 miles; I ADD OIL - one quart every 1500 miles.
My car has: Standard transmission 
Hydra-Matic Drive

Overdrive 
Super-Matic Drive

How does the car handle on the road? Excellent track car!

Maneuverability seems to be: Excellent Average Poor

Acceleration is: Outstanding 
- Very Good 
Average Poor

Curb and Road Clearance is: Satisfactory 
- Too High 
- Too Low

Why did you buy a Hudson?

Stuck in car racing

What features about the car do you especially like? Dependability and

I believe that it's the (select mechanically improved

It's increased visibility? Yes: it's body styling in general? Yes

If you own a Hudson Hornet, what is your opinion of it's new 6-cylinder engine?

Very good above average in workmanship

What do you dislike about the car?

Have you ever owned a Hudson before? Yes 
If so, how many? one

Would you buy another Hudson? Yes 
Possibly 
No

Do you secure good dealer service? Yes 
Average 
No

How would you rate your new Hudson? Excellent 
Good 
Average 
Poor

GENERAL INFORMATION

What type of engine would you prefer in your next new car? In-line 
- V-type 

Cylinders: 6 
8 

Valves: Side 
Overhead

Based on my present experience, I want my next car equipped with: Standard trans.

Overdrive 
Hydra-Matic Drive

Super-Matic Drive 
Other type automatic

Please state reasons:

Do you like the new, low-pressure, super-cushion tires? Yes

Do you carry the recommended pressure? Yes 
No 
How much more? 6 lbs.

Please answer all questions ( ). Your name will be held in strict confidence.

Please mail promptly to:
FLOYD CLYMER
1268 SO. ALVARADO ST.
LOS ANGELES 6, CALIF.

(Use other side for additional remarks.)

ACCELERATION TEST

Hudson Hornet 4-Door Sedan
With Hydra-Matic Drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>¼ mile from zero</td>
<td>19.70 sec - Drive range only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ mile from zero</td>
<td>31.80 sec - Drive range only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 30 m.p.h.</td>
<td>4.30 sec - Low range only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 60 m.p.h.</td>
<td>13.70 sec - Low and Drive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top speed (by speedometer) - 108-110 m.p.h. Actual top speed about 8 percent less
The true test of an automobile begins when the owner takes the wheel. This is another report from owners of cars who answered questionnaires sent by Popular Mechanics to 1000 Hudson owners from coast to coast.

By Floyd Clymer

The fraternity of Hudson owners seems in general to be just as enthusiastic about its choice of car as any other group we have yet surveyed. In fact there seemed to be an exceptionally high percentage of “repeaters”—owners who bought the 1951 Hudson because they had driven one or more Hudsons in the past and were satisfied.

Of all owners who answered the direct question, “Would you buy another Hudson?” only one percent said “No.”

A Minneapolis insurance man said he bought a Hudson because his family had driven Hudsons since 1921. This sort of reply was quite common, as was the reason given by a Washington, D.C., transportation supervisor: “I have owned Hudson products since 1926 and saw no reason to change.”

Dotted lines indicate where mechanical brakes apply if the hydraulic system should ever fail.
Percentages From P. M. Poll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owners of Hornet models</th>
<th>36%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacemaker models</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owners of Standard transmission</th>
<th>30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydra-Matic transmission</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdrive transmission</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super-Matic transmission</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Use premium gas | 45% |
| Use regular gas | 54% |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gasoline Mileage:</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comm. B</td>
<td>15.1 m.p.g.</td>
<td>18.6 m.p.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornet</td>
<td>13.7 m.p.g.</td>
<td>17.1 m.p.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacemaker</td>
<td>16.4 m.p.g.</td>
<td>19.5 m.p.g.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Change oil | 99% |
| Average mileage for change of oil | 1579 |
| Owners who add oil (change periodically) | 3% |
| Average mileage for adding oil | 1422 |
| Maneuverability excellent | 84% |
| Maneuverability average | 15% |
| Maneuverability unsatisfactory | 1% |
| Acceleration outstanding | 40% |
| Acceleration very good | 47% |
| Acceleration average | 11% |
| Acceleration poor | 2% |

**Best-Liked Features**

| Step-down feature | 91% |
| Visibility offered | 98% |
| Interior finish | 95% |
| Body styling in general | 95% |

(These percentages are based on the answers to direct questions on the questionnaires)

A Seattle clothing man remarked: “My wife and I have just about played the field in cars — many different makes — but we never have found anything like a Hudson. My wife says it drives itself, and that’s about right. ... What an automobile!”

In reply to one of our survey questions, “How does your car handle on the road?” 84 percent of the answers were “Excellent.” This complimentary proportion is unusually high for our surveys.

“I gave that Hornet the worst beating of any car I ever tested,” says Clymer. “It’s a wildcat on wheels.”

“It rides as easily as a streamlined Pullman,” said a St. Louis, Mo., telephone-company manager.

One Los Angeles couple responding to the survey said they use their Hudson exclusively for stockcar racing. “It is an excellent track car,” they wrote. “We do not drive this car for pleasure; it is strictly a business enterprise. So far this year its earnings stand at $5500. We can’t complain.” (Hudson Hornets have won a
Both rear and front seats of the Hudson are 64 inches wide, and when stood on end alongside the Hornet are higher than car majority of important stockcar races during 1951, including first and second places in the 500-mile N.A.S.C.A.R. stockcar race at Darlington, S. C., which is America's foremost stockcar race.

A Los Angeles race driver who owns a Hornet for private use said: "All mechanical parts are the best. My car would perform much better with a Borg-Warner-type automatic transmission. The Hydra-Matic shifts through the lower gears very fast... The first gear should be eliminated, and it should start in second gear."

Here are a few comments on the new Hornet engine:
"It has the fastest acceleration in high gear of any car I've ever driven."—Memphis, Tenn., manufacturing foreman.
"Very good on getaway and also on long trips."—Milwaukee, Wis., estimator.
"The best, smoothest, most powerful car on the market."—Detroit grinder.
"The six-cylinder Hornet is very good, but a bit noisy."—Minneapolis accountant.
"Pickup is excellent, but top speed is not equal to my 1949 Commodore Six."—Minneapolis department manager.

**ECONOMY TEST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILES PER GALLON</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILES PER HOUR AT CONSTANT SPEEDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At constant 30 m.p.h.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At constant 40 m.p.h.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At constant 50 m.p.h.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At constant 60 m.p.h.</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At constant 75 m.p.h.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cross-Country Mileage**

- Detroit to Chicago (car new, traffic heavy) 16.10 m.p.g.
- Chicago to Denver, Colo. (via Kansas City) 17.20 m.p.g.
- Denver to Salt Lake City (over Rocky Mountains) 16.70 m.p.g.
- Salt Lake City to Los Angeles (via Ely, Nev.) 19.80 m.p.g.

"It is a wonderful motor; with a V-8 engine it would be the best car on the road."—Washington, D. C., clergyman. And a San Antonio, Tex., salesman writes: "If Hudson were to come out with a V-8, I would be the first to give it a try; however, if they don't I'll stick to the Hornet in '52 and trade my wife's car in for another Hornet. Hudson owners are bound to give their cars a good boost—they are excellent automobiles. I like the low cost of upkeep, safety and performance."

All automobile owners have their special peeves, and Hudson owners are not exempt.
"This car was not designed for inclement weather," wrote a Fayetteville, N. C., Telephone supervisor. "Rain seeps into doors and comes out through the upholstery. Very irritating." Said a Salina, Kans., man: "It is the first car I ever owned in which I had to wear a raincoat and rubber boots when it rained."

A second complaint dealt with inadequate trunk space. "The spare tire takes up too much baggage space," wrote a retired policeman in Nashville, Tenn.

Some other miscellaneous dislikes:
"The door latches are hopeless. Doors have to be slammed hard to close tightly."—San Jose, Calif., operating engineer.
"The paint is very poor."—Dayton, Ohio, federal-government worker. This man also wrote: "As far as I'm concerned, the Hudson is a fine car but the dealer service I have received could stop me from buying
At end of a test, Clymer’s Hornet opens its “mouth” as he examines engine that used one pint of oil in 2750 miles.

Emergency handbrake lever is conveniently located for operation by the right hand. Below, owners like the “step down” feature of the Hudson; attractive door fittings are recessed.

The survey showed that 80 percent of the owners replying received satisfactory dealer service.

“The car is good, body is exceptional, but it is about $500 to $700 overpriced.” — Ephrata, Wash., welder. (Overpricing was mentioned by several owners, such as the Gary, Ind., insurance executive who said: “The car is way overpriced. Perhaps this is why it has high trade-in value.” Most previous surveys showed many owners who thought all makes overpriced.)

“The Hornet body seems to be noisier than it should be; it could be helped by insulation and undercoating.” — Nashville, Tenn., finance executive.

“The front seat does not conform to the driver’s back.” — Minneapolis manufacturer.

“The ‘step down’ interior is hard for children—also hard on women's narrow skirts.” — Warner Robins, Ga., physician. (Of those who replied, 91 percent like the “step down” feature.)

“The dealer who sold me the car has spent a lot more on it than I have—or would.” — Salina, Kans., architect.

How does the Hudson compare with other makes as to gasoline consumption? Apparently about the same for cars of comparable size and horsepower. Many owners wish they could get more mileage, but that holds true of any car on the American market.

A Rome, Ga., transportation executive said: “I don’t get the mileage on my 1951 Commodore Six that I did on my other Hudsons. My average was 20.4 miles per gallon over 244,000 miles on the 1940 model, and 18.8 on the ’48 model for 86,000 miles. Up to now I have been getting 15 and 17 miles per gallon on the new model.”

However, a frozen-food salesman of Madison, Wis., was pleased with his mileage. He wrote: “On a recent trip to the West Coast in a ’51 Pacemaker, I averaged 19.6 in gas mileage; there was no oil consumption at a cruising speed of 65 miles per hour. Absolutely troublefree. I felt as though no other car could give me more per dollar.”

The survey showed that Hudson (Continued to page 260)}
Compact Aspirator

Developed at the School of Aviation Medicine at Randolph Field, a compact aspirator drains liquids from the mouth of paralyzed or unconscious patients during evacuation flights to hospitals. Patients with bulbar polio tend to discharge an unusual amount of saliva which may drain into the lungs because the muscle at the entrance to the windpipe is paralyzed. The aspirator prevents the saliva from drowning the patient. It is powered by an electric motor that plugs into a plane's electrical system. The aspirator is also valuable in the evacuation of soldiers with mouth wounds or basal fractures of the skull. Previous aspirators have been too large for use in operational aircraft. The new aspirator weighs only 25 pounds.

Miniature Camera

Researchers and doctors can take sharp, close-up photographs of surgical incisions, the mouth and throat and other body cavities with a small camera equipped with a built-in stroboscopic light unit. The light source is a small ring-shaped tube around the camera lens that provides strong, shadowless lighting. The daylight quality of this illumination permits use of daylight color film. The whole light unit is part of a stand that is equipped with a pistol-grip handle. Masking frames covering various areas mount on the front end of the stand to provide accurate framing of the subject matter.

Shoulder Roller

Road shoulders are rolled and surfaced during widening operations by a machine that moves along with one wheel in the ditch. The axle of the roller is adjustable to keep the machine level with the roller as much as 25 inches below the road surface. It is powered by a four-cylinder gasoline engine, and travels at a top speed of 3½ miles an hour. The large roller prevents the crushed stone from being "shoved" aside during compression.
Outdoor Fireplace Built in Three Hours

Using standard concrete blocks and other materials readily available from local building-supply dealers, the average handyman can build an outdoor fireplace in about three hours. The unit rests on a six-inch reinforced concrete slab and is constructed around a strong, all-metal fireplace insert which has a heavy angle-iron frame, cast-iron bottom grate and grill in removable sections. Cement paint is applied to the finished fireplace to harmonize with other lawn furnishings.

Propeller-Equipped Rudder May Eliminate Tugboats

Normally, ships can steer only when they are moving, because of the characteristics of the rudder, but a new German invention enables ships to steer even with engines stopped. It is called an "active rudder," and it has a propeller that forces a stream of water past the rudder surfaces. An electric motor inside a torpedo-shaped section of the rudder drives the propeller. Thus, even with the ship at a standstill, the movement of water past the rudder provides steerageway. It is claimed that the rudder permits steering into docks and may eliminate the need for tugboats.

Remote Steering for Ships Disabled by Enemy Fire

When enemy fire has disabled a ship's steering stations, a new "electric helmsman" guides the vessel by remote control. The instrument is controlled by a small knob on top of a metal box that is hung on a strap around the user's neck. It is plugged into the steering-control system at outlets located at widely separated, strategic points throughout the vessel. In addition to possible combat use, the device can be utilized for "close in" direction of docking, breeches-buoy transfers and other normal or emergency maneuvers. The unit was developed by General Electric engineers.
Blacksmith Shop
Travels to Farms

Handicapped by the loss of one hand, David Boley still carries on his services as a blacksmith by rolling his shop right into the barnyard of customers. The complete shop has been built in a panel truck, which is fitted with a long telescoping rack that carries an anvil and a big machinist's vise. A portable forge straddles the telescoping rack when the shop is closed for traveling. Horseshoes are stored on the sides of the truck.

Strawberry Weeder Is Hand Cranked

Moving slowly and regally across a strawberry patch, Robert V. Lewis weeds the garden comfortably from the seat of his home-made “chariot.” Lewis, a retired businessman and now a successful strawberry farmer of Salmon Falls, Me., built the floorless chariot so he could weed his plants without suffering a lame back. He cranks two handles to move along between the rows. His cultivating tools rest on an adjustable tray in front, and overhead there’s a big sunshade to keep him cool as he weeds.

Plastic Gasket Seals Casement Window

Slipped snugly over the inside edge of a metal window frame, a vinyl-plastic gasket seals out drafts and dust. It also seals out heat in air-conditioned homes and offices. The flexible lip of the gasket is compressed between the frame and the window, eliminating all metal-to-metal contact. The gasket, available in 38-inch lengths, can be left in place all year without deterioration, if desired. Installation requires no tools except a pair of scissors and takes about five minutes for each window.

Multiply the number of seconds in a billion years by the speed of light (186,000 miles per second) and you’ll discover how far away are the most distant objects seen through the 200-inch Hale telescope at Mount Palomar.
ALMOST LIMITLESS mobility will be possible for United States air striking power when the U.S.S. Forrestal is completed in 1955 as the world's largest aircraft carrier. Plans call for the 59,900-ton ship's keel to be laid next summer. The Forrestal will be the Navy's first flattop with a retractable bridge, clearing the flight deck of any obstructions to take-offs and landings. It will have an over-all length of 1040 feet and an extreme width at one point of 252 feet, making it capable of handling the largest carrier planes. The twin-engined P2V Neptune patrol bombers can take off from, but not land on, the biggest carriers now in service. In addition to four catapults for launching, the ship will have four elevators to raise planes to the flight deck quickly, and Escalators to carry airmen up from the ready rooms. More comfort and efficiency for the Forrestal's 3500 men, including her air-group personnel, will be provided by air-conditioned quarters. The craft's equipment will include some 1600 electric motors, graduated in size from .02 to 300 horsepower, and will have about 750 tons of steel piping and tubing. A secret television system will aid aircraft in landing. The giant ship, named for James V. Forrestal, the late secretary of defense, will cruise at a speed of 30 knots. The estimated cost of the new carrier, which will be built by the Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, is $218,000,000.

Artist's concept of U.S.S. Forrestal, which will operate as a floating, heavily armed air base, with 3500 men, and planes capable of carrying atom bombs.
CARRIER DISPLACEMENT

Langley (1921) 11,050 tons

Lexington (1927) 33,000 tons

Franklin D. Roosevelt (1945) 45,000 tons

New Carrier 59,900 tons
With its 125-horsepower gasoline engine wide open, the "convertible" fishing boat will hit 33 miles an hour.

**Gas-Electric Boat Can Crawl or Zoom**

It may not catch the fish, but a "convertible" boat should help sportsmen bring back more of them. Equipped with two power systems—one uses gasoline, the other electricity—the boat is owned by Gene McDonald, president of Zenith Radio. To get to the fishing grounds fast, McDonald opens up a 125-horsepower gas engine and zooms along at 33 miles an hour. Once there, he cuts in the electric drive and trolls quietly without clutch slippage at one to four miles an hour. The 1/2-horsepower electric motor runs 12 hours on a fully charged battery.

Remote-control unit simply plugs into any of several outlets located about the boat.

Key to the dual-power system is a clutch-disconnecting device that eliminates clutch drag while the boat is electric-driven.
Cattle Scratcher

Cattle rid themselves of lice and skin diseases with a device that rubs oil into the skin. Two oiling “wicks” run from the center post to the base. As the wicks are moved by the cattle, a ratchet cranks a chain through the oil in the post, transferring it to the wicks, which consist of steel washers strung on a steel cable.

Sports Car

Top speed of a new custom-built sports car is 125 miles per hour, and it can accelerate from standstill to 60 miles an hour in only 8½ seconds. The sleek car, built as a gift for baseball’s Ted Williams, is powered by a six-cylinder Nash Ambassador engine equipped with an aluminum racing head. Body panels and many structural parts are aluminum. The $25,000 car was designed by William Flajole of Detroit.

Water “Toboggan”

Speeds of 40 miles an hour are possible on a homemade water “toboggan” powered by a 12-horsepower outboard. The bow of the toboggan, which supports the motor, is made of aluminum. At slow speeds the driver is partially submerged. The toboggan, made by Vern Perry of St. Paul, Minn., weighs about 120 pounds.
ROARING THROUGH tunnels that honeycomb granite mountains, thousands and thousands of tons of water will do double-duty for Australia, providing both power and irrigation. Located near the capital city of Canberra, the project will be the biggest engineering project south of the equator.

Engineering-wise, it is a job that, in many respects, is more ambitious and complicated than the world-famed Tennessee Valley development after which it is patterned. Set up to handle the tremendous task by the Australian Federal government and the state governments of Victoria and New South Wales is the “Snowy River Hydroelectric Authority,” similar to our TVA.

New project, extreme left bar, will triple kilowatt output of the two Australian states.
Ambitious power and irrigation projects are afoot "down under." Aussie engineers are drilling one tunnel 30 miles through solid granite, and in another—precisely horizontal—water will flow in two directions!

This board has jurisdiction over an area of almost 5000 square miles, which is called the roof of Australia and contains the Snowy Mountains and Australian Alps. In it is Australia's highest mountain peak, the 7316-foot Mount Kosciusko.

This mountain region has an average elevation of 3000 to 7000 feet and is snow-clad from four to six months of the year. It is a natural reservoir, which releases stored water during the summer when it is most needed.

Four rivers have their beginnings in these mountains. They are the Murrumbidgee and its tributary the Tumut, the Murray and the Snowy. The Murrumbidgee eventually flows into the Murray, many miles to the west. The Murray is Australia's largest river, 1600 miles long. It irrigates flatlands adjacent to it before flowing into the sea.

The Snowy River, which begins on Mount Kosciusko, receives most of the region's run-off waters. In its short dash of 300 miles southeast to the Pacific, it drops 7000 feet, carrying half a million gallons of water per minute.

To prevent these waters from being wast-
ed, the plan calls for storing them at the higher elevations. After their power has generated electricity, they will be diverted into the Murray and Murrumbidgee River system for irrigation. The Snowy River flows through the country which has adequate rainfall, while the other two, flowing west, pass through land which becomes progressively drier.

Seven major dams will be built with a total storage capacity of 4 1/4 million acre-feet of water. Plans call for 16 power stations, most of them deep underground, immune from any air attack even with atomic bombs. Eighty-six miles of tunnels varying in diameter from 20 to 45 feet will be cut through rock. Almost 500 miles of race lines (concrete-lined water channels) will pick up mountain streams at high elevations and lead them to various collecting points.

In the Snowy-Murray section of the project, a dam at Jindabyne will divert all the Snowy River except its main tributary, the Eucumbene. This will be done through a main tunnel 30 miles long under the mountains to the Swampy Plain River, a tributary of the Murray.
This tunnel will be one of the world's largest. Parts of it will be 3000 feet under the mountains. It will vary in diameter from 30 to 45 feet and will be drilled through solid granite.

Spencer Creek is the highest tributary of the Snowy and it will be dammed to form the Kosciusko Reservoir for the storage of 30,000 acre-feet of water. A tunnel will take the water to Guthega River Pond, where the first power station of 60,000 kilowatts is to be erected.

Four power stations will be built along the 10 miles of tunnel from Kosciusko to Island Bend Reservoirs. At Island Bend, a vertical shaft, 1000 feet long, joins the main tunnel to Swampy Plain River. A power station will use the force of this long fall of water down from the high reservoir.

Five more power stations will be built along the main tunnel, making a total of nine altogether. These will generate 1,680,000 kilowatts for the Snowy-Murray section.

In the other half of Australia's "TVA," the Snowy-Tumut section, the main dam will be built near the town of Adaminaby. This reservoir, formed by damming the upper Eucumbene River and its tributaries, will provide storage for the Tumut system.

Here the engineers propose one of the most remarkable aspects of the whole project—a tunnel 15½ miles long and perfectly level so the water can flow in either direction. The 24-foot tunnel will run from Adaminaby Reservoir through the dividing mountains to Tumut Pond on the other west end of the Tumut project is Adaminaby Reservoir which will submerge part of this 400-inhabitant village.
side. Tumut Pond will get additional water from the upper Tooma River through race lines and a five-mile tunnel. If this water, added to the flow of the upper Tumut River into Tumut Pond, is more than necessary for power generation, the surplus will flow back through the level tunnel into the 1,000,000-acre-feet storage at Adaminaby. When there is less water than needed for power generation in Tumut Pond, the water flow is reversed, from Adaminaby storage into Tumut Pond.

The river from Tumut Pond drops 2000 feet in 11 miles to Lob's Hole, where another dam with a storage capacity of 50,000 acre-feet is to be erected. A 12½-mile tunnel from Tumut Pond will carry this water to Lob's Hole through two power stations.

(Continued to page 246)

Workmen are transported by truck to Tumut Pond over snow-covered roads at altitudes of almost 4000 feet.
Mechanical Refrigerator Can Be Transferred From Car to Car

Fabricated in a “package” form which is quickly installed in a reefer car, a mechanical refrigeration unit costs one third as much to operate as the conventional ice method of cooling. A 28-horsepower gasoline engine powers the compressor. Two 155-gallon fuel tanks, mounted under the car, supply the engine. This is said to be more than enough for a transcontinental trip. The complete unit, including controls, weighs about 1100 pounds and can be transferred from one car to another in a few minutes. A control panel is installed on each side of the car adjacent to the refrigerating unit. It includes thermometers, thermostat and a system of signal lights.

New French Simca 9 Offers Gas Economy

Operating economy is a feature of the new French Simca 9 that travels 28 miles to a gallon with a full load at a constant speed of 56 miles an hour. Its four-cylinder engine has a compression ratio of 6.7:1 and develops 45 horsepower at 4400 revolutions per minute. Described as a four-passenger car, it measures 13½ feet over all and weighs 1900 pounds. An additional feature of the car is a jack which can be placed anywhere under the front or rear bumper or either side of the car.

Refrigerator “Shock Cools,” Filters and Aerates Milk

“Shock cooling” milk to below 40 degrees in less than one minute, a milk cooler also filters and aerates the liquid before it flows into precooled cans. The flow of milk is automatically shut off as each can fills. A refrigerating unit cools the stainless-steel aerator, which lowers the milk temperature 56 degrees in a minute.

The United States has eight advanced types of jet fighters and five jet bombers in production; jet pods have been added to the U. S. intercontinental bomber, one eight-jet bomber has been tested, and two new eight-jet, long-range bombers are scheduled to fly late this year.
"Flying" House

Supported only at one end by three concrete "stems," a German building appears to be floating in air. The building was erected to demonstrate a new construction technique. It can be set on a plot as small as 10 yards square. Three concrete columns support a huge balcony. The roof is cantilevered in a similar manner. The designers say the structures could be used as auditoriums and restaurants. The building will support 1900 persons.

Rocket Metal Is Flight-Tested Without Leaving the Ground

Undergoing all the hazards of high-speed rocket flights without moving from the laboratory bench, metals are tested under simulated flight conditions. It has been found that the temperature of the outer skin of missiles goes up as much as 80 degrees a second to a high of 1500 degrees. In the laboratory these heat conditions are simulated by electric currents. Heat changes are measured by thermocouples. Stress is provided by heavy weights. One of the most successful metals tested is a cheap grade of low-carbon, cold-rolled steel.

Credited with a top speed of 600 miles per hour, Britain's jet bomber, the Canberra, covered the distance from London to Melbourne, Australia (12,677 miles), in 25 hours and 27 minutes at an average speed of 490 miles per hour.
**Electric Sports Car**

Operating on a 24-volt battery, with a ¾-horsepower electric motor on each wheel, a miniature sports car will go 35 miles an hour. It has seven forward speeds and travels 200 miles on one battery charge. The entire body can be lifted up to simplify work on the chassis.

**Streptomyacin Cures Plants**

Certain plant diseases may be controlled by streptomycin, according to tests by Prof. Peter A. Ark of the University of California. The tests show the drug to be effective in treating seeds infected with certain diseases, such as bacterial speck and canker of tomato.

**Builds One-Man Car Powered by Motorcycle Engine**

Powered by a motorcycle engine, a one-man car built by Theron W. Huish of Los Angeles speeds along at 60 miles an hour and travels 38 miles on a gallon of gas. The body is a reinforced, surplus airplane drop tank. The car has conventional motorcycle wheels and tires, with front and rear mechanical brakes. Springs, axles, steering gear and the frame were made by hand. The 10-foot car has a wheelbase of 85 inches.

**Aluminum-Scrap Auto Costs $160 and 2500 Hours of Work**

Using scrap aluminum, Conrad Greenemeier of Denver, Colo., has built a car that travels 45 miles on a gallon of gas. The little auto is powered by a 6-horsepower industrial motor and rolls along on airplane tires. Greenemeier reports he spent about $160 and 2500 work hours in building the car.

There are 8,300,000 trucks operating in the U.S. now, compared with 4,850,000 at the peak of World War II.
Capsules Start Cold Engines

To provide easier starting for diesel and heavy-duty gasoline motors in subzero weather, an auxiliary fuel is now available in capsule form. The fuel, packaged in 7 and 17-cc. capsules, is placed in a special tool permanently connected to the intake-manifold system. The tool has a dual purpose of puncturing the capsule and priming the engine. Capsule packaging, reports the manufacturer, prevents all spillage and evaporation, and eliminates wastage usually accompanying the pouring of such liquids. In addition to its use in diesel engines, the fuel is suitable for tractors, cranes, shovels and draglines.

Tissue Filters Oil

Ordinary toilet tissue is the filtering element in a new oil cleaner for automobiles. The aluminum housing for the filter has a universal mount for installation on any car. The roll of toilet tissue, which slips inside the housing, removes dirt, dust, grit and other abrasive materials from the oil. One roll of tissue is effective as long or longer than a conventional filter cartridge, according to the manufacturer, and it costs several times less than a conventional filter cartridge. When the motorist wishes to change the filter he merely loosens a wing nut, removes the cover, takes out the old roll and inserts a new one.

Lock-On Lug Covers Discourage Would-Be Tire Thieves

Tires are locked to the car by a simple, tamperproof cap that covers the wheel lug so it cannot be loosened by a would-be thief. The cap comes in two sections. One of these sections is placed under the nut. When the nut has been tightened, the top portion of the cap is placed over the nut and locked in position. The locking device can be used on all wheels, including the spare.

Popular Mechanics provides two sources of information concerning articles published in each issue: the WHERE-TO-BUY-IT INDEX on pages 12, 14 and 16, and the WHERE-TO-FIND-IT LIST, available without charge from the Bureau of Information, 200 E. Ontario, Chicago 11
“It’s an old-lady’s airplane, really,” the Commander said as they strapped me in the cockpit to . . .

Ride a Jet Fighter

By Thomas E. Stimson, Jr.

FIGHTING with your eyes closed at better than 500 miles per hour sounds like a nightmare and yet that, literally, is what the Navy’s crack night-fighter pilots are learning to do.

In their new and secret F3D killer jets they can be catapulted from a carrier in pitch-black darkness, track and shoot down enemy aircraft without ever seeing them, and land again with only one short look over the side, a peek that they get about two seconds before their wheels hit the deck. Aside from that, radar and other radio circuits can do all their seeing for them.

Today, at Moffett Field, Calif., the pilots of Composite Squadron Three are working on the new tactics that the plane’s radar eyes make possible. Over a large area off San Francisco Bay that is restricted for their exclusive use they fly almost every

Ground-crew member uses illuminated wands swinging up and down to guide F3D pilot to parking location

Crossing wands overhead means “Stop” to the pilot of plane waiting to take off into the darkness
night on blacked-out missions. Usually they work in pairs with one plane simulating an oncoming enemy bomber and the other making the kill.

Playing blindman's buff with other planes at close to sonic speeds isn't my idea of fun, and when Westinghouse and Douglas arranged with the Navy for a representative of Popular Mechanics to participate in a practice mission, I took it up with Comdr. Richard E. Harmer, the squadron's commanding officer.

"Just a ride around the field after lunch is all I need," I suggested, "in the daylight."

"Nonsense," he replied briskly, "The pilots are asleep now. They don't come on duty until dark. I'll put you down as radar operator on Lunatic 88. That's code for Lieut. George C. Hathaway's plane. The F3D is an old-lady's airplane, really. You'll enjoy a real operations flight."

But you begin to appreciate that night fighting isn't the world's safest job when you start dressing after dinner in the red illumination of the pilot's ready room.

"Nylon shirt? Take it off," one of the pilots advises. "Nylon sticks to the skin if it burns and there's always a chance of a cockpit fire. No nylon."

You strap on a .38 revolver loaded with tracer bullets and pull on the Mae West survival vest, its pockets and straps loaded with gear that includes a can of shark repellent and a folded radar reflector that can be seen on a plane's scope 10 miles away. The orders are to jump if the plane gets into trouble over the water during a night flight. You don't jump, actually, you slide. You get out of an F3D by going down a chute in the rear of the cockpit. By the time you can get your hand on the rip cord you are free of the aircraft and are slowing down to a safe opening speed.

"That sheath knife at your left shoulder," a pilot instructs you, "that's for just one job. The chute pack in the cockpit also contains a one-man life raft. If you have to leave the plane in a hurry you may accidentally inflate the raft while twisting..."
Even though radar permits flying blind, a helper cleans off cockpit's transparent canopy—just in case.

around in your seat. Then you can't get out. The raft is too big for the escape chute. That's where the knife comes in. Grab it and stab the raft.

You'll get down to the water, you reflect grimly, and then what do you do, swim a hundred miles or so?

One man lends you a cloth helmet with earphones, another contributes a crash helmet that fits over it. The crash helmet will keep your head from being slammed into cockpit projections if there is severe buffeting. "Rest your head firmly against the backrest during the take-off," you are told.

The Navy's Douglas-built F3D Skyknight, like its "opposite number" the F-94 produced for the Air Force by Lockheed, is designed for catching and destroying enemy bombers including those that are carrying atomic weapons. Each of these planes can do the job at any altitude the bomber can use and in any kind of weather.

The F-94 is powered with a jet and afterburner, the F3D with two jets. Each carries a pilot and radar operator and each is a big airplane, judged by World War II fighter standards. The F3D, for example, weighs about the same as a DC-3 transport. It carries as much fuel in its fuselage as does a Flying Fortress. With a pair of 300-gallon fuel tanks carried outboard on its wings it could cruise across the country nonstop.

Aside from its basic use as a night fighter, the F3D is also being tested by Navy airmen as a patrol plane, as a light bomber, and even as a close-support vehicle.

Its pair of Westinghouse axial flow turbojet engines delivers more than 6000 pounds of thrust, equal to a good 6000 horsepower at 325 miles per hour or twice that at 600 miles per hour. More than half a ton of Westinghouse radar is carried by the plane,
Diagrammatic drawing shows the intricate and compact F3D, which carries as much fuel in its fuselage as a Flying Fortress and matches a DC-3 in weight.

Sketches across bottom of pages show an F3D which has been guided by ground radar station to a point where the fighter's radar operator picks up target with the various antennas housed in non-metallic portions of the nose, tail, tail tip and fin. The radar installation is described as a "self-contained searching and striking unit" and Navy spokesmen won't go into much greater detail about it.

One of them, however, puts it this way: "Any modern all-weather fighter should be capable of detecting another aircraft some distance away with its own equipment, though it may be guided into the general area by a more powerful search station on the ground."

"Radar should be able to tell a pilot whether the unknown aircraft is a friend or foe, and it should warn him if an enemy gets on his tail."

"After a pilot brings his plane close to the target, electronics should be able to do all the rest. That is, radar should be able to 'lock on' to the target and constantly figure out the range and deflection, and automatically fire the guns or rockets at the instant when hits are assured."

Tonight I'd be able to see what radar could do, but I wouldn't see how it did it. I was occupying the "scopie's" seat and I'd need months of instruction to operate his instruments. Tonight we'd simply play target for another F3D.
In the dark cockpit Lieutenant Hathaway helps to tie you down. The only light comes from the faint red glow of the instrument dials. With or without radar, a first qualification for a good night-fighter pilot is that he must have exceptional night vision, and red is the one safe shade that doesn't reduce his ability to see in the dark.

Chute straps are buckled, safety belt snapped on, then the shoulder straps. Phone wires are plugged in. The oxygen mask is handy although for tonight's medium-altitude flight it won't be needed in the pressurized cockpit.

"You'll have to do some copiloting," Lieutenant Hathaway comments. "Those switches at the right, snap them on one at a time when I'm ready to start the jets. And the knob that controls the plane's lights is right at your elbow. You'll turn off the lights when we are told to darken ship. Now, set the cockpit altimeter at zero."

The cocked-up wings descended and locked into place while we taxied to the head of the runway, then the plane raced along the marker lights between Moffett's two big dirigible hangars and climbed away from the ground. I was thinking that this was just like any other take-off when I noticed the 100-foot hand of the altimeter. It was winding around the dial with the speed of a stop-watch needle. We were really going up!

The F3D has power-boosted controls and a cigarette lighter, two items that help describe the plane in terms of high performance and comfort. In normal flight the plane is smoother than most transports and yet many F3D pilots wear G-suits to keep from blacking out while maneuvering at high speed. To help make up for the punishment that the crew may receive, everything possible is done for their comfort, which explains the lighter and ash trays in the cockpit.

At 10,000 feet, well offshore in the hazy moonlight, there were suddenly two extra yellow moons right in front of us. "Those are the exhausts of Lunatic 3, the other night fighter," Hathaway says. "We're looking right into his tail pipes." He applied the fuselage brakes and I surged forward, tight against the shoulder straps. There had been no sensation of speed until now; the brakes gave you an idea of the forces involved at the speed we were flying.

In tonight's problem, one of the stations (Continued on page 238)
Helicopter Litter Carrier Eliminates Claustrophobia

Providing complete protection from cold and wind without creating a sense of confinement, a new litter carrier has been developed for the Bell helicopter. The carrier is an aluminum platform that mounts on the skidtype landing gear. A transparent-plastic cowl serves as a windshield to protect the head and shoulders of the injured man. Warm air is piped inside the cover to keep the patient comfortable. Previous litter carriers were covered with fabric, and the dark interior bothered patients suffering from claustrophobia, or fear of confined spaces.

Race-Horse Relaxer

Mechanical horsepower takes race horses for a long walk after they've worked out on a track at Yonkers, N. Y. The horses are tethered to the long bars of a mechanical merry-go-round driven by a small motor. The mechanical trainer leads them on a three-mile-per-hour walk for a slow cool-down, eliminating the need for a human trainer to exercise the horses.

“Pint Sized” Preservers

Junior-size life preservers have been designed for children on overwater flights in military transports. Previously there has been no special protection for youngsters traveling with their parents to new duty stations if their planes were forced down at sea. One size is for tots from six months to six years old and the other fits those up to 14. The preservers are like the grown-ups’ version, except that the carbon-dioxide cylinders and inflation valve are located behind the neck out of the wearer’s reach—to prevent tampering with the devices.

(In Guatemala, where corn is expensive and bananas are cheap, agricultural chemists have discovered that ripe bananas, including skins, are as good as corn for fattening pigs.)
INJURY caused by man-made shells led to a new career that Rudy Hanacek of Cleveland has built on a foundation of thousands of sea shells. Until wounded in the leg while in the Marianas with the Sea Bees, Hanacek had been a machinist. During months in a hospital, where he attended handicraft classes conducted by the Red Cross, the subject that interested him most was the making of jewelry and other novelties from sea shells.

On returning home, Hanacek found that his leg injury would not permit him to resume his old trade operating machine tools; long hours on his feet would be too much. So he turned to the shellcraft he had learned during his convalescence.

Hanacek has developed numerous little kinks and methods of his own. For example, he worked out a special recipe for a cement-plaster to fasten shells together and to fashion bases and other molded details. He adds colored pigment to the plaster mix as required.

His shell products range from elaborate religious shrines to simple, humorous animals. His most popular item has been a planter for ivy, cacti and other small house plants. It consists of two large snail shells (from a form of whelk) cemented together,

Two novelty shell lamps flank a lighted shrine. The lamps' soft glow doesn't affect images on TV screens.
with smaller shells embedded in the cement for decoration. It rests on a molded-plaster base decorated with small embedded shells.

Hanacek's trays, made of large, flat shells, are useful as sewing aids and for holding bobby pins and other small objects on the dressing table or desk. His shell lamps feature large shells that conceal small electric-lamp bulbs. When a lamp is burning, its shells become translucent and display various color patterns. Television has created a considerable demand for these shell lamps, for their soft glow will illuminate a room without affecting the image on a TV screen.

Conch shells and the like have to be ground on an abrasive wheel to smooth the edges and remove sharp points that might cause injury. Many shells have to be bleached or dyed a brilliant color to improve their looks. After Hanacek has assembled a piece of shell sculpture and the cement has set, he finishes it with transparent varnish, and glues a piece of felt or soft cloth to the bottom.

As added decoration, the dog above has ears made of pine-cone segments and the doll consists of pipe cleaners, ribbon and 37 small sea shells.

Humorous figures of birds and animals are among Hanacek's specialties. Here he applies varnish to a group of birds while a turtle awaits its turn. Below, part of the wounded veteran's menagerie. The fabric on which the display rests is used to cover the bottoms of shell articles.
ICE CUTTING
—an almost lost art

By Marjorie and Grant Heilman

On runners, the power saw makes a scoring cut. Guides on each side control the width of the blocks.

Snow is tamped into the scoring cuts to prevent water from running in and freezing solid again.

CHANCES are that some future generation will be puzzled to discover a tumble-down shed with insulated double walls, standing forgotten beside a pond. And near by may be a few giant saws, some heavy steel bars and hooks, all rusted by the dampness. But it will be unlikely that this finder will recognize these tools of the ice-cutting trade because by then ice cutting will probably be a lost art.

Even today it has all but disappeared in the United States. Although there are still small operations going on, most major cutters have...
been compelled to quit. The Handy family in northern Vermont is among the last survivors. Once, the rasp of Handy saws could be heard on ponds all over the top of the state. But nowadays the Handy operation is confined to one pond just north of Lyndonville, and its annual haul is only about 4000 tons.

Major reason for the disappearance of ice cutting has been, of course, mechanical refrigeration. Ned and Charlie Handy claim they can produce natural ice for about one third the cost of artificial ice. However, their competition comes from refrigeration units that do

Key blocks, first to be taken out, have to be cut loose by hand. The rest are broken free with a chisel.
After ice is scored and a loading channel opened up, strips A, B and C are cut by hand to free the blocks away with the need for any kind of ice.

There are plenty of tricks to ice cutting. It takes planning to get the maximum ice with a minimum of work. First step is the scoring of the ice into blocks 22 inches by 44 inches. Ordinarily, ice is about 15 inches thick when cut and the circular saw used to score the ice cuts about nine inches deep. This leaves the ice solidly together, but allows it to be broken apart into blocks with a blow from the heavy breaking chisel. The circular saw has a 30-inch blade with replaceable teeth. It is powered by a four-cylinder gasoline engine. The whole unit is mounted on skids, from which steel rods extend to hold guides that can be set for any desired block width. The guides slide in the adjacent saw cut to serve as a ripping fence for the saw.

While the ice is being scored, a curved channel is cut with a handsaw to provide access to the loading chute. Then a hand-saw cuts a strip adjacent to the access channel. Only the lengthwise cuts are made by the saw as the crosscuts can be broken out with the big chisel. Once this first strip has been removed, there is room to work.

A second strip, running the length of the pond and at right angles to the first strip, is cut and broken out, two or three blocks at a time, leaving a narrow channel down the center of the pond. As these blocks are broken out, they are loaded one at a time by the power saw. The power saw scores the blocks about eight inches deep, so that they can be broken apart easily. Another set of guides slides under the blocks, set for the lengthwise cuts. After the blocks are broken apart, they are cut to any desired width and loaded into long, narrow storage bins where they can be kept for several months.

Teeth on the 30-inch blade of the power saw are replaceable. The saw scores the ice with 9-inch cuts while the chisel breaks out the blocks. Large sections are broken into blocks by driving a heavy chisel into score cuts made by the power saw.
broken free, large sections adjacent to them are split off and broken into individual blocks. As cutting progresses farther from the loading channel, it becomes more important to keep sections of blocks intact so they can be moved to the loading area more easily.

Before each cut, snow is packed into the scored ice just beyond the point where the cut will end. This prevents water from seeping into the blind cut and freezing.

After the ice on one side of the center strip has been removed, the men at the handsaws again go to work. They cut two long lines to remove a strip across the far end of the pond. This ice is floated along the de-iced section to the loading channel. Now, as the crew works back toward the loading channel, whole sections of blocks are broken out by chisel after they have been sawed free at the shore line. The whole object is to cut so there is always an area of solid ice between the section you are cutting and the loading channel for the crew to walk on.

Blocks are hauled up a chute into the icehouse by a power-driven cable. At the top, the ice slides on another trough into the building.

By now, the 500-pound cake is sliding rapidly. Workers dig into it with pike poles and swing it into place as it comes off the trough. Layer by layer, the blocks are piled up. It's a tough job, bucking these fast-sliding blocks, and anyone who happens to get in the way of one of them is likely to end up with a broken leg.

The top layer is insulated with a coating of sawdust. The house itself is well insulated and kept tightly closed.

That's the story of ice cutting. If you happen to be up North and see an ice-cutting crew on a pond, you'd better stop for a look because it soon may be as extinct as the dodo!

Here's an ice pond in full operation as seen from the top door of the icehouse. Blocks can be seen floating into the loading channel where they are picked up by the cable and hauled to the top of the chute to slide into the house. Workers ride ice floats like lumberjacks on logs.
Concrete Tank Is "Wind Tunnel"

Serving the same function in electrical prospecting as a wind tunnel does in aeronautics, a large concrete tank is used to improve methods of locating ore below the earth's surface. Nearly any condition, so far as relative electrical conductivity of ore and earth is concerned, can be simulated inside the tank. Running over the top of the tank is a wooden track which supports the measuring devices, the electrical equipment and the ore body to be studied. By placing a small particle of metal that represents ore buried in a part of the tank, researchers study the action of an oscillating magnetic field set up by a near-by generator. This is what happens when an electric prospecting device is used in the field. These studies are being conducted at the electromagnetic laboratory of the University of California at Los Angeles.

Wheels for Broom

Large brooms for sweeping big floor areas are maneuvered with less effort when equipped with a new two-wheel chassis. The two casters permit the operator to wheel the broom backward on the return stroke instead of lifting it. The chassis is mounted on wood-backed brooms with lag screws; a special attachment is available for fastening it to metal-backed brushes.

"Peel Paste"

Movie makers, by using a new "peel paste," can strip wallpaper off their sets in a few minutes, making the walls available for reuse almost immediately. The paste, which has supplanted the usual starch pastes, is a mixture of glycerin, cellulose and water. The glycerin keeps the paste flexible even after it dries.
Beaching Gear Hauls Flying Boats Ashore

CAPABLE of crawling under a 300,000-pound flying boat in the water, floating it toward shore and then carrying it on dry land to a parking platform, this seaplane beaching gear resembles floating docks used to handle large surface ships. Built for the U.S. Navy, the gear is self-powered, can submerge itself, move forward, backward or sideways. It has two flotation units spaced to accommodate the hull of a flying boat. Separating these units is a horizontal platform on which is located a removable pallet with adjustable wheels on which the plane hull rests. The gear is propelled by two engines located at diagonally opposite ends of the floats. As the shore is approached, the operator transfers power from the propellers to three Caterpillar treads, mounted in tricycle-gear fashion, which move the plane over normal beaches. A tractor or winch is used to transfer the wheeled pallet, on which the plane rests, from the beaching gear to a repair platform ashore.
LITTLE THINGS are big things to William G. Klassen of Hagerstown, Md. In his Temple of Miniatures—a 13-foot exotic structure weighing over a ton—Klassen has depicted the fabulous court of Louis XIV and the sixth-century knights of King Arthur.

This hobby of Klassen's requires plenty of spare time and patience. Only a few simple tools are used. So filled with materials is his room in the Alexander Hotel, where he is maître d'hôtel, that he can hardly move around. Extra chests of drawers keep his supplies in order.

His work is done to a scale of one inch to the foot, although, of course, he has no blueprints to work with—the ideas he uses coming from a combination of research and imagination.

Once a year, Klassen puts his handiwork on display in the hotel lobby. It can be shown complete, as it is here, or in sections. Below, King Arthur's Court
The court of Louis XIV boasts a real marble floor which was once part of a soda-fountain counter. The stairway and balustrades in the rear look like marble, but they were carved from pine wood and painted to match the floor. Incidentally, he put 23 coats of paint on them!

Ingenuity is an essential part of Klassen's hobby. He uses inexpensive materials to reproduce luxurious decorations. He makes crystal chandeliers of cheap glass beads and candleholders from midget plastic pipes. The knights of King Arthur's Court wear armor devised from metal mesh used in ladies' handbags. Their helmets are plastic Easter eggs cut in half, painted silver and surmounted with decorations.

Each of the many turrets on the Temple of Miniatures has as its base a plastic drinking tumbler on top of which are a pepper shaker and a knob from a lamp shade. The uppermost piece is an inverted golf tee. The temple, made of carved wood, is given a stonelike appearance by a paint that is mixed with gravel.

Klassen estimates that he works on each scene about 700 hours, not including planning and research. He doesn't call it work, though, it's relaxation to him and right now he's intent on finishing scenes from early America featuring Mount Vernon and Monticello.

Klassen has turned his hotel room into a workshop. He uses a few small power tools, but most of his work is by hand.

Below, four separate items, left, form one of the many turrets that decorate the temple. Bottom, Louis XIV's salon.
Nonvibrating Chain Drive

Running almost as smoothly as a V-belt, a newly designed chain drive can transmit as much as 5000 horsepower at speeds up to 3600 revolutions a minute. The new design combines, for the first time, the ruggedness of a gear drive with the smoothness of a belt. Providing for tremendous increases in speeds with much narrower widths than conventional drives, the chain eliminates the need for costly shaft extensions. A six-inch chain does the work of a 24-inch belt. Basis of the design is a chain-and-sprocket-engagement principle that gets rid of the slapping common to previous chain drives. It also runs quieter and cooler than former designs.

Navy Scientist Invents Test to Spot Color Blindness

Color blindness has long baffled science, but today more information on the subject is becoming available. One of the newest devices to detect the many different types of color defects has been invented by Lt. Comdr. Dean Farnsworth of the Navy's Medical Research Lab at New London, Conn. On it a person who is extremely color deficient will match a gray spot on a transparent disk with a red, violet or green spot on a master diagram beneath. Others, not quite so deficient will say the gray doesn't quite match any spot, but is close to one of them. The device not only shows up color defects, but immediately indicates which colors an observer confuses.
Talking Doll

Make-believe mothers have a new playmate in a doll that talks when a button is pushed. The secret of the doll is a built-in record player operated by two standard flashlight batteries. The disk record is four inches in diameter and plays for about one minute. When the button is pushed the doll sings songs, laughs, recites nursery rhymes and says her prayers. The front of the record player can be removed when the batteries need replacing. Pushing the button automatically starts the record revolving and places the needle in the proper place at the beginning of the recording.

Flashlight Magnet Grip

You can aim your flashlight anywhere you want when it is held in position by a magnetic holder that grips an iron surface. A swivel joint enables you to swing the light in all directions. The magnet has a 27-pound grip, strong enough to hold on curved surfaces as well as flat ones. It is adjustable to fit any standard flashlight.

Inexpensive Underwater Movies

Underwater movie cameras—custom-made until recently—now are available for the amateur photographer. A new 16-mm. camera is driven by a small power pack of flashlight batteries. From 1000 to 2000 feet of film can be run through the camera before the power has been depleted. The camera has a cast-aluminum housing and weighs 3 3/4 pounds underwater.
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To Di and Drich Bowler the stage was glamorous enough if they could eat regularly. But they traded one successful career for another and, heading west with a pottery "bug" and their ingenuity,

They said

GOOD-BY to BROADWAY

By Rafe Gibbs

Lungs protected by a respirator, Drich Bowler glazes a handmade plate. A 12-inch fan draws the excess material out of the air
IN NEW YORK CITY on January 1, 1951, there were over 50,000 persons seeking a livelihood in the theatrical profession, one way or another. By the end of this year, five percent will have decided that they just can't eat regularly enough. What then?

These artists who walk away from the bright lights face a difficult problem. Most are afraid to turn to some other creative art. But not two young Thespians named Di and Drich Bowler.

In 1946, chucking good Broadway stage parts, the Bowlers migrated west in a Jeep, seeking the simple, secure life—*with a form of art thrown in*. Although lacking both money and experience, they wound up establishing their own successful pottery business near Bliss, Idaho.

Drich, who had served with the Air Force in the South Pacific during World War II, had some GI-Bill education coming, so he and Di first enrolled in pottery making at the University of Idaho, doing odd jobs to help the budget. As a thesis project, Drich built a kiln. Now estimated to be worth about $1000, it cost only $70 to build. The secret—most of the parts were obtained from junk yards.

Came June of '47 and the Bowlers loaded their prized kiln in a trailer behind their Jeep along with Wanda, a goat they had acquired to cut down milk costs on their new venture. Their destination was Hagerman Valley in southern Idaho, noted for its lush, irrigated crops nudging parched sage. Through the valley winds the Snake River, and along its banks are buttery, red-clay deposits.

At a bend in the river the Bowlers picked their homesite, three cheap acres with a three-million-dollar view — sage-covered hills that blended into willows on the river. Around a picture window to frame that view, the Bowlers built their combined home and pottery workshop — with borrowed funds, sweat and ingenuity.

Construction block made of pumice from Idaho's Craters of the Moon was utilized
for the walls of the modern, flat-roofed home. Water-mellowed driftwood picked up from the banks of the Snake became beams and decorative pieces.

"Building plans were sometimes changed daily to make the driftwood fit," says Drich.

But the end product is both practical and beautiful.

Vital to pottery making are the right humidity and temperature. This called for more ingenuity, more improvising.

Handy to the Bowlers' place are some springs. Tapping these as a water supply, Drich rigged up a highly efficient air-conditioning unit. Utilized in it are a vegetable atomizer and an old furnace blower, driven by an equally old electric motor, to pull saturated spray through a baffle filter.

As the house took form, so did the props for pottery making. The kiln—and Wanda—had arrived safely, but more was needed.

Assembling such parts as the flywheel from an old Chevrolet and the bearings from two discarded engine blocks, Drich constructed a standard potter's wheel for about two dollars.

That project was easy. But also required was another wheel with variable speed for certain ware such as large bowls. Taking a transmission that had once powered a mobile-gun unit during the war, Drich soon had a second wheel he didn't have the money to buy.

In pottery making there are inevitable failures—ware that cracks in the first firing. If the imperfect ware is ground up, however, the materials can be used again.

Search for a grinder ended on a faded Indian trail. There the Bowlers found a stone mortar and pestle used by the red men for grinding corn.

"We had finished grinding out corn on the Broadway stage," says Di, "but decided the mortar and pestle would be just the thing for grinding up our pottery grog. It was, too—but slow."

That was also the comment of Jim Henry, a plumber and ex-miner, when he saw Drich one day squatted Indian fashion before the mortar, laboriously oscillating the pestle.

"Got something at home I think you can use," he said.

Next day Henry returned with a small ore-crushing mill. It was soon crushing 40 to 50 pounds of cracked pottery per hour.

That speed-up started Drich thinking about a quarter-century-old washing machine Di had acquired. With hesitation he broached an idea to his partner in pottery.

"We're taking too much time mixing our clay by hand," he said. "Why don't we use the washing machine?"

Di had washed clothes by hand in a Greenwich Village cold-water flat. Why not in Idaho? "Okay," she agreed.

With the washing machine the Bowlers found they could mix a week's supply of clay in two hours.

Since then, the profits have been coming
Ore crusher, once used by an assayer, now grinds up imperfect pottery. Material then can be used again in. You can find the Bowler's handmade Snake River pottery, bearing the seal of a Western rattler, in smart gift shops from Sun Valley to Manhattan. But they've worked hard for the applause.

There were times when money was so short that Di took to teaching school at near-by Gooding. Drich traded time in a neighbor's hayfield for carpentry help.

Their successful venture is the story of two artists who never let their creative urges die, who found what they had sought on Broadway beside an Idaho river.

Recently the Bowlers adopted a baby boy, a handsome, chubby masterpiece. Not long ago the lad became ill. Rushed to the doctor's office, he received a shot of penicillin. Di and Drich were worried, busy parents. Then in the evening the fever abated and the lad fell asleep. The clock said 11 p.m.

The Bowlers, though, wouldn't call it a night. They put on their smocks, began to turn the potter's wheels, to feel wet clay taking shape in their hands. The tired lines seemed to spin away with the movement of the wheels. The Bowlers were creating, and in their hands they held happiness.

Pond, formed by damming a spring to supply power, has a more important use—it's stacked with trout!
Tractor Light
Double protection against night accidents is provided for trailers by a taillight with an auxiliary light at the end of a 35-foot cable. The main mounting is permanent but the extension can be stretched out and clamped on pulled vehicles. Its cable is on a spring-driven reel to maintain constant tension and prevent tangling. The extension light becomes a floodlight when the red lens is swung aside.

Pigeon Preventive
Pigeons don't like a new puttylike chemical. It's a gelatin compound which prevents pigeons, starlings and other feathered pests from roosting on the ledges of buildings. The chemical is applied with a calking gun to favorite roosting spots. Ribbons of the compound are run along the surface two or three inches apart. One application lasts a year.

Nonswat Mosquitoes
Making ferocious mosquitoes from gourds is the unique hobby of Herbert Klein, a cafe owner of Conroe, Tex. Klein uses long, curved gourds for the bodies, cup gourds with pointed ends for the heads and beaks. Sheet plastic forms the wings, pipe cleaners the antenna and legs. Klein paints a grotesque face and striped body on the resulting monster. So appealing are the mosquitoes that tourists have left a backlog of orders—at $15 per insect.

Christmas-Tree Apron
Covering the floor beneath the Christmas tree to protect the carpet, a red plastic apron, five feet in diameter, also forms an attractive background for gifts. Resistant to fire and water, the circular apron is quickly cleaned with soap and water. Three snap fasteners hold it closed after it has been slipped around the tree.
Sparkling like a gem in a snowy setting, this ranch house says "Merry Christmas" to all who come within view.

CHRISTMAS LIGHTING

FROM THE GREEN HILLS of southern California to the snow-clad landscape of New England, Americans traditionally celebrate Christmas by adorning their homes, business establishments and public buildings with elaborate decorations. Your home, too, can spread the cheer of the holiday season, so join in the fun and "outshine" your neighbors on Christmas Eve. If the budget is strained, as it often is around Christmas, you'll be surprised at what can be done with only a few dollars and some odds and ends of hardboard, oilcloth and evergreen trimmings. Strings of colored lights and possibly a floodlamp or two are, of course, essential for after-dark lighting.

A wooden frame, a string of lights, some greens and a red bow form a striking wreath for the front door.
The little balcony is an ideal spot for setting up this oilcloth Santa, but there are many places on or near the house where he'll look just as effective.

Utilizing minimum tinsel decoration, this house is dramatized by colored floodlights hidden under the second-floor overhang and behind the evergreens.

In scene from a Christmas-poem series, cutout child figures “hang” stockings on a simulated fireplace displays but, in many cases, you will find that the cost of the lights is the only extra expense involved.

The three photos above picture a portion of a unique neighborhood project that depicts scenes from a famous children’s poem. After the residents had built the various scenes in their home workshops as part of the cooperative effort, the settings were assembled in their proper order, one in front of each house. With each scene illuminated by a weatherproof spotlight, the entire poem could be viewed in proper sequence by passing motorists. Sketches made for all the settings were followed closely when building the props. The figures are bandsawed from hardboard or waterproof plywood and “dressed” in cloth.
remnants or painted to simulate clothing. Brightly colored yarn is used to represent hair. Other parts of the scenes, such as the fireplace and bed, are also assembled from plywood or hardboard and painted to suit. Note that the line of the poem corresponding to each scene is lettered on a hardboard panel, which is mounted so the lettering can be seen clearly from the street. The entire sequence is dismantled after the holidays and stored for use the following year.

The elaborate display pictured below features the ever-popular reindeer in a brilliant Christmas setting which attracts parents and their youngsters from miles around. The reindeer is modeled from papier-mache or plaster of Paris mixed with tow or excelsior. This is applied to a form of screen wire or hardware cloth fitted over a wooden or metal frame. The completed figure is finished with white texture paint.

For outside decorations, be sure that your strings of colored lights are the type made especially for outdoor use, and that the floodlamps and spotlights are of the weatherproof type. If you do not have a standard outdoor receptacle, use a protected outlet on the porch or in the garage. If one is not available, you can run an extension cord from the house. Pass the cord...
thru a hole drilled in a board and fit the board directly under a lower window sash. If the window is not fitted with a burglar lock, it can be locked against the wooden insert with a stick wedged between the top of the sash and the window casing.

The following two pages detail several ways of making simple and effective Christmas decorations, but these are just a few of the hundreds of different ideas which can be employed. The upper right-hand detail on the next page shows how evergreen trimmings can be used to form a large wreath around a door or window. A horse-shoe-shaped wooden frame is built to the desired size and poultry wire or hardware cloth is stapled to the frame. A string of lights is fastened to the wire and sprigs of evergreen are inserted through the mesh so they completely conceal the wire but leave the lights exposed. The wreath is topped with a large oilcloth bow.

Another popular doorway treatment is attained by installing a large candle on either side of the door. The candles can be made in several ways depending on the type of lighting to be used. One of the simplest candles consists of two pine boards or lengths of hardboard mounted vertically, one in front of the other and separated by spacer blocks. A string of colored lights is fastened between the boards, and a floodlamp or spotlight is mounted on the upper
Lengths of ordinary downspout provide form for giant candy cane. Peppermint stripes are duplicated by wrapping spirally with strips of red and white oilcloth spacer block to cast its beam from the top of the candle. A flame can be simulated by clipping a spiral of wire to the floodlamp lens and covering the spiral with colored cellophane. Candles also can be improvised by covering a wooden frame or half of a cardboard rug-shipping tube with translucent plastic or oilcloth, using a spotlight at the base or a string of lights inside the tube.

The life-size Santa pictured on the following page, and also shown in full color on page 158, is supported by a wooden frame, with lengths of stiff wire being used to hold the arms in position. The jacket and trousers are made of red oilcloth. These are fitted over the frame and stuffed with old

One homeowner used his large picture window to display this cheery greeting. He painted the scene on the inside of the window with show-card colors.
Shadow picture of the Three Wise Men, above, is one of many silhouettes which are attractive when set on window sill or on the lawn. Colored lights are hidden between cutouts and light-colored background clothing or papers to fill them out. A Santa Claus mask and hat, gloves, belt and cotton trim complete the outfit.

Two varieties of lawn cutouts are detailed below. These are of hardboard or weatherproof plywood, held upright with a stake driven into the ground. The Santa cutout at the left is illuminated with a clear spotlight, the shadow cast by the cutout being tinted with a color-capped floodlamp concealed behind the figure. The angel cutout at the right is drilled to allow the lamp sockets to be inserted through the cutout from the rear thus outlining the figure with a number of white or colored lights.

Certain photos and information courtesy General Electric Co.
Gas-Cap Lock Kept From Freezing By Plastic Bowl Cover

When a lock-type gas cap is used on the filler tube found on older-model cars, water can be kept out of the lock by covering the cap with a plastic bowl cover and thus lessen the chance of freezing. A suitable size to fit snugly over the cap can be purchased at a dime store. Another stunt that will prevent the lock from freezing is to place a few drops of glycerin in it. J. Shields, Bloomington, Ill.

Car Touched-Up With Shoe Polish

One motorist temporarily refinishes worn and faded spots on his car with shoe polish. After washing the car, the polish is applied to the spots with a cloth and rubbed like wax. Then, regular wax is used over the entire body.

P. R. Wilson, Brooklyn, Ont., Can.

Curling Iron Used to Stuff Rag Doll

The difficulty of inserting cotton or other padding in the narrow parts of rag dolls can be overcome by using a curling iron. The tool is used like tongs to place the padding and, with the jaws closed, it also can be used for tamping.

Single-Door Clothes Closet Made Into Wardrobe Type

In order to make accessible the area on each side of the door to a small clothes closet, one homeowner widened the door opening, refurred it and hung two 24-in. doors, which close together and are held by friction catches. This permitted installing the clothes-hanger rod parallel with the length of the closet, and provided extra space on the inside surfaces of the doors for attaching shoe bags, a tie rack and a rack for holding purses. Note that a small chest of drawers utilizes space under one end of the hanger rod, on which clothes such as suits, shirts and blouses are hung. The full-length, overhead shelf is within easy reach.—Harold W. Wyatt, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fish Lure Provides Key Holder

A plug-type fish lure, mounted on a plaque with wood screws and hung on the wall, makes an appropriate key holder for the angling enthusiast. The barbs and points of the hooks should be filed off and the entire unit finished with a coat of spar varnish.

George Kapitan, Bronx, N. Y.

Nicks and scratches in furniture and woodwork can be repaired by staining them to the proper tone and then covering them with two coats of clear shellac.
There are few toys that delight a little girl like a walk-in playhouse. This plywood cottage is a yard toy that will bring many hours of pleasure and it is small enough for indoor use in rainy weather or during the cold months.
COTTAGE

DESIGNED to be set up or taken down in just a few minutes, this quaint little play cottage collapses to form a compact unit that can be stored under a bed or in a closet. The sides, roof and trim are cut from three 4 x 8-ft. sheets of plywood, and a few lengths of solid stock are required for uprights, plates, cleats and ridge board. Although 3/8-in. plywood was used on the original house, 1/4-in. plywood or hardboard will serve the purpose. If the house is to remain outdoors during the summer months, be sure to use weatherproof (marine-type) plywood for the walls and roof. Note in the details how the corner uprights of the sidepieces are fitted with bolts which engage notches cut in the corner uprights of the end panels. Wing nuts lock the uprights together for quick assembly. The ridge board is notched to fit over the gables and drilled to receive dowels inserted near the upper edge of each roof panel. Valances and cleats form channels near ends of the roof panels. The channels engage the edges of the gables. Sills, lintels and doorway trim are glued and screwed directly to the plywood panels, but the window boxes are given the effect of depth by mounting them on 3/4-in.-sq. spacer blocks fastened to the plywood. If the house is intended primarily for outdoor use, it will be worth while to include a raised floor to keep the children off the damp ground. The floor can be made by screwing a sheet of plywood or hardboard to 1 x 2-in. joists set on edge. The joists should be spaced not more than 12 in. apart. To facilitate storage, make the floor in two parts, hinging them together if desired. Notch the corners of the floor to clear the uprights when the walls are set up around it. The floor can be painted with porch enamel or marine varnish, and made even more attractive by covering it with a remnant of linoleum. Paint the walls, roof and trim of the house in bright colors and, if you wish, hang plastic or oilcloth curtains at the windows. Although a door is not necessary, a simple one can be made by hinging a plywood panel to the doorway, fitting the panel with a knob-type drawer pull on each side.
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Tube Unit Concentrates Breath When Blowing on Campfire

Finding a bellows too cumbersome to carry on hikes, but wanting a blower to aid him in starting campfires, one boy scout devised this handy “helper.” A length of rubber hose was fitted at one end with a short piece of ¼-in. copper tubing and at the other with a wooden mouthpiece as indicated in the detail. Note that in using the blower, the camper need not put his face near enough to the fire to be in danger of burns from flying sparks.

Russell B. Smith, Minneapolis, Minn.

Inexpensive Christmas Decorations

Decorating your home for the Christmas season need not be an expensive proposition if you utilize materials which, in most homes, are already at hand. For instance, to letter greetings on door and window panes, use a thick paste of flour and water. Sprinkle coarse salt over the lettering while still wet and the result will be an appropriate, frosty appearance. If desired, greatly magnified snowflakes can be taped to the panes around the lettering. These are provided in realistic designs simply by cutting out sections of intricately patterned paper doilies. On windows fitted with Venetian blinds, a novel effect will be attained by pasting or taping a large, seasonal picture to one side of the blind when the slats are closed, and cutting the picture in strips by drawing a razor blade along the edge of each slat. When the blind is open, the picture will not be visible, but a pull of the slat cord brings it suddenly into view. Fine cones always can be counted on to help supply a Yuletide atmosphere, and can be used in a number of ways. But first, brighten them up by brushing with rubber cement and then sprinkling liberally with metallic powders. Tie the cones to the Christmas tree with ribbons, use them in making wreaths, or fasten three or four of the cones together to form a holder for candles. And if you wish some giant-size candles, make them by placing regular candles vertically in tin cans and then filling the latter with melted paraffin. When the paraffin has hardened, cut the bottoms out of the cans to make the giant candles easy to remove. If you use milk cartons as molds, square candles can be made in the same way. Colorful, miniature Christmas trees are made by inserting long knitting needles through the centers of paper plates, and slipping tree-ornament balls over the needles. Place the largest balls at the bottoms of the needles and graduate them in size to the tops. Adorn the edges of the plates with crinkled foil paper or lace from a doily. The names of family members and guests, printed in befitting colors on the dinner dishes or glassware, will serve as a unique way to place the diners, and at the same time add to the spirit of festivity. Use red nail polish for the lettering, and trim it with clear nail polish tinted green by adding a crushed food-coloring tablet.

Bottle Warmer Used as Gluepot

An electric baby-bottle warmer makes an ideal gluepot that is especially useful for heating small quantities of glue. Often a warmer that has outlived its regular use can be utilized in this manner. The glue container is a tin can of a size to fit into the warmer.—Ken Murray, Colon, Mich.
WOOD and hammered metal are utilized in novel and attractive combination in these decorative candle trays. Although two designs are detailed, construction is essentially the same. In both designs, the base is scrollsawed from plywood or hardwood such as birch, and the outer edges are smoothed with fine sandpaper. The base is finished with shellac and wax. The metal trays and candleholders should be cut from colonial brass, which is a reddish-gold color. One tray is heart-shaped, the other round, and both have scalloped edges as indicated in the details below. After the trays have been hammered, buffed and lacquered they are attached to the wooden bases with brass escutcheon pins. On both designs, the candleholders are cut to the shape indicated on 1/2-in. squares and are attached to the trays with pins before bending, as indicated in the left-hand detail below. The candleholders also should be covered with a coat of clear metal lacquer to prevent tarnishing.
Homemade Clamp for Light Work

There is no trick to making a small bar clamp if you do it as indicated in the sketch. This one consists of a suitable length of steel rod threaded on both ends, two steel or aluminum jaws, a piece of tubing and a wing nut. The jaws can be any size required, one being drilled and tapped to take the rod and the other drilled to slide freely over the rod. Different lengths of tubing are used as spacers.

M. B. Birge, Hinsdale, Ill.

Staples Insulated With Rubber Pads

When insulated staples for electrical work are not at hand, try this trick. Use regular staples padded with small pieces of rubber cut from an inner tube.

Protecting Sportsmen's Equipment

Expensive sporting equipment, such as binoculars, telescopes, cameras and compasses, can be kept dry and free of dust on hunting or fishing trips with the aid of a plastic bag of the type used for storing food in refrigerators. Place the article in its case and then put the case in the bag. In this way, the case also will be protected from damage.—Richard Hanscom, Elmhurst, Ill.

Razor Blades Stored Safely When Embedded in Eraser

Hobbyists or craftsmen who use razor blades in their work can keep them from being dulled when stored in a tool kit or drawer by embedding them in an eraser. This also will make the blades easier to find when needed and will prevent cutting your fingers accidentally. Several blades can be kept in a large eraser.

Repairing Dented Car Molding

Slightly dented car molding often can be bumped out by using a lead die that is cast in the proper shape from an undamaged section of the molding. To make the die, first remove the molding and use fine sand to block off a section on the inside about 2 in. long, and fill it with molten lead. When the latter has hardened, place the dented area of the molding over a block of wood, slide the die inside the molding to contact the dents and then tap the die against the dents with a hammer. When the repairs have been finished, saw the die in half lengthwise so that it can be removed. A hacksaw blade can be used for this purpose.

D. B. Owens, Toledo, Ohio.
MINIATURE Christmas trees that add a novel touch to gay holiday decorations can be assembled from such common items as pipe cleaners, crepe paper, beads, etc. Typical trees suitable for table decoration are pictured and detailed above at the right. A spool wrapped with colored yarn forms the base and a length of \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. dowel serves as a tree trunk. On one of the trees shown a small bell is used as a base. Pipe cleaners are wired to the trunk to form branches, the outer ends of the cleaners being bent up or down, depending on the type of tree desired. By turning the ends up and forcing small colored beads over the upturned ends, a remarkably realistic simulation of candles is achieved. When the ends of the branches are turned down and curved inward they form hangers for bells or other miniature ornaments. After the branches are wired in position on the trunk, both the trunk and branches are wrapped with narrow strips of colored crepe paper. Colored balls or foil stars form effective top ornaments. Stars are wired to the top of the trunk and ball ornaments can be attached with a drop of liquid glue. Another type of tree, pictured above at the left, forms a secondary shade over a reading lamp. Make a tall cone of heavy colored paper, the open end of the cone being of the same diameter as the lamp shade. Cut round, diamond, or star-shaped holes in the cone and glue squares of colored tissue or cellophane paper over them to simulate tree ornaments. Decorate with a fringe and spiral wrapping of tinsel as shown. When the lamp is lighted the effect is attractively realistic. Utilizing the same idea, larger decorative trees can be made by gluing or tacking paper cones in graduated sizes to a length of dowel or a broomstick. The cones should overlap, the largest one being placed at the bottom.
TUBULAR FURNITURE such as a choise lounge or glider used the year round on a sun porch, will not mar a painted floor if the U-shaped legs are padded with a length of garden hose. One wall of the hose is slit lengthwise with a sharp knife and then spread apart to fit over the tubing. The natural curl of the hose provides a self-gripping action as the inside diameter of the hose usually is less than the outside diameter of the tubing. Rubber crutch tips are ideal for capping the open ends of legs that are not U-shaped.

Solving HOME PROBLEMS

LAUNDERED RIBBON does not have to be ironed if it is dried by wrapping spirally around a glass fruit jar. When the ribbon has dried, it will fall from the jar and will be as smooth as though newly ironed.

WALLPAPER-PASTING TABLE improvised from flush-type door is handy for an occasional small job. Just remove the door from its hinges and support it at a convenient height on the padded backs of two kitchen chairs. To protect the door from cuts and eliminate the need for cleaning off paste smears, cover the door with sheets of cardboard. Fasten the cardboard to the door with pieces of masking tape. If a flush door is not available, a panel door may be used by building up the panel recesses with layers of cardboard.
CANDLE WAX CLAMPS broken pieces of pottery together while mending cement dries. After cementing the pieces, drop wax from a lighted candle at intervals over crack. When cement dries, remove wax.

MILK CAN BE POURED from a carton easily and without waste if the opening is shaped to a pouring lip with a teaspoon. Insert the teaspoon in the opening, as above, and press lower edge of the opening outward.

DRYING OF GARMENTS on indoor clothesline can be speeded by using a double line spaced with thread spools. Use enough spools to locate them about 2 ft. apart and weave line in alternate directions through spools. Drape clothes over the double line.

THUMBTACK TAPED TO BOTTLE provides convenient holder for the cork. Press tack through adhesive side of tape and stick tape to bottle. Then impale cork on projecting point of tack. This is especially handy when using polish or cleaning solutions.

TODDLERS’ SHOES are easy to lace when the tips have broken off the laces if the latter are threaded through the holes with a bobby pin. Spread the pin to place it over the lace and pass the pin through the holes as you would a needle and thread.
Harrow Disk Anchors Standard For Rural Mailbox

If the standard that supports a roadside mailbox must be set in soft ground, it can be braced by using an old harrow disk as shown. Just place the disk a few inches underground and then drive the standard through the hole in the disk and into the ground.—G. E. Hendrickson, Argyle, Wis.

Powder Puff on Drawing Board Cleans Artists’ Equipment

A powder puff makes an ideal pen wiper for artists or draftsmen. Thumbed to a drawing board, it also will serve as a handy cleaner for the edges of angles and T-squares.

“Ounce” of Fire Prevention Regarding Christmas Tree

Highly inflammable and difficult to extinguish once they have been ignited, gaily decorated Christmas trees can be turned into blazing bonfires by a tiny spark from an electric cord. Following are a few tips on how to minimize such danger: The drier the tree, the more inflammable, so select one that has been cut late in the season. To keep it from drying out rapidly, saw about an inch off the lower end of the trunk, cut a number of notches in the bark and, after putting the tree in its stand, submerge the latter in a pail or small tub of water. If desired, a pail of wet sand can be used instead, in which case, water should be added frequently. Another precaution to take against fire is that of inspecting the cords and sockets of the tree lights for loose connections or frayed insulation. Also, check to see that a sufficient number of the proper-size electrical fuses are on hand. When decorating the tree, instead of covering the pail and the area under the tree with cotton or a white sheet, as is sometimes done, use metal foil of the type sold for wrapping vegetables. This can be purchased in rolls at a grocery store and attractively crinkled. The foil will not burn if a spark should fall on it. If cheesecloth is used for decorations or for costumes, it can be made fire resistant by dipping it in a solution of water, 1 gal., borax, 9 oz., and boric acid, 4 oz. Dry the material, but do not iron it.

Bess Ritter, New York City.

“Ringed” Pencil Easily Stored

Instead of tying a string loop to a pencil to hang it in the shop or on the kitchen wall, put a ring in the eraser, which makes it easier to hang. A ring can be made of wire, the ends sharpened and then forced into the eraser with pliers.—Benj. Nielsen, Aurora, Neb.

Transferring Typewritten Copy From Paper to Book Cover

Typewritten material can be transferred from a sheet of paper to book covers, or other surfaces that cannot be placed in a typewriter, by the following method: Place the coated side of a sheet of carbon paper against the back of a white sheet of paper, insert both in the typewriter and type the wording desired. With the papers placed back to back in this manner, the typed characters will appear in reverse on the back of the white paper. To transfer the typing, simply place the paper face down on the magazine and rub over the wording briskly with a knife blade. The transferred lettering may be protected from smudging by covering it with transparent cement or fixative.

Walter E. Burton, Akron, Ohio.

Driving a brad into the edge of a cigar-box lid provides a convenient handle to open the box when it is used for storing small parts.
Artificial Plants
By A. E. Fenn

Bare corners and walls of your home, as well as dark niches and mantels where nothing seems to fit in, often can be brought to life with “boxed” artificial plants. Plain arches, windows and similar places, too, can be improved in appearance with simulated “potted” plants. It is possible to make beautiful arrangements so realistic that it is difficult to tell the plants from live ones. Material for making plants of many types is available at little cost. Those pictured in the photo were made by using small-size philodendron leaves in the foreground and large leaves of the same type in the background. Other combinations can be used effectively; such as, philodendron leaves with mother-in-law tongues, apple leaves with sumac leaves, Chinese evergreen with spotted chestnut leaves, or hydrangea with phlox leaves. The leaves, which are of cloth or paper, are bound to lengths of wire with green-colored tape. After the end of the wire is taped, as in detail A, the tape is brought back to the tip of the wire to catch the stem of the first leaf, as in B. Then the tape is wrapped spirally down the wire to engage the stems of the following leaves. The leaves are curved with the fingers and the wire is shaped to suit. To hold the leaf sprays in the box or planter, use a frog made by tightly rolling strips of corrugation cut from a cardboard box.

Paraffin Has Many Uses That Will Help Lighten the Homemaker’s Tasks

A cake or two of paraffin, kept handy in an old teapot or other pouring vessel, will be found helpful in many ways in the home. For example, to make an inexpensive wax for hardwood floors, mix melted paraffin, 1 part, with turpentine, 2 parts. Melt the wax by placing it and its container in a pot of water and then heating the water. Caution: It is a fire hazard to melt paraffin by applying direct heat. A furniture cleaner that is especially effective for removing water marks can be made by mixing a small amount of paraffin with olive oil. The job of scrubbing tile or linoleum floors can be made easier, and the floors will come out brighter, if a half cup of paraffin is added to the scrub water. However, the water must be hot enough to keep the paraffin melted. When mixed in equal proportions with vinegar, paraffin can be applied to gilt and silver trimmings to keep them from tarnishing. To prevent snow from sticking to a snow shovel or dust to a dustpan, just rub a little paraffin on them. Your pot of paraffin also will assist you when it is necessary to perform some handyman’s task, such as driving a nail or screw for hanging a picture. Coat the nail or screw with paraffin and it will be less likely to split wood or crumble plaster. If a furniture caster becomes so loose that it won’t stay in its socket, pour hot paraffin in the socket, insert the caster and, after the paraffin hardens, there will be no further trouble.
A SIMPLE dumb-waiter is "hard to beat" for moving items between floors in the home, especially in a home where food, laundry, packaged goods, etc., must be carried to the second floor. It also will make quick work of taking heavy baskets of laundry to and from the basement, and getting things into the attic for storage becomes a pleasure. The simplest and most inexpensive type consists of a cab, or carriage, which is raised and lowered in a shaft by means of a rope running over a large rope sheave. Such a unit usually is equipped with a manually operated brake so that the cab can be stopped at any floor and held in this position until the brake is released. It is suitable for light loads and is practical for as many as three floors. Similar types are used in restaurants and often in stores for elevating food or goods from the basement. Usually, the upper delivery door is installed under a counter. These units also are operated by hand, but with the elevating crank, traction sheave and brake located in the basement rather than at the top of the shaft as is common practice in other types of installations.

More elaborate types of waiters serving two or more floors are driven electrically by means of a reversing motor. "Send" and "call" switches on each floor operate through a system of relays and limit switches in such a manner that the cab can be sent up or down from any floor. All mechanical and electrical parts necessary in the construction of any type can be purchased from dealers handling elevator equipment.

Two types of hand-operated brakes are detailed below. One is cam-operated, the other is locked and released by means of an over-center lever. In the cam-type brake, the linings are riveted to shoes which pivot from the same point. When the cam is in the released position, the shoes are forced away from the brake drum as shown in the detail, permitting the drum and traction sheave to turn freely. When the cam-actuating lever is moved to the "on" position, as shown by the dotted lines, the brake shoes are forced together by springs, causing the linings to grip the drum tightly until the brake is released manually. In the over-center type of hand brake the lining forms the shoe and is continuous, one end being fixed while the other is attached to the over-center lever. When the brake is in the on position, the shoe contacts the brake drum over approximately one half of its circumference.
The principal advantage of this type of hand brake is its positive toggle action in releasing and tightening the brake shoe without drag or chatter. This is due to the action of the tension spring which snaps the over-center lever to the release, or on, position when the control rope is pulled lightly. The electric, or solenoid, brake is used in the electric-drive installations and, as will be noted in the detail on the opposite page, it is placed between the motor and the worm gear, the drum being on the worm shaft. Operation is similar to the cam-type hand brake, except that the cam is replaced by a solenoid. Each shoe is pivoted individually and when the solenoid is energized the braking action is similar to that of the hydraulic auto-type brake, the solenoid acting to force the arms of the brake shoes apart and bring the linings in contact with the drum. In all types of brakes, the drum should be keyed to the shaft. Do not rely on a pin or setscrew. It should be kept in mind that, in most states, laws governing the operation of elevators and dumb-waiters require suitable brakes on all types of installations. Also, the speed of the cab in feet per minute is usually specified by law.

In the details blueprinted on the following pages no dimensions are given for the various types of installations. The specifications are only general, as each installation offers an individual problem. However, some variations should be noted. In the traction-type system, where the cable is hand-operated or electrically driven, a counterweight is used. But, in the electrically driven winch type for under-counter installation, the counterweight is not required when the cable is wound on a spirally grooved drum. However, when two or more floors are served by the electrically driven waiter, the driving mechanism is installed at the top of the shaft and a traction sheave and counterweight are used in place of the winch. Note that in all types generally it is necessary to install deflecting sheaves in order to bring the lifting cable into the center of the shaft. In the hand-operated, or hand-pull, type serving two or more floors, the pull rope is made continuous by a special swiveling splice and runs through brass guides on both the up and down sides. The traction sheave must be located so that the pull rope clears the cab. Wiring diagrams for two and three-floor installations are given on the blueprint. Note that hatchway-type limit switches are used to stop the cab at the extremes of travel and at any floor between. Although only one set is shown in the diagram, three push-button switches on each floor of the three-landing installation allow the cab to be sent as well as called to any floor.
Hand Grinder Supported By Floodlight Clamp

Where a mounting stand is not available to hold a small hand grinder stationary, try a clamp from a photo floodlamp. It permits adjusting the grinder to nearly any angle desired, and also makes it possible to mount the grinder almost any place.

Henry Hanscom, Elmhurst, Ill.

Safety "Key" Prevents Picking Lock

Even though the key to a certain type of lock is left in the keyhole, some burglars are able to remove the key and open the lock with special tools. However, one homeowner prevents this possibility with a special guarding device, which is made as detailed from a piece of thin metal. In use, the device is inserted in the keyhole and force-fitted by turning it.


Tip for Masonry Repair

When repairing crumbled sections of a masonry wall, remove all loose pieces and clean the area with a wire brush. Then, use a cold chisel to roughen the surface of the area to be repaired so that fresh mortar will adhere to it.

Keeping Bed Slats From Falling

If you have had the experience of bed slats slipping off the rails and causing the mattress and springs to fall to the floor, you will want to try this idea. Just drive a screw eye into each rail in position to take a door hook driven near each end of the center slat as shown.

Rexford F. Mortimer, Altus, Okla.

Speed of Windshield Wiper Controlled With Rheostat

The speed of a car windshield wiper that is electrically driven can be controlled by connecting a rheostat in series with the wiper motor. The type of rheostat used on a car heater is ideal for this purpose and can be obtained at any auto-supply store. In some cases, it may be more convenient to remove the windshield-wiper switch and replace it with the rheostat.

M. H. Hadley, San Jose, Calif.

Toothbrush on Polish Applicator Cleans Perforations in Shoe

Finding the bristles of his shoe-polish applicator too flexible to reach into the perforations and around pinked edges on shoes, one man utilizes an old toothbrush for this purpose. For convenience, the bristle end of the brush was cut off and screwed to the back of the applicator, where it can be used either for cleaning the shoes or to remove deposits of polish.
LIKE ALL DEEP, narrow closets having a clothespole stretched across the back, ours held comparatively few clothes and forced us to wade through a pile of suitcases, shoes and boxes. Moving the pole to the front of the closet was little help, as then we had to work our way through the clothes to reach the things stored in the back of the closet. We finally solved the problem to our complete satisfaction by installing a retractable clothespole along one side as in the lower photograph. Two L-shaped shelves were built at the top of the closet, the lower shelf supporting the clothespole. As a board wide enough to provide clearance for the clothes was not available, we used plywood for the lower shelf. The outer corner of this shelf is hung from the door casing with a length of flat steel, as in the details below. In addition to the top shelves, we installed a shoe shelf directly under the clothes. This is simply a board nailed to the top edge of the baseboard and supported at the front with a flat-steel angle brace screwed to the door casing. With the clothes now hanging on only one side of the closet, we had easy access to the rear, and as the clothes now could be pulled out of the closet for selection, we decided to include drawer space at the rear of the closet. This was done inexpensively by setting up a tier of used filing cabinets, which were painted and lined with wallpaper.
Guard for Garden-Hose Nozzle Provided by Handle-Bar Grip

To pad the nozzle of a garden hose so that it will not scratch the finish of a car, cut the closed end from a bicycle handle-bar grip and slip the latter over the nozzle as shown. This will not interfere with adjusting the water stream or removing and replacing the nozzle. Place the grip so that it extends not more than 1/4 in. beyond the nozzle.

Coloring Copper and Brass

Interesting effects sometimes can be achieved when working with copper or brass by changing the natural color of the metal. For instance, to obtain a brown finish on copper, dissolve a piece of potassium sulphide about the size of a walnut in 1/2 gal. of water. Then add 1 oz. of caustic soda. Clean the copper thoroughly and immerse in the solution for a few seconds, or until it turns brown. Remove and wash in cold water, then dry and burnish the high lights with a piece of fine emery paper, finishing with a coat of clear lacquer. Brass can be given a permanent brown finish with copper nitrate. The latter can be obtained by dissolving scraps of copper in nitric acid. Keep adding the scraps until the acid stops boiling. Caution: Wear rubber gloves and a rubber apron when handling either nitric acid or copper nitrate.

Using a swab of cotton on the end of a stick, coat the surface of the brass. Heat with a blowtorch until the metal becomes first green, and then brown. Dust off the slag and, if not evenly colored, repeat the operation. Burnish the high lights with fine emery paper, coat with ordinary floor wax, and polish. A gun-metal black can be obtained by giving the metal three such treatments and waxing and polishing without burnishing. A mottled-green finish on either copper or brass involves coating the metal very lightly with copper nitrate and allowing it to dry for a few days in a warm place. A coat of lacquer will tone down this finish and time will add to its beauty as the colors intensify with age. To obtain the green patina often desired on copper roof trimmings and outdoor hardware, coat the metal with copper nitrate and allow to dry. If this is done during hot weather, a finish that would require years for nature to effect can be produced artificially in a few days. An antique finish on brass can be had simply by heating the metal with a blowtorch. When the surface turns dark, let it cool, and then wax and polish. Various degrees of heat applied to copper will turn it golden yellow, red or even various light shades of brown. Use gentle heat on copper—not a blowtorch. Antique finishes on heat-treated copper can be had by burnishing, waxing and polishing. To produce permanent black or colored lines on copper, first obtain the desired color or colors by heat-treating the surface of the metal. After it has cooled, paint in the lines with asphaltum varnish. When the varnish has dried, remove the background color with clear nitric acid, and then wash with cold water. Remove the varnish with lacquer thinner to disclose the colored lines, buff the background, wax and polish.

Dick Hutchinson, El Monte, Calif.

Countersunk Nut Tightened With Two Pairs of Pliers

When you have to turn a countersunk nut and haven’t a socket wrench at hand, try this kink. Grip the nut with a pair of thin-nose pliers, then grip and turn the latter with a second pair of pliers, placing them as close to the nut as possible.

Louis Hochman, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
"SCROLLED KITCHEN SHELF"

By R. J. De Cristoforo

USUALLY a small hanging shelf is the answer to the decorative problem posed by a bare wall in the kitchen. Although pictured above as a china and knickknack shelf, this one, with its scrolled cornice, also serves equally well as a storage space for spices and condiments. The back is cut from \( \frac{3}{4} \)-in. plywood and all other parts are of \( \frac{1}{8} \) and \( \frac{1}{4} \)-in. plywood as indicated. Note especially the method of fitting the scrolled parts A, B and C. Part C is notched to fit inside the open end of the shelf while part B is an overlay. After sanding, join all parts with glue and brads and finish in the natural color of the wood with shellac, or in color with two coats of enamel.

Quick Way to Count Typewritten Characters When Taking Speed Test

Typists who make a practice of giving themselves speed tests will appreciate this simple system for quickly counting the number of characters in the test copy. Before starting the test, set the left and right-hand margin indicators exactly 75 spaces apart. For example, set the left-hand indicator at 15 and the right-hand one at 90. Select the test copy from a book or magazine and time yourself while typing it. Then simply count the number of lines typed and multiply the total by 75 to get the number of characters typed. The number of characters typed per minute is found by dividing the total character count by the number of minutes.
A "NEW" BUGGY FOR SISTER

By Louisa and Walter Burton

With a few repairs and a new paint job, Mary's old doll buggy will make a thrilling Christmas gift for little sister—or it will form an appreciated donation to some worthy group that is gathering used toys for the local orphanage. You probably will find that although the buggy looks battered it does not require much in the way of actual repairs and, possibly, little more than a cleaning and painting. First, completely disassemble the buggy, placing the small parts in a jar or box so they won't be mislaid. Clean and repaint the frame, but if one of the steel members has been broken, solder the break or have it welded beforehand. The photos below describe a procedure that is typical for rejuvenating most buggies. If a new lining is needed, corduroy remnants will be found excellent for the purpose.

Apply rust remover to metal parts and rub with steel wool, as above. When clean, rinse parts in rust remover and wipe dry. Old paint is scraped or sanded from the frame, below, or removed with solvent. Broken underframe is repaired by soldering or welding.

Original lining is removed and either laundered or replaced with new material. Gimp tacks are pulled with pliers, as above. Lining of body can be glued to fitted cardboard panels, and hood lining is tacked in place or held with nonstaining glue, as below.
Hood and body of woven fiber are scrubbed thoroughly with soap and water, as above. Rinse off soap and, while fiber is still wet, remove any dents. After fiber dries, paint it the desired color by coating with well-thinned auto lacquer or model-airplane dope.

Cleaned metal parts are repainted with lacquer or enamel. Aluminum paint will simulate original finish, as above. Wheels also are cleaned thoroughly, and spokes and hub caps are painted to suit. Rubber tires can be made to look like new with auto-tire coating.
Water Level in Car Radiator Checked With Dip Stick

The level of liquid in a car radiator can be checked quickly, especially in dim light, with a simple dip stick carried in some convenient place under the hood. A strip of wood or composition board will do. A hole drilled near one end and a length of cord will permit the stick to be hung on a projecting bolt in the car when not in use. On many cars, the stick will ride safely if simply laid on the cowl beneath the rear part of the hood.

Handle on Knob to Open Door When Hands Are Full

An extending rod fitted to the knob of a garage or basement door makes it easy to open the door with your knee or elbow when carrying bulky objects or when your hands are covered with grease or paint. To install the rod, close the door and scribe a line across the knob at a right angle to the doorframe. Then remove the knob and drill a hole in one side to take the rod, and an undersize hole on the other into which threads on one end of the rod can be turned. Another way is to drill only one hole, fill the knob with a fairly thin mixture of plaster and then set the rod in the plaster, after first bending it slightly at the end to help anchor it in the plaster.

No-Draft Ventilating System Improves Car Heater

Especially useful on cars having the type of heaters that take air in from the outside, a ventilating system can be provided with about 15 ft. of defroster hose and eight ports similar to those used on some model Buicks.

Four lengths of hose are attached to holes cut in the shelf behind the rear seat of the car and extend to holes in the fenders. All openings are trimmed with the ports.—Eugene R. Lemieux, Middle Village, L.I., N.Y.

Correcting Windows That "Stick"

Windows that are difficult to open and close after they have been painted can be corrected by the following method: First, smooth the inside surfaces of the stops with fine sandpaper and wipe off all dust. Then, rub the stops with floor wax. Slide the windows up and down several times and apply a second coat of wax.

Charles L. Funnell, Yonkers, N. Y.

[Tied to the string on a child's pull toy, a rubber ring from a fruit jar makes a handle that can be easily grasped.]
DINNERWARE IN WOOD

By Otha C. Spencer

To combine real luxury with easy informality, there's nothing quite like a complete service of wooden dinnerware, done in mahogany or other good turning wood of your choice. Whether gleaming in the candlelight beside your best crystal or waiting for the "hot dogs" at a back-yard picnic, these versatile dishes are right at home. The cost of the wood comes to a small fraction of the price of a complete set of similar tableware. The photo above pictures two place settings, including optional coasters for the tumblers, sugar-and-cream service, salt-and-pepper shakers and large salad bowl. The 14-in. serving plate is not shown, but it is made in the same pattern as the smaller plates.

The plates and bowls are simple faceplate turnings. The same pattern is used for plates of different sizes, only the diameters being varied as indicated in the detail. The small salad bowls also follow the same contours as the large one. A mahogany turning block, ¾ in. thick for the plates and 2 or 3 in. thick for the bowls, is sawed to a diameter about ¾ in. greater than that of the finished piece. The blank is centered on the faceplate and the underside of the plate or bowl is turned. Then the work is reversed on the faceplate, and the top surface is turned, ¼-in. faceplate screws being used so they will not penetrate the thin bottom of the piece. Blind holes formed by the screws on the undersides of the pieces are filled before finishing. Because of their

Contours of bowl turnings are checked with cardboard template as above. Photo below shows hole drilled in exact center of turning squares for salt-and-pepper shakers. Headstock plug fits tightly in hole.
location, the holes are unnoticeable when the service is in use. However, if you wish to eliminate the need for filling screw holes, glue the work temporarily to a block of scrap stock with paper sandwiched between the pieces, and screw the scrap to the faceplate. The large salad bowl is provided with a fork-and-spoon set which is made according to the squared pattern.

The tray for the sugar-and-cream service is made from a rectangular block of ¾-in. mahogany. The inside of the tray is dished out with a round-nosed chisel, the chisel being worked from each end of the tray toward the center to prevent splitting the wood. Note in the details of the cream pitcher that a wide flange is turned on the upper portion of the work. After both the inside and outside contours of the pitcher have been turned to shape, waste stock is jigsawed from the flange, leaving only the blanks for the spout and handle. These are finished by hand with a wood rasp, pocket-knife and sandpaper. The sugar bowl is turned in the same way as the salad bowls. The lid is a separate turning and is completed without reversing the work in the lathe, the top of the lid being turned to the same diameter as the length of the handle before cutting off the stock. After the turning has been cut off, the handle is cut to its rectangular shape with a coping saw.

The salt-and-pepper shakers are tapered turnings, drilled out from the bottom and plugged with a cork. The holes at the top of each shaker are made with a hand drill after the turning has been completed, and a thin score line around the shaker simulates a cap. Turning the shakers is simplified by drilling them first and fitting them with a wooden plug to facilitate mounting between centers. In the exact center of the turning square, a ¾-in. hole is drilled deep enough to allow for any waste at the bottom of the turning and still leave a hole 2 ½ in. deep in the shaker itself. This hole is fitted with a flanged plug turned from scrap lumber, as in the detail, the plug being sufficiently tight to keep the work from slipping. After one turning has been made, the plug is used again for the other shaker.

The pieces are finished by staining, sealing with a thin "wash" of shellac, filling and waxing or varnishing. Applying two coats of varnish that is both alcohol and heat-resistant results in a finish that will remain beautiful for years. The pieces are especially attractive when stained with a two-tone effect. This is done by staining the inside surfaces light mahogany and the outside portions dark.
Salad Bowls

Serving Plates

Salt-and-Pepper Shakers

Fork and Spoon
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Preventing Breakage of Small Drills

The tendency for small drills to break or bend when used in a drill press can be reduced by altering the chuck of the press so that drills can be gripped as close to the cutting end as possible. This is done simply by drilling a \( \frac{3}{16} \)-in. hole vertically in the spindle deep enough to take the longest drill used on the machines.

W. Shields, Bloomington, Ill.

Testing Campfire Wood

When selecting fuel for a campfire or fireplace, remember that hardwood will produce the most satisfactory fire. It is, of course, more difficult to ignite than softwood, but once ignited it produces a hot, slow-burning fire. If you are unfamiliar with the types of woods, a simple test for fuel purposes is to press your fingernail into it where the bark is off. If the surface of the wood dents easily under pressure of your nail, it is softwood.

Warren G. Moore, Hyattsville, Md.

Auto Skid Chains Kept Tight With Rubber Strips

The skid chains on your car should be kept tightly on the wheels to avoid possible damage to the tires, or to prevent the annoyance of having the cross chains strike the undersides of the fenders. Tighteners can be made at no cost by using wide strips of rubber cut from an inner tube and attaching cross chain hooks at the ends of the strips. The hooks can be attached by folding the ends of the strips through them and wrapping rubber bands or fine wire tightly around the folded portion as shown.

C. V. Mobberly, Graysville, Ohio.
RAFTING with short pieces of metal tubing is an interesting and economical hobby as it lends itself to innumerable projects and utilizes the short lengths of stock that usually are discarded as waste.

After you have tried some of the suggestions given, many other uses in projects are sure to come to mind. Suitable scraps of tubing are to be found in most home workshops. Sizes begin at less than $\frac{1}{4}$-in. outside diameter, and the different metals, copper, brass, and aluminum, vary in hardness so that it is easy to select the right one for your particular project. A hacksaw will do for cutting, if you use a fine-tooth blade and are careful.

The photo above pictures attractive pieces of costume jewelry made from $\frac{1}{4}$-in. sections of 1-in. outside-diameter aluminum and copper tubing. Napkin rings, shown in the center photo, are easily made from large-diameter tubing. Those pictured were cut from 2-in. aluminum, which was flattened on one side to form a base. There are, of course, many shapes in which the material can be cut for the rings. The details on page 191 show several ways of doing this. The rings are polished or peened and the inner surfaces are brightened with emery cloth or steel wool after forming.

The toolholder shown in the lower photo at the right is used for storing extension bits and lengths of drill rod, the sections which form the holders being soldered.
together and then bolted to a wooden back. This type of holder can be adapted to screwdrivers, chisels and similar tools simply by changing the spacing between the individual tubing sections.

Tubing forms a ready-made candle socket, and candleholders of various types are designed quickly by starting with a tube section of the desired diameter. The section can be used by flaring the top and bottom ends slightly. This is done by hammering the ends over the rounded end of a metal bar. A base may be added by soldering the section to a piece of sheet metal cut to the desired geometrical shape. The base can be dished, peened or merely left flat and buffed to a high polish.

As shown in the detail directly below, tubing sections provide decorative ferrules for knobs and pulls of various designs. Wood, plastic or metal can be used for the pull itself. The only requirement for attaching the sections is to turn a shoulder on the pull to provide a press fit for them.

Metal-rimmed wooden wheels for homemade toys are shown at the bottom of the page. The tubing sections are cut to size and press-fitted on disks turned to the inside diameter of the tubing. Another way to make the wheels is to press a length of tubing over a wooden dowel or mandrel. Mount the dowel between centers in the lathe and use a parting tool to cut through the metal and partially through the dowel. The wheels are cut apart with a hacksaw after removing the work from the lathe, the narrow hacksaw cut leaving a slight
boss on each wheel to simulate a hub. Finally, the wheels are center-drilled for mounting on the axles.

The wheel rims can be cleaned and polished by locking the wheels together with a bolt and nut, and then holding the rims against a wire brush or buffing wheel. Unmounted sections of tubing can be polished in the same way by slipping them over a rod or dowel. When wire-brushing, use just enough pressure to clean the metal, as pressing too firmly against the brush will result in scratches on the surface.

Broken or loose tool ferrules may be replaced with sections of tubing, as in the photo at the right. Select tubing of a diameter slightly less than the original ferrule and drive the section over the handle tenon with a mallet. If you wish the ferrules to add a decorative touch, hammer the metal or polish it to a high luster.

Kitchen Tongs Clamp Pistons in Cylinder While Repairing Brakes

When relining brakes on a car or when making other repairs that require removal of the brake shoes, you can avoid the necessity of bleeding the wheel cylinders by using this simple tool to hold the pistons in place. The tool is made from a pair of tongs of the type used in kitchens. First, cut the jaws off the tongs, bend the remaining ends inward and then attach a short coil spring between the handles to apply a gripping force. In use, the tongs are placed over the cylinder, as illustrated, so that the ends will hold the pistons in place while the brake shoes are removed.


Paint will wash off your hands easily if you rub them with lard before painting.
Washer Aids Operating Locknuts On Drill-Press Depth-Gauge Rod

Placed between the locknuts on the depth-gauge rod of a drill press, a washer will make it easier to tighten the upper nut against the lower one without disturbing the setting. A regular washer can be used for the purpose by enlarging the hole in it with a drill or a round file.

Preventing Removal of Shoelaces

If your child has acquired the habit of pulling the laces from his shoes, try this kink. Just clip a fishing-line sinker of the split-shot type near the ends of the laces. The sinkers should be slightly larger than the eyelets of the shoes. They can be obtained at any sporting-goods store.

Thawing Car-Door Lock

A frozen door lock on your car that cannot be thawed by the usual methods can be thawed with a piece of small copper tubing about 12 in. long. Heat one end of the tube and then immediately hold it against the lock and blow through the other end. The air being blown into the lock will be heated and will quickly thaw it.

Wallpaper Held While Trimming By Coat Hanger Hooked to Table

To keep wallpaper from rolling up when laid out on a paste table, use this holder made from a wire coat hanger. Just bend it to fit over the roll and then hook it to the end of the table.

Materials for Emergency Repairs Obtained in Medicine Cabinet

When a search through your tool kit fails to provide certain materials or small tools needed to make an emergency repair, satisfactory substitutes for them often can be found in the home medicine cabinet. For instance, adhesive tape is suitable for use in many places that ordinarily call for masking or friction tape. Petroleum jelly is ideal as a lubricating grease, and dental floss is sometimes better for a sewing job than thread. Fingernail polish, whether clear or colored, will serve the purpose where a small quantity of lacquer is vital. Maybe a pair of cuticle scissors, a nail file, or an emery board will provide just the right small tool for some odd job. A medicine dropper will usually "stand in" for a missing oilcan. A worn toothbrush can be used as an applicator, a cleaning tool or even for spatter painting.

Nonslip Clamp Grips Small Parts

Modelmakers or other hobbyists who have need of a clamp that will hold small parts without "creeping" will find this one ideal. Easily assembled from odds and ends, as detailed, the clamp can be closed on the work by hand and then tightened, thus permitting positive placement and avoiding all possibility of slippage.

Ralph Lambert, Los Angeles, Calif.
CHRISTMAS-TREE STAND

By Benj. Nielsen

If you are one of the parents who struggle every year with an unsafe, make-shift tree stand, use this self-gripping one and eliminate your troubles. It consists of two parts bandsawed from hardwood, which fit together at right angles and provide both a gripping and wedging action on the tree trunk. After the openings are bandsawed as detailed, the parts are notched in the manner indicated to form a half-lapped joint at the bottom edges. Saw cuts, run each way from the bandsawed openings, are stopped about 3 in. from the ends. Stop screws, turned into counterbored holes, keep the wood from splitting when the stand is opened to admit the tree trunk.

How to Prevent Rotting of Timbers Exposed in Crawl Space Under House

Rotting of sills and joists in houses having crawl spaces under the floors sometimes is caused by moisture from the soil condensing on them. To determine whether or not sufficient moisture is present to cause such damage, enter the crawl space in the early winter and inspect the sills, joists and other exposed wood surfaces. If, on each of several inspections, the wood is found to be moist or even damp, the condition should be corrected immediately. This can be done either by covering the soil under the floor or by providing more thorough ventilation of the crawl space. The material recommended for use as a soil covering by the U.S. Department of Agriculture is asphalt roofing (not paper), which should be approximately 55 lbs. per roll of 108 sq. ft. All that is necessary to cover the soil properly is to lay the roofing with the edges lapping about 2 in. No staking, cementing or other fastening is needed and the soil need be only moderately leveled before the roofing is laid. Thus, the cost of making the improvement can be kept at a minimum. If conditions are more suited to ventilating the crawl space than to covering the soil, the recommended total ventilating area should be determined by figuring 2 sq. ft. for each 100 lineal ft. of wall around the crawl space, plus \( \frac{1}{8} \) sq. ft. for each 100 sq. ft. of ground area therein. For example, a crawl space that is 20 x 30 ft. would have 100 lineal ft. of wall around it, which, according to the formula, would call for an opening area of 2 sq. ft. However, \( \frac{1}{8} \) sq. ft. for each 100 sq. ft. of ground area must be added to this figure. As the ground area is 600 sq. ft., the total area of all ventilator openings would be \( 2 + \frac{1}{8} \), or 4 sq. ft. If the vents are to be covered with fine screen or louvers, the area of the openings should be doubled. If covered with both screen and louvers, it should be tripled.

To protect sheer stockings from damage, place cellulose tape over rough spots and edges on legs of desks and chairs.
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SERVICING AUTOMATIC CHOKE

Here are several simple checks that car owners can make periodically to assure proper operation of automatic-choke mechanisms

By Ed Packer

Essentially, the automatic choke in your car consists of a choke valve pivoted off-center in the carburetor air intake, its open and closed positions being controlled by a simple mechanism actuated by heat and vacuum. Here's how it works: When you close the starter switch, with all parts of the choke mechanism in the cold position, vacuum in the intake manifold acts on a vacuum piston connected by a linkage to the choke valve, Fig. 2. Movement of the piston, due to manifold vacuum, sets the choke valve in a partially open position and prevents overchoking. In some cars, the initial set of the choke valve is accomplished by operation of a magnetic coil which is energized when the starter switch is closed, Fig. 3. To hold the valve in this position until the engine starts to warm up, two forces are utilized. First, a thermostatic coil, tensioned to the cold position by cooling of the engine, tends to hold the valve closed until heat from the manifold gradually causes the coil to lose its tension. Simultaneously, the flow of air past the partially opened valve opposes the thermostat and tends to exert opening pressure on the valve body, which is pivoted off-center on its shaft, as in the photo below. However, when the engine is cold, the thermostat provides sufficient tension.
on the valve to overbalance the pressure of the air flowing past it. Now, as the engine warms, heat piped from the manifold to the thermostatic coil causes it to release its tension and permit the valve to open as the engine temperature rises. Thus, by the time the engine has reached its normal operating temperature, the valve will be fully opened. A somewhat similar cycle occurs when a magnetic coil is used to set the choke valve for a cold start, except that in this case there are two controlling mechanisms, electrical and thermostatic. In later-model cars the choke is interlinked with a fast-idle mechanism which prevents stalling when the engine is cold by providing a somewhat wider throttle opening than that required for smooth idle at operating temperature. As the choke valve is opened by the thermostat, the fast-idle linkage gradually closes the throttle so that when the engine reaches operating temperature it will be running at its normal idling speed. Many automatic chokes are fitted with a manually operated climatic control, Fig. 1, which provides a means of adjusting the fuel mixture by changing the operating cycle of the choke mechanism. Thus, by setting to lean or rich fuel mixtures as indicated on the cover of the coil housing, you can provide proper fuel mixtures for cold starts at almost any seasonal temperature.

Any condition that causes the operation of the choke mechanism to lag behind the temperature rise of the engine can result in trouble. However, as a rule the remedy is quite simple to carry out. If the mechanism “unchokes” too slowly, one of the first things to check is the condition of the screen in the coil housing. If the screen is clogged, even partially, that's usually the cause of the trouble. A thorough cleaning of the screen frequently will restore the original choke action. Although a comparatively rare cause of trouble in choke mechanisms, it is possible for dirt to find its way into the vacuum passage, Fig. 2, and interfere with the action of the vacuum piston. A few particles of carbon or other foreign matter can cause a partial stoppage of the small passageway and may prevent the initial set of the choke valve by vacuum acting on the piston. When this occurs, it usually is necessary to disassemble the unit so that the passageway can be cleared with compressed air. Another possible source of trouble is an accumulation of grime and hardened oil on the exposed parts such as the choke lever, Fig. 3, and the fast-idle link and cam, Fig. 2. To prevent possible trouble from this source, it's a good idea to clean these parts occasionally by brushing them, either with white gasoline or with carbon tetrachloride.
Caution: Disconnect the battery ground cable before cleaning parts of the engine or carburetor with gasoline. Never oil any parts of the choke or fast-idle mechanisms. The oil will gather dust and eventually cause trouble.

Should the electrically operated unit, Fig. 3 and the photo above Fig. 2, unchoke too rapidly and starve the engine before it is fully warmed up, it is probable that the special insulator, Fig. 3, has been damaged or has deteriorated to the point where it no longer provides insulation between the unit and the manifold. Replacing the insulator generally corrects the trouble. The thermostatic unit in this type of choke should never be altered. Adjustment of choke to carburetor is made on the outside of the unit and requires the use of a special adjusting tool as in the photo above at the right. Some experimentation may be required in order to adjust the climatic control on other types of chokes at the end of each season. Specific instructions cannot always be given, as the unit must be adjusted in accordance with the peculiarities of each engine. Usually it is necessary to adjust the fuel mixture also.

Homemade Blower for Your Jigsaw Keeps Work Free of Sawdust

A jigsaw not equipped with a blower to prevent sawdust from obscuring the line of cut can be provided with a homemade blower of the type detailed. This one is made from a length of large metal tubing that will fit over the spring housing on the head of the saw. It must fit tightly to be as nearly airtight as possible, and may be bushed at the lower end if necessary. A tin can that will fit over the head may be substituted for the tube. The upper end of the tube is closed with a disk, which is then drilled for a short length of copper tubing. This serves as a nipple over which a piece of rubber tubing is slipped to carry air to the pressure foot of the saw. In operation, reciprocal movement of the shaft inside the spring housing of the saw head acts as a miniature air compressor to operate the blower.—James F. Bennett, Lakewood, Ohio.
Milk and other dairy products delivered to your home will be well protected for several hours if an insulated box like this one is used to receive them. It is made from 3/4 or 1/2-in. material, such as waterproof plywood, and is lined with 3/4-in. insulating board. It can be made any size required and can be mounted any place convenient for the milkman. Another method of making an insulated container is to set one box inside another and fill the space between them with loose-type insulating material. Space between the two boxes should be at least 2 in. It is a good idea to cover the bottom of the box with oilcloth or other material that can be cleaned easily, otherwise accidental spillage or condensed moisture from the cool milk bottles may, in time, damage the insulating material. If, instead of being mounted permanently, the box is just set on the steps or walk as shown in the photograph, it can be taken along on picnics to serve as an ice box. In this case, the ice should be put in a watertight container and then placed inside the box.—Mrs. Virginia Hackett, Chicago.

**Pliers Drive Brads Safely**

When mounting a picture in a wooden frame by driving brads into the frame, the possibility of marring the wood can be eliminated by using a pair of the type pliers shown to drive the brads. Pad the lower jaw of the pliers with adhesive tape.

**Soldering Clamp for Small Work**

Bolted to the side of a soldering-iron tray, a spring-type paper clamp is ideal for holding small parts in position for soldering. Often, two clamps placed side by side can be used advantageously to hold two or more parts for assembly.
"Dubbing in" SOUND IN

Coupled counter provides means of "timing" two turntables with movie continuity. Author is making recording

Simple coordinator coupled to projector with flexible cable makes it easy to "dub in" sound in perfect timing with the presentation of your home movies

By M. G. Winterton

ADDING SOUND or dialogue to your home movies injects a professional quality that rates you high with friends who are invited to view your prize vacation shots. Being able to present a smooth-running narration of your experiences makes for greater enjoyment for both audience and operator, as the usual practice of watching the screen and attempting to synchronize voice and music with the changing scene results in an irregular and less-interesting presentation. Actually, "dubbing in" the sound is easy with the aid of this "timer." It may be used directly

A. Spring clamp on clipboard does double duty in holding both plastic cable holder and small notebook conveniently at hand for listing recording data

B. Speedometer cable is placed in half-round notches of plastic holder before sliding under spring clamp on clipboard. Counter fits in notched end of holder

POPULAR MECHANICS
while projecting or, better yet, for all types of home recording, such as tape and wire. It will not interfere with cable-coupled synchronizing attachments on such recorders. A study of the drawings and photos gives a clear idea of its construction and use.

Fig. 1 gives the dimensions and assembly of the plastic holder, while Fig. 2 shows the two small reducing chucks which couple a cable to the projector and counter. These are standard reducing chucks with 1/8-in. collets, the collet housings being fairly soft to cut, file and tap for attaching them to the film-feed sprocket and counter. As shown

C. Plastic clamp mounted on top of standard holds cable in line with the film-feed sprocket for coupling with small reducing chuck fitted to end of cable

D. Standard which supports speedometer cable is held in place by weight of projector which rests on a sheet-metal arm attached to base of the standard
around the paper clamp on a regular clip- 
board so that when the cable is in position 
in the holder, the clamps will hold it 
securely. Photo E shows the unit in place, 
a small lamp, such as one used on a sewing 
machine, being mounted on the plastic 
holder. A notebook of the spiral type is 
placed under the clasp for listing reference 
data, photo A. A cardboard strip pasted 
onto the cover of the notebook permits 
clamping and still allows turning the pages. 

In preparation for recording, the first 
thing to do is to establish a zero mark on 
the film leader so that when the film is at 
that particular point, the counter is always 
at zero. After this, proceed by running the 
projector to the point where the first musi-
cal transition or change is to be made. At 
this point, mark down the exact number 
under a column in the notebook labeled 
“Counter Number.” This arrangement 
makes it a simple matter to backtrack, if 
you happen to “go by” the first time. When 
this happens, reverse the projector and 

start over again as the counter automati-
cally subtracts the correct amount when 
rotated in reverse, regardless of the num-
ber of times the procedure is repeated. 

When you have established counter num-
bers for all the scenes and narration, the 
appropriate recorded music is selected and 
marked down under a column labeled 
“Record.” In cases where only music is 
desired, a notation to that effect is made 
under a column, “Notes and Narration,” 
and when narration is to be used, the actual 
wording is written down in the same col-
um, and given an extra number to design-
ate the exact starting point for the nar-
ration. You’ll find it simply a matter of 
converting scenes or groups of scenes to 
numbers and, when this has been com-
pleted, it is even a more simple matter to 
enter the right musical score. Sound effects
and narration in their proper places in perfect timing with the picture. Thus, the cable-counter combination provides a most efficient means of controlling both turntables and microphone by predetermining exactly when the change should be made.

Here's how it actually works: As a number denoting a change approaches on the counter, you have a chance to get ready. By starting about five digits in advance to make the actual changeover in the music, you'll find this interval just right for the picture. Two turntables and a microphone are plugged into a common mixer, as this is by far the best arrangement. Actually, two persons are better than one to make the recording, as one may take care of the music while the other is left free for the narration. Even with little practice you'll be surprised by the professional results you can attain with this inexpensive equipment. The cable, by the way, should be at least 6 ft. long to keep the microphone from picking up projector noise.

There is a wide variety of suitable counters available, some as war surplus. Some of the smaller and less-expensive ones do not have a hand knob for resetting, but this can be done by merely running the side of the small chuck against the rewind belt as shown in photo F. The counter should register each revolution as one digit.

In using recordings as background music for amateur films, seldom can a record be used in its entirety, as only parts of the record may be suitable for the particular scene. Thus, in order to place the pick-up arm on the record in the correct position for playing the desired portion, the position indicator and scale shown in photo G is most useful. It is also a good idea to number all records used for home-movie purposes. In this way, when making notes of records to be used, it is only necessary to list the number for setting the indicator.

Window Shade Provides Background For Photographing Small Subjects

One amateur photographer, who also builds models and likes to photograph his handiwork, finds a light-colored window shade an ideal background. The shade is hung on brackets screwed to a joist over the workbench where it is readily pulled down when needed. Note that enough of the shade is pulled down so that a portion of it lies flat on the workbench. The subject is placed on top of the shade, thus eliminating the distracting horizontal line usually caused by the edge of a stiff background.

Tom Gribeg, Moline, Ill.

Clothespin Holds Print Tongs On Edge of Developer Tray

Pressing a small plastic clothespin over the edge of a developer tray provides a convenient "hook" for supporting print tongs on the edge of the tray. When the tongs are slipped over the clothespin, as in the photo, they are held out of the way, and any solution is allowed to drain back into the tray.

Stopping Film-Holder Light Leaks

If light leaks have developed in your cut-film holders, the first place to look for the leaks is at the joints where the metal, light-trap strips are fitted into the wooden frames. Tiny cracks at these points usually are the cause of the leaks and, if so, are easily filled with wood putty.
Retractile Lens Brush Always at Hand When Carried on Key Chain

Inserting the bristle end of a water-color brush in a plastic pencil-lead container forms a lightweight lens brush which can be carried conveniently on a key chain. After the handle of the brush has been cut off just above the metal ferrule, a short length of wire is fastened to the brush with a small screw driven into the wood remaining in the ferrule. Then the wire is passed through a hole drilled in the bottom of the plastic container, and the end of the wire is bent to form a loop. The brush is drawn inside the container simply by pulling on the wire loop and is pushed out when needed. The cap of the container keeps the bristles free from dust.—John J. Rea, Urbana, Ill.

Hair Drier Is Useful in Photo Lab

A home-type hair drier can be put to good use in several ways in a photo lab. Blowing either hot or cold air, it can be used to ventilate darkrooms or to quicken the drying of prints and film or mucilage used in mounting. The drier also can be used to raise the temperature of developing solution by directing hot air over it, or to retard cooling by using warm air.

Emergency Substitute for Ground-Glass Viewer of Camera

In an emergency, a substitute for a ground glass can be made from ordinary glass by covering it with strips of cellulose tape. However, before applying the tape, draw your finger over the gummed surface to roughen it. This will cause the necessary deflection of light.

Eugene Lee Burner, Morgantown, W. Va.

Satisfactory close-up lenses can be made by cutting the bottoms out of sink stoppers and inserting ordinary eyeglass lenses in the remaining rings.

Popular Mechanics Plans for Projects in Hardboard

Are you, like many other home craftsmen, experiencing difficulty in obtaining suitable wood for your shop projects? Why not try hardboard as a substitute for wood in some of them? Often called the “wonder wood of 1000 uses,” this board has great structural strength, is hard enough to resist denting and scratching, and can be sawed, nailed or glued. Unlike indoor plywood, it has no grain, is resistant to moisture and can be stained, waxed, varnished or painted.

Believing that many craftsmen and manual-training teachers would be interested in hardboard for their projects, Popular Mechanics has prepared large plans on 36 projects that can be made of this material. The plans include such projects as a dog bed, bird feeder, lawn ornaments, magazine racks, waste baskets, photo frames, clothes hamper, birdhouses, bric-a-brac cabinets, a child’s rocker, etc. There are also plans for larger projects, such as dollhouses, window valances, tool chests, toy chest and a modern desk. All plans are 17 x 22 in. in size and are completely detailed. A postal card with your name and address will bring you an illustrative pamphlet that pictures and describes each project. Plans are 25 cents each and are available from Popular Mechanics Book Dept., 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11.
EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS say that neglect and abuse are the main causes of premature "old age" in metal-turning lathes. This is especially true of lathes in small job shops and also in the home workshop, as the machines are put to widely diversified use. Unless properly cared for, the lathes may be exposed to conditions which can cause rust and accumulations of abrasive materials that accelerate wear and affect accuracy. With periodic good care any lathe will retain its precision almost indefinitely.

Avoid damage to the bed ways: On high-quality lathes the V-ways and flat ways of the bed are precision-ground and hand-scraped within extremely close tolerances. Preserving the accuracy of the bed is of the first importance and this can be done in any shop, without loss of time, by careful observance of routine procedures. For example, always place a block of wood across the bed ways, Fig. 1, before attaching or detaching chucks, faceplates or other heavy accessories. Never lay tools, especially files, across the ways. Instead, use a wooden tool tray as in Fig. 2. Cleats across the bottom of the tray should have felt-faced notches cut to fit over the V-ways. When filing in the lathe, never tap the file against any part of the machine to clear it. Clean the file with a file card as in Fig. 3. Avoid using any part of the lathe as an anvil to straighten bent work. Pounding on the lathe bed can destroy entirely the fine accuracy of the machine.

Control grinding dust: The hard abrasive particles thrown off by a grinding wheel will cause considerable damage to the ways and other moving parts of the lathe unless
When a lathe is not in use, keep it covered as in Fig. 5.

**Guard the centers:** Drill the center holes in the work with a center drill having the same angle as the lathe centers, Fig. 6A, to assure good bearing surface. If only one edge of the countersink rides on the lathe center, Fig. 6B, C and D, the center may be scored. Also, the center hole in the work must be deep enough to prevent the point of the lathe center from touching the work, Fig. 6D. As the work expands along its length due to heat generated by the cutting tool, it usually is necessary to adjust the dead center during a prolonged turning operation to prevent damage to the center from excessive heating. Striking the centers with the work while mounting or removing it may also damage the points. When removing the live center from the spindle with a knockout bar, always hold the center to prevent it from dropping on the lathe bed or onto the floor. Avoid scratching or marring centers and taper sleeves by storing them separately from other tools. Centers having the points or tapers damaged will not seat accurately.

**Use the right wrench:** To tighten nuts and cap screws on the machine, use the wrench provided for the purpose by the manufacturer, such as the tailstock wrench, Fig. 7. Don't tap a wrench with a hammer. If necessary, strike it lightly with the palm of the hand. Avoid using pipe wrenches or pliers and make it a habit to remove the chuck wrench from the chuck when not in use. Belt tension on the headstock pulleys should be just sufficient to prevent slippage. Too much tension puts an excessive strain on the bearings and may cause heating and excessive wear.

**Keep lathe clean:** Remove accumulations of steel chips and shavings with tongs, hook or magnet. Then use a bench brush for cleaning. A small brush is handy for cleaning spindle threads, Fig. 8. This always should be done before mounting a chuck or faceplate. To clean internal threads, use a wire scraper as in Fig. 11. Clean the lead screw with a cord of suitable size, holding it taut in the thread while the screw is turning, Fig. 9. Clean the inside of the spindle with a bottle brush.

After brushing, wipe off parts with a rag. Neither brushing nor wiping should
be done while the lathe is running. Don't use compressed air for cleaning a lathe as metal chips and stray grains of abrasive may be blown into oilholes or forced into bearings. To remove heavy oil, use a cloth dampened with kerosene. Before mounting collets, centers, sleeves and drill chucks, wipe tapers clean, as dirt or a chip on the tapers may cause an error of several thousandths of an inch. Chips between gibhs and dovetail bearing surfaces may make sliding members difficult to move. Chips between the base and swivel of a compound rest may cause chattering. The felt wipers at the ends of the carriage, or saddle, should be removed occasionally, cleaned with kerosene and recoiled. Belts should be kept clean and free from oil.

Regular, thorough oiling: Oil specifications vary on lathes of different makes according to bearing tolerances and speeds used. Therefore the manufacturer's instructions on oiling should be followed. Most oilholes and cups require filling daily and more frequently if the lathe is in continuous use. The daily oiling schedule does not apply to motors which usually are fitted with wool-packed bearings that do not require frequent oiling. Oiling always should be done before starting the lathe. To avoid overlooking some bearings, it is best to lubricate the machine in a definite order. In some shops, oilholes and lubricators are outlined with brightly colored paint so that they are more easily located. Wipe off surplus oil that runs outside of oilholes and also close all oilhole plugs and cup covers after oiling to prevent entrance of dirt and chips. Always keep an oil film on the ways even when the lathe is not in use. Before attaching faceplates and chucks, oil the threads of the spindle, Fig. 10, after cleaning them. However, don't oil the taper shank of the centers, spindle-adapter sleeves and drill-chuck shanks, as a film of oil prevents them from seating properly. When the tailstock center is in use, lubricate the point with a thick cream made by mixing dry red lead and machine oil. Keep the mixture at hand near the tailstock and apply it as required.
Handling Rat Poison Safely

Ridding farms and estates of mice and rats has been made simple and safe by use of baits containing warfarin, a newly developed poison that is deadly to rodents but comparatively harmless to other animals and humans unless consumed in large quantities. Fruit-jar lids make ideal containers for baits that are placed about the home. As mice will not wander far from familiar territory, the bait need be placed only in rooms to which it is known they have access. An old box or crate, placed over a tray filled with bait, can be used as a bait station for rats. Portions of the sides should be removed to allow easy entrance. One station placed in the average-sized outbuilding is usually sufficient, although two or three sometimes can be used effectively in large barns. If stations are placed in the open, they should be covered with a piece of roofing paper or sheet metal to protect the bait from rain. As neither rats nor mice will eat moldy or dirty bait, it should be checked at frequent intervals and the supply replenished when necessary.

Tom McHugh, Moran, Wyo.

Large Lathe Dog Made Adjustable for Use With Various-Size Faceplates

It is a simple matter to make a large lathe dog adjustable for use on work where the length of the dog is too great to permit engaging it in the slot of the faceplate at hand. To make such a dog adjustable, drill and tap three or four equally spaced holes in the shank of the dog. Then provide a stud which can be screwed into any one of the holes. The tang of the dog can be removed if desired as the stud, when located in the proper hole, will serve in place of the tang to engage the faceplate. — Frank Butrick, Alma, Mich.

Magnet Holds Jointer Blades When Resetting in Head

The job of installing jointer blades can be made easy by using a strong magnet such as one from a magneto. This is laid on the rear table to extend over the opening, where it will suspend each blade for tightening in exactly the same position.

Ed Packer, Chicago.

Wire Along Front of Nest Prevents Roosting

One of the simplest methods and one of the easiest to install to prevent hens from roosting on the edges of nests is to staple wire in front of them as indicated. The wire should be stretched fairly taut. When installed in this way, the wire does not prevent hens from entering the nests. It does, however, make it impossible for them to sit on the front edges.

To determine which plates in a car battery are short circuited, look into each cell while the starter is being pressed. The water in the cell where the short is located will boil rapidly.
FOR SQUARING small pieces of wood, rounding corners and sanding end grain, you can't beat a large disk sander. The driving head of the sander pictured was adapted from an old wood-lathe headstock, but a grinding head or a small ball-bearing saw arbor can be utilized for the same purpose. In any case, the driving head must be fitted with a faceplate to which the sanding disk can be attached and detached readily when it is necessary to change the abrasive disks. In some instances, a ready-made disk with either a plain or threaded hub to fit the spindle can be utilized. Complete dimensions in the lower detail at the right are not given, as it is necessary to improvise a suitable table mounting, and this will depend on the diameter of the disk and on the type of driving head used. For all-around use, the disk should be 10 or 12 in. in diameter and the table should be fitted with trunnions which permit it to be tilted. The table should be made of plywood, or solid hardwood, and grooved so that a miter gauge can be used to sand the end grain on stock cut to compound angles. Provide a dust chute and bag, as shown, and attach the table trunnions to the machine base, or bench, so the table can be removed when changing the abrasive disks.
End Mills are simply metal-cutting router bits and they are supplied in a variety of sizes and types suitable for a wide range of work in metals of varying degrees of hardness. Milling cutters must be driven at comparatively slow spindle speeds and the relationship of cutting speeds to work feeds is much more critical than that of any woodworking tool. End mills are available with both straight and tapered shanks which adapt them to use in a lathe, drill press or milling machine. Both the end lips and the longitudinal flutes have sharpened cutting edges, which means that an end mill of the type having two flutes and a solid center will cut straight in, like a twist drill, and also will cut sidewise in either direction, depending on the direction of feed and whether the flutes are designed for right or left-hand cuts. End mills of various types are supplied for right or left-hand rotation and also are furnished with straight and spiral flutes.

Cutter types: Cutters in the common sizes range from 1/8 to 3 in. in diameter in solid end mills, and from 1 to 6 in. in diameter in shell end mills. The shell end mill, Fig. 1, fits over a driving sleeve which turns onto the threaded end of the milling-machine spindle. Of all milling cutters it is the most rigid. In solid end mills, the four-flute style with straight shank, Fig. 1, is the most widely used. The two-flute slotting end mill will enter the work and then complete the cut in a transverse direction, but other types having a hole at the center to facilitate sharpening must move into the work from the side. Nominal small-shop equipment should include several small slotting end mills, a set of four-flute end mills ranging in size from 1/8 to 1/2 in., and one or two shell end mills about 2 in. in diameter.

Feed direction: As is the case with all toothed tools, the work should move against the rotation of the cutter, as shown in Fig. 1. In the opposite technique of climb feed, the work moves in the same direction as
END CUTS IN BAR STOCK include a variety of shapes. When cut is centered on the end of work, such as a slot, test center is used to locate work position.

Methods of working: Certain common devices are used for mounting the work, most popular and practical being the milling vise, Figs. 2 and 10. Additional
### SPEEDS for MILLING (All Cutters)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>LOW-HIGH F.P.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALUMINUM</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNESIUM</td>
<td>24000, 12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST PLASTICS</td>
<td>24000, 12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRASS and BRONZE-_SOFT</td>
<td>150, 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRASS and BRONZE-MED.</td>
<td>300, 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT STEEL</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT CAST IRON</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHINE STEEL</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW CARBON STEEL CAST IRON-MED.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALLEABLE IRON MED. CARBON STEEL THERMOPLASTICS</td>
<td>50, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALLEABLE IRON</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED. ALLOY STEEL</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUGH ALLOY STEEL</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAST STEEL</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLOY TOOL STEEL</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR HIGH-SPEED STEEL CUTTERS: USE ANY SPEED BETWEEN LOW-HIGH LIMITS SHOWN IN BODY OF TABLE. IF SPEED GIVEN EXCEEDS RANGE OF MACHINE, USE HIGHEST PRACTICAL SPEED AVAILABLE.

### Recommended FEED PER TOOTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>1/8&quot; and 1/4&quot; END MILLS</th>
<th>1/2&quot; and OVER END &amp; SHELL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOFT METALS PLASTICS</td>
<td>.002 to .006</td>
<td>.002 to .008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT CAST IRON</td>
<td>.002 to .004</td>
<td>.002 to .006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALLEABLE IRON MED. CAST IRON</td>
<td>.002 to .003</td>
<td>.002 to .005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT STEEL HARD CAST IRON</td>
<td>.001 to .002</td>
<td>.001 to .004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW CARBON STEEL MACHINE STEEL</td>
<td>.001 to .002</td>
<td>.001 to .003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARD STEEL</td>
<td>.0004 to .001</td>
<td>.0004 to .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FEED PER REVOLUTION to FEED IN INCHES PER MINUTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEED PER REV</th>
<th>REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE OF CUTTER</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>125</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>175</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>450</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>900</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.05 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.002</td>
<td>0.05 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.05 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHITE AREAS SHOW PRACTICAL WORKING RANGE FOR BENCH MILLERS. ALWAYS START WITH A SLOW FEED (.003" TO .006" PER REV.) AND THEN INCREASE IF SATISFACTORY.
Mounting methods are illustrated by the various photographs. Where a choice of mountings is possible, the mounting which supports the work closest to the table is generally the most rigid.

On jobs requiring centering of the cutter with the work, such as the slotting job shown in the upper detail in Fig. 3, a test center is useful. If this is chucked and the work centered to it as shown, the cutter which takes its place will also be centered. The six steps pictured and detailed in Fig. 4 are typical setup procedure, the job being to square a shaft. The work is mounted in the vise and the four sides are worked in order as detailed at the upper right in Fig. 4 without changing the vise mounting. Cutting is started with a roughing cut on No. 1 side, after which the work is miked as shown. The simple calculation shows the amount of feed needed—.052 in. The vertical feed is zeroed and the table is then raised .052 in. to set the work for the finish cut as shown in the lower photo. On certain types of work, the technique of making the end of the end mill do most of the cutting, as shown in the detail, is preferable to making a wide, shallow cut employing the flutes.

Speeds and feeds: Suitable speeds for milling are given in the table of speeds and feeds, the general values being about the same as for lathe work. In many instances, when using small end mills, Figs. 5, 6 and 9, the permissible speed will exceed the maximum speed of the machine spindle. In this case, the highest practical speed should be used, usually about 500 r.p.m., if power feed is used, or 900 r.p.m. for hand feed. Otherwise, the speeds listed should be followed closely.

The feed of the work is a more difficult problem to solve because of the many variables in the work, the depth of cut, and the setup. The fundamental basis for feed is feed-per-tooth or, in other words,
the thickness of chip which each tooth in the cutter is required to lift. The table gives the average feed-per-tooth range for various materials. It also converts feed-per-tooth to feed-per-revolution, and to feed in inches, which is the most common expression of milling feeds. Feeds from 1 in. to 6 in. per minute are most practical for bench-miller work because they satisfy the operator's sense of timing. On new work or work of an experimental nature, the simplest approach to the whole subject of what the feed should be is to use the lowest feed available, usually .003 in. per revolution. Then, the feed can be gradually stepped up to full capacity. It is a mistake to feed too slowly as a slow feed produces fine chips that tend to wedge into the flutes of the cutter and cause heating and scoring of the work. The chip should always lift clean and readily clear from the cutter.

**Depth of cut:** The maximum cut with any kind of cutter when using a bench miller is about 1/8 in. More practical values are 1/16 in. for soft metals and 3/16 in. for steel. A lot depends on how much of the cutter is engaged. For example, a 2-in. shell mill working on a 3/8-in. edge, as in the left-hand photo above Fig. 8, can take a deeper cut than when the cutter engages a wider area, utilizing the full cutting width of the flutes. In milling cast iron, a fair average speed is 200 r.p.m., using a feed of .025 in. per revolution (5 in. per min.) with the depth of cut about 3/8 in. In all cases, a general technique which balances maximum cutter speeds with medium feeds and fine cuts will give best results. In a slotting job, Fig. 5, or milling a keyway, Fig. 6, you don't remove all the waste in one pass, but rather make the cut in several passes, maintaining as high a speed as possible. When using very small cutters, often it is best to use a high cutter speed with the hand feed rather than a lower speed with the power feed.

**Drill press and lathe:** Due to its vertical spindle, the drill press offers an ideal work setup for certain types of light milling. The job is commonly mounted on some type of milling table, most useful being the rotary type which has a circular feed as well as longitudinal and cross feeds. Fig. 7. Neither the spindle nor table of the average drill press is rigid enough for heavy milling cuts. Use only small cutters at maximum speed with fine feed and shallow cuts. A lathe fitted with a milling attachment does excellent work and is similar in all mechanical characteristics to the bench miller. The considerable overhang of the milling attachment prohibits extremely heavy cuts, but in all cases the setup is more rigid than any on a drill press. Both solid and shell end mills can be used. Cutter speeds should be maintained with feeds reduced about one half from rates suggested for the bench miller. For smooth work with a milling attachment, use power feeds when possible.
MACHINING EDGES is done easily with work clamped to milling-machine table. An angle plate, left and right photos above, is used to back up the work. When thin stock, center, is being edged, the thrust action always should be down to prevent chattering of work.

SURFACING SMALL WORK usually is done by clamping the stock to an angle plate as in detail at right. Example: Aluminum being cut with shell mill. Cutter speed should be 450 r.p.m., table feed .012 in. per revolution which is equal to work travel of 5% in. per min.

SQUARING A SHAFT, above, is done with an index head. End mill works on underside and automatic stop controls table feed. Machining data: Work is machine steel. Use speed of 450 r.p.m. with feed set at .006 in. per revolution. Cut made in successive passes, .025 in. deep.

CUTTING SERRATIONS ON HANDWHEEL is another indexing job. Setup is shown in photo and detail at left. One pass is used to make this light cut and speeds and feeds are as high as capacity of machine will permit. Work is supported in a three-jaw universal-type chuck.

BEVELING EDGES, above, requires changing the work for each successive edge. Accurate depth of cut is obtained by setting work in contact with cutter, zeroing infeed sleeve and then feeding in a specified distance.

V-CUTS are made by setting the vise at 45 deg. and using vertical hand feed. Vee should be marked on work so cutter can be positioned to work down one side of cut as shown in the detail at the right.
Faulty Acceleration of Car Sometimes May Be Caused by Slipping Fan Belt

When a car won't accelerate properly or cannot be made to hit top road speed, the trouble may be due to a slipping fan belt if the latter drives the generator. A loose belt will, of course, reduce the amount of voltage output by the generator. Thus if the battery is not fully charged there will be insufficient voltage to provide a satisfactory spark at high speed. Also, a consistent low reading on the ammeter may be caused by a slipping belt, even though a well-charged battery may for a short time keep the acceleration of the car normal. However, the battery will soon become discharged under such conditions, and faulty acceleration of the car will follow.

Old Implement Lever and Quadrant Has Many Uses Around a Farm

Lever and quadrant units which can be taken from various types of junked farm machinery can be put to many good uses around the farm. For instance, one farmer mounted such a unit on a feed-lot gate, as illustrated, where it is used to operate the sliding latch. It also could be used to advantage, if installed on a windmill, to pull and hold the control wire. A third use is to lift and hold a gate at the bottom of a feedbin at the desired height.

Making Indexed Files Easier to Use

The difficulty of reading long titles on the index-card tabs of files, in which each tab laps the left side of the following tab (and thus obscures the first word or so of the title), can be overcome simply by reversing the index cards. This will cause the right sides of the tabs to be covered rather than the left, and as a result enough of the first words of the titles will be in view to make them intelligible.

Mrs. Michael Fey, New York City.
Welders will find this angle jig a timesaver when welding together pieces of small work, such as rounds, flats or even narrow plates. It also can be used when welding a small part at an angle to a large, flat surface. Made from two lengths of angle steel that are joined by flat-steel struts, the jig can be made to hold work at any given angle. Thus, welders who frequently have jobs calling for several groups of parts to be welded at various angles can make a separate jig for each group. Large work can be held in a similar type jig if the latter is made from heavier material than indicated.—Herman J. Adolf, Richmond, Calif.

Accuracy Plus Speed in Aligning Work Attained by Using This Welders' Jig

Fuel Tank Mounted on Trailer Provides Farm "Gas Truck"

A privately owned “gas truck” is a real help around the farm, especially when it is used to service motor-driven implements in the field. The one shown in the photograph was made by mounting a 150-gal. oil tank on a utility trailer. A roomy cabinet was installed at the rear of the trailer for carrying lubricating oils, a hose, funnels and other necessary equipment. The cabinet was lined inside and out as a measure of safety and to simplify cleaning.

L. H. Houck, Jefferson City, Mo.

Oil Drum With Ends Removed Utilized as Hood for Ventilating Fan

Instead of going to the expense of having a heavy-duty ventilating fan installed in his shop, one mechanic purchased a small motor, two adjustable shaft hangers and a three-bladed fan, and made the rest of the ventilator from scrap parts. In this case, the unit was mounted over a small overhead window. To make a suitable hood, he cut the ends out of an oil drum and mounted the motor on two lengths of steel angle, which were welded to one side of the drum. The shaft hangers were mounted on a T-shaped bracket made from steel angles and welded to the inside surface of the drum as pictured. Collars placed on the shaft between the hanger bearings take the thrust of the fan and prevent end play.

George R. Harrison, Valparaiso, Ind.
MORTAR-JOINT RAKER can be adopted for use on both old and new work. Although designed primarily for raking old mortar joints preparatory to tuck pointing either brick or stone work, the tool can easily be adapted to the raking of new mortar joints. A one-piece costing is designed to provide a handle and mounting spindles for two rollers which travel on the surface of the masonry and keep the depth of cut uniform. Cutting tool, or raker, is an ordinary 10d nail inserted in the holder as shown.

FLASHLIGHT SCREWDRIVER has a small flashlight built into the plastic handle. Light beam is directed to the point of the driver and spotlights the head of a screw in deep shadow or hidden in total darkness. Light is turned on by knurled knob at the end of the handle. Uses penlight dry cell and is available in two sizes.

TOOLHOLDER FOR BENCH GRINDERS is ideal for grinding a square edge on plane irons, wide, flat chisels and cabinet-scraper blades. Will take any edged cutting tool up to 5 in. wide. The holder is designed so that the tool being ground can be removed from the slide and immersed in a suitable coolant at regular intervals. Base of the holder is attached to the bench and adjustments are provided for aligning the holder.

BUFFING-BONNET CLEANER renews glazed and hard-packed bonnets in a few seconds, saves valuable time in plating and polishing shops. Entirely eliminates tedious washing and dry-cleaning of bonnets used for various purposes. It is not necessary to remove the bonnet from the driving spindle; simply hold the cleaner against the surface of the rotating bonnet. Works on the same principle as a grinding-wheel dresser.
PANEL-CUTTING FIXTURE for lumberyards, cabinet shops and builders speeds up the job of cutting large plywood panels to any size required. Saw arm can be adjusted for crosscutting or ripping 4 x 8-ft. panels. Unit can be set to cut panels of duplicate sizes without necessity of measuring and pencil-marking each piece.

SPOT WELDER is designed for fast hand operation on light work. A plier-type handle closes the electrodes on the work and at the same time closes the welding circuit. When handles are released the current is turned off automatically. A dial on relay box indicates welding time from ½ to 1½ sec., as work requires.

OPEN-END RATCHET WRENCH permits reaching past obstructions to tighten or loosen nuts or other fittings that are inaccessible to ordinary ratchet-type wrenches. Ratchet mechanism is built into a U-shaped jaw which can be slipped over nut or fitting. Available in a range of sizes permitting wide application.
Light Shop Equipment Padded With Self-Adhesive Felt Strips

To prevent cracking or marring the housing of such equipment as hand drills through contact with hard surfaces, one shop owner pads the tools with self-adhesive felt tape. This, he found, also reduces the number of rejects of highly polished work, which often was damaged when tools were laid on it. The tape adheres strongly to any clean surface and can be applied in either single or double thicknesses.

G. Everett Fiedler, Bloomfield, N. J.

Automatic Poultry Fountain

Requiring only periodic draining for cleaning, this automatic fountain for poultry saves one chicken farmer considerable time and trouble. It was made from an old hot-water tank by cutting a wide slot lengthwise in opposite sides and welding lengths of angle steel to it for legs. Angle-steel cross members bolted to the legs support a perch on each side of the tank. Water is piped in through an intake valve, which is controlled by a float, both the valve and the float being the type used in a watercloset tank. A drain is provided by an elbow turned into the bottom of the tank and fitted with a plug. If desired, a regular drain valve can be fitted to the elbow instead.—A. M. Wettach, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

Universal Clamp on Milling Machine

A C-clamp, having the lower part cut off and a round pad welded to the severed end to slide in the T-slot of a milling machine table, will provide a clamp for which many uses can be found on these machines. It will replace the regular clamp assembly and it will not interfere with the cutter or arbor. Also, you will find it much faster and easier to set up than the usual clamp assembly.

Storage for Plumb-Bob Line Improvised From Tape Spool

An adhesive-tape spool, complete with its snap-on cover, can be put to ideal use for storing a plumb bob. Just tie the free end of the cord to the spool, wind up the cord and snap the cover closed. In use, the cover can be snapped over the cord to hold it at any desired point.

Warren B. Howe, Longview, Wash.

Extension Cord to Operate Starter Of Car Having Solenoid Switch

When working on a car that has a solenoid starter switch, which, of course, makes it impossible to operate the starter from under the hood for positioning pistons, etc., try this kink. Connect a push-button switch to one end of an extension cord and then connect the latter to the solenoid switch. Equipped with such an extension, the starter can be operated from any position within the limit of the cord.
SOUND MARCHES ON

GOOD audio reproduction is becoming increasingly important to manufacturers of sound equipment for homes, schools, churches and industry. Recent commercial consumer surveys have indicated a surprising interest in high-fidelity sound. New and better ways for reproducing sound are keeping audio engineers busy.

The multispeaker unit illustrated in photo A is for use with a 16-mm. Kodak sound projector, and is used with the regular speaker of the projector. It permits greater flexibility in sound distribution in classrooms. A magnetic sound projector recently developed by RCA provides an efficient means for recording sound magnetically on the edge of 16-mm. picture film. Photo B shows the recorder-projector used for recording commentary to accompany a training film on surgical procedures.

The spidery object in photo C is the newest type of transistor, a tiny amplifying device invented at Bell Telephone Laboratories to replace tubes. One of television's high-fidelity-sound problems was recently solved with the new parabolic-type microphone shown in photo D. Dubbed "big ear" by NBC engineers, it can pick up high-quality sounds from distances up to 35 feet.
MANY EXPERIMENTERS, especially beginners in the field of radio, are temporarily handicapped and unable to enhance their knowledge by actual tests and measurements because lean pocketbooks do not permit them to buy expensive commercial test instruments. The units to be described are inexpensive, easy to build and they employ only standard components that are available from any radio mail-order house. The parts have been carefully selected to keep cost to an absolute minimum and yet maintain sufficient accuracy for ordinary radio work.

The first unit is a simple d.c. volt-ohmmeter than can be used to measure d.c. voltage and resistance. Photos A, B and C show various views of this breadboard-type unit, the schematic circuit diagram for which is given in Fig. 1. Four d.c. voltage ranges are provided so that the meter can easily be read from 0 to 500 volts. These ranges are divided to provide readings from 0-10, 0-50, 0-100 and 0-500 volts. It will also measure resistors between the values 0-100,000 ohms. No power is required to operate the meter on the voltage ranges. The voltage under test provides the necessary power. For resistance measurements, three small 1½-volt penlight cells are connected in series to furnish the current for the meter. The 0-1 ma. meter is an inexpensive Emico model RF-2C which is listed in radio-parts catalogues for $3.16. This
for EXPERIMENTERS

table movement has an internal resistance of 1000 ohms and, therefore, the series resistors had to be chosen to take the milliammeter resistance into account particularly on the low-voltage ranges. Standard ½-watt carbon resistors with 10-percent tolerances were used. In order to obtain correct resistance values it was necessary to connect two resistors in parallel for R1. For R3 and R4, two resistors are used in series.

The zero-adjust potentiometer should be a wire-wound unit. All parts are mounted on a plywood board, ¾ x 8½ x 9 in., which has been stained and given a coat of varnish. The breadboard is supported on two wood strips, or cleats, ½ x ¾ x 7¾ in., as indicated in photo B. The Fahnestock clips are fastened to the instrument board with wood screws and metal washers. The various resistors are soldered to the clips and to each other by their own pigtail leads. The common end of these resistors is soldered to the lug on the positive terminal of the meter. A standard volume-control mounting bracket is used to mount the potentiometer on the instrument board. The mounting bracket for the penlight batteries can be made from a thin strip of aluminum. The mounting bracket for the meter is supplied with it. A ¼-in. hole is drilled in one end of the bracket in order to mount it on the board.

The scale that is supplied with the meter is not used, as it is graduated from 0-1 ma. This scale must be replaced with the one shown in Fig. 3. This scale is full size and can be cut out of the magazine and pasted over the scale furnished with the meter. The front cover of the meter is held in place by eight small metal tabs. Bend these up to free the front cover which can then be lifted out. Cut out the new paper scale and glue it tightly to the metal plate. The new scale must be lined up to coincide exactly with the old one.

Voltage measurements can be made by inserting a black test lead into the common clip and the red test lead into the voltage clip for the range desired. Voltages which are negative with respect to ground or negative B can be measured by merely reversing the test leads. To measure resistances from 0-100,000 ohms, insert the black lead into the common clip and the red test lead into the clip marked ohms. Rotate the potentiometer fully clockwise so that the entire resistance is in series with the meter and then short the two open ends of the test leads together. The needle will swing towards the right as these leads are shorted. By carefully adjusting the potentiometer...
the meter needle can be set to zero on the ohms scale. An unknown resistor can be measured by placing it between the two test leads.

The a.c. voltmeter and capacity tester shown in photos D, E and F is assembled on the same size baseboard. With it, you can check the values of capacitors from .01 to 10 mfd. with sufficient accuracy for radio and television work. The a.c. voltmeter can be used to check line voltage, test power transformers and determine the turns ratio of old output transformers and coupling transformers, the specifications of which are unknown. The schematic circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Mount the various parts with small wood screws. The meter used is the same type of 0-1-ma. meter specified for the volt-ohmmeter. Cut out the meter scale in Fig. 4 and glue it to the meter face so that the line representing the voltage scale coincides exactly with the top line of the scale which is printed on the meter. Cut the new scale so that the top and the left-hand edges are even with the top and left-hand edges of the metal plate of the original dial scale.

Solder the line cord leads to the rear terminals of the transformer and tape the connection carefully. Label the various Fahnestock clips according to their respective functions as shown in the photos and circuit diagram, Fig. 2. To use the instrument, connect one test lead to the clip marked common and the other test lead to the proper clip for the measurements you wish to make. For capacity measurement .01 to .35 mfd., plug the line cord into the 110-volt house line. Insert one test lead in the common clip and the other in the clip marked .01 to .35 mfd. Now, short the two test leads together and adjust the potentiometer so that the needle points to the black line representing .35 mfd. Next, break the short and place the capacitor to be measured between the test leads. Do not touch both test-lead tips with your hand at the time you are taking the reading because the body resistance shunting the capacitor under test will make the reading inaccurate. For capacity measurements .35 to 10 mfd., connect a piece of wire between “common” and the .01 to .35-mfd. clips so that these clips are shorted. Adjust the meter scale with the potentiometer so that the needle points to the outer edge of the black line designating .35 mfd. on the .35 to 10-mfd. scale of the meter. Place the capacitor to be tested between the test leads as indicated in photo D, and read the capacity on the .35 to 10-mfd. scale. For a.c. voltage measurements, the line cord need not be plugged into the a.c. house line. Insert one test lead in the “common” clip and the other in the 0-500-volt clip and

![Fig. 3 - New meter scale for d.c. voltmeter and ohmmeter. Exact size; cut out and mount on meter face](image)

![Fig. 4 - New meter scale for a.c. voltmeter and capacity tester unit. Exact size for cutout (see text)](image)

measure the unknown voltage. Read the 0-500-volt scale on the meter. If the voltage under test is known to be less than 100 volts, the 0-100-volt scale should be used. For low-voltage measurements between 0 and 10 volts, use the 0-10-volt clip and read the 0-100-volt scale—but divide the reading by 10. To determine the turn ratio of an output transformer, connect the primary winding to the 110-volt a.c. line. Measure the primary voltage to obtain its correct value because of possible line-voltage variations. The secondary voltage will be much lower than the primary because of the step-down effect in the output transformer. From transformer theory we know that the turns ratio of a transformer is equal to the voltage across the primary divided by the voltage across the secondary. Thus if the primary voltage is 120 volts, for example, and the secondary voltage is 4 volts, the transformer has a turns ratio of 120 to 4, or 30 to 1. Detailed student material list R-406 for these test sets is available from Popular Mechanics Radio and Electronics department upon receipt of ordinary letter postage.
TELEVISION TODAY

TV GLASSES, developed especially for relief of eye discomfort when viewing television programs, are coated with a new preparation which is permanent and as hard as the glass itself. These lenses are available from a large American optical company and can be easily finished in an optometrist’s prescription shop. Actress Cynthia Stone demonstrates them in photo A. Other suggested methods of avoiding eyestrain when viewing TV pictures include proper room lighting. Never watch television programs in a totally dark room. A single lamp placed 6 or 8 feet on either side of the screen, or behind the viewers, will relieve eyestrain at night. A combination TV light and numeral-type clock is now available for this purpose, photo E. When placed on top of the television cabinet a diffused soft amber light, through a clear plastic back, illuminates the area around the cabinet. It accentuates the image and eases the strain of continuous viewing.

Among other novel things designed for the comfort and convenience of the modern home and TV set owner is the TV Snack Wagon illustrated in photo B. This easy rolling double-deck cart is made of chrome-plated 1-in. tubular steel, and it stands 37 in. high at its highest point. The plastic shelves provide easily cleaned surfaces. This handy cart enables TV fans to enjoy their favorite programs without interruptions for meals.

Theater television today provides large audiences with special-events programs that are not available on TV sets in the home. They are transmitted by private wires, or radio beams, to theaters. Projection of improved 15 x 20-ft. television pictures, magnified by Schmidt-type optical systems, on theater screens is made possible by the new giant image-correcting glass lens shown in photo C. The spherical mirror at the right, showing the girl’s face, magnifies TV images and projects them onto the screen. Distortions introduced by the magnification are corrected by the giant lens at the left. The lens is more than 22 in. in diameter and it is made of special optical glass.

Parapet mounting brackets for TV antenna arrays solve difficult installation problems on roofs where there are no conveniently located chimneys to support masts. The one shown in photo D consists of a sturdy frame with four clawlike members which clear the coping and extend to the wall. A cam at each side of the frame can be adjusted to give positive vertical support on tile or stone copings regardless of contour.

DECEMBER 1951
A—Instead of mounting the TV-antenna-rotating mechanism just below the antenna array, high above the roof, this serviceman installs the rotating unit just above the roof level, within easy reach if repairs are necessary. The outside pipe is stationary; a smaller inside pipe fits in a sleeve bearing.

B—Color-television adapter enables viewers to see every type of color transmission available today in black and white on their present sets. It switches the regular 525-line reception to the 405-line system to get the color pictures in good black and white.

C—Fiber fuse holders with insulated wires on each end of the detachable parts are used for safety fusing TV circuit leads where trouble recurs. Fuses range from 1/4 to 4 amp., depending on circuit.

D—To clean surface of TV picture tube, first disconnect the power to the set, then remove the safety-glass implosion-guard retainer brackets or strips. Clean the tube face and guard with a soft damp cloth.

E—Open fixed condensers in radio-set circuits often can be located by shunting a good condenser across the one suspected, as shown in the photo. Small clips attached to test probes hold the new condenser.

F—RADIO-TV and ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK is written for millions of radio and TV set owners, radio beginners, students and experimenters by Frank L. Brittin, Radio-TV and Electronics Editor of Popular Mechanics. You need no knowledge or experience to put the information contained in the book into immediate money-saving use.

Learn how you can install TV and FM antennas, how to adjust and tune TV receivers, and how to make radio repairs and TV-tube replacements, eliminating unnecessary service calls.

Find out how you can build your own radio sets, amplifiers and many other useful electronic devices. There are complete instructions, detailed material lists and pictorial and schematic diagrams to guide you. Find out how you can join the ever-growing ranks of amateur radio “hams.”

Over 500 photographs, drawings and diagrams illustrate the 160 fact-packed pages of the new second printing. Glossaries of commonly used radio and TV terms and color codes are included. Order your copy of RADIO-TV and ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK today from your local bookstore or send your order direct to Popular Mechanics Press. Price $2.50.
The gear a man packs when he takes to the woods marks him as either a tenderfoot or an old hand. The old timer travels light—no excess baggage. But every piece of equipment will be the very best.

It's like that with mechanics, too. A kit of well kept tools, and every tool Class A, is a pretty sure sign of a Class A mechanic. Chances are the wrenches in that kit will be Bonneys.

This is one of a series of spirited sporting scenes (in full color, without advertising) available on request. Write for your free set today.

‘CHEAP TOOLS ARE FOR CHUMPS’ say the men who know tools best—America’s ace mechanics. And the best recommendation for Bonney Wrenches is the kind of men who use them.

As thousands of good mechanics can testify, for lightness, strength, balance and precision you can’t beat a Bonney.
Fifty Years of
POPULAR
MECHANICS
A Book You Will Be Sure
to Want...to Keep
...to Treasure
Forever

See It Happen
All Over Again!

Thrill again as the years unfold in FIFTY YEARS OF POPULAR MECHANICS. See the great inventions and scientific developments of 50 fabulous years happen all over again in articles and pictures, prepared and first printed when the events took place. Thrill to the accounts of the first channel flight and the jet-propelled airplane... to the pedal-propelled submarine and to the terrifying atom bomb.

History-Making Inventions • World-Shaking Events
Live again from the days of the first motorized sewing machine to the age of nylon and cellophane. See the automobile emerge; the birth of the airplane, the phonograph, motion pictures, radio and television. Follow the scientific development of two world wars. Read the fascinating articles by and about such personages as Pierre Curie, Guglielmo Marconi, Jules Verne, Winston Churchill, Lammot Dupont, Thomas Edison, the Wright Brothers and hundreds of other famous people.

The Once-in-a-Lifetime Book
FIFTY YEARS OF POPULAR MECHANICS is without a doubt one of the most fascinating, informative and entertaining books you can own or give to others. It's a big book too—Size 8½ x 11 inches with 320 pages and more than 600 illustrations. The final chapter is devoted to things to come and a glimpse into fifty years from now. Price $5.00. Order your copy, with your name in gold on the cover, today.

The Awe-Inspiring Story of American Progress Depicted in Memorable Pages from a Half Century of Popular Mechanics

Since 1902 Popular Mechanics has faithfully recorded and accurately reported, in word and picture, the greatest 50 years of mechanical and scientific progress in human history.

More than 150,000 fascinating pages have been printed. A selection of these pages, with explanations and comments printed in an extra color in the margins, has been put into a big 320-page book by Simon and Schuster, New York publishers. The title of the book is FIFTY YEARS OF POPULAR MECHANICS.

Here is a book you will want to own — to cherish and keep forever. Your name stamped on the cloth-bound cover without extra charge. Order on coupon below.

YOUR NAME IN GOLD ON THE COVER FREE — MAIL COUPON!

[Address]

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
American Flyer
(Engineered by the makers of ERECTOR)

World's only scale model trains with 2-rail track—smoke—"choo-choo" sounds.

No. 5110 American Flyer 4-Car "Union Pacific" Freight with Smoke and Piston-timed "Choo-Choo" Sounds.
Mighty eight drive wheel locomotive and 4 realistic cars. Operating wrecking crane can actually lift up derailed locos and cars.

"choo-choos." Only American Flyers have the new Air Chime Whistle—exactly reproducing the melodious whistle real railroads are adopting. For the finest in electric trains, look to American Flyer.

Prices start at $19.95


FLOODLIGHT TOWER—Four powerful floodlights give your railroad system added realism—spectacular night effects.

REAL 2-RAIL TRACK—Looks like track of real railroad. No old-fashioned third rail in the middle. For further realism, track can be mounted in new American Flyer Rubber Roadbed, finished to resemble real ballast.

TALKING RAILROAD STATION—The most thrilling electric train accessory you can own. Produces life-like station sounds: hissing steam, whistle, voice of train announcer, etc. Stops train by remote control. Starts it automatically.

OPERATING STOCKYARD AND CAR—Watch the steers mill around—climb up ramp and enter car—when you press remote control button. Then make them file out of car and down to stock pen again.

No. 5108W American Flyer Santa Fe Diesel Passenger Train with new Air Chime Whistle, Vista Dome Pullman, Two Motors!
Powered by two giant motors, this sleek, streamlined beauty streaks over the rails like the real Santa Fe Four aluminum illuminated cars.

SEND FOR GIANT TRAIN BOOK
48 big pages. Over 100 color pictures. Cost over $175,000.00 to produce. Only 10c.

Gilbert Hall of Science,
233 Erector Square. New Haven 6, Conn.

Name..............................
Street..............................
City..............................State...

This offer good only in U. S. A.
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For any camera with built-in "sync." Includes 2-Way Flashguard. Kodak Flashholder, Model B, $12.35.

Connects to Flashholder, for multiple-flash pictures. Kodak Flashholder Extension Unit, Model B, $13.65.

For use with new Brownie Hawkeye Camera, Flash Model. Easy to attach. Kodak Flashholder, $3.95.

For flash pictures with any camera that has a "T" or "B" setting. Kodak Photo Flasher, $1.55.

Condenser-type power for dependable "flash." Kodak B-C Flashpack, $2.95 (without 22½-volt battery).

Sensational new battery-condenser flash system. Kodak Ekta-lux Flashholder, standard bracket, $34.75.

Cool, circular fluorescent lamp, integrating-sphere thallscope are prominent features in each enlarger. Kodak Hobbyist Enlarger (left), $49.50, complete with f/6.3 lens. Versatile Kodak Fluro-lite Enlarger (right), $112.50, without lens.

Lenses for the Fluro-lite Enlarger range from 50mm. f/4.5 "Ekta-non" to 4-inch f/4.5 "Ekta." From $15.75.

Self-contained projector, screen, and slide changer. Kodaslide Table Viewer, Model A, $97.50.

Projects images up to 7 ft. wide for brilliant shows. Kodaslide Projector, Model 2A, with 5-inch lens, $49.50.

Can deliver more light than any 2 x 2 slide projector. Kodaslide Projector, Master Model, from $169.

Protects 140 cardboard or 55 glass slides keeps them organized. Kodaslide File Box, $1.50.

12 compartments swing out — hold 240 cardboard or 96 glass slides. Kodaslide Compartment File, $3.75.


Focuses from narrow to wide beam for flood shots. Adjusts for heights from 3 to 5½ feet. Kodak Vari-Beam Standlight (left), $16. Kodak Vari-Beam Clamplight (right), lamp portion of Standlight mounted on flexible locking bracket, $10.50.


Essentials for developing and printing, including roll-film tank. Kodacraft Photo-Lab Outfit, $8.50.

Complete developing, printing equipment, incl. metal printer. Kodacraft Advanced Photo-Lab, $13.95.


Permits loading and processing of 35mm. films to be carried out in daylight. Kodak Day-Load Tank, $9.85.

Handsome chemical-resistant plastic housing protects all working parts. Kodak Chemical Scales, $9.90.
Gives precise timing in contact and projection printing, 1 to 57 seconds. Kodak Electric Time Control, $13.50.

Includes cups for all types of darkroom work. Brownie Darkroom Lamp Kit, $1.95.

Tilting base, minute and split-second hands, large dial. Covers intervals to 60 minutes. Kodak Timer, $6.75.

Converts tray to efficient print washer. Kodak Automatic Tray Siphon, $5.25.

Permanent mounting. Kodak Thermount Iron, $9.75. Kodak Thermount Tissue, from $2.00 per pkg.

For use with any vertical enlarger. Kodak Masking Easel, 11 x 14, $11.25.

Frees both hands for handling equipment and material in the darkroom. Kodak Utility Footswitch, $10.


Adapts de luxe model Kodak Tourist Cameras to take Kodachrome Film. Kodak Tourist Adapter Kit, $15.50.

For accurate darkroom temperature control. Choice of 4 Kodak thermometers, from $4.55.

Adjustable—accepts all sizes of negatives up to 4 x 5½ in. Kodak Auto-Aikst Printing Frame, $3.25.

Convenient for handling prints in a tray or for stirring solutions. Kodak Stirring Paddle, $3.50.

Expertly made, offers sound protection together with smart appearance. Kodak carrying case. From $2.65.

Folds to only 22½ inches — extends to 5 feet. Weight, two pounds. Kodak Eye-Level Tripod, $23.33.

Holds 4 filters, adapter ring, lens hood. Kodak Combination Filter Case, $4.25, $4.95.

Mode of strong, waterproof vinyl plastic. Kodak Darkroom Apron, $2.25, $3.00.

Shades the lens, attaches directly to adapter ring. Kodak Lens Hood. From $1.60.

Darkens the sky in color pictures. Kodak Potascreen. From $6.50.

Automatically trips shutter, permits photographer to get into picture. Kodak Auto-Release, $4.50.

Keep negatives dirt- and dust-free, safe from scratching and marring. Kodak Negative Files. From $2.25.

Visit him soon.

Gift Ideas:
for Photo Fans

Your photo dealer will be glad to show you many wonderful gift ideas. Visit him soon.

Keep negatives dirt- and dust-free, safe from scratching and marring. Kodak Negative Files. From $2.25.


Adopt a luxury model Kodak Tourist Camera to take Kodachrome Film. Kodak Tourist Adapter Kit, $15.50.

Prices subject to change without notice and include Federal Tax where applicable. Consult your dealer.
Care and Feeding of Engines

BY S. P. CORP

WHEN YOU HAVE "PULL"

When your car pulls right or left, check spring height. Always do this, too, before aligning wheels. This check can be made on any level drive or garage floor. First, make sure car is empty. Then bounce car up and down to get springs and shock absorbers into their natural position. Measure from floor to fittings at A and B. (See diagram). There should not be more than \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch difference between A and B. Before making any front correction, check rear spring heights by measuring from top of rear axle to car frame.

Any variation of more than \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch in rear will affect front, and must be corrected first, by re-arching or replacing. If rear is O.K., correct front spring variation by placing spacers on top of coil springs. One spacer will raise low side \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch. Never use more than two spacers.

GETTING RID OF VIBRATION NOISE

Vibration can cause squeaks and rattles. One of the common causes of vibration is an unbalanced propeller shaft. On most cars, the propeller shaft is not enclosed, and sometimes catches a load of undercoating. Look for this if you hear a low rumble, and clean the shaft. If your car has two universal joints, you will find balance marks (see diagram). If these are out of line, shaft will vibrate. Disconnect and remove spline shaft from propeller shaft, then replace with balance marks properly lined up.

IF YOUR CAR SPENDS TOO MUCH

If your car spends too much of your good money for gas and oil make yourself a Christmas present of new Sealed Power Piston Rings. Sealed Power MD-50 is the best steel oil ring ever built—controls oil even in badly tapered and out-of-round bores. Ask for free booklet, "7 Ways to Save Oil." Just address a card to Sealed Power, Dept. G-12, Muskegon, Mich. For triple wear compression rings, get Sealed Power Chrome-Faced Rings.

One-Room Railroad
(Continued from page 92)

area partitioned off into a room. He knew his layout would have to go into this room, but he didn't want to ruin the space for parties.

The sill of the basement foundation ran around the room on three sides, and Frank had previously installed a shelf 6 inches wide atop this sill to hide the concrete. He fastened two strips of track to the shelf, wired them (the wire running beneath the shelf) and soon Casey Jones Beatty had his railroad in operation.

As a main line it was a flop. A train would travel 45 feet around three sides of the room, but then had to back up the same distance before making another forward run. You can't highball a freight over a track like that, and there were jeers from the neighborhood gang as they watched Frank try.

Beatty solved the problem by building another track shelf along the fourth wall. When he came to a built-in bookcase he merely cut a hole through it so the train would vanish behind a fine collection of art books. This, to the small fry, was a pretty tricky arrangement. Encouraged by their cheers, Frank solved the hardest problem of all.

The track circled the room except for the doorway, and to fill this gap he built a double-deck bridge 31 inches long, with track laid on both decks. One end of the bridge he hinged to one side of the doorway. The opposite end of the structure swings down and clicks into place, exactly in line with the track behind the bookshelf. This is a real accomplishment on a 31-inch bridge, for an error in alignment of \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch will produce a spectacular derailment of these little HO trains.

Today the bridge is left up except when Frank and Tom are routing freight around the room. When they enter, they simply swing down the bridge and are ready for action. Once Frank, upon arriving home from a hard day at the office, discovered the bridge down across the doorway. Son Tom denied any knowledge of it. Frank now suspects, darkly, that his wife has found a new type of recreation for her leisure moments. The thought gives him the jitters; in his mind he sees a beautiful handmade passenger train racing eastbound, throttle wide open in the hands of a rank amateur who may not see that string of flats pulling out of the siding—westbound.

The beauty of this around-the-room layout is that Frank has the benefit of a long track, yet he hasn't subtracted a square

(Continued to page 234)
Every Man Wants ELECTRIC TOOLS

He will appreciate your thoughtfulness when you give him a PET Tool this Christmas. He can then do hundreds of jobs around the house, on the farm, or in his shop—easier—faster—better. Known for their light weight, modern streamline design, and dependable performance, PET Tools are packed with power, safe and easy to use, and priced right. Truly great gifts that will give years of usefulness and enjoyment to any man.

Zephyr 1950—HDK De Luxe Drill Kit
...23 pieces with 1/4" electric drill and accessories for drilling, grinding, sanding, polishing, buffing, cleaning, mixing paint, etc. Complete with beautifully finished metal carrying case. $27.35

Zephyr 1950-H 1/4" Electric Drill with hand-operated chuck, AC-DC motor. $18.95
Drill stands available—extra.

Zephyr 625 Electric Hand Saw. Depth of cut, 21/4". Adjustable for depth and angle. AC-DC motor. $47.50. Tables extra for converting to table power saw.

Zephyr SM-25 Spraymaster Portable Spray Outfit for paint, lacquer, insecticides, etc. Complete with AC-DC motor......$28.95

Insist on PET Tools from your dealer—write for general catalog.
Here's how for home painters

Trick to make painting windows easier. To keep ladder from breaking through window pane, nail a flat board across the ladder to straddle window. The ladder will rest on the frame of the window rather than on the glass.

How to keep paint can from dripping on floor. A simple way to prevent paint from dripping on floor is to tie or glue a paper pie plate underneath the can. The pie plate catches the paint drippings—also provides convenient place to put the brush.

How to figure how much paint your house needs. Add up the square feet for all sides and then divide total by 500, which is the number of square feet a gallon of Devoe One-Coat House Paint will cover. The answer is the number of gallons you'll need.

How to keep your cellar free of spider webs. Devoe makes a wonderful DDT paint that is death on most insects. Just one coat of this paint on cellar window woodwork and beams and you won't be troubled with spider webs.

How to enamel furniture. Turn the chair or table upside down and start at the bottom. Paint each part (leg, rocker, etc.) completely in one operation. Work from the inside and finish on outside. For a smooth finish use Devoe Mirrolac Enamel.

You can get all the painting accessories that you need at the sign of the Devoe Diamond. Stop in and see your Devoe Dealer very soon. His name is listed in the Classified Phone Book.

Painting Siding Corners
Q—What causes paint to peel from metal siding corners? I built my own home last year and used wide siding. I applied the final coat to the top of the siding boards and also primed the boards before applying the metal corners. Then I applied the finish coats of paint, covering the corners at the same time. Now the paint is peeling badly from the metal although it has been on less than six months. What should I do to prevent the paint from peeling? R.M., Ill.

A—The metal corners should have been coated with a metal primer before installation. It's a good idea to coat both sides of the metal as an added precaution against rust. Be sure that the primer is thoroughly dry before applying paint. In your case, probably the best thing to do is remove all loose paint by wire brushing and sanding and then permit the surfaces to weather for a month or two before repainting. If the paint comes off readily with a wire brush, then remove all of it and apply a metal primer. Allow the primer to dry at least a week before repainting. In new installations builders sometimes allow the metal corners to weather for two to six months before painting, first with a suitable metal primer, then with the finish coats. Metal gutters are often treated in the same manner. In this way chemical residues remaining from the galvanizing process will be sufficiently neutralized to prevent injury to the paint. Dipping the metal corners in common household vinegar often is done and found effective as a neutralizer.

"Plaster Pops"
My new home (about one year old) has plastered walls, the plaster being applied over what was called a plaster base. Now, in some rooms, the plaster has broken out, leaving small holes about 1/4 to 1/2 in. deep with irregular edges. These holes occur in irregularly spaced patterns over the walls and ceilings of several rooms. I have made a number of inquiries, but so far no one has been able to tell what causes the plaster to break in this manner. Can you tell me the cause? W.S., Mich.

(Continued to page 232)
INSTALL MATICO YOURSELF for as little as 13¢ a sq. ft.

New, perfected MA-TI-CO install-it-yourself METHOD makes anyone a floor craftsman

Create exclusive designs from unlimited color combinations!

Beat high flooring costs! Install MATICO yourself! You can floor an entire room in only a few spare-time hours. MATICO offers everything you need—simplified instructions ... special tool kit ... and tile so outstanding in color richness, finish and durability that it is ideal for every room in your home.

Superior MATICO resists scuffs and mars ... washes easily ... gleams like new with occasional no-rub waxings ... wears for years and years ... and comes in 27 rich colors, including lovely pastel "Petal Tones." Colors and marbleization can't wear off — they go clear through each tile. Ask your dealer for details or mail coupon today!

*Your cost may be less, or slightly more, depending on where you live, and the colors you select.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Member Asphalt Tile Institute
Factories:
Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Calif. • Newburgh, N. Y.

For faster cleaning ... more beautiful asphalt tile floors, always use MA-TI-CO Wax and MA-TI-CO Cleaner.
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Whether you want to panel a dining room in pine, do over a kitchen or build in some needed storage units, you'll find these easy-to-work, light-to-handle Western Pines just suit your purpose.

Home craftsmen everywhere know the Western Pines for their fine even grain and soft texture—so easy to shape, nail and finish. Their mellow, cheerful charm adds lifetime beauty to any room or article. Cabints and furniture, hallways, doors and walls, bunk bedrooms, breakfast nooks, kitchens and playrooms . . . unlimited are the uses of these versatile, practical woods of the Western Pines.

For how-to-do-it instruction sheets and colorful new booklet, “Enchanting Homes of Western Pines”—with 71 pictures of ways others have used these glorious Western Pines—send for Free Idea Packet No. 314. Write today to Western Pine Association, Dept. 314-N, Yeon Building, Portland 4, Oregon.

These are the Western Pines

* IDAHO WHITE PINE
* PONDEROSA PINE
* SUGAR PINE

(Continued from page 230)

A—Plaster fractures of the type you describe are known to builders as “plaster pops,” and usually the trouble occurs on walls which are plastered over a plaster base. It is sometimes due to using nails of the wrong specification, but often is caused by failure to drive the nails to the proper depth when installing the plaster base. Manufacturers of plaster bases generally specify length and wire size of the special type of nails that are to be used, and that the nails shall be driven in just far enough to compress, but not to penetrate, the surface of the material. In your case it probably will be necessary to enlarge and undercut the holes slightly, drive in the nails if they project, and fill the holes with patching plaster before decorating the walls. It also will be necessary to sand the patches lightly to bring them flush with the surface of the wall. Be sure that the patching material is thoroughly dry before applying a wall size or paint primer.

DrainTile Up-End

Q—Recently my septic-tank disposal system failed and the tank overflowed. On digging up the tile lines in the dispersal field I found several of the individual tiles standing on end at a point considerably below the bottom of the original tile ditch, or excavation. Of course, in each instance the rest of the tile line was clogged. Several of the lines were affected in the same manner. What is the cause of the tile being displaced in this way?—L.A., Mo.

A—When open-joint tile are laid in certain soils to contain sand, pockets (quicksand) of soft layers at irregular levels, this trouble sometimes occurs. When the subsurface water level rises as a result of prolonged heavy rains, floods, or the presence of underground springs, the water which collects in the sand pockets “floats” the tile in the sense that the wet sand does not provide sufficient support under these conditions to keep the individual tiles in place. Gradually the tile sinks, drops out of line and up-ends. Unfortunately, in connection with a septic-tank disposal system in a limited area, the problem has no dispersal solution. About the only permanent remedy is to move the affected tile lines into more stable soils. Usually it is difficult to locate the subsurface quicksand pockets beforehand but sometimes stunted vegetation over the pocket will give a reliable clue to its location. Only by running the dispersal tile lines through more stable soils can you be sure of avoiding a repetition of the trouble.

Finishing Asphalt Tile

Q—My kitchen and bathroom floors are covered with asphalt tile and after two years of use the areas subjected to heavy wear are beginning to look dull and rather discolored. Is there a protective finishing material which will renew the color and make wear-resistant? If so, how is this finish applied? L.T., Ga.

A—First, clean the tile thoroughly with an asphalt-tile cleaner which is supplied for this purpose. This cleaner comes as a dry powder and is mixed with water in the proportions specified by the manufacturer. Follow the cleaner with two coats of special asphalt-tile finish, sometimes referred to as a sealer. This material provides a non-slip, grease and stain-resistant surface that will withstand hard wear for a long period of time without renewal. Usually the important thing in the preparation of the surface to assure a satisfactory job is to make sure that the tile surface is thoroughly clean before applying the sealer. This means that dust, dirt and sand, if any, must be removed from the surface before application of the sealer. Make sure that the brush or applicator is clean and that the room is kept as nearly dust-free as possible until the sealer is dry. Areas subjected to unusually hard wear often can be protected with rubber mats to prolong the life of the finish.
DREMEL QUALITY TOOLS ARE IDEAL GIFTS TO GIVE OR GET!

Lucky the man, woman, or child who receives Dremel quality gifts for Christmas! For these are America's finest power-in-hand tools. We invite you to compare them with any similar products—point by point. feature for feature. Then you'll know why Dremel guarantees finer performance, longer life, than anything your money can buy. For shop projects, home maintenance, or favorite hobby—it pays to insist on DREMEL and accept no substitute. Order yours today — in time for Christmas!

1. MOTO-TOOL KIT No. 2—Dremel's Model 2 Moto-Tool is the fastest, most powerful tool in its class—delivers approximately 27,000 R.P.M. It grinds, carves, cuts, drills, engraves, sharpens, etc.—works well in wood, plastics, metal. Saves plenty on home maintenance jobs. Performs hundreds of shop operations, and for hobbies it's a must. Precision made, shockproof. 110-120 V. A.C.-D.C. Motor, Moto-Tool No. 2 only. $16.50. Complete Kit with 23 high quality, shop-tested accessories (High-Speed Steel Cutters, Grinding Wheels, Polishes, etc.) Only..... $28.50

2. MOTO-TOOL KIT No. 1—Contains lighter capacity No. 1 Moto-Tool with 34 accessories (steel cutters, grinding wheels, etc.) in attractive lacquer-finish wood case. Biggest bargain in the field! Tool alone with 1センター wheel point is only $9.85. Complete Kit, Only..... $17.50

3. PORTABLE DRILL PRESS—(Uses No. 2 Moto-Tool) Adds versatility to Moto-Tool operations. Ideal for model-making, wood carving, routing, etc. Precision built, 12" high. Price (less Moto-Tool) Only..... $9.95

4. MODEL 2000, SANDER-POLISHER—Fastest seller in the field. Simple reciprocating action guarantees scratch-free finishes. A fast-cutting production sander (14,400 sanding strokes per min.) for heavy-duty craft and wood-working projects, refinishing and redecorating. Gives you necessary power—easy one-hand operation—and 21 sq. in. of sanding surface for furniture making, boat building or refinishing, remodeling large areas, building operations such as dry-wall joints, countertops, woodworking, siding and exteriors. Does a superb polishing job. Weights 3 lbs.; needs no oiling, permits 10-second paper changes; dustproof. Overall size 3½" x 4½" x 7". 110-120 V., 60 cycle A.C. With steel carrying case, 25 and 0. abrasive sheets, sheen-in-pan, Only..... $24.50

5. MODEL "A" SANDER-POLISHER-MASSEUR—A lighter capacity machine with some extra features at larger models—including straight-line action for scratch-free finishes and 14,400 strokes per min. By far, the most popular sander ever offered home owners, housewives, hobbyists for all their sanding, polishing, refinishing tasks. Also a soothing massage! Wt. 2½ lbs; sanding pad 2½" x 54". Complete with soft sandpapers, a felt and sheen-in-pan, Only..... $14.85

6. ELECTRIC COUPLING SAW—Safe as a handsaw—cuts squarely like magic—sands as it saws! For home, hobby, repair work—no other tool pleases so much for so little cost. Works in any direction—smoothly delivers 7200 strokes per min. Saw cuts through ½" medium-hard wood at foot-a-minute speed. Trigger-tight foolproof action. Only 2 moving parts, never needs oiling. 110-120 V., A.C. Free plantation with each saw for 6 useful wood projects, and for making your own table-top jig saw! With 3 saw blades, Only..... $5.85

DREMEL Electric TOOLS

for SHOP and HOME

DREMEL MFG. CO. Dept. 111-M Racine, Wis.

SAVE THREE WAYS WITH A NEW Cushman

WRITE FOR FOLDER AND PRICES
DEPT. 24-M
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foot from the usable area of the basement.
By the time he finished the bridge he had built several complete trains, either assembling the cars from kits or scaling them down to the last rivet from photos, as only a combined artist-craftsman could do. Probably his proudest work is an 1873 loco, scaled down and reproduced perfectly from a single woodcut in an old history book.

It was about this time that Frank began ordering, each morning, a "string of flats" (hotcakes) for breakfast. At the office he’d tell the artists on his staff to "highball" a piece of art work or "shunt it onto the siding." He was plumb loco over locos.

He wanted to make the entire basement room a background for the railroad. The only reason he decided to redecorate the room, according to Frank, was to give Tom some art training. Tom, on the other hand, reports that Pop let him paint some of the blue sky, but not much else. In any case, the two stayed up through the graveyard run one night, sketching what they wanted in the way of a background. Soon the ceiling and walls were as blue as the Western sky. With artists’ oils and ordinary house paint they painted a vast scene around the room. To the scene they added scale-model buildings. The result is so effective it's difficult to tell where the three-dimension models end and the two-dimension art work begins.

In one corner, lofty mountains look down on an abandoned mining town. The coal tipple and oldtime false-front buildings show the effect of years of neglect. Still legible are the once-gaudy signs which drew customers to Tom’s Place (a Chinese laundry). Ruth’s Place (a dance hall) and Dave’s Emporium (everything from buffalo robes to bootlaces). To the left, the mountains melt into foothills, and the foothills roll out into the long prairies. There’s an entire farm, from pigeon loft to pig pen. The prairies rise once more into mountains, with a deserted hunter’s cabin up near the timberline. Beyond the pass is a city, with real buildings. And beyond the city is the bridge (doorway) followed by the smoky darkness of the bookcase-tunnel. Moving downgrade now, the railroad passes rolling farmland, and the trip ends in a modern city, skyscrapers reaching high toward the ceiling. When this jagged city skyline encounters a basement window it doesn’t falter—the buildings march right on across the window, draperies and all.

Weaving through this scenic splendor are railroad tracks—151 feet 3½ inches of them, according to Beatty, who drove every spike in the thousands of ties. In one corner a classification yard with four sidings

(Continued to page 250)
OWN a Business . . . a life income

Clean & Mothproof Rugs, Upholstery
Would you like to own a nationally advertised business which can earn you $10 in profits a day on EACH of your service men? Easy to learn. Start full or part time. No overhead. No shop needed. Service rendered in homes, hotels, offices, etc.

DURACLEAN cleans, revitalizes, brightens carpets and upholstery . . . used again within a few hours with no inconvenience to customers. Eliminates scrubbing . . . soaking . . . shrinkage. DURAPROOF protects fabrics from moths and carpet beetles. Backed by a world-wide Money Back, 4 YEAR WARRANTY.

Send for FREE 16 page booklet explaining details. 21 yrs. of proven success. We furnish enough material to return your TOTAL investment. Easy Terms. Territories are limited. Write today!

DURACLEAN CO. 1-16D Duraclean Bldg. Deerfield, Ill.

NEW 1952 KING MIDGET AUTO
World's Lowest Priced 2 Passenger Car
Drive-it for the pay week. Surprising comfort. All steel construction. Full accessories, map and booker. Ready to run or assemble it with our bolt together parts. Rider can be seen. Send 25c for detailed literature on $1 refunded first order; for actual assembly book and service manual filled with photos, drawings, specifications, etc.

BUILD FINE GRANDFATHER CLOCK NOW

5 BIG POWER TOOLS
in ONE
8" TILTING TABLE SAW

HORIZONTAL DRILL PRESS GRINDER SANDER

FACTORY PRICE $125.00

$79.95

SUPERSHOP is a PRECISION-BUILT WORKSHOP. 100% ball bearing. All running parts precision ground. Big capacity. Extra rugged. Amazing value. Write for FREE catalog.

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!

order from GALE HALL Engineering Dept.
107 Northampton St., Boston 18, Mass.
World's Largest Producer of Tune-Up Gauges

Please send . . . DELUXE . . . STANDARD . . . Mide-O-Meter at

NAME_________________________________________

ADDRESS__________________________

CITY__________________________ZONE__________________________STATE

[ ] Check enclosed [ ] C.O.D. [ ] Gift Wrapped (Free)

Makes a perfect gift. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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Handy Accessories for Your Bench Saw

CRAFTSMAN 6-in. Dado Set, $19.95. Dado, rebates, grooves, ¼ or ½-in. arbor.
CRAFTSMAN Molding Cutter Head, $4.50, and Cutter Bits (styles $2.95 per set, up). Make your own moldings! Has dozens of uses! 4-in. diameter cutter head (with Allen wrench), fits most bench saws with ½ or ½-in. arbor. 1-in. wide bits cut styles as shown.

Your nearest Sears Retail Store will furnish you with exact selling prices which will not exceed ceiling prices under applicable price regulation of O.P.S.

CRAFTSMAN Carbide-tipped Saw, $10.95 and up. New! Safer — has only 8 teeth projecting only .020 in. above non-cutting edge. Tungsten carbide tipped blades last 20 times longer than ordinary circular saw blades! No need to resharpen at frequent intervals. For ripping, cross-cutting or mitering. 5½ to 10-in. diameters; all arbor sizes.

Complete Outfit $129.95*
Cash
With guard, motor, extensions, bench, light and Powr-Panl
$13 Down

Special floating motor mount lessens strain on saw. Smoothes vibration, permits much easier tilting; protects motor from sawdust; automatically controls belt tension. Eliminates need for a special motor.

Only $6 Down puts this big, sturdy Saw in your shop!

Meets the most exacting requirements of professional craftsmen! Look at these superior features! ONE wheel controls BOTH angle and depth of cut. Special high-speed tilting and depth adjustments; no locking device needed. ONE lever locks fence at BOTH front and back. "Super-lubricated" ball bearings have much larger oil chambers. Largest table area of any bench saw in this price range!

Precision-ground cast semi-steel table, 8-in. combination blade (½-in. bore) has 2½-in. depth of cut; tilts any angle to 45°. Saw has blade; miter gauge; rip fence; machine and motor pulleys; V-belt; motor mount. Complete Outfit (as shown) includes saw guard assembly (with automatic leveling guard, splitter, non-kickback paws); CRAFTSMAN ½-H.P. 3450 R.P.M. ball-bearing capacitor motor (110-120 volt 60-cycle AC); 2 side table extensions; front roller extension; adjustable steel power tool bench; tool light; and Powr-Panl for plugging in. See this sensational saw at your nearest Sears Retail Store TODAY!

*Prices slightly higher south of the Ohio and west of the Mississippi rivers.

CRAFTSMAN Hand and Power Tools by SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO.
Famous for fine quality . . . precision performance . . . low price!
Look Inside...

7 Big "Plus" Features

1. Exclusive 3-jaw Chuck. Adjustable from 3/16 to 1/2-in. Takes 3/32 and 1/8-in. shank tools. HAND holds wire gauge drills, etc., without special adapters or collets.

2. Big Tool Construction. Shaft drawbar-mounted on two bearings. Also has ball thrust bearing.


4. Rugged Motor. Has 50% more power than any other rotary tool we know of in this class.

5. Scientifically-designed Fan. Helps make this the coolest running rotary tool we've seen. Temperature rise hardly noticeable even after hours of tough usage.


7. New functionally streamlined overall design. Easy to hold; easily clamped. Measures 7 1/4-in. overall.

Economy-priced CRAFTSMAN Rotary Tool Set

Complete Outfit $19.50*

Cash $9.00 Down

See it...compare it...try it yourself! Has 50% extra power over other rotary tools in this price range. This is the quality for which you would expect to pay much more. Ideal for home or shop use.

Performs the same operations described above. Has powerful 26,000 R.P.M. universal motor for 110-120-volt. 25 to 60-cycle AC or DC. Fan cooling system; built-in condenser; on-off switch. Underwriters' Lab. approved. Re- moveable pistol-grip handle. Collet chuck with 2 collet inserts (capacities: 3/32 and 1/8-inch). With 5 1/2-ft. rubber cord; plug. Overall length 7 inches. With 52 accessories as above in workshop case. Available NOW at your Sears retail store.

*Prices are slightly higher south of the Ohio and west of the Mississippi rivers.

CRAFTSMAN Hand and Power Tools by SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO.

Famous for fine quality...precision performance...low price!
of the coast's radar network would act as Ground Controlled Intercept. First GCI would move the two planes apart, then vector Lunatic 3 toward us again.

"Partial calling Lunatic 88. Turn right to 345 degrees."

That was us. Hathaway brought up the wing in a tight turn, leveled off and put the plane on autopilot, and sat back for a smoke. Both planes were blacked out and a high haze was obscuring the moon. It would be really black when the stalk began.

"Partial calling Lunatic 3. I have a customer for you. Turn right to 40 degrees."

"Partial calling Lunatic 3. Go left to 35 degrees."

"Partial calling Lunatic 3. Your bogie at 12 o'clock. Distance 30 miles."

"Partial calling Lunatic 3. Bogie at 12 o'clock, distance 20 miles."

Watching both planes on its big search scopes, the GCI station near San Francisco had rapidly put Lunatic 3 on a course that would intercept us. Now we were being overtaken.

"Lunatic 3 to Partial. I see him. Thanks."

This meant that the other plane had picked us up on his scope and had taken over radar control. Now the GCI station was free to watch for other intruders. Behind us, presumably, Lunatic 3 was diving at us or veering in from an angle. Lunatic 88 was a sitting duck for this kind of rehearsal, of course, and yet the denouement came surprisingly soon.

"Splash one F3D!"

The laconic radio message told us that the problem had been finished and that in theory we had been shot down. Lunatic 3 had closed in, made a visual "cateye" approach to identify us positively, then had backed off to shooting distance for the kill. There was one final radio message before the game began all over again.

"Lunatic 88, you are high on my port beam."

I looked down through the right cockpit window, squinting into the darkness, and barely made out a large black shape keeping pace with us. The planes would stay together for safety until GCI moved them apart again.

The two top-notch pilots had made the operation seem easy; actually they have one of the toughest jobs in aerial warfare. A pilot needs every bit of help that electronics can give him when following an invisible target that probably is engaging in evasive actions. Too, the bomber that he was following normally would carry
**CRAFTSMAN**

**REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.**

**A CRAFTSMAN**

8-tooth Carbide Tipped Saw
as low $10.95
as... $17.50**

**Costs you MUCH LESS than similar blades!**

Actual tests PROVE this CRAFTSMAN outperforms similar blades selling for much more! Rips, crosscuts, miters—handles more jobs smoother and faster. Needs less sharpening. Outlasts ordinary all-steel blades 20 times! Tungsten-carbide tipped teeth project only .020 inch above non-cutting surface. Saw can't grab—protects you from kickback injuries! Cuts woods, plastics, formica, Masonite, wallboard, abrasive building materials, transit, asbestos, aluminum and asphalt roofing and siding. (Not for Masonry, steel, iron or other ferrous metals.) See table below for sizes... and see this sensational new saw at your Sears Retail Store!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Arbor Hole</th>
<th>Fits these saws</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 in.</td>
<td>diamond</td>
<td>6-in. Skill-saw</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1/2 in.</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>6-in. Black &amp; Decker</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1/2 in.</td>
<td>7/8 in. round</td>
<td>CRAFTSMAN 6 1/2-in. bench saws</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 in.</td>
<td>7/8 in. round</td>
<td>Porter-Cable bench saws</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>diamond</td>
<td>Skill-saw</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 in.</td>
<td>square</td>
<td>Mall</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td>1 1/2 in. round</td>
<td>CRAFTSMAN 8-in. bench saws</td>
<td>12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td>1 1/2 in. round</td>
<td>Bench saws</td>
<td>12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td>diamond</td>
<td>Skill-saw</td>
<td>12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 in.</td>
<td>Bench saws: builders' saws</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 in.</td>
<td>1 in. with step-down bushings</td>
<td>radial saw, swing saw</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New, improved tools with TWICE AS MUCH POWER as former models!**

**CRAFTSMAN** Sander-Polisher-Massager... Just plug it in!

Designed as a finishing sander—not for removing paint, varnish, or deep scratches. 14,400 "Dual-arc" strokes per minute give super-smooth surfaces. Entire tool and cord approved by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. For 110-120 volt 60-cycle A.C. only. See it at your nearest Sears Retail Store TODAY.

**CRAFTSMAN** 11-in. Reactance motor Jig Saw

**Only** $13.95

- Just plug it in!
- Really a grand gift!

NOT a toy—but a rugged, well-made power tool for making models, puzzles, lawn ornaments, etc. For 110-120 volt, 60-cycle A.C. only. Gives a super-smooth cut that needs no sanding. Entire tool and cord approved by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. See it NOW at your nearest Sears Retail Store.

*Prices slightly higher south of the Ohio and west of the Mississippi rivers.*

**CRAFTSMAN** by SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO.
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SELF-CONTROL STARTS HERE

and to restore

CAR PERFORMANCE

OIL-CONTROL STARTS HERE

To stop oil-pumping, replace worn engine connecting rod bearings

In your car engine—as in your work—control is all-important for best performance! When connecting rod and main bearings are worn, they lose control of oil flow. They no longer "meter" exact amounts of oil for proper engine lubrication. Excess oil reaches combustion chambers, burns to performance-stealing carbon on spark plugs, valves, pistons and rings. Performance goes up in smoke!

Give new piston rings a chance to do their own job—replace worn engine bearings, too! Genuine Federal-Mogul bearings are engineered for the job of oil-control. They restore smooth performance and economical operation. Ask your mechanic!

FEDERAL-MOGUL SERVICE
(Division of Federal-Mogul Corporation)
DETROIT 13, MICHIGAN

CONTROL OIL-PUMPING WHERE IT STARTS—REPLACE WITH

FEDERAL-MOGUL BEARINGS

radar-controlled guns that will be fired automatically when he approaches. The fighter has to get in the first punch if he is to win the radar battle.

Down on the "deck" when chasing a low-flying airplane, the night-fighter pilot needs an extra sense in addition to everything else. The altimeter, the radio altimeter, and the radar can all tell him his distance above the surface and yet in the tense excitement of the chase he may drop too low and fly right into the water in the dark.

There are a hundred other things that can happen before a pilot is ready to seek his carrier by radar or is talked down to it by Carrier Controlled Approach.

To help the night fighter in his crucial battles, the Navy recently developed two new auxiliary kinds of aircraft, the AD-4W that is loaded with radar equipment and that serves as a high-flying early warning radar search center, and the AD-4Q, a countermeasure aircraft whose main job is to scramble an intruder's radar signals.

Teamed together, the two types of planes are expected to detect enemy aircraft at greater distances than are now practical, and to spoil the accuracy of his radar equipment without affecting the radar on our own F3Ds and other friendly aircraft.

The whole subject starts getting pretty complicated right about here; the Navy's electronic experts are certain that they'll have the upper hand if and when the actual test of battle comes.

Let's Send TV Around the World
(Continued from page 87)

there are no wires to come down. Last year, during the worst ice storm ever to hit the East Coast, the New York to Philadelphia microwave link operated by Western Union carried 100 telegraph-printer channels without interruption, while many land-line communications experienced severe breakdowns because of the storm.

On top of all this, microwave relay is being improved daily. Its beams can be bent by mirrorlike reflectors to bring television signals up from behind mountains and down again into mountain-bound towns. Recently, a video station in Binghamton, N. Y., needed a link with its transmitter whose tower barely peeked over the top of a hill three miles away. Cable was too expensive, so engineers put a dish-type antenna atop the building in town. They couldn't put a receiving antenna on the part of the tower that showed because of installation problems. So they built a seven-foot aluminum mirror on the tower,
A Christmas Bonus Every Day!

YOURS FOR YEARS WITH DELTA POWER TOOLS

What better Christmas bonus, what finer gift, can you imagine for yourself than Delta Power Tools? It's a lasting bonus, too, that keeps on paying year after year in pleasure and relaxation and profit — for these quality tools soon pay for themselves in actual money saved on the things you make for yourself, for the home, for the family.

So, drop a hint where it will do the most good, or earmark that Christmas bonus or gift money for a real bonus for you . . . Delta Power Tools . . . a lifetime investment in pleasure and profit!

BASIC TOOL in any workshop, to perform ALL the basic woodworking operations, a Delta circular saw pays for itself in worthwhile home improvements — and pleasure!

JUST A FEW OF THE THINGS YOU CAN MAKE RIGHT AT HOME WITH DELTA TOOLS!

For the House:  
- Kitchen Snack Bar  
- Coffee Table  
- Storage Cabinet  
- Baby Beds  
- Wall Shelves

For the Children:  
- Trucks  
- Pull Toys  
- Doll Beds  
- Tanks  
- Cranes  
- Guns  
- Tops  
- Boots  
- Doll Houses

For the Family:  
- Men's Wardrobes  
- Television Table  
- Picnic Table  
- Dresses  
- Bird Houses

Delta "How to do it" Books Make Welcome Gifts—Scores of Titles—Get Them at Your Delta Dealer.
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at an angle that reflected the microwave beam down to an antenna on the transmitter's rooftop—well below the hill. That mirror has been bouncing microwaves over the hill successfully ever since.

There are other ways to beam our microwave signals across the ocean and such techniques might come even sooner.

With what we know right now, we could develop what I call a "radio air lift"—transoceanic planes, equipped with compact microwave-radio relay apparatus that would operate automatically. A continuous string of aircraft so equipped could pass a television signal from one plane to the next until it reached its destination. In effect, the planes would simply be microwave antennas at stratosphere height.

Today, a plane takes off every 35 minutes for Europe. That's enough planes to do it, since it would require only 16 properly spaced planes from New York to Amsterdam at any one time to turn the trick. By timing present commercial and military departures properly, a chain of airplanes, flying at 20,000 feet or more, could be as much as 200 to 300 miles apart and still transmit line-of-sight microwave-radio relay signals from one to the other.

With two groups of 15 Constellation-type planes a two-way circuit could be operated simultaneously, or one ultrafax circuit, or 500 two-way phone channels, or 5000 two-way Teletype channels. So, in between television shows, there would be plenty of work to keep the radio air lift busy.

What about getting good television transmitting and receiving equipment down to airplane size and weight? Way back in 1940, RCA staged a pioneer venture when it sent a television plane up over New York City. In that craft was a small video station, consisting of cameras and a lightweight relay transmitter. The whole outfit weighed 700 pounds. The plane picked up and telecast to a local station for relay a bird's-eye view of the city in a successful 45-minute show. A year earlier a plane with a receiver on board was picked up by the television camera of a mobile unit at a New York airport, relayed to RCA's station atop the Empire State Building, and retelecast. The plane's receiver was tuned in on the channel, and men on board looked at the screen and watched themselves coming in to land.

These were early experiments, but they proved that airborne radio-relay equipment was practical. Since then, tremendous strides have been made. A few years ago, a young television engineer developed a system involving nothing more than a compact microwave-radio relay for aircraft. Signals picked up by the plane,
flying in circles some 25,000 feet up in the stratosphere, were retelecast earthward by this sky-high antenna. In one demonstration, a television program of a world-series game was relayed from the plane. The signal spread out like an inverted ice-cream cone, reaching the receivers of set owners in 55 communities in six states beneath the plane.

By relaying the television signals from plane to plane, instead of beaming them earthward, the experimenters at that time estimated that eight specially equipped planes, flying 400 miles apart at 25,000 feet, could make up a transcontinental microwave-radio relay net. In addition, each plane could transmit programs to ground receivers over an area 500 miles in diameter around them, bringing television to scores of out-of-the-way places.

For many reasons, the plan did not materialize. But it certainly was possible. Something similar to it could be our answer to transoceanic television tomorrow.

There are two other ways of building our transoceanic television network, both more remote, because of the problems involved. For years the military has toyed with the idea of building a series of multidecked floating islands, like huge aircraft carriers on pontoons instead of hulls. The idea has been to spot these islands across the Atlantic, to serve as weather stations, emergency landing strips for aircraft, repair depots for crippled ships, and a host of other sound purposes.

Microwave-radio relay to Europe would provide one more reason why they might be built. For on such a chain of islands towers could be erected to carry the beaming apparatus for many channels of communications via television, telephone, teleprinter, ultrafax, or what you will. Towers 1000 feet high on artificial islands spaced 75 miles apart could beam their microwaves to each other without trouble. You've already seen how that would work for television, since it's just another way of extending the tower-chain network.

One problem here is the designing of such towers that would be strong enough to stand the stresses of buffeting by the elements. Another lies in anchoring such islands. To be properly spotted across the ocean, some would be in very deep water. The strain of ocean currents and other pressure movements of water on a long expanse of anchor cable can create tremendous drag. A few pounds of stress on cables a mile long could pull such a huge floating island right under water. One of our own engineers at RCA anchored his 30-foot boat in 150 feet of water in Long Island Sound

(Continued to page 252)
This Christmas, See How Little It Costs To Give Famous Professional Quality Westcraft Tools

Why pay fancy prices for fine tools? See, try and compare Westcraft—you’ll discover that these famous, shop-tested tools give you the same precision manufacturing and lasting accuracy of other brands costing far more. Westcraft Tools are fully guaranteed and are yours on easy terms. Here are a few from our complete selection—see them this week at Western Auto!

Punch & Chisel Set, precision ground and tempered. Chrome plated, polished alloy steel, 4 pieces in carrying kit. (HR1937) **$163**

Ball Pein Hammer, 36 oz. Heat treated, tempered tool steel. Selected hickory handle. Specially ground, polished . . . (HR4884) **$175**

7" Tilt Table Bench Saw. 14" x 16" table. Performs 8 different cutting operations. Ball bearing arbor. **$39.40**

2 3/16" cutting depth. Only . . . (HR1002) . . . .

Auger Bits, solid center, hand forged from high grade tempered steel. Tapered shank fits any standard bit brace. 13 sizes, as low as . . . (HR270-36) . . . . **$7.94**

Soldering Iron. 100 watt. 7/8" x 3/4" copper tip. Nickel-chrome sealed element . . . (HR4284) . . . . **$20.00**

1/4 HP Electric Motor, 1725 rpm, 115 v., 60 eye. AC. Split phase. GE guaranteed for 1 full year. Only . . . (HR1601) . . . . **$18.50**

Wrench Set for hollow-head set screws with hexagon socket. Plated to resist rust. 7 sizes in plastic case. Only . . . (HR2506) . . . . **$5.44**

Professional Quality—Wizards of Performance

WESTCRAFT TOOLS

Sold by the largest group of associated tool departments in America

NOTE: Western Auto Associate Dealers own their own stores and set their own prices. Terms quoted are recommended terms, subject to variance.

© 1951 Western Auto Supply Co., N. C., Mo.
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For youngsters 8-to-80!

**STANLEY TOOLS**

Good tools make good gifts for men of all ages. Give Stanley Tools this Christmas...complete sets in sturdy chests or individual tools in Woodcraft boxes. Now on display at your dealer's. Look for this famous trade mark (STANLEY)

**Hobby Chests**

Hobby House Set No. 910. Five other tool sets available in prices ranging from $12.00 up.

Australia Starts Her Own "TVA"

(Continued from page 129)

At Lob's Hole, it meets water from the Tantangara Reservoir, formed by damming the upper Murrumbidgee River. This reservoir will have a capacity of 300,000 acre-feet. On the way to Lob's Hole, it picks up water from the Yarrangobilly River at Yarrangobilly Pond. From Tantangara to Yarrangobilly Pond, the 8½-mile tunnel will serve one power station. From Yarrangobilly Pond, the tunnel continues for five miles to Lob's Hole and another power station. These two stations will develop 265,000 kilowatts.

From Lob's Hole Reservoir, a canal conveys the water to the power station and Blowing Dam on the Tumut River. Blowing Reservoir has a capacity of 800,000 acre-feet and is primarily for water-regulation purposes. Water may be released higher up to generate power, when not needed for irrigation at the time. So this water won't be wasted, it will be stored at Blowing and released only as required for irrigation. The power station below Blowing Dam will make use of this water.

Combined, the 16 power stations of the Snowy-Murray and Snowy-Tumut sections will produce 2,660,000 kilowatts, slightly more than that of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The project will make 2,000,000 acre-feet of water per year available for irrigation on the Murray and Murrumbidgee Rivers. This is four times the amount now used yearly by the Murrumbidgee area alone. It is enough to irrigate 3,500,000 additional acres of land on the lower reaches of these two rivers. A fertile country, needing only water to produce bumper crops, the land will settle between 50,000 to 100,000 people. Increased agricultural production of this area will be worth over $50,000,000 annually.

Australian engineers have done most of the planning for this project, which has aroused worldwide interest because of its size and the many problems involved. The Australian Ministry of National Development has asked the United States Bureau of Reclamation to design some major works of the project. The bureau is considered a world authority on hydroelectric practices.

The demand for trained engineers has created a problem in Australia's present labor shortage. For most of its technical staff, the Snowy River Authority has gone abroad to avoid pirating men from other Australian projects.

Many engineers have come from Europe. It is anticipated that 75 percent of the men required will be immigrants. A large flow (Continued to page 248)
When you and your wife talk about practical gifts this year, put in a plug for the Power King tools you need in your shop. Have her see them at your Atlas-Power King dealers. PK tools, better than any others, give you the capacity and accuracy you want plus rugged construction and proper bearings for long service. They’re fun to operate and, used wisely for home improvement and furniture building, can save you hundreds of dollars. FREE — new catalog with operating views and hints — send a postcard, we’ll rush it.
of immigrants from Europe is now entering Australia to help build up and develop the country.

The scarcity of domestic materials needed for the project has caused the authority to go abroad for many of them. Even prefabricated houses are being bought overseas to conserve building materials.

Much of the heavy earthmoving equipment is imported from the U.S.A. Other machinery will be imported from Europe and America as the work progresses.

Seven lakes will be created when all the dams are finished. These lakes will provide a huge reserve of fresh water to be released as needed for irrigation and power. Australia has no large fresh-water lakes, so these will prove popular for fishing and other recreation.

As most of the 16 power stations will be deep underground and safe from air attack, the power provided by them will go to many military-research projects.

This electricity will link up with power systems of Melbourne and Sydney, Australia's two largest cities with over 3,000,000 people between them. The apportionment of power, after making allowance for the inappreciable amount used by the Australian capital territory, will be between two states. Victoria will share one third and the New South Wales two thirds.

The 2,750,000 million kilowatts of electricity of the project is the equivalent of the combined output of all steam and hydroelectric power stations operating in Australia today. It will mean the saving of 4,000,000 tons of coal annually.

Roads, camps and communication lines are being built first. The isolated camps communicate with each other by radio and telephone. Work crews use walkie-talkies.

In addition to the construction of new roads to work sites, the problem of keeping them open in the winter is a huge one. For clearing snow, U. S. equipment is used.

Already the towns in the area are taking on the air of a Klondike gold rush. The town of Cooma, headquarters of the authority, is referred to as the Dawson City of the New Yukon. The old gold-mining towns of Kiandra and Adaminaby, are experiencing a revival of boom times as workers flow in and new buildings spring up almost overnight.

This task, which Australia has embarked upon to improve the welfare of her people, is tremendous, considering its population. While as large in area as the U.S.A., she has a population of only 8,300,000.

It is estimated that the total cost for the project will be about $560,000,000. The time required to complete it all will be 25 years, according to present plans.
Crosman
“CO2 POWERED” GUNS

POWER
WITHOUT POWDER
WITHOUT PUMPING

Expert or beginner, you'll get a thrill without a “kick” shooting these amazing guns. Safe to shoot indoors or out, thanks to Crosman’s “no-ricochet” type Super-Pells. Available in .177 and .22 cal. models. See them at your Crosman dealer’s. Write for literature.

CROSMAN ARMS CO., INC., ROCHESTER 20, N.Y.

MODERN LAWN MOWER SHARPENER
FOR LAWN MOWER SHOPS
GOLF COURSES • PARKS
101 OTHER JOBS

Sharpen All Reel Type Mowers • Hand Power or Gang 10 to 20 Minutes • No Dismantling • No Extra Attachments Needed.

ORDER NOW
Immediate Delivery

MODERN MFG. CO., INC., PASADENA 14, CALIFORNIA

COLORCRETE

Lifetime beauty comes out of a gun! Colorcrete is a cementitious plastic, applied by pneumatic pressure to new or old concrete, stucco, etc. Tough, tenacious, enduring. Can be washed or scrubbed. Dirty, drab surfaces become sparkling white or tinted from a range of 30 colors.

"Building-Beautifying" – Your Big Opportunity

Colorcreting is a fascinating and profitable opportunity for men who want to build a substantial, long-term business. Colorcreting is exclusive. Rich in sales appeal to building owners. Income potentials are high; investment is low. We supply complete equipment, full instructions and liberal cooperation. Requires no previous experience or special ability. Write or wire for the Opportunity Book today. Be the first in your community.

COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC.
570 Ottawa Ave., Holland, Mich.

Give Him a MAN'S Gift for Christmas!

HOME-UTILITY 5” SANDER-POLISHER
only $32.95

HOME-UTILITY 3/4” DRILL
only $22.95

HOME-UTILITY SANDER-POLISHER
KIT only $49.95

MANY USEFUL ACCESSORIES! Stands, Wire Brushes, Masonry Bits, Buffing & Polishing Kits, Abrasive Kits, lots more!

Drilling, sanding, polishing, sharpening, wire brushing, buffing—these versatile BLACK & DECKER Home-Utility Tools speed up no end of jobs, make perfect gifts for a man’s Christmas! They’re quality - built by BLACK & DECKER. Easy to operate, fun to use, priced for every pocketbook. Try them, buy them at your local hardware, electrical or department store displaying the Home-Utility SANTA CLAUS!

BLACK & DECKER
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This Year — don’t miss those Christmas snapshots
Add a KALART Speed Flash to your camera

$8.95 and $9.95 Models for most cameras

Take snapshots of the children round the Christmas tree — candid of parties — other holiday pictures indoors — night or day. They’re easy when you add a Kalart Speed Flash to your camera. No need to say “hold still.” The flash of the lamp is so quick it stops most motion. Click the shutter and your Kalart automatically lights the flash lamp at just the right moment — gives you a flood of light equal to bright sunshine. Models for most cameras — old or new. At leading camera, drug and department stores.

Send for free illustrated booklet “How to Take Speed Flash Pictures of Baby,” Kalart, Plainville, Conn. Dept. PM-12.

flanks the line’s two main tracks. The through tracks go all the way along one wall and turn the corner of the room, where the outside rail heads up a 4½-percent grade. When there’s enough clearance, the inside track ducks under it. On this two-level main line the trains pass over the bridge and through the bookcase.

From the control board across the room Beatty can operate a switch which shunts the lower train through the wall and out into his workshop in the adjoining room. As the train comes rolling along the spur line just above the workbench, it passes over a contact point on the rail. The weight of the locomotive causes a signal light to flash on the control panel, and Beatty then brings the train to a stop at a convenient working level a few inches above his bench.

Like any other model railroader, Frank gets ideas faster than he can execute them. Just now he’s improving the painted background and installing more scale-model buildings. He’s determined to do something about an electric wall outlet he considers unsightly — figures he’ll cover it with a model grain elevator made of balsa wood, fashioning it so the electric plugs can be inserted through the windows.

He also says something must be done about the bridge. Not long ago he was seated at the control panel, his back to the bridge, when someone swung up the structure to enter the room. A moment later a crack eastbound freight failed to leap the gap and there was a fearful crash as boxcars and reefer smashed into the cement floor. Frank repaired the damage and now is working on new safety measures to prevent a recurrence.

At the office, the boss still has that harassed expression on his face, for Frank is worse than ever these days. Between verses of the “Wabash Cannonball” he talks about his new hot-shot freight and plans for a “water level route” past the laundry tubs.

He’s rolling westbound up a blind siding all right.

Model Railroading is more fun than you imagine, and less expensive than you think!

©250,000 people can’t be wrong. They are having real fun with the world’s fastest growing hobby. Get this picture-packet book that tells how simple it is to start . . . , and how surprisingly little money is needed.

Fully illustrated, this book tells how constructive this hobby is. Enjoyed by anyone from 7 to 70. Send the today for your copy of “Model Railroading for You,” written by a well-known authority.

MODEL RAILROADER MAGAZINE
Dept. 1560 — Milwaukee 3, Wis.
Increase Compression Up to 10% with Miracle Power in Gas and Oil

Miracle Power contains colloidal synthetic graphite—considered by automotive experts as one of the finest aids to better lubrication.

As Miracle Power circulates in the engine, the graphite clings to vital metal parts forming a graphoid film. This film helps oil maintain a better compression seal. Result: Increased power. In addition, Miracle Power protects your engine against rust, acids and DRY STARTING—major cause of "Engine Ulcers"—and provides effective top cylinder lubrication at "red hot" combustion chamber temperatures. Check your compression before and after using Miracle Power—see for yourself.

THE AP PARTS CORPORATION • Miracle Power Division • 73 AP BUILDING, TOLEDO 1, OHIO

Now! Push-Button Lubrication!

Miracle Power Lubri-Sprayer is ideal for car engines as well as general household lubrication. Just push the button for a fine Miracle Power spray that reaches all the hard-to-get-at places.

Also available are Lubri-Sprayers containing 123—companion product to Miracle Power for use as a dry pre-lubricant during engine re-assembly.

At better service stations, garages and car dealers, or use this coupon for introductory offer.

THE AP PARTS CORPORATION
73 AP BUILDING, TOLEDO 1, OHIO

Enclosed find $________ for which please send me postpaid:

- trial cans of Miracle Power at 75c each (1 for gas, 1 for oil)
- 123 Lubri-Sprayers at $1.95 each
- Miracle Power Lubri-Sprayers at 1.45 each

☐ Please send me free literature on making my car last longer.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City __________ Zone ______ State ______

ELECTRICITY Anywhere
FOR PORTABLE, EMERGENCY OR HOME USE

ONAN Electric Plants generate 110-volt, 60-cycle current for homes, farms, cabins and resorts beyond the highline. Lightweight, portable plants cut costs, speed work for contractors. Standby plants protect units against power failure, 400 to 55,000 watts. Gasoline or Diesel-powered. Priced from $219.00.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
D. W. ONAN & SONS INC.
5832 UNIVERSITY AVE., MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINN.

V-PLEX AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CLUTCHES
for ... POWER LAWNMOWERS, MOTOR SCOOTERS, GARDEN TRACTORS, MOTORBIKES, ETC.

The Way to transmit Power Smoothly

V-PLEX CLUTCHES automatically tighten drive belt as throttle is opened, eliminate belt slippage, cut wear, permit idling engine. Easily installed on any gas engine; practically indestructible. Fit 3/4, ¾, ¾" drive shafts. See dealer or write.

FREE
NEW BIG RADIO CATALOG

Ready now! Complete with everything in radio, TV and electronics. Newest parts as well as old, standard lines. Paste coupon on penny postcard and mail today!

LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept. LL
100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13

Please rush Free catalog to:

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City __________ Zone ______ State ______
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recently. A strong current was running at that spot, and his bow went under. He nearly lost the craft before he cut that anchor loose.

But those are problems for the structural engineers. Given enough attention, they may be solved. If they are, transoceanic microwave-relay networks can go ahead in this fashion.

Though microwave relay appears to be the most adaptable method for carrying television signals, it is conceivable that some day coaxial cables may be perfected to carry video signals across the ocean floor, just as cables carry telephone and telegraph signals today. This, at present, is a remote possibility, since underwater coaxial cables still pose huge problems. If it should become necessary to solve them, however, I feel that it could be done.

I have no doubt of the ultimate practicality of transoceanic television. The idea of putting this new means of communication on an international scale is exciting. Think how television beamed abroad could show democracy at work to the rest of the world. To see democracy at work is to believe it, and that's one of television's big jobs of the future. Indeed, international television offers us a great opportunity to promote real understanding among people, and to build a lasting peace among men.

Cut clean, accurate, parallel grooves—40 widths, any angle. No chatter, burning, chewing—or sanding! No more blade vibration—no screws to fuss with—just four balanced washers. Simply dial desired width with Micromatic adjustment. Can be left on blade for straight cuts. Available in 4 sizes—1/2", 3/4", 5/8", 1". A perfect gift for woodworkers. See your dealer or write—

WARREN WASHERS CO.
Dept. 32 • 70 Medbury • Detroit 2, Mich.
You CAN Take It With You!

BECKER Self-Contained SPRAY GUN

NOTHING ELSE TO BUY
TAKE IT ANYWHERE—the first completely portable spray gun. Needs no
compressor, motor, or electrical outlets. Pressure-powered with an inexpen-
sive CO2 cartridge that means up

25a
to 21 liquid ounces, depending on vis-
cosity. Extra cartridges, 10 for $1,

PAINTS • VARNISHES • CHAMELS

MOTH-PROOFS • INSECTICIDES

Every home needs a Becker Spray Gun for dozens of jobs in the house, workshop, garden or garage.

Complete instructions furnished for effective results. Order yours today for the season ahead.

SULLIVAN-BECKER CO.
Dept. 111-M. Kenosha, Wis.

100,000 WASHER REPAIR PARTS
START YOUR OWN WASHER REPAIR BUSINESS

RETAIL CUSTOMERS MAIL IN OLD PARTS
OR MODEL NO. AND SERIAL NO.

Tremendous field, excellent profits! Get our
large complete wholesale catalogue showing thou-
sands of repair parts illustrations: wrench rolls.

ONE BETTER! SUPER DRILL GRINDER

Sharpen round Shank drills from

3/32" to 1/2" in diameter, up to 6"

long. Grinds old delth like new in 4
different point angles, using hand or

power grinding wheels. Money-back guarantee.

Price only $2.95

CRANDALL MFG. CO. 1512 W. St. Paul, Dept. P-12
Los Angeles 44, Calif.

BRIKCRETE

High Earning Power for Local Manufacturers

More local Brikcrete plants are needed. You can be one of a
country-wide chain manufacturing the world’s most modern
manifesto. Ties in with today’s economic conditions that
demand elimination of wastefulness in production. Brikcrete
is locally made, of local materials, by local labor, for local use.

Saves the high costs of transportation and distribution. Brings
fine masonry down to the price levels of lumber. Rich in sales
appeal to builders who are masonry-minded but cost-conscious.

World’s Most Modern Masonry

Brikcrete is modern in design, proportion

and size. Has exclusive butted web

structure in wide range of colors. Local

manufacturers have broad opportunities

for expansion under franchise privileges.

High income potentials. Requires only

nominal investment. We supply all equip-

ment; easy terms if desired. Write or

wire for Brikcrete Book No. 2.

BRIKCRETE ASSOCIATES, INC.
4679 Division Avenue, S.
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Taconite is Tomorrow's Iron

(Continued from page 76)

temperatures that burn a hole right down through the rock. With the aid of the jet-piercing drill, miners are able to blast loose big chunks of taconite. Massive power shovels then bite into the jagged stuff, swing it overhead and dump it into waiting trucks which tote it to the factory.

Inside the plant, the management is faced with the knottiest problem in the steel industry. Nine hundred miles away, along the lower rim of Lake Erie, blast furnaces are gobbling up iron ore with tremendous appetites. A blast furnace is one of the most cantankerous giants in existence. Although it has an enormous appetite, it’s mighty particular about its diet. It refuses to cooperate if the feed is too rich or too poor, the chunks too big or too little. Somehow thousands of tons of rock must be converted into a palatable feed for the furnace.

The first step is to smash the boulders to powder-size particles. The big chunks of rock are dumped off the trucks into the preliminary crushe, which resembles a gigantic bell suspended in the middle of a circular hopper. There’s a space measuring only a few inches between the rim of the bell and the hopper. The boulders tumble down the sides of the bell until they are squeezed into this space. Then the bell is “rung” by a powerful motor, repeatedly smashing the boulders until they are small enough to fall on through. Two other crushers take over the chunks, knocking them into slingshot-size pieces.

Then into the grinding mill—a huge revolving drum—flow the pebbles. Inside the drum, an inferno of tumbling, clashing steel rods or balls smash the rocks to smithereens. Carried along in a swirl of water, the resulting powder-size particles flow into a machine called a classifier. It’s nothing but a big bathtub, overflowing with water, which selects the smaller particles and rejects the larger. Two huge steel corkscrews, tilted on end, continually revolve up through the tub. As they revolve they carry away the coarser particles, the “fines” overflowing with the water.

By now these powder-size particles have picked up one of two personalities. Each speck is either loaded with iron or is mostly plain rock. Mix a quarter cup of pepper with a cup of flour and you’ll get the proper proportions.

How is the pepper sorted from the flour? Nature very thoughtfully provided a key to the puzzle. Some taconite is highly magnetic, other weakly. That’s why most of the wilderness factories, at least the first ones,
AC is the original Fuel Pump.

More than 100,000,000 have been built.

More than 40,000,000 are in daily use.

More than 90% of the gas-powered vehicles now in service were factory-equipped with AC’s.

Backed by 24 years of “know-how”—there are none better.
are being built on the eastern end of the Mesabi, for here the ore is strongly magnetic. The secret of the separation process, of course, is to attract the iron particles with a magnet.

Each separator consists of one or more spinning drums — actually electromagnets. The soupy water flows against the magnets, and the iron-laden particles snap out and swirl around the drum. The rock particles flow past, unaffected by the magnets. The result is a river of worthless sand and a rivulet of muddy water, heavy with iron.

Water is filtered from the resulting soupy taconite by a fabric-covered drum.

The result? Fine particles, black as midnight, rich in iron.

Yet dust in this form is utterly useless, as useless as rock dust. A blast furnace that was fed the stuff would bog down with acute indigestion. Somehow the dust has to be stuck back together again into mud balls. And the mud balls must meet some very precise requirements. They must be acceptable to the touchy stomach of a blast furnace, they must be reasonably small in size and, most important, they must be extremely rugged, for they'll be handled like lumps of coal in shipment. They must withstand rain without crumbling. That's quite an order for a mud ball.

The first faint hope of solving this problem occurred a few years ago in the laboratory of Dr. E. W. Davis of the University of Minnesota. Doctor Davis patted the taconite concentrate into mud balls, then baked the balls in an oven. The heat fused the iron particles, making tough little balls that seemed ideal. But how could the balls be patted together by the billions? One day someone in the laboratory hit on the idea of rolling the mud into balls in the same way snowballs form when snow starts sliding downhill. Some of the damp powder was shoveled into a horizontal drum and the drum rotated. As if by magic, little balls of taconite appeared.

Today, at the Aurora plant, the wet powder flows into one end of a slightly tilted rotating drum eight feet in diameter and about 24 feet long. You can stand at the opposite end of the drum and watch the balls magically appear by the millions. The tilt of the drum keeps them moving gradually toward you until they roll off at your feet—round, wet, shiny little pellets weighing only a few ounces apiece, yet rolling out by the ton. They drop onto a conveyor belt which—carries them to a big circular furnace to be baked into hard nubbins.

The baked pellets seem an ideal solution. They meet all the strength requirements for shipping; and most important of all, (Continued to page 258)
FIX IT or FASTEN IT
Better and Faster!

NEW TINNERMAN
Speed Nut
TANNER KIT

SPEED NUT—the one-piece, self-locking, vibration-proof fastener—famous throughout industry...

NOW READY FOR HOME USE!
Handy assortment of 10 popular sizes of SPEED NUTS and matching screws. Over 100 home repair and hobbycraft uses. Once on—they stay on! Replace threaded nuts and lock washers.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
DEPARTMENT 13 • CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

*INCREASES PROFITS
BEEVABLE MFG. CO.
Saw Machine Div. • 93M
800 S. ISIS AVE. • INGLEWOOD, CALIF.

NEW!

Electric Drill
PLANE
CONVERTER

Fast • Accurate
Speed Planing
Beveling
Ripping

NOW! Convert your 1/4" electric drill for fast, accurate planing, beveling, ripping, in a matter of minutes. Rips up to 1 1/4" strip, planes 1/4" of one stroke, 15 times faster than any hand plane. Rips boards up to 1 1/4" thick. Nothing like it exists. Too many uses to mention. Order completely assembled or ready-to-assemble, all parts and instructions furnished. You need only 14" piece of 2x4 and your own electric drill. 2 planing blades made of finest High Speed steel available included. Blades are 1/2" diameter, 2" cutting surface. Saves you $50 to $140! Send cash, check, or money order. Shipped same day. Use for 10 days. If not satisfied return. Money-back guarantee. Parts ready to assemble $9.95.

International
Twist Drill Corp.
17th & Wyandotte, Room 632
Kansas City 6, Mo.

FREE

1952
ALLIED
RADIO & TV CATALOG
EVERYTHING IN RADIO
AND TV AT LOWEST PRICES!

SEND FOR IT

212 PAGES
Value-Packed

Everything for
Experimenters, Builders, Amateurs,
Servicemen, Engineers, Soundmen...

Save money on every Radio and TV need! Get the big 212-page 1952 ALLIED Catalog featuring the world's largest selections of top-quality electronic equipment at lowest, money-saving prices. See the latest in TV, home radios, Amateur equipment, P.A. systems and Hi-Fidelity custom sound, recorders, test instruments, builders' kits—plus thousands of parts, tools, books and diagrams. Get more for your money from the World's Largest Radio Supply House. Send today for your FREE 1952 ALLIED Catalog!

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 5-M-1
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.

☐ Rush FREE 1952 ALLIED 212-Page Catalog

Name: ________________________________

Address: ______________________________

City: ___________________ Zone: ______ State: ____________
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be SURE of STARTING in any kind of weather!

buy the SENSATIONAL NEW
Redi-Warm AUTOMATIC ENGINE TENDER

Thermo Stop-Start Engine Warmer
At last the luxury of knowing your car will start as easily on a sub-zero morning as it will on a summer day. With Redi-Warm Automatic Engine Tender in your car, it makes no difference where you park — how long you park. No outside electrical connection necessary — no smudge pots — no spark boosters. Just touch your starter. You're off in a jiffy.

Widely acclaimed by automotive engineers, Redi-Warm is a marvel of simplicity. It consists of only three small units — a thermostatic control which clamps easily to the engine head; a neutral switch which permits Redi-Warm to operate only while the car is in neutral; and a dash switch which puts Redi-Warm in operation.

Saves Engine Wear — Saves Gas
It is a well-known fact that the most wear on an engine occurs during minutes required to start. Redi-Warm, by keeping the engine at normal temperature regardless of weather conditions insures quick, easy starting; preserves the motor, saves on gas. Besides the comfort and convenience it affords, Redi-Warm will save more than pay for itself in a few cold weather months.

Why risk loss of time — loss of temper — expensive towing charges? If your local dealer does not have Redi-Warm in stock, send for it direct from the factory. It costs only $24.95 postpaid; comes with complete instructions for the simple wiring. Do it yourself, or ask your neighborhood serviceman. Sold on an absolute guarantee of full satisfaction.

only $24.95 postpaid

* SG ES T E R
* C R A Y - L I N C O L N
* Eng. & Mfg. Co., Inc.
* CRAY OIL BLDG.
* North Wapelo, N. H., U.S.A.

Another blast furnaces gobble them up like dessert.

Still other ways of treating taconite are being investigated. In Duluth, the research laboratory of Oliver Mining Company, a subsidiary of U. S. Steel, is running all kinds of tests to determine what can be done with the stuff. On the big floor of the laboratory virtually any kind of pilot plant can be set up within hours, then torn down to make way for another type.

Once the taconite has been reduced to a black dust, there are other methods of "agglomeration," as sticking it back together again is called. One, showing great promise, is to sinter it — mix it with coke and fuse it into cinder, similar to the clinker in a coal stove — then break the cinder into small pieces. The two remaining methods are briquetting, pressing it into forms, then baking the resulting "bricks"; and nodulizing, in which heat plus the rotating action of the furnace produce lumps.

What will be the cost of iron made from rock? Taconite is more expensive to mine than direct-shipping ores; it must be treated by expensive equipment; two or three times the labor force is required. One authority estimates that about $25,000,000 will have to be invested in new plants for every million tons of annual pellet production. When you start multiplying such figures you plunge into deep economic waters: for an annual capacity of 30,000,000 tons, some six to seven hundred million dollars will have to be invested. Can taconite be made to yield its iron without boosting the price of steel sky-high?

The best guess by authorities in the industry is that the price will go up but not out of sight. There are substantial savings that aren't immediately spotted.

For example, shipping costs are reduced. In one recent year, about 70,000,000 tons of ore were shipped from the Lake Superior area to the blast furnaces. The ore contained 11.5 percent water. About $21,500,000 was spent during that year shipping useless water all around the Great Lakes. The pellets, on the other hand, contain virtually no water.

And the pellets, received at the blast furnace, contain 60 to 65 percent iron oxide, while direct-shipping ores average 51.5 percent iron oxide. A ton of taconite pellets obviously pays off in more pig iron.

The end of the taconite story won't be written for centuries. Already thoughtful men in laboratories on the iron range are investigating how nonmagnetic taconites can be forced to surrender their iron. Three or four hundred years from now, America may once more start looking for a new source of ore. But even to the steel companies, that tomorrow is a long way off.
The Amphenol INLINE TV Antenna is engineered by the same experts who have perfected complicated antenna systems for radar, submarines, railroads, aircraft and mobile communications. Every mechanical and electrical factor of the INLINE TV Antenna is coordinated to create the best possible picture quality. It is a broadband antenna system which has a single, powerful forward radiation lobe to capture the strongest television signal from one direction with no minor lobes off the sides to pick up reflected signals and interference.
The Owners Report on the Hudson
(Continued from page 118)

owners average (depending on model) from 17.01 to 19.5 miles per gallon in country driving, and 13.7 to 16.4 in the city.

As usual, opinions differed on the automatic-transmission question, but 85 percent of the owners who want automatic transmission said they want Hydra-Matic on their next car. However, only 54 percent want a self-shifter and 46 percent want standard transmission (33 percent of these want overdrive). A Sterling, Ill., farmer expressed the general opinion that “overdrive saves gas and is easier on the motor.”

“Hydra-Matic drive is old enough now to be standard equipment,” wrote a Detroit internal-revenue man. “My Hydra-Matic operates just perfectly and as far as I can tell is troublefree,” said a retired Army officer of Dublin, Ga.

However, an enthusiastic Hudson owner in Chicago said he wants standard transmission next time because, “With automatic transmission, when the motor is missing there is no way to control your car unless you shift your gear to neutral every time you come to a stop sign. Also, in winter when it snows, you can't push another car or get pushed easily when your car does not start. With standard shift there is no problem.”

Another standard-transmission devotee is a Washington, D. C., agronomist who said, “I buy a car for transportation. The extra cost of automatic transmission does not seem to provide more economical transportation.”

Super-Matic drive drew a bitter reproof from a St. Petersburg, Fla., advertising man. “For my money, Super-Matic drive is a disgrace to the Hudson Motor Co.,” he wrote. “I drove my 1950 Commodore 6000 miserable miles with it and was glad to trade it off in nine months.”

The transmission question was settled once and for all in this survey by a San Antonio, Tex., psychiatrist, who said he wanted neither standard transmission, overdrive nor Super-Matic drive in his next car; he wanted Hydra-Matic because of “emotional satisfaction!” He added: “I wish Hudson would build a car that didn't look like an inverted bathtub and would develop a new

(Continued to page 222)

1951 HUDSON SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGINE</th>
<th>Pacemaker</th>
<th>Sup. 6</th>
<th>Comm. 6</th>
<th>Comm. 8</th>
<th>Hornet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>6-cyl., in-line</td>
<td>6-cyl., in-line</td>
<td>6-cyl., in-line</td>
<td>6-cyl., in-line</td>
<td>6-cyl., in-line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore and Stroke</td>
<td>3.5625 in.</td>
<td>3.5625 in.</td>
<td>3.5625 in.</td>
<td>3.5625 in.</td>
<td>3.5625 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piston displacement</td>
<td>232 cu. in.</td>
<td>262 cu. in.</td>
<td>262 cu. in.</td>
<td>262 cu. in.</td>
<td>262 cu. in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Horsepower</td>
<td>112 7/1</td>
<td>123 7/1</td>
<td>123 7/1</td>
<td>128 7/1</td>
<td>145 7/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression Ratio</td>
<td>6.7:1</td>
<td>6.7:1</td>
<td>6.7:1</td>
<td>6.7:1</td>
<td>6.7:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>3-speed conventional</td>
<td>3-speed conventional</td>
<td>3-speed conventional</td>
<td>3-speed conventional</td>
<td>3-speed conventional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GENERAL

| Weight (4-door sedan) | 3460 lbs. | 3565 lbs. | 3600 lbs. | 3620 lbs. | 3600 lbs. |
| Wheelbase              | 119 7/16 in. | 123 7/16 in. | 123 7/16 in. | 123 7/16 in. | 123 7/16 in. |
| Tread, Front           | 53 7/16 in. | 55 5/16 in. | 55 5/16 in. | 55 5/16 in. | 55 5/16 in. |
| Tread, Rear            | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. |
| Over-all Height        | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. | 60 7/16 in. |
| Over-all Width         | 77-1/16 in. | 77-1/16 in. | 77-1/16 in. | 77-1/16 in. | 77-1/16 in. |

Interior Dimensions (4-door Sedan)

| Front Seat Width       | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. |
| Rear Seat Width        | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. | 64 in. |
| Legroom, Front         | 43 7/16 in. | 43 7/16 in. | 43 7/16 in. | 43 7/16 in. | 43 7/16 in. |
| Legroom, Rear          | 33 7/16 in. | 33 7/16 in. | 33 7/16 in. | 33 7/16 in. | 33 7/16 in. |
| Headroom, Front        | 38 7/16 in. | 38 7/16 in. | 38 7/16 in. | 38 7/16 in. | 38 7/16 in. |
| Headroom, Rear         | 37 1/16 in. | 37 1/16 in. | 37 1/16 in. | 37 1/16 in. | 37 1/16 in. |
| Tire Size              | 7.10 x 15 | 7.10 x 15 | 7.10 x 15 | 7.10 x 15 | 7.10 x 15 |
| Recommended Tire Pressure | 26 lbs. F | 26 lbs. F | 26 lbs. F | 26 lbs. F | 26 lbs. F |
| Road Clearance         | 8 1/16 in. | 8 1/16 in. | 8 1/16 in. | 8 1/16 in. | 8 1/16 in. |
| Steering Wheel, Lock to Lock | 5 1/4 turns | 5 1/4 turns | 5 1/4 turns | 5 1/4 turns | 5 1/4 turns |

CAPACITIES

| Oil                    | 7 qts. | 7 qts. | 7 qts. | 7 qts. | 7 qts. |
| Water                  | 18 1/2 qts. | 18 1/2 qts. | 18 1/2 qts. | 18 1/2 qts. | 18 1/2 qts. |
| Gasoline               | 20 gal. | 20 gal. | 20 gal. | 20 gal. | 20 gal. |
HEAT

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED AS REPRESENTED ORDER with confidence from C&H

80-1 ratio
GEAR REDUCTOR
Double reduction, 80 to 1.5 in. 8 to 15 HP electric motors. 22 RPM. Can be used with grinders, mixers, mixers, etc. Centrifugal control. Electric motors or small motor. New in original box. $9.00.

54 to 1 BOSTON Speed Reducer
Reduces speed of all 1/12 in. electric motors in 5 rpm. Home improvement prices. $29.50.

CLUTCHES
For motor scooters, lawn mowers, etc. Centrifugal control. Electric motors or small motors. New in original box. $9.00.

BATTERY ARBORS
Grinding and saw Arbor, has 1/4 in. diameter. $5.00 each. 2 cent. pulse. No. 4002. New. Centrifugal control. Left hand screw. Self aligning. Only $5.00 each. New. 8.25 in. $11.25 each.

ALARM HORNS • SIRENS
For alarm or signal horn on industrial trucks, factories, aid private homes. 10 cent. each. Prices are subject to change.

HOT ROD SUPERCHARGER
Extra smip and go at less cost. Has 1/4 in. diameter. New in original box. $5.00 each. No. 4002. New. Centrifugal control. Left hand screw. Self aligning. Only $5.00 each. New. 8.25 in. $11.25 each.

POWER and HAND WINCHES
For BOATS, TRUCKS, FARMERS, LOGGERS, CONTRACTORS, ETC.

C&H ELECTRIC MACHINE CO., INC.
434 W. Juneau Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin
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Electric Snow Shovel

Electricity does the work when you clear your sidewalks and driveways with an electric snow shovel. The impeller vanes throw the snow up to 20 feet on either side, clearing a 12-inch wide path at a walking pace. The machine can, with a conversion unit, be changed into a power lawn mower come spring. The ½-horsepower motor has a 100-foot cord.
Saw comes from 20 and 30 miles.

"I rented a two-car garage and have all the work I can do. Some days I start 6:30 in the morning. I get work 20 and 30 miles from my place of business."—Charles H. Smith.

Each Saw Brings Six More

"Each saw I filed got me six more and business has been picking up that way for a year ago. If it keeps up I'll have to buy another Foley Saw File."—William C. Baldwin.

FOLEY FILED SAW BRING NEW CUSTOMERS

Here is a steady repeat CASH business you can start in your own basement or garage in your spare time. Every saw you sharpen with the machine accuracy of the Foley Saw File is an ad that brings you more customers. S. M. Hollingshead wrote to us: "I am doing very well with my Foley File, and I am glad I invested in your machinery. It is very satisfactory and works very well in the small community in which I live.

You can file all handsaw, also band and crosscut circular saws on the Foley Saw File. The adjustments are simple—there is no strain—and you can start right away to turn out perfect cutting saws. "The first saw I sharpened with my Foley File came out 100%. I think it is a marvel of perfection."—writes Clarence E. Parsons.

FREE BOOK Shows How to Start

"INDEPENDENCE AFTER 40" explains how you can get business from hardware stores, home owners, farmers, carpenters, schools, mills, factories, etc. Just think—with a modest investment, no overhead, no stock of goods to carry, you can start right up in a cash business that will help pay the rent, buy groceries or a new car. Start now—send coupon today. No salesman will call.

Send for FREE BOOK

FOLEY MFG. CO., 1216-1 Foley Bldg.
Minneapolis 18, Minn.

Send me free book "INDEPENDENCE AFTER 40!"

Name.

Address.

brake takes hold in an emergency, so I say Hudson is the safest car as well as the best car money can buy, and I bar none. I've owned 27 cars; Hudson beats them all," said a Los Angeles salesman.

A surprisingly large number of owners said they bought a Hudson this time because they got the best trade-in allowance.

A Gary, Ind., boilermaker gave the highest possible rating to his Commodore Six, somewhat belligerently. He announced: "I think the new Hudson is a dependable car and the best-looking car on the road, and I don't care who knows I said it. P. S.: It's a poor man's car to buy and keep."

And now for my own test of the Hudson Hornet: They say confession is good for the soul and I must confess here and now that I have had a change of heart from my previous opinion of Hudson cars, which wasn't too high.

Frankly, I had never been too sold on Hudson, although back in 1916 I owned a Hudson Super Six and found it to be an outstanding performer in its day. But my 2750-mile road test in a 1951 Hudson Hornet four-door sedan, Hydra-Matic equipped, from Detroit to Los Angeles (via Kansas City, Denver and Salt Lake City), including tests on side roads, definitely changed my opinion of the modern Hudson.

I had heard a lot about Hornet performance, so it was selected since it is the most popular model in Hudson's line, and therefore I probably gave it the worst beating of any car I've tested to date. Here is what I found. The Hornet is a wildcat on wheels, due to its very high horsepower-to-weight ratio. It is a dynamic performer which responds to the throttle like a thoroughbred. The snap and fast getaway, top speed and power, make it a thriller to drive. The low center of weight, due to Hudson's exclusive "step down" design, makes it a fine road car and it is noticeably steady at all speeds. There is no road wandering, it takes the corners more like a racing car than a stock car and it handles over rough roads with much ease of operation. I drove many miles in a heavy cross wind which had little effect on car control.

If I were asked to name America's safest car I would honestly have to say Hudson for the following combination of reasons:

1. The exclusive "step down" design affords the lowest possible center of gravity so that the center of weight is low—also the top of the car. Hudson is wider than it is high. Thus the car handles as near like a racing car on corners and rough spots as is possible for any stockcar, which definitely makes it one of the best road-holding cars on the highway. It is easy to control in a
65 KW. 225 Volt D.C. DIESEL ELECTRIC GENERATING UNIT
RECONDITIONED
Equipped with GEV2, DIXIE MARINE DIESEL engine, 230" bore, 32" stroke, 183 H.P. at 200 R.P.M. Complete with auxiliary items. New radiator, pump, motor and electric equipment. Generator repaired and attached to engine. Service is shown.

Write for price on DIESEL ENGINE only.

1952 EDITION
It's NEW! Get the world's largest Auto Accessory & Parts Catalog & Save money. Over 30,000 items. Including New Equipment. Rebuilt Engines, all parts & accessories for all cars & trucks. We have that hard-to-get part. Completely illustrated. 100 pages, Send 25¢ refundable.

J. C. WHITNEY & CO.
19175P ARCHER AVE.
CHICAGO 16, ILL.

MONEY Men ALL DATA FREE
THE PLASTEX Industry needs manufacturers on small scale and for big production on lamp and clock stands, lamp parts, and novelties in plastics. The market is vast, and we can supply plastic parts in large quantities. We offer a wide range of products, including plastic molds and injection molding equipment. For more information, please contact us.

PLASTEX INDUSTRIES, Dept. A
3400 Third Ave.
New York 36, N.Y.

OwN A Printing Business
Create your own printing business, whether as a hobby or a full-time career. With the right equipment and knowledge, you can start your own printing business and begin earning a living from your home or studio. Find out more about starting your own printing business.

PLASTEX INDUSTRIES, Dept. A
3400 Third Ave.
New York 36, N.Y.

VARIABLE SPEED HYDRAULIC POWER TRANSMISSION
It has Infinite Speeds 0 to 550. Reverse. Automatic Oil Pump and Protection. Automatic Torque up to 180 inch pounds, 5/8" Input and Output Shafts. It will handle 1.5 HP Motor. Case measures 7/8" long, 1" high x 6.5" wide. VALUE OVER $300. Shipping Wt. 25 lbs. On C.O.D. Orders we require a 10% only. 30 days. Fab. Chicago.

DIRZLUS MACHINE SHOP ""1"" 1423-25 So. 52nd Ave., Cicero 50, Ill.

$14 POST PAID
PRECISION CALIPER
M.Z.B. Mauser-Type Vernier Calipers guarantee highest accuracy for any kind of precision work. This chrome-steel, spring-tempered instrument measures inside, outside, thread and depth to .001" and 1/20mm (= 30-64) or .201" and 1/12" (= 30-61) 8" overall 6" graduation. Glass hard measuring surfaces. This is your opportunity to buy a first class precision tool at about half the price of comparable tools. Either one also available in stainless steel at $16.50 each.

Other models also available. Shipment from stock. Order yours now
Leather Cases $1.00 extra. You pay postage on C.O.D. Money Back Guarantee.

INTER-CONTINENTAL TRADING CORP.
90 WEST STREET, NEW YORK 6, N.Y.
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skid and weight distribution is excellent;
2. The welded, all-steel Monobilt body and frame construction makes the body and chassis one solid unit. The frame extends to the extreme edge of the car and thus affords protection from collision or overturning to the passengers, who sit down and within (not on top) of the surrounding box-section steel-girder frame;
3. Brakes are soft and easy to operate, and there is less tendency for the front of the car to dip down as some cars do when the brakes are applied suddenly. I found there was little tendency for brakes to fade at high speed or on mountain grades. On models with no clutch pedal, I would like a wider brake pedal. However, when the hydraulic brakes go out because of lining wear, or loss of fluid, Hudson drivers have the added protection of mechanically operated brakes applied on the rear wheels for the last inch or more on the same foot-pedal movement. This, in my opinion, is an excellent added safety feature Hudson has

(Continued to page 268)

BIG SEASON Now Starting!

You've seen the huge color advertisements in Saturday Evening Post on the new seat cover sensation—miracle SARAN. Now it is available in the beautiful new BLACK SPONGEY non-slip, non-say BLACK SPLINTERS!— and a new bright red, hold black and gray—Watermelon! The genuine black rubber backing on this genuine black jellied squallt plastic trim. SAP—like plastic,oven like cloth, that has the color permanently "locked" right into each thread! Car owners everywhere are demanding "Black Ebony"! Now you can serve that eager demand at a fraction of the cost the customers expect to pay! Salesmen are making money hand over fist with this sensational new Key Line.

Take orders from car owners everywhere. Beat all competition with covers cut to accurate pat- terns like the finest suit of clothes. Black, smooth, wrinkle-free fit just like an original un- (Continued to page 268)
CARTER POWER CENTER

FUEL PUMPS

Advanced DESIGN FEATURES PREVENT OIL LEAKAGE at Vital Points

See your car dealer, garage or service station for a LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD FUEL PUMP

Oil and oil fumes are a major factor in deterioration of ordinary fuel pumps. Carter, recognizing this, has built in seals at vital points to prevent oil leakage and prolong the pump life.

CARTER CARBURETOR CORPORATION
St. Louis 7, Missouri
Division of American Car and Foundry Company
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offered for years—so long, in fact, that I think Hudson and its dealers have lost sight of their exclusive and wonderful idea;

4. Tremendous acceleration, enabling the driver to get out of a tight spot, as ability to speed or maneuver away from possible disaster sometimes is as important as being able to stop;

5. Ease of steering in that the ratio is as good or better than expected with modern cars using fat, low-pressure tires. Although there is a slight steering-wheel vibration at certain spots when driving at extreme high speeds, it is not noticeable at ordinary speeds;

6. Because in my own test of the car an unscheduled event occurred. I blew a left-rear tire doing 90 miles an hour and I've never handled a car in similar circumstances which came to a stop after a blowout with less careening or sideways than this Hudson test car. Actually, it was no worse than hitting a hard bump and at no time in stopping did I feel in danger or that the car was not under complete control. The low center of weight, I'm sure, helped maintain that control.

For these six reasons I would rate Hudson tops in safety!

Hudson owners pulled a surprise when 78 percent stated a preference for in-line engines rather than the V-8, and 65 percent preferred six cylinders rather than eight. Hudson builds its own engines and the Hornet I tested has a big (308-cubic-inch) well-engineered, six-cylinder engine of 145 horsepower, and a high compression ratio of 7.2 to 1. (For speed-minded drivers, Hudson even offers a two-carburetor setup as optional equipment on the Hornet.) Hudson owners also are offered optional compression-ratio cylinder heads such as 8 to 1 on the Super Six. A Pacemaker head installed on a Hornet will give a ratio of

(Continued to page 270)
HYDRAULIC FILTERS
Air filters type B. 3/8" inlet and outlet, for industry, home, laboratories. For forced wall air and cooling units, etc. Made of heavy material with metal mounting brackets. 2/3" overall size. Canister media, 4½" x 3", mounting studs, 1200-1200. Cost $2.95.

SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE REGULATOR
PrR. 1 to 100 VAC. 15% maximum on 115-120 VAC. Accurate to ±0.005% of full scale. Cost $295.00.

BEAM ROTATOR MOTOR

PESCO FOUR VANE ROTARY
Positive displacement type, 1/3 HP, Volts, 120. Oil free. Shaft, 1/4" diameter. Motor, 115 V, 60 Hz, 1 HP. Cost $8.95.

UTILITY PUMP TANDEM VANE TYPE
Constructed for rugged, heavy duty use. Complete with 1/4" x 1/2" and 1/2" x 1/2" suction and discharge ports. Cost $16.50.

Adel Self-Priming ELECTRIC PUMP
For pumping liquid oils, irritants, glycerin, etc. Built to last a lifetime. Quality made in the USA. Cost $16.50.

LUBE PUMP Brand New
Precision Gear Impeller, 1/4" tip, 1/4" shaft, 1/4" orifice. For high vacuum, air, and liquid applications. Cost $9.95.

HYDRAULIC NOSE High Pressure Heavy Duty Replacement
Commando brand, complete set, 1/4" to 1/2", 1/2" to 3/8". Cost $1.65.

Stock No. 2 hose is 3/8" long. 1/4" D.O. Convoluted, 12" long. Cost $98.

Stock No. 3 hose is 3/4" long. 1/4" D.O. Convoluted, 12" long. Cost $1.25.

Send check or Money Order, Prices F.O.B. Kansas City, Mo. unless otherwise noted.
UNUSUAL!

THIS AD BACKGROUND IS MADE FROM AN UNRETouched PHOTO OF SYNCRO SANDER WORK MAGNIFIED 14 TIMES . . . SHOWS HOW SYNCRO SANDER'S EXCLUSIVE DOUBLE ARC MOTION DOES A PERFECT SANDING FINISHING JOB. IT COMBINES THE BEST PARTS OF ORBITAL AND STRAIGHT-LINE MOTIONS!

NOW SEE HOW Ribbed and Coarse Work Looks After Straight-Line Motion . . . 14 Times Magnified. From Unretouched Photograph.

ONLY $19.95

MOTOR INCLUDED

SYNCRO ELECTRIC SANDER

DOUBLE ARC MOTION
Doubles the Sanding Action

The amazing new SYNCRO NO. 504 new has DOUBLE its previous sanding action—gives a scar-free, BETTER, smoother finish—twice as fast! Finer finish guaranteed or money back! Simply wonderful for finishing line furniture . . . ideal for overhead sanding . . . perfect for window sills . . . any hard-to-sand places. Get yours now COMPLETE with NEW BUILT-IN Reactance Type Electric Motor. $19.95 at dealers or direct. Operates 60 cycle, 110-120 volt. AC. (Dealers, jobbers write)

SYNCRO CORP., DEPT. D-121, OXFORD, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

ORDER. I enclose $19.95. Send No. 504 Sander postpaid on 10 Day Money Back Trial.

FREE CIRCULAR. Send new SYNCRO CIRCULAR showing new, safe JIG SAW and amazing new SANDER!

WRITE NAME, ADDRESS BELOW and MAIL!

The engine is smooth in operation and few six-cylinder cars I've driven have had less engine vibration. The cylinder block, as in other models, is high-chrome alloy and the hardest used in any make, which machines to a hard supersmooth finish; thus cylinder wear is reduced to a minimum. Hudson claims its blocks outwear softer blocks used by other makers.

Hudson pistons are full-skirt design aluminum alloy and piston rings are pinned, a practice I don't like. Hudson's fan is unique in that variously spaced blades are used and it is claimed that this practice reduces noise and affords greater air circulating ability at low speeds. In my tests — and some were very severe in back-road desert and mountain country — I could not overheat the Hornet, even in the heat of the Mojave Desert in California.

The test car had Hydra-Matic drive, which operated satisfactorily — no better and no worse than General Motors' cars so equipped, insofar as the transmission is concerned. The shift-lever indicator was lighted, a good idea. Hudson also offers its Super-Matic transmission, which I don't care for. A three-speed transmission also is available, as is overdrive. Top gear ratio with Hydra-Matic is 3.58 to 1; 4.10 to 1 with conventional transmission; 3.18 to 1 with overdrive, and 4.55 to 1 as standard in the overdrive unit.

Hudson's clutch (called Fluid-Cushion) as used on conventional-transmission models is unique in that it operates in a cushion of oil. Hudson owners generally like it, as it is a "toughie" and will take a lot of abuse. Worst feature is that in cold weather there is some "grab" or "chatter" when the car is first engaged in low or reverse, but when the clutch oil is warmed up the chatter is hardly noticeable.

The seating position is comfortable and the "step down" feature reminds me somewhat of entering an airplane cockpit rather than a motor car. At first the "step down" idea is a little confusing, but after a few hours I found it really easy to enter and get out of the car. The cushions are comfortable and seats are very wide. The recessed door panels are unusual in that window and door control levers are out of the way of knees and elbows, thus allowing more elbow room and front seat space. Upholstering is unique and durable.

Cigarette smokers should find it easy to test many brands at one ride in a Hudson, with a separate ash tray for each of five brands. My test Hornet had five—yes, five —ash trays, one on each door and one on the cowl, and the door trays were nicely

(Continued to page 272)
Let your family know you want
MILLERS FALLS TOOLS
FOR CHRISTMAS

Now is the time to drop a hint that you'd like fine tools this Christmas. Your family will welcome your suggestions — and you'll be the winner Christmas morning. Remember, too, Millers Falls tools make perfect gifts for your craftsmen friends and the boys on your list. Their quality is the highest ... their performance the best. See them at your hardware dealer's — ready for Christmas giving.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY, Greenfield, Mass.

Millers Falls Tools
Since 1868
The Mark of Superiority

*Prices slightly higher in the West and Canada

SW-54 $49.95

Amazing broadcast and shortwave radio by the makers of professional radio equipment for the
KON-TIKI
expedition of book and movie fame

Covers The Radio World!
Covers all frequencies (broadcast, police, ships, aircraft, amateur) between 540 kcs. and 30 mcs. Uses new miniature tubes for maximum sensitivity. Precision-built. Measures only 11" x 7" x 7"!

Yes, a radio receiver and transmitter built by National, world's most respected maker of professional radio equipment, kept the famed Kon-Tiki Expedition in touch with civilization despite storms, salt spray and even total immersion! Now, at modest cost, you can enjoy a broadcast and shortwave radio with the same rugged, built-in dependability!

Write for name of nearest supplier.

National
NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS
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placed in the recessed panel, out of the way.

The side windows are quite narrow due to the lowness of the car, and the side of the body up to the windows is quite high. I noticed this most when the window was down; it was too high to drive with my arm on the lower window sill, as I sometimes like to do. However, again on the safety side, the short distance from the bottom window frames to the roof of the car is quite narrow, thus offering good protection in a crash or turnover.

The body seemed tight and no squeaks developed. No water came in during about four hours of quite heavy rain. There is some hood "flutter" or vibration above 65 miles per hour on rough roads. One rattle troubled me for 300 miles or so, then disappeared. Doors open easily by push button, and close with little effort. There is ample head room. The hood locks from inside the car—I like that idea. I would like to see a little more glass in the rear window. Here is an excellent example of Hudson streamlining, which I think is fine. In a rain storm at 60 miles per hour, not a drop of rain hit the rear window, the air flow carrying it over and beyond the window.

When I slowed to 40 miles per hour, the window was soon covered with water. Hudson's aerodynamic qualities certainly are advantageous when it comes to pushing a car through the air at high speed.

The heat and ventilation system works well, and by extremely simple one-lever operation. Hudson sticks to the cowl ventilator, which I like.

The car parked more easily and handled better in traffic than I expected. Being wider (777/8 inches) than it is high (60 inches), the car creates an illusion of extreme width—but Hudson has less outside width than some other makes by as much as three inches.

During my test I drove the car wide open many miles in long stretches on the Western plains with practically no traffic, and also on the Rosamond Dry Lake in Southern California. By stop watch it is a good, honest 100-mile-per-hour car, and that's a fast buggy in my book. The speedometer would hit 108-110 miles per hour, but speedometer variation is apparent in all makes of cars. In a test check by highway markings in Utah, the speedometer was .3 of a mile slow in five miles—rather unusual for a mileage reading.

I found that regular gas worked okay, even in the 7.2-to-1 compression ratio of the Hornet. Hudson engineers say regular gas is satisfactory and 54 percent of Hudson owners use it, according to the survey.

If there is one thing our survey showed
AIRBORNE SALES
WAR SURPLUS AND OTHER BARGAINS
ORDER FROM THIS AD NOW!

FLEXIBLE SHAFT MAGNET
For picking up cotter pins, nails, wrenches, etc., from inaccessible places. Removes Bobbin Pins, etc., from drains. Lifetime Magnetism Guarantee. Highly polished magnet and hardwood handle. 
$2.00 postpaid

POCKET-PACK PRECISION WRENCHES
Made of first quality chrome-nickel-steel, heat treated and hardened for strength. Each wrench accurately broached to take repetitive and provision wrenches on one and twelve point box wrench, all double usefulness and double value. NEW, complete with protective case. $3.00 complete-postpaid in U.S.A.

U.S. NAVY HEAT MASK
Assembly
Unit comprises heavy duty, fiber welding face shield. Order now! Head includes bib and snood of high resistant asbestos, treated with flame proof resin. Great for fire fighting (volunteer fire companies) and welders. $75.00-
NEW-Price $5.95.

HIGH SPEED STRAIGHT SHANK DRILLS
1000 assorted drills. Lengths from 4" to 12" Approx. $25 value. Set of 12- $3.75.

"HALT'S" SWEDISH TOOLMAKERS VERNIER CALIBER
ULTRA-PRECISION-0.01" in 100 graduations. Quick, accurate depth, inside, outside measurements, fine engraving. Extra heavy rule, hand-rolled-durable. New. Rockwell C.6.0. Locked to a 4"-6" range. 

EXTENSION DRILLS

MAGNETIC BASE INDICATOR HOLDER
For all types of dial indicators with guaranteed lifetime ALNICO magnets. V-shaped base has a 45 to 50 lbs. pull, permits immediate application with no tip or spread. Attachments and magnets can be made on cylindrical surfaces. For machines, tool-makers and inspectors. Base 3½" long by 1½" wide. NEW. $3.50 ea.

RIVET SETS
Universal type, case hardened tips. Set of 8 dies will head up any brass or round headed rivet from 1/16" to 5/32". With adapters for air gun or hand use. All new--cost Govt approx. $7.00.

LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TESTER
Made for U. S. Ordinance Dept. to rigid specifications. Portable steel hand carrying case and a self contained trouble shooting device for making a complete and rapid check of the generator battery circuit, including any circuit and voltage regulators. Battery voltage, regulators, cut-out settings and generator performance can be easily determined. A terrific testing unit for garages, mechanics, truck fleet owners, boat owners and marine mechanics. Can be used on any 6 or 12 volt system. Govt. cost approx. $175. 

PORTABLE WELDER
Will weld, braze, solder and cut all metals up to 3/16". No experience needed, full instructions included. Weld iron, steel, brass, aluminum and other metals. Plug into any 110 Volt A.C. or D.C. Line. Save hundreds and money doing repair work for your- self and others. A great item for any mechanic or hobbyist, etc. Mil. toy. Comes complete with electrode and carbon holders and ample supply of electrodes, carbons, flux, and necessary components to do a thorough welding job of any type. This unit can not be duplicated for many times its price. NEW-price $12.00.

MICROMETERS
Chrome plated, precision engineered, carefully tooled to give long life. All new. O.D. capacity- $2.25 ea. 1/16" $3.40.

BRAND NEW PUMP AND MOTOR
Pump has 1" connections, built-in relief valve, adjustable up to 1500 lbs. Max capacity 6 GPM, 150 H.P., 24-volt motor. Can be used on 12 or 32 volts. Govt. cost approx. $350-
our price-New $12.75.

ADEL SELF-PRIMING ELECTRIC PUMP
For pumping light oils, air burners, fuel muddy, fuel pumps, aquariums, tool post grinders, coolant, pressure lubricating pump, etc. Double ball bearing series-vaned, with iron, steel, brass, aluminum, etc. Duty 1/20 H.P., rated 12,000 R.P.M. Available for 24 V. D.C. or 110 Volt A.C. or use on 110 Volt A.C. Size 6½" x 3½" x 3½", rated 2½ H.P., O.G.M. Remove pump and motor as a separate unit, etc. Discount and instructions included. Govt. cost approx. $75. Only $8.95.

WATTS BATTERY PLATE
Extra long life, rechargeable, ideal for batteries used in mobile units, etc. 2 V. 20 Amps. Only 5" high, built for sturdiness, built-in Lucite case. Shipped dry. Used simply in the battery and charged in the charger. wt. 3½ lbs. Govt. cost approx. $6.00-

HAND MITRE
It pays its way in just 1 day! It's sensational! New HAND MITRE saves 100% of hours required on a "Hick" of the hand for a precision job. HANDB
drum will cut any desired angle. Its rugged construction handles hard and soft wood moldings, plastic trim, base shoe, laminated materials, rubber extrusions, etc. Made of heavy gauge stainless steel. $3.95 postpaid.

MAGNETIC BASE INDICATOR HOLDER
For all types of dial indicators with guaranteed lifetime ALNICO magnets. V-shaped base has a 45 to 50 lbs. pull, permits immediate application with no tip or spread. Attachments and magnets can be made on cylindrical surfaces. For machines, tool-makers and inspectors. Base 3½" long by 1½" wide. NEW. $3.50 ea.

B-PULL OUT LIGHT
For aircraft, boats, workshops, workshops, etc. Gives white or red light. Light unit pulls out 6 feet from self-reel reel. For 6, 12 or 24 volts. Small case (3"x3"")x4/14"), mounts anywhere. Only $2.50.

DRILL GRINDER
Sharpeners round, square or tapered drills up to 6" long. Even an amateur mechanic can get a new, factory finish on a drill in 30 seconds. New protractor feature gives every drill shaping angle, with 5 convenient angles already marked. Also available with hand or power base. A brand new development. All New. $2.80 ea. Postpaid in U.S.A.$AVE UP TO 90% ON WAR SURPLUS
Send check, money order or cash. 25% deposit on all orders. All prices F.O.B. Culver City, Calif., unless otherwise stated.
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it is that Hudson owners, by and large, are real dyed-in-the-wool boosters. Many don't want any other make of car and never even shop around. They just buy Hudsons again and again. In fact, 63 percent of those who replied were previous Hudson owners, and 13 percent have owned five or more.

So, as in the early Super Six days, Hudson history again may repeat itself, for the Hornet is again catching the fancy of red-blooded motorists who like top performance. After 14 years, Hudson still holds the three most important official A. A. A. stockcar records made in 1937 on the Salt Flats at Bonneville, Utah: 104.724-mile-per-hour average for 500 miles; 103.08 miles per hour for 1000 miles, and for 2000 miles, 101.93 miles per hour. These amazing records never have been beaten.

Canada's Battle With Snow Begins
(Continued from page 102)

further extensive snowfall, the damage was done and emergency orders went out to snow crews from Jasper to Vancouver.

Ben Miller, master mechanic of the C.N. R. Kamloops division, was among those who faced the grim business of crushing the slides. "We knew it was coming," Ben relates. "Just at the year-end we had a taste when fierce storms whipped into the Fraser area and tied up traffic at Boston Bar. I didn't have my shoes off for 13 days when it did break and some of the boys went far longer than that before they grabbed the chance for a few hours rest."

While crews were struggling to clear rails leading to marooned trains and other slide-locked equipment, a blizzard of freezing Pacific snow closed in behind the work trains. At the same time, temperatures slumped to 25 below zero. The railmen hooked up a train of three locomotives flanked by a rotary at each end, one headed west and the other east. The maneuver enabled plows and locomotives to move back through the fresh snow for water necessary to operate boilers of the steam equipment. "All three locomotives were dangerously low on water when we stalled within hailing distance of a water tower at Chapman," Miller recalls. "We got going again after 40 men with shovels had worked like fools for more than two hours. Finally released, we backed up two of the locomotives and the westbound rotary and took a 'do or die' run at the remaining snow face. I can still feel the vibration of the wheel blades. We got through. If we hadn't the whole Pacific system would have been bottled up, possibly for days."

The work train then blasted through to Stout where stranded passengers were taken aboard and moved to Boston Bar. The snow had piled up to the point where five hours were required to push back over the 18 miles. The 75 passengers, in good humor despite their isolation, boarded a special train heading for Edmonton. It was almost a week later when rotaries and crews working from the east hooked up with those from the Vancouver end.

The enormity of even the final operation is outlined in reports in railway records. As the East-West forces neared contact, there still remained a five mile stretch of track:

"Mileage 19.8—200 feet long slide, 25 feet high; Mileage 20.3—300 feet long and 35 feet high; Mileage 20.4—300 feet long and 20 feet high; Mileage 20.5—300 feet long and 10 feet high; for the next half mile there were seven slides, none more than 200 feet long and averaging under 20 feet high; seven cars of No. 2's train at Mileage 21.3 were mostly under 30 feet of snow; from this equipment to the tunnel at Mileage 21.7 the track was solidly under slides of varying depth; in the tunnel there was a drift 100 feet long and six feet high; Mileage 22 to 23, six to 10 feet of snow; Mileage 23, 700 feet long and 12 feet high; Mileage 23.2, 700 feet long and 15 feet high; Mileage 23.5—where equipment now working—six to 10 feet of snow."

The rotaries at times were laboring in solid ice, one being derailed six times in a short distance. Bulldozers and wedge plows were brought to the front to clear slides which had carried down trees up to 15 inches in diameter. Dynamite helped blast the ice, but progress was laboriously slow. Miller's story is one of a major operation, the saga of the railway's triumph over one of Nature's most potent forces. Determined men, dogged and worn out from labor and worry and constant hours in extreme cold, some manning machines weighing hundreds of tons, others using shovels in equally vital jobs, had succeeded in clearing the tracks.

The Fraser Canyon challenge, fortunately, isn't an annual occurrence as only a series of unusual weather conditions springs the gigantic slides. More regular are the late-winter difficulties of the Mount Robson sector and the heavy snowfalls of Blue River. Rotary engineers like Harry Finley of Jasper can tell of a slide 45 feet deep near Gosnell, an avalanche which roared down from a glacier several miles back from the tracks. And engineers along the line to Prince Rupert recall a slide near Pacific which measured 600 feet long and 40 feet deep, one which became so hard packed that 1100 kegs of black powder (Continued to page 276)
NEW PLASTIC-DRAWERS
ALL-PURPOSE METAL CABINETS
The lowest-cost, handiest storage for shop, lab, office, stockroom, store, home, dentists, etc!

ALSO ORDER BY MAIL:
J-12, 12 Drawers (5 lbs.) $4.50
J-24, 24 Drawers (8 lbs.) $9.95
J-44, 64 Drawers (21 lbs.) $22.95

16 to 1 SPEED REDUCERS
For Display Table - Barbecue
Spits - Toy Auto Gear Box -
Experimental Uses, Etc. Gears
Enclosed in Aluminum Housing,
Heavy Duty, Hardened Worm,
Input Shaft 3/8 in. Output Shaft
3/4 in. Speed Reducer 58161. $3.95 Post Paid

MOTORS FOR ABOVE SPEED REDUCER
Motor 1/20 HP, 110 V, 3000 RPM
$1.25 600 RPM
$2.50 1500 RPM

SPECIAL BARGAIN OIL BURNER MOTOR
Oil Burner Motor M'fd. by Piqua Electric. Replaces
90% of domestic oil burners requiring 2-bolt flange,
6 1/4" dia. flanges, 7/16" bolt holes, 3/8" shaft, CW rotation.
Shopwork but never used, 110-V, 60 cy.
$12.50 fob

Same as above, GENERAL ELECTRIC OIL BURNER MOTOR
$17.50 fob

LOW VOLTAGE A.C. BACKGEAR MOTORS
For Power Display Projects - Toys
Experimental Work, Etc.
Slow Speed 115 RPM, from double 9/16, in. shafts.
Low Voltage 110 to 24 volts 60 cy. A.C. Operates from
key transform or can be used in series with light bulb.
Square gears and bearings. Five high speeds possible
with shaft extension. Special Low Price.
$5.95

A REAL HE-MAN CHRISTMAS GIFT

ONLY $14.75$19.75 C.O.D.
complete!

No experience needed. Follow simple instructions, work on iron,
steel, bronze, brass, aluminum, and other metals. Plug in into
properly wired 110 volt A.C. or D.C. line. Make of sav time
and money doing repair work for yourself and others. Repair
men, farmers, tinsmiths, home and auto owners, hobbiests, etc., use FOUR-WAY
pays for itself over and over. Order today or send
for Free details.
Larger Equipment Available on Request
FOUR-WAY WELDER COMPANY, Dept. F-2
2326 S. Michigan Ave. • Chicago 16, Illinois

TOOLS AT WHOLESALE
DIRECT FROM FACTORY
Full line of top quality, fully
guaranteed, chrome, factory-new
mechanics hand tools. You save
HALF REGULAR PRICE
for tools of this quality.

EASY MONTHLY TERMS
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG

MECHANICS CO-OP
Dept. A OAKLAND 8, CALIFORNIA
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were used to shake it up. Joe Medori, Italian-born snowplow foreman who has been working on wedge plows from Jasper through the Rockies since 1940, tells of hitting slides at speeds which rocked the plow, modestly admits he hasn’t missed a single snowplow trip out of Jasper since he took over the job.

Two types of plows, the rotary and the wedge, form the basis for snow clearing through Canada’s mountains. The heavier rotaries are used principally for deep slides, as in the Fraser operation. They weigh well over 100 tons, have their own steam power for revolving the huge rotary blade wheels, depend upon locomotives for propulsion through the heavy slides. Manned by an engineer and fireman, as are the locomotives, the plow combines with the weight of a locomotive to total above 400 tons.

Wedge plows are shaped as the name implies, generally operate at fairly high speeds, precede passenger trains through the mountains to clear fresh falls of snow and “ram out” any small slides which may have rolled over the tracks. Compressed air enables the operator, or foreman, to manipulate the plow’s nose and wings at short notice. From the danger point of view, most plowmen agree that operation of a wedge is slightly more hazardous than that of a rotary as they crash slides at high speed and, being lighter, are more susceptible to serious derailment should they contact ice or rocks.

Fatalities in the snowplowing business are rare, but the jobs themselves are nerve-wracking. The operator, perched in his pilot house with his myriad of controls and gauges, cannot relax a moment while the equipment is on the move. Accidents have brought about improvement in equipment. Several years ago, a slide near Mount Robson crashed through the wooden top of a rotary’s pilot house, killing three men. Since then, all plows are constructed of heavy metal throughout. On a run north of Edmonton, two plowmen died when their signal to the engineer of the locomotive, calling for an emergency stop, failed to function. Investigation showed that the cord to the locomotive whistle, direct from the plow, had become sheathed in ice. Tom Young, then locomotive foreman of Lucerne, immediately recommended a change in the signal system and it was adopted.

Railways are constantly carrying out research and subsequent improvements to ensure safety. “Slow orders” are strictly observed over some sections. This year, too, the Canadian National completed installation of an improved block system through the mountain passes from Jasper to Jackman, near Blue River. Incorporated at certain points are slide-detector fences, an overhead protector network which shorts the block mechanism and flashes warning to approaching trains even if only a small stone falls on one of the wires. The new detector is regarded by Canadian National officials as one of the most important of safety precautions. In addition, mountain engineers and firemen are schooled to be constantly on the alert for anything unusual in heavy snowfall areas. As one engineer puts it: “You get so you smell weather. There are certain combinations of snowfall and temperatures which spell trouble. Somehow, after years on the road, you can sense just where there might be grief and where the sailing will be good.”

This is the time of year when mountain railroaders are girding for the midwinter snowfalls. At Jasper, Kamloops, and down the Fraser to Vancouver, long-range forecasts are being studied and snow structures above the rail lines are coming under the scrutiny of ski-going engineers. At central snow-clearing points like Blue River, the equipment and men are “on call.” All are keyed toward the same goal: To keep traffic moving over the mountain divisions and to ensure top safety over the mountain lines.

Detroit Listening Post

(Continued from page 93)

machine tools have unsettled all plans for complete changeovers in the automobile industry and the Ford Company is among the worst of the sufferers. But it is determined to come out with a more complete change than anything since it introduced its restyled job in 1949.

Another company looking forward eagerly but patiently to a startling changeover is Nash. Some time ago it hired the Italian designer Farini. From all reports, he has done his job well. But like Ford, Nash could not get its tools and dies out in time and now plans to show its new car in March. But this will also represent a departure from standard and should be worth-while.

So don’t let the seemingly simple changes made so far lead you astray. Unless something drastic happens to the economy or the peaceful outlook ahead, this year’s real changes will come during 1952.

The battle of horsepower will be continued. Cadillac’s engine has been stepped up to what the company now rates at 190 horsepower. To meet the competition, Chrysler may advertise its V-8 Firepower engine at 185 or 190 horsepower.

(Continued to page 278)
BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO CONTROLLED DOOR OPENER

...and 23 other electronic labor-savers

- This book gives complete instructions for building an electronic door lock, a charger for small dry batteries, a radio-controlled relay, pocket strobeoscope, remote control for model trains, doorbell "booster", a photoelectric relay, photographic interval timer, simple crystal radio and a dozen other valuable gadgets.

All you need is some inexpensive Sylvania Crystal Diodes and a few everyday materials. Book gives easy-to-follow, illustrated how-to-do-it instructions.


Only 25¢

STOP THAT OIL EATER!

GET NEW CAR PERFORMANCE WITH PISTON SEAL WITHOUT COSTLY OVERHAULING

Piston Seal— the amazing compound that forms a self expanding, pliable lubricating seal around pistons that compensates for wear. Eliminates oil burning, restores power and compression. Can be applied in a few minutes.

GOOD FOR 10,000 MILES

SIMPLY REMOVE SPARK PLUG AND SQUEEZE

FOR COMPLETE, FREE DETAILS WRITE TO

RICHE DISTRIBUTING CO. 1628-G COHASSETT AVE., LAKEWOOD 7, OHIO

Burden's Gigantic Fall

Midwest's leading surplus firm offers, subject to prior sale, a $650,000.00 inventory of new perfect condition:

- WAR SURPLUS
- EXCESS INVENTORY
- STOCK BANKRUPTCY STORES

During Sale We Pay All Shipping Charges!

Power Plants and Generators
- Onan Generators, 115-V, 60-C, 600-Watt, 4-cyl., engine. Complete, complete control panel. Push button start. Cost over $1,200.00.

Exceptionally fine. Cost over $450.00.

- Air Compressors, 1-cyl. compressor. $20.50, 4-cyl. $65.00. Automatic pressure switches 50/75. $49.95, pressure regulator 100 lb. $12.95.
- Air Tools, 1-cyl., compressor. $20.50, 4-cyl. $65.00. Automatic pressure switches 50/75. $49.95, pressure regulator 100 lb. $12.95.
- Air Components, 1-cyl. compressor. $20.50, 4-cyl. $65.00. Automatic pressure switches 50/75. $49.95, pressure regulator 100 lb. $12.95.

Air Compressor Equipment

Paint, blow up tires, clean gas lines with compressed 300 lb. pressure. Your own pressure sensitive unit.

- Basic Compressor Kit. Nail gun comp. $12.50, 6-cyl. storage tank 160 lb. $12.50. Gage, blow gun, fittings, tire chuck, hose, relief valve, portable. $55.00.

- All components 1-cyl. compressor. $20.50, 4-cyl. $65.00. Automatic pressure switches 50/75. $49.95, pressure regulator 100 lb. $12.95.

Winfichs, Clutches— Engines— Blocks

- Heil Power Winches. Heavy duty, 15,000 lb. with clutch and 150' 1/4" steel cable. 220.00.
- Deluxe Hand Winches. Dual ratio 1:3, 1:1. Portable, 425.00. 600 lb. capacity. Fold to 200 lb. 600 lb. cable. $60.00. Emergency kit, 10.00.

Water Pumps, Water Systems, Weed Spray Units

- Automatic Pressure Water System. Make, farm, etc., 110-volt. 60-C. 231.00.
- Bronze Medium Pressure Rotary Pumps. Up to 300 g.p.m., 100 ft. 150.00.
- Bronze High Pressure Rotary Pumps. Over 150 lb. Stainless Steel, self priming. 50 ft. 200 ft. with foot valve, 300 ft. $150.00.
- Centrifugal Irrigation & Flood Pumps. Cast iron, 4" pump, 300 g.p.m. 300 ft. $225.00.

Miscellaneous Close-Out Equipment Bargains

Limited quantities. Order promptly to get in on these.

- All Brass Deluxe Tractor Weedspray Outfit. Popular make at over 40% saving. Contains 200', 6" dia. hose with genuine Type 5 g.p.m., nozzle, easy mount any tractor. $125.00.
- G.E. Dictation Magnetic Recorders. 110-v. 60-C. For home or office. Records over and over. Brand new with tubes. $75.00.
- Rural Magneto Phones. Wall type. Modern case. 3-bear. $125.00
- Private Magneto Phones. Wall type. Modern, 3-bear. $125.00
- City Upright Desk Magneto. A large size $125.00
- Motor-Gyro Units. 24-v., D-C. (Will run on A-C. $1.98
- Hand Saw, 8". Portable, 110-V. $1.98
- Gasoline Saw, 1-man, 30-in. blade. Leading make. $200.00
- Car Battery Charger, 110-v., 60-C, deluxe type. $200.00
- Motor and Alternator Kit of the latest design. $200.00
- Electric Hot Water Heaters. 20-gal. 110-v. $55.00
- Water Heaters (Westinghouse). 110-v. 220-v. 1 kw. $25.00
- Rinbucker.s, 7-gal. with case, tax paid. $45.00
- Precision Heavy Duty Farmer, 1-man, 30-in. blade. Leading make. $200.00
- Precision Formal and Retaining Walls, 12-in. 3-piece German, excellent quality. $3.99
- Farm-A-Go Welding-Brazing Outfit. 110-220-v. $45.00
- Automatic Sliding Gate Openers. 110-v, 2500 ft. max. $5.00
- Saw Attachment (4") Use with 1/4" electric drill. $1.49
- GUY CABLE-TURNBUCKLE UNITS
- 12 ft. flexible steel cable, 1/4" turn-buckle. $3.99
- Pine for cutting television antennas, strengthening dikes, etc. Cost $1.10. 10 for...

Burdens' 30-Year Policy: Everything guar. We pay shipping charges in U.S.A.
ORDER FROM AD or Write for Free General Catalog!
Production prospects become darker with each month. Already on the pessimistic side, the outlook for the first quarter of 1952 gives no solace. Defense-production officials have decreed no more than 950,000 passenger cars for the first three months.

A high General Motors official expressed the feeling of the industry recently when he told this writer:

"It will mean more unemployment in the industry. Also, it means that again new cars will be as sought after as gold."

One thing it will certainly mean to the various passenger-car manufacturers: fewer body styles in each line. The Chrysler Windsor line for 1952 will have only four offerings in the regular and three in the de luxe. The Saratoga will have four, the New Yorker three and the Imperial and Crown Imperial, two each. Hardtops, however, will be maintained in the Windsor, New Yorker and Imperial lines.

The success of the hardtop continues in both high and low-priced fields. It is getting a disproportionate share of the market, but with the blessings of the manufacturers. The upper-body structure has been strengthened, but the original concept of the design has been retained and the customers have flocked to that field.

A new feature to be offered in the 1952 models by Packard, that promises to be as sensational as the power-steering device will be power brakes, recently unveiled by Bendix for passenger cars, and called Treadle-Vac. Packard has decided to test the brakes in its higher priced models. Treadle-Vac offers an answer to the increasing horsepower of the modern car. Chrysler has used a similar device but Bendix claims its unit is even better.

Although chrome—like other necessary materials—is as scarce as ever, it is not being de-emphasized as yet. The efforts of the automotive engineers have stretched out the supply and new cars should retain their shine for some time.

Some precautions are necessary, however, in dealing with the very light film of chrome which embellishes cars. Restrictions on the use of nickel in the brightwork used for radiator-grille bars, name plates, hood ornaments, window frames, hood ornaments, and other nonfunctional parts make it wise to heed the instructions which the engineers have issued to make the shine last.

On all chrome parts except bumpers and buffer plates, new-car owners should use only clean cold water and wash frequently for the first 90 days. No polish or wax should be used during this period. After 90 days, a coating of wax may be applied periodically to maintain the luster.
EVERY 1/4" ELECTRIC DRILL
A PORTABLE SAW IN ONE MINUTE!

"ARCO-SAW" (Over 100,000 Sold)

CAN BE USED WITH ONE HAND!
"ARCO-SAW" works like a hand
saw. Portable saw. RIGHT
ANGLE GEAR DRIVE eliminates
chom, dangerous direct drive
with blades sideways.

CUTS 1-5/16" of 3/4" by
1500. ORDER
AIECO-auto
with

Pc AND Sl. 99-

instant
alcum
lurn
fitri'
M

ORDER TODAY at your dealer or send us check or M. O. (Postpaid).

UNCONDITIONAL 10-DAY
FACTORY GUARANTEE

P C Hand Forged Tools
Stay on the job Longer!

Really tough jobs—in industry or at home—prove that special
analysis alloy steel and scientific
heat treating make P C tools
last longer. More than 300 P C
tools are easier and faster in
everyday use or on special jobs.
Ask your hard-
ware dealer for
the P C tools
you need; he
will recommend

them.

Write for the folder on
P C tools—"the
B E S T tools
money can buy."

P C

P C Hand Forged
TOOL COMPANY
PORTLAND 2, OREGON
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Perfect Gifts
for the
HANDYMAN

New DUMORE ROUTER
Ideal tool for inlay and cabinet work, lock
and hinge mortises, weather stripping, door
hanging, etc. Full 1/16 HP, 19,000 RPM.
Handles all 1/4" shank bits and cutters.
No. 22-011 Router, for use on 115V, AC or DC. $29.50
No. 22-200 Router Attachment Kit, consisting of Fence Guide and
Template Guide. $4.50

DUMORE HOBBY-FLEX
A big favorite with plastic carvers, model railroaders,
e.g., Light pen-shaped handpiece for precise
work in hard-to-reach places. 1/20 HP, 15,000 RPM.
Handles all 1/8" and 3/32" mounted accessories.
No. 18-021 Standard Hobby-Flex. $24.50
No. 18-011 Hobby-Flex in steel case with 10 accessories. $29.50

Hobby-Tool
HANDGRINDER

DUPLEX GRINDER

CARVIT
Duplicator

Learn skilled woodcarving in 20
minutes . . . turn out beautiful,
saleable carved signs, bookends,
plaques, statuettes, etc., in wood or
plastic. Just guide CarvIt tracer pin over model you want to
duplicate. A complete, profitable hobby in one tool.
No. 15-100 Complete CarvIt for flat work, including sample
model and instructions. $67.50
No. 15-105 Index attachment and instructions for doing
3-dimensional work. $8.75

If your dealer cannot supply you,
send check or money order. We'll
ship the tool you want, post-paid
—anywhere within U.S.A.

*Prices slightly higher West of Rockies.
for Christmas

The Utica MagneKit
with magnetic tool holder

Set of 3 quality tools—
6" Long Chain Nose Side Cutting Pliers,
6" Adjustable Wrench, 7" Angle Nose Pliers—PLUS
powerful Magnetic Holder.

ONLY $5.85

Three top-quality tools that will do just about ANY job that comes along.
And to keep 'em handy and always in sight—Utica’s amazing Magnetic Holder (holds up to 13 lbs. of tools).
A fine set to own. A fine GIFT for any man who works with tools. There’s someone on your Christmas list for whom the MagneKit would be perfect.

Utica Drop Forge & Tool Corporation - Utica 4, New York
It pays to buy quality tools

SHARPEN CIRCULAR SAWS LIKE AN EXPERT

THE SUPER GADGET FOR HOME WORKSHOP
Two simple adjustments. Gets hazy-gourd, cross-cut or combination saw blades true and sharp. Fits 6" to 12" blades 1/8 to 1/16" centers. Includes file, complete instructions, $6.95 postpaid. (C.O.D. postage extra. Guaranteed—Money back if not satisfied after 10-day trial. Vote pays for itself. Order today.

$6.95

SURE SHARP MFG. CO., Dept. M-12-1
P. O. Box 24
Santa Ana, Calif.

WORK BENCH

Built to Last a Lifetime!
With Bottom Shelf and 18" Sq. Drawer. 2"x6", Solid Plank, Grooved and Dowel-Taped Top and 1"x8" Back Rail, Shellacked to a Smooth, Satiny Finish.

MOHAWK LUMBER CO. - Dept. 33

Send C.O.D., $5 Deposit Enclosed.

CHIEF WORK BENCHES


Send C.O.D., $5 Deposit Enclosed.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
HE'D APPRECIATE

NEW AIR COMPRESSORS

Fully guaranteed—Backed by 45 years of air equipment experience

- Piston type
- Powerful and efficient
- Heavy duty capacity motor
- Heavy duty motor for one phase
- High pressure, water cooled tank
- Gauge, safety and drain valves
- Comes complete with motor ready for use.

Make your own motor more useful... Work in hard-to-get-at places

Very versatile, can be adapted to uses in home or shop. For ventilating darkrooms, labs, workshops, for cooling instruments, forced draft furnaces, for collecting, for vacuum, for laundry, for dusting, for radios, and for many other jobs, with or without electricity. Give someone the gift of time with the VAC-MASTER 1095.

1095

VENTILATOR, BLOWER, DUST COLLECTOR

Three list price for quality tools.

At your local hardware store. If they can't supply you, write us.

Utica Drop Forge & Tool Corporation - Utica 4, New York

ONE-MAN SAWMILL LOW $50 As... 500 DOWN

Take BELSAW Portable Sawmill right to the tree—turn your valuable lumber for local yards — do your own cutting, saving — for neighbors. BELSAW lasts a lifetime. No crew needed.

Power with old auto engine. Beginners get excellent results. Send postcard for FREE BOOK: "How To Make Lumber."

BELSAW MACHINERY CO.
8110 Field side, 315 Westport Rd, Kansas City, 2, Mo.

SAY YOU SAW IT IN POPULAR MECHANICS

19.95

Send Check or Money Order and save $5.00 on 2500 C.O.D. ($5 Deposit)
HIGH SPEED DRILLS
1/4" to 1/2" with 1/4" Shank
1/2" to 1/2" with 1/2" Shank
For the first time at these low prices! HIGH SPEED DRILL BITE UP TO 1/2" FOR YOUR 1/4" DRILL AND UP TO 1 1/2" DRILL BITS UP TO 1-1/16" FOR YOUR 1/2" DRILL. The Tungsten steel content of these drills means they will outlast carbon and regular steel drills many, many times!

DRILLS UP TO 1/2" FOR YOUR 1/4" DRILLS
Will Fit Any Size Chuck 1/2" and Larger.
SIZE PRICE EA. SIZE PRICE EA.
1/4" .30 1/8" .40
5/32" .30 5/32" .40
3/32" .30 3/32" .40
7/64" .30 7/64" .40
9/64" .30 9/64" .40
11/64" .30 11/64" .40
13/64" .30 13/64" .40
15/64" .30 15/64" .40
17/64" .30 17/64" .40
19/64" .30 19/64" .40
21/64" .30 21/64" .40
23/64" .30 23/64" .40
25/64" .30 25/64" .40
27/64" .30 27/64" .40
29/64" .30 29/64" .40
31/64" .30 31/64" .40
33/64" .30 33/64" .40
35/64" .30 35/64" .40
37/64" .30 37/64" .40
39/64" .30 39/64" .40
41/64" .30 41/64" .40
43/64" .30 43/64" .40
45/64" .30 45/64" .40
47/64" .30 47/64" .40
49/64" .30 49/64" .40
51/64" .30 51/64" .40
53/64" .30 53/64" .40
55/64" .30 55/64" .40
57/64" .30 57/64" .40
59/64" .30 59/64" .40
61/64" .30 61/64" .40
63/64" .30 63/64" .40
65/64" .30 65/64" .40
67/64" .30 67/64" .40
69/64" .30 69/64" .40
71/64" .30 71/64" .40
73/64" .30 73/64" .40
75/64" .30 75/64" .40
77/64" .30 77/64" .40
79/64" .30 79/64" .40
81/64" .30 81/64" .40
83/64" .30 83/64" .40
85/64" .30 85/64" .40
87/64" .30 87/64" .40
89/64" .30 89/64" .40
91/64" .30 91/64" .40
93/64" .30 93/64" .40
95/64" .30 95/64" .40
97/64" .30 97/64" .40
99/64" .30 99/64" .40
1/2" .30 1/2" .40

HIGH SPEED MORD TAPER SHANK DRILLS
SET 13 Different Size High Speed Mord Taper Shank Drills from 1/32" to 3/32". $6.49
SET 20 Different Size 10V High Speed Mord Taper Shank Drills from 1/32" to 3/32". $12.95
SET 8 Different Size High Speed Mord Taper Shank Drills from 1/32" to 3/32". $29.95

HIGH SPEED STRAIGHT SHANK
CHUCKING REAMERS
SET 15 Different Size High Speed Straight Shank Reamers from 1/32" to 3/32". $7.95
SET 15 Different Size High Speed Straight Shank Reamers from 1/32" to 3/32". $6.95

HIGH SPEED STRAIGHT COMBINATION DRILLS AND COUNTERTURNS
SIZE HAND TAPS
60° Angle of Countersink DRILL SIZE (IN.) EXCELLENT COND. PRICE EA.
G1 3/16 .25 .60
F2 9/32 .25 .50
F3 5/32 .25 .40
F4 7/32 .25 .35
F5 9/32 .25 .30
F6 11/32 .25 .25
F7 13/32 .25 .20
F8 15/32 .25 .15
F9 17/32 .25 .10
F10 19/32 .25 .05
F11 21/32 .25 .00
F12 23/32 .25 .00
F13 25/32 .25 .00
F14 27/32 .25 .00
F15 29/32 .25 .00
F16 31/32 .25 .00
F17 33/32 .25 .00
F18 35/32 .25 .00
F19 37/32 .25 .00
F20 39/32 .25 .00
F21 41/32 .25 .00
F22 43/32 .25 .00
F23 45/32 .25 .00
F24 47/32 .25 .00
F25 49/32 .25 .00
F26 51/32 .25 .00
F27 53/32 .25 .00
F28 55/32 .25 .00
F29 57/32 .25 .00
F30 59/32 .25 .00
F31 61/32 .25 .00
F32 63/32 .25 .00
F33 65/32 .25 .00
F34 67/32 .25 .00
F35 69/32 .25 .00
F36 71/32 .25 .00
F37 73/32 .25 .00
F38 75/32 .25 .00
F39 77/32 .25 .00
F40 79/32 .25 .00
F41 81/32 .25 .00
F42 83/32 .25 .00
F43 85/32 .25 .00
F44 87/32 .25 .00
F45 89/32 .25 .00
F46 91/32 .25 .00
F47 93/32 .25 .00
F48 95/32 .25 .00
F49 97/32 .25 .00
F50 99/32 .25 .00
F51 1.00 .25 .00

35MM FILM
War Surplus outdated but guaranteed. Load your own cartridges. 35MM film
100' $1.29

All merchandise guaranteed. Order these Surplus Bargains Today
20% Deposit on C.O.D.'s Minimum Order $2.00.

T & T TOOL 221 W. SECOND TULSA, OKLA.
NEW DREMEL Electric
RAZOR BLADE
SHARPENER

100 SHAVES FROM ONE BLADE

EASY SHAVE A Piece!
SMART ONE!

For Double Edge Blades

Get the sharpest, smoothest cutting
blades ever — months of perfect shaving from just one blade— even with toughest whiskers. In 15 to 20 seconds your blade is electrically hollow-honed and stropped...sharper than any blade you ever used. Thousands of satisfied users have proved it!

solves CHRISTMAS GIFT problems

Any man will be thrilled with the years of shaving comfort he receives from this unusual gift. FREE TEN-DAY TRIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Order yours today! Send check or money order for $9.85 postpaid. If not satisfied, return Sharpener in good condition within ten days for prompt cash refund.

DREMEL MANUFACTURING CO., Dept. 111-M. RACINE, WIS.

BUILD YOUR OWN POWER TOOLS— TILT/ARBOR SAW

Exclusive GIL-BILT Build-It-Yourself Features

No No-chasing-bullets easily with hand tools only
No blueprint reading—step-by-step pictorial plans, full scale patterns, actual proportions
Sturdy wood, aluminum, and steel construction
Complete, and performance of commercial saws selling for $60 and up

GIL-BILT 10-INCH TILTING ARBOR SAW

275 K.P.S. 10 in. table 15° in cap.
ity in front of blade
10 in. blade cuts 3/4 in. deep, 24 in. long
6 in. dia. handwheel
New Departure ball bearing, 9/16 precision shank, tool steel spinning, 3/4 in. long blades, steel, house, shipped ready to run
New Full Range Ball Bearing, 6 in. dia. handwheel
Cost aluminum mill grade and self-aligning
ball bearing guide
GIL-BILT Metal Parts Kit includes Plans, ball bearing, miter guide, dado insert, lock knobs, jack screw, mechanism and handle, and all other metal parts (less blades) $20.95
Same Kit with 10° Combination Blade $24.95
Same Kit with 8° Combination Blade $25.90

GIL-BILT 10° TILTING ARBOR SAW

GILLIOM POWER TOOLS

P. O. BOX 1-PM, Lambert Field
St. Louis 21, Missouri
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GIVE THE WORLD'S
BEST HAND TOOL
VISE-GRIP
WRENCH

Lowas
$1.85

No Other Tool
Does So Much So Easily

VISE-GRIP gives one hand Ton Grifling power—can't slip! Has 1000s of uses as a Locking Wrench, Adjustable End-Wrench, Pipe Wrench, Pliers, Vise and Clamp. It's positively the handiest tool a man can own.

Order From Your Dealer.
PETERSSEN MFG. CO., Dept. M-12, DeWitt, Nebr.

Spare Time
$3.00 AN HOUR
and MORE

with
UNIVERSAL Lawn Mower Grinder

Here is a business you can start in your own garage or basement. Sharpen hand and power mowers on the Universal Grinder and make $3.00 to $5.00 an hour.

G. Spurlock of Arkansas writes: "I have had my Universal Grinder only 2 months. Live 1/2 miles from town, yet have already made $227 net profit." J. L. Peterson of Pa. says: "I averaged $100.90 a week in May, and made $1,000.00 spare time this season."

REMEMBER—Only on the UNIVERSAL GRINDER can the inside face and edge of the stationary blade, as well as all of the reel blades, be ground to the proper clearance

ALL IN ONE SET-UP
WITHOUT REMOVING ANY BLADE FROM THE MOWER

Rogers Mfg. Co., Dept. M-121, Lindsey, Ohio

SEND THIS COUPON NOW

ROGERS MFG. CO., Dept. M-121, Lindsey, Ohio

Please send me full facts about the Universal Lawn Mower Grinder and its big money making opportunities.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

DRILL PRESS OWNERS!

HERE'S 1 TOOL WITH 5 DISTINCT USES

THE BARRON MULTI-PURPOSE
ROTARY WOOD PLANER

PLANES & SURFACES • PANELS & BEADS • ROUTS & GROOVES • RABBETS • TENONS

Finest precision performance—certainty of skilled workmanship—time-saving, money saving short cuts—yours with world famous Barron Drill Press Tools. Fifty important operations—all available on any standard drill press with Barron Accessories. Equip your shop with these versatile exclusively designed tools—and save up to $100. 200,000 Barron owners have bought on our liberal 10 day full money back guarantee. Order, or write for catalog.

BARRON TOOL CO., INC.
365 Archibald Bldg., Detroit 1, Mich.

SHARPEN SKATES!

NEW ICE
SKATE GRINDER

grinds all makes and types of ice skates!

Here's a speedy way to make new skates all winter! Sharpens ice skates of any type on the new Ideal Model 50 Bench Grinder, with skate grinder attachment. It's the finest—and FASTEST—method. Write TODAY for free folder with complete money-saving facts.

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO., Dept. J-3, Plymouth, O.
**Wellworth Air Compressor**

For Farm and Home Workshop

Compressor has 2" bore, 1½" stroke, 2.8 cfm up to 150 lb. pressure. Motor 1/2 hp, 115 v. $125.00

---

**Red Seal Continental Gas Engine**

.brand new. 1½ hp with carburetor, 4-cycle plus generator and solenoid. $57.50

---

**Wellworth V-Belt Clutch**

Starting takes lead off engine or motors. Horse-power speed is controlled by shifting clutch from idling to driving position. \( \frac{1}{2} \) to \( \frac{3}{4} \) hp. $27.75

---

**Wellworth "BLOWER BARGAIN"**

Quiet operation, double wheel inlet, double width top, for driving and exhausting. Exhausting and forcing draft. Dimensions: 15" wheel, outlet diameter. Height 19", Width 18", Depth 16½". C.F.M. 1400. outlet 1½". $25.00

---

**Wellworth Capacitors**

2000-2500 Watt Light Plant

Heavy duty windings. 110 v., 60 c.p., A.C. Takes starting overload up to 5000 watts. Floating base for automatic stabilization. \( \frac{1}{2} \) to \( \frac{3}{4} \) hp. $299.50

---

**Wellworth Pressure Tank**

2" x 2½" Welded Steel. 3" opening on each end. $9.75

---

**Wellworth TRADING CO.**

1832 S. WABASH AVE. Dept. D-12 CHICAGO 16, ILL.
SOUTH BEND
7" PRECISION SHAPER

Precision engineered and sturdily constructed, this compact bench shaper has the built-in accuracy and rigidity for rapid machining on small parts. The stroke rate per minute is higher than for larger shapers, permitting greater production on work within its capacity. The ease of setting up work in the bench shaper, its high operating speeds, and low power consumption keep costs at a minimum. A number of practical attachments can be supplied to increase its versatility on toolroom, production, or maintenance work. Check coupon for literature.

SPECIFICATIONS: RAM—Stroke length—0 to 7". Strokes per minute (4)—42 to 195. Cutting speeds—3 to 114 feet per minute.
TOOL HEAD—Vertical feed—3". Swivels—360°. Tool post opening—13/32" x 7/8".
TABLE—Horizontal travel—9 1/2". Vertical travel—5". Power cross feeds (6)—.002 to .012". Ram clearance—1/2 to 5-1/2". Table size—5-3/8 x 5 x 6-5/16".

SEND INFORMATION CHECKED:

[ ] 9" and 10" BENCH LATHES
[ ] 10" to 16-24" FLOOR LATHES
[ ] 1/4" and 1/2" Collet TURRET LATHES
[ ] 14" DRILL PRESSES
[ ] 7" BENCH SHAPERS

Name__________________________
Company_______________________
Street__________________________
City & State_____________________

Building Better Tools Since 1906. SOUTH BEND LATHE. South Bend 22, Indiana.

Printed by Popular Mechanics Company, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
What have AC Spark Plugs for Oldsmobile got that other plugs haven't? They have CORALOX, AC's patented Insulator, which has set the engineering world a-buzzing.

Oldsmobile was quick to see the advantages of this revolutionary invention—and to cooperate with AC in selecting a plug type exactly suited to the famous "Rocket" engine.

Necessity was the mother of CORALOX. This rugged insulator simply had to be invented, because previous types of spark plug insulators couldn't stand up under the operating conditions imposed by modern high-compression engines and modern fuels. They cracked and blistered under the extreme heat—they fouled and misfired under heavy load, when power was needed most.

CORALOX ended all that—brought spark plugs to an all-time pinnacle of efficiency.

AC Spark Plugs with patented CORALOX Insulator are therefore standard, not only on the Oldsmobile "Rocket," but on more of America's new cars than any other make. That's how good the newest AC Spark Plugs are. They are helping thousands of Oldsmobile owners to preserve top engine performance—and they'll do the same for you.

* * *

IF YOUR CAR ISN'T AN OLDSMOBILE you, too, can have the superior performance ensured by CORALOX. AC's engineering staff has worked with engineers of most American cars. Therefore, there is an AC Spark Plug type, with patented CORALOX Insulator, engineered for your engine.
Here's a tip! Many anti-freezes are made of methanol—which is actually boil-away alcohol. Be sure to ask your anti-freeze dealer before you buy any brand. Remember, there's not one drop of boil-away alcohol in "Prestone" anti-freeze. It's guaranteed!

"Prestone" Brand Anti-Freeze
One shot lasts all winter!

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
"Prestone" and "Eveready" are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

$375 PER GAL.
$100 per quart, in case